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Foreword

Tfhe growing concern with social development issues such as poverty
reduction, project sustainabiity, the equal participation of women, and the
social costs of econoniic development has created a need for monitoring
and evaluation techniques that are adapted to the special characteristics of
social programs. This handbook provides a comprehensive review of the
wide range of tedcniques-many of them worked out within the past few
years-available for monitoring and evaluating the main kinds of social
devzelopment programs.

Vinod Thomas, Director
Econonic Development Instithe

The World Bank
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Overview

After several decades of experience in financing, designing, and managing
social and economic development projects, intemational agencies and
developing country govemments are finding that many such projects stil
fail to achieve their objectives The portfolio performance of projects sup-
ported by the World Bank, for example, deteriorated steadily from 1981 to
1991, with the share of projects having "major problems" incesing from
11 percent to 20 percent in that period (World Bank 1991). Such figures
probably do not even indicate the true size of the problem, as they refer
only to the stage of project implementation and say little about how wel
projects are able to sustain the delivery of services over time or to produce
their intended. impacts.

As aresult, projectiimpact evaluation has received considerable attention
in recent years. This interest has also been fueled by the mounting pressure
on governments and donor agencies to broaden the goals of their develop-
ment strategies to address such issues as the quality of the environment;
the level of poverty; and the economic, social, and political participation of
women in developingcountries. Resource constraints have also heightened
interest in the use of cost-effectiveness analysis to help identify more
economical and equitable ways of delivering services to priority target
groups.

This book is a practical guide for the many groups who are concerned
with these broad development issues and who use or produce information
on the performance and quality of social development programs. The term

Xvit



xviii Oueriew

'socilprogranri refers here to te array vAprograms designed to improve
the quality of life by improving the capacity of citizens to participate fully
in social, economic, and political activities at the local ornational levels. On
the one hand, these programs may focus on improving physicalwell-being
and access to services; protecting vulnerable groups from the adverse
consequences of economic reform and structural adjustment; or providing
education, literacy, and employment and income-generating opportuni-
ties. On the other hand, they may focus directly on local empowerment and
equity issues by strengthening community orgaizations, encouraging
women to particpate in development, or alleviatingpoverty.

We have written this volume for a broid audience. We hope that policy-
makers, planners, and project managers from govenmment, nongovexn-
mentaL and intermational development agencies, along with evaluation
researchers, project beneficianes, university teachers and students, wil
find the discussiun usefuL

We try to present a comprehensive view of the ways in which informa-
tion produced by monitoring and evaluation studies is used at the project,
sectoral and national levels, together with the principles of design, data
colection, and analysis. The benefits of monitoring and evaluation depend
asmuch onthe way the data from nftese studies are collected, disseminated,
and used as on the research methodology. Consequently, we payparticular
attention to the organization of monitoring and evaluation at the national
regional, and local levels. We also discuss how to identify potential bene-
ficaries and their information needs, and how to manage evaluations.

Ithasbeen argued, particularly by nongovernmental organizations, that
the methods typically used to evaluate economic and infrastructure pro-
jects are not appropriate for social programs. Certainly, great strides have
been made in developing innovative evaluation techbn%rues, but much
remains tobe done to ensure that the procedures will respond to the unique
characteristics of social development programs and at the same time pro-
vide the rigor and reliability needed to accurately compare projects and
also integrate these procedures with the conventional quantitative and
other methods of economic analysis.

Although there is an abundance of literature on the evaluation of social
programs in the United States and other industrial countries, many of the
methods described are difficult to apply directly to the conditions under
which evaluationsmustbe concluctedin developingcountries Forthemost
part, these countries have only modest financial and professional resources
for evaluation research and are without access to the extensive data bases
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and secondary data available in industrial countries. Nevertheless, indus-
tial countries offer a tremendous store of evaluation experience that could
be helpful to developing countries. This book draws attention to some of
the more useful lessons that can be gleaned not only from the traditional
literature on quasi-experimental designs, but also from the debate on the
relationships between methods of quantitative and qualitative evaluation
The discussion also covers new developments in qualitative evaluation,
stakeholder analysis, the politics of evaluation, and the use of existing
research data in meta-analysis and prospective evaluation.

Many international agencies have prepared handbooks for evaluating
the projects they finance in accordance with their own administrative
requirements. The problem is that few general textbooks are availble to
show how monitoring and evaluation principles canbe appliedby national
governunents and nongovernmental organizations to prcjects in develop-
ing countries. We refer extensively to the few publications that exist and in
addition draw on our own experience in helping agencies in developing
countries design and use monitoring and evaluation techniques and in
organizng seainars and workshops for agencies concerned with project
planning, management, monitoring, and evaluation at the national and.
project levels in Latin America, Afdca, Asia, and the Middle East We also
review the moiitoring and evaluation literature produced by iternational
development agencies in the United States and by goveernments and eval-
uation researchers in a number of developing countries.

EquaRy important, we discuss a number of topics that have beenby and
large overlooked in earlier evaluation publications. Frst as already men-
tioned, special attention is given to the organizaion of onitring and evalu-
atitn at the prcject. sectoral, and national levels. Firstand experience and
research have led us to condude that the effectiveness and utility of most
monitoring and evaluation studies are greatly affected by their organiza-
tional arrangements (organization chosen to conduct the studies, location
of the monitoring and evaluation unit within the organization, and so on).
Second, the book provides information on the organization and utilization of
the data bases required to select, design, and implement new social projects
and programs. Thrd, a chapter is devoted to the monitoring and evaluation
of project sustainablity Fourth, we try to draw examples from all fhe socia
sectors and from all the major developing regions. Fifth, we review simple
and cost-effective methods of estimating project impact, induding the existing
rapid appraisal and participatory assessmentmethods and some of thenew
methods for working with small samples, such as lot quality acceptance
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sampling. Sixth, we examine the application of program evaluation meth-
ods to the evaluation of poverty alleviation programs and to the assessment
of the impact of development policies, programs, and projects on women.
F1nally, we discu the role of nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) in
the evaluation of development programs and the areas in which they may
have a comparative advantage.

Intended Audience

The book is intended for a least four groups, beginning with pLaners and
policyakes (particularly at the national and sectoral levels). They are the
ones who decide how monitoring and evaluation should be organized
(particularly at the national level) and what kinds of studies need to be
conductecL They also work closely with intemational donor agenacies,
which frequently play a key role in study selection.

The second group consists of the project managers who wil use the results
of the studies to improve the performance of the prcjects in their charge.
Managers are also accountable to their technical ministies and to central
planning and financial agencies and are therefore required to prepare
monitoring reports on the status of their projects.

The third group comprses the moniforingandealuationpractiftimerswho
are directly responsible for the design, implementation, and dissemination
of the studies. Pracitioners vary greatly in their level of professional
tatting and experience. The book therefore provides an easily understood
introductionto thebasicprindples of evaluation, aswellas information on
some of the more sophisticated methodologies.

The fourth group the book addresses is composed of the institutions that
provide training programs in monitoring and evaluation.

The book is organized around the needs of these four groups.

Scope of the Book

Part . Moniforing and Evaluating Social Programs: A Guidefor Policymakrm,
Planners, and Managers

Part I provides an overview of the utility of monitoring and evaluation to
managers, planners, and policymakers concerned with project manage-
ment, sectoral development, and national economic management Chapter I
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assesses the status of monitoring and evaluation (M/E) in developing
counties and identifies some of the main weaknesses of curet ap-
proaches. The MIE approah used in the book is then outlined, together
with the main kinds of studies required at each stage of the project ycle.
Next, the context in which each kind of evaluation is conducted is de-
scribed, along with the kIcnds of questions clients will have, the range of
available research methods, the time frame in whidh each kind of study
nornally has to be carried out, and the ways in which the studies are
typically used. As is emphasized throughout, the needs of the clients and
the context are likely to vary from one kind of study to another. Evaluators
must fully undestand the particular context and the concems of their
clients Important issues relating to the design and utilization of monitoring
and evaluation in developing countries are also discussed, especally as
they relate to social programs. Chapter 2 tums to the practical applications
of monitoring and evaluation at the project, sectoral, and natiornal levels
and provides examples of the kindsofstudies that canbe conducted ateach
stage of the prcect cycle and their function. The chapter covers evaluation
methodologies that have proved useful in industial countres, such as
those that dealwithprospective evaluation and meta-evaluation, andnotes
the benefits of modeling in the design and interpretation of M/E studies.
'The 'PRISM' system employed by the U.S. Agency for Inteniational De-
velopment illustrates how a set of indicators can be used to develop and
monitr medium-term strategic management objectves. Methods for eval-
uating the different impacts of development policies and programs on
women and men are also discussed, together with the pnnciples of gender
analysis.

Chapter 3 explains how modeling canbe applied to project evaluation. It
points out that development programs are social experiments and that the
factors affecting their outcomes are best understood with the aid of models
desacbing theintended projectimplementation and operationalprocesses.
The lessons learned will help improve the selection and design of future
projects. The modeling procedures appropriate for socialprograms include
logical framework analysis, quasi-experimental designs, systems analysis,
causalnetworks, process modeling, and pathanalysis. Structuredlearning,
a comparatively new approach, is also discussed. It employs models to
systematically distill the lessons from the experience of ongoing programs
as well as from broader policies. This approach has also been used to build
experiments into project design that can test and evaluate alternative
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delivery systems. In the examples discussed, models wereused to evaluate
the impacts of primary education on girls and of structural adjustment on
the poor and to assess housing and urban sector policies.

Part H. DesignandImplementation ofMonitoringand Evaluation-
A GuideforPractitioners

The five chapters in Part I focus on the design, implementation, and
application of the six most commonly used kinds of monitoring and eval-
uation studies. Chapter 4 describes the components of a system for moni-
toring project implementation. These include monitoring ph,ysical and
financial inputs and outputs, diagnostic studies of problems that have
arisen during project implementation, project completion reports, cost-
effectivemess analysis, and the evaluation of project efficency. Cost-effec-
tiveness analysis is widely used in evaluating social programs to compare
the costs of alternative methods of delivering services. By way of ecample,
we show how cost-effectiveness analysis can be used to compare the
effectiveness of different methods of expanding prmary education in El
Salvador. We also discuss the particular problems that can arise in moni-
toringsocialprograms,particularlyi-nquantfying the outputs andbenefits
of social programs and in assessingthe quality of inputs and outputs. Here,
it is vital to consider the perspectives of different stakeholders, as wel as
the implementation processes and the expected output. As the chapter
points out, beneficary assessment is one method tat has proved particu-
larly useful in evaluating social programs.

Chapter 5 presents an in-depth discussion of diagnostic studies, which
can play a vital role in providing management with rapid feedback con-
cering problems or other information required to modify ongoing project
components or to design new ones. As is also explained, diagnostic studies
can be used to evaluate the efficacy of community organizations and may
be of assistance in project identification and design. Chapter 6 describes the
studies conducted during the planning or operational phases of a project
in order to assess the project's potential sustainability-in other words, its
capacity to continue delivering services and benefits to the intended pop-
ulation groups. Factors affecting sustainabifity that must be assessed in-
clude project design, implementation methods, and organizational
decisions, along with extemal factors such as the economic and political
environment in which the project operates and the cultural characteristics
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of the affected populations. This subject has recently become a major
concern of both governments and donors. The chapter describes a scale
consisting of 20 indicators that can be used to develop a simple numerical
index of sustainability based on four main factors: continued delivery of
sennces and benefits, maintenance of physical inrastructure, long-term
institutional capacity of the principal agencies involved in the proect, and
the support of key stakeholders. These methods of assessing sustainability
are then applied to an integrated rural development project in Bangladesh.

Chapter 7 presents some rapid and cost-effective methods of assessing
project impacts, especially the extent to which target groups are receiving
theiintendedbenefits.Thesemethods canbeused to mmimize time,money,
or the level of professional expertise required. There are usually tradeoffs
between these factors, and the evaluation design must specify which of the
three is to be kept to a minimum. Simple and rapid methods indlude the
use of archival sources, automatic recording devices, case studies, commu-
nity fora, duster samples and focus groups, key informants, participant
observation, physicaltraces,photographicsurveys,andnew developments
in small-sampling theory.

In recent years there has been a growing concem about what the impact
of development assistance has been over the long term, whether invest-
merits have acbieved their intended results, and whether they have bene-
fited the intended target groups. Among the many particular sutbects of
concem are long-term environmental impacts, the involuntary resettle-
mrent caused by the construction of power projects and irrigation schemes,
the impact of development assistance on the poor in general and on poor
women m particular, and the sustainabiity of development programs.
ChapterS presents the curentstate of tixikingonthe pracicalutility of the
conventional quasi-experimental (QE) impact evaluation designs Conven-
tional designs are compared with three widely used designs that are
simpler and more economical to use but that the QE literature would
classify as methodologically "less robust"' These simpler designs combine
various quantitative and qualitative techniques in an effort to provide the
greatest degree of methodologicalrigorpossible inmostreal-lifesitLuations,
where the impactmustbe assessed without access to baseline data collected
on project beneflianes and control groups before the project beganL

Despite their usefulness in many operational contexts, these simpler
designs at times fail to provide the essential information needed to assess
a social program. For one thing, many of them do not include adequate
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before and after measures of the situation among the groups who did not
benefit from the project (such as families who were forced to relocate
without compensation, or dhildren who were not vaccinated or did not
receive nutritional supplements). Consequently it is difficult to determine
how these groups have been affected by the project. Moreover, without an
adequate control it is difficult to quantify the level of impacts or benefits,
and hence to estimate the economic benefits produced.

The discrAsion then tums to three evaluation designs that did approxi-
mate a quasi-experimental design: the River Blindness Control Program in
West Africa, the Rural Education Project (EDRJltRAL) in northeast Brazil,
and three components of the Bolivian Social Investment Fund.

Part Il. Data Collectionfor Monitoring and Evaluation:
A Guidefor Practitioners

As in other areas of the social sciences, many evaluation researchers have
a preference for either quantitative or qualitative methods of analysis
because they still find it difficult to reconcile the two paradigms behind
these methods. The objective of the "positivist-behaviorist" paradigm
(often called the "quantitative" approach) is to identify and measure rela-
tionships between observable social regularities (participation in projects
or community activites, investment in housing, years of education, labor
force participation, and the like) that can be interpreted independently of
the meanings communities or individuals may attach to themL This ap-
proach emphasizes quantitative methods. In contrast, advocates of the
"subjectivist-phenomenological" or "constructivist" paradigm (the "qual-
itative' approach) argue that human behavior and attitudes can be under-
stood ordy within a particular social context and through the meanings
that people attach to particular situations and actons. Researchers in
this group prefer qualitative methods of evaluation. Thus, a central issue
in evaluation research is to what extent qualitative and quantitative meth-
ods can be combined. We strongly recommend that a broad range of
quantitative and qualitative methods be integrated into most evaluation
designs.

Chapter 9 descnbes sample survey methods used in quantitative analysis.
It explains how questionnaires and other survey instruments are adminis-
tered; how questions can be asked; and what kinds of preparatory studies
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can help analysts understand the issues being studied, identify the key
concepts to be measured, and arrive at the most effective and reliable
question format. Qualitative methods are then recummended to interpret
the results and to explore any inconsistencies in the findings.

Chapter 10 presents a variety of nonsurvey or qualitative methods of
collecting data, including participant observation, unobtrusive methods,
direct observation, secondary data sources, photography, the use of key
informants, community fora, self-monitoring, and mapping. The com-
plementarities between quantitative and qualitative methods are also dis-
cussed. Chapter 11 examines the principles of sample design and their
application to all evaluations, rather than just to conventional quantitative
survey designs. The most common methods of sample design are described
and assessed and simple guidelines are given for estimating the size of a
sample required to achieve a certain level of precision. Recent develop-
ments in small sample designs are discused and are ilustrated by lot
quality assurance sampling.

Part IV. Organizational and Management Issues in Program Evaluation:
A Guide For Policymakers, Planners, and Managers

Chapter 12 discusses some of the management issues surrounding monitor-
ing and evaluation, particularly the importance of defining program con-
tent and objectives and of identifyingthe principal "stakeholders' and their
information needs. This chapter considers how the moritoring and evalu-
ation program should be organized, where it should be located, and how
it should be managed. The management of consultants and the role of
nongovernment organizations are other important topics covered here. The
chapter also examines national monitoring and evaluation systems, some
of the issues arising from the competing demands of the major stakehold-
ers, the role of donor agencies, the effect of national systems onproject-level
monitoring, and some guidelines for improving national M/E systems.

Part V. Teaching Aonitoring and Evaluatiorn A Guide for Training Instttutions

Many countries have been unable to improve their monitoring and evalu-
ation performance because they lack trained researchers or because their
managers, planners, and policymakers do not fiully understand how M/E
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shouldbe organized andused. Chapter 13explainshow toteach thesubject.
It reviews current approaches and their weaknesses. The main audiences
and their taining needs are then identified. The elements of an integrated
nationalM/E trainingprogram arepresented next,with thedifferentkinds
of courses and seminars that should be organized for policymakers, man-
agers, and evaluation practitioners. The chapter concludes with a discus-
sion of some of the main teaching methods.
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Part I

Monitoring and Evaluating
Social Programs

A Guide for Policymakers, Planners, and Managers
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Evaluating Social Programs
in Developing Countries

Developing countries and intemational aid agencies finance, design, and
manage large numbers of diverse and complex development projects. in
1987 alone, the central government of India financed more than 3,000
projects and its state governments sponsored another 6,000-7,000, while
Pakistansupportedsome3,800projectsunderits FederalAnnualDevelop-
ment Plan (Ahmed and Bamberger 1989). Among the projects financed by
intenational aid groups, approximately 192 were completed under the
auspices of the World Bank in 1985, according to its prcect completion
reports (World Bank 1987tci), and dose to 250 are completed every year
under the US. Agency for International Development (USAIOD), to judge
by its evaluation reports (OECD 1986).

The Cunent Statbs of Monitoring and Evaluation
in Developing Countries

The available evidence suggests that a significant proportion of these
projects fail to fully achieve their objectives. Of the 192 completed by the
WorldBankin 1985, approximately20percenthadunsatisfactoy oruncer-
tain outcomes (World Bank 1987:5). Success rates have been even lower for
complex projects in low-income counties in need of major social and

3
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economic reform, notably in Africa. The success rate for such countries is
often less than 50 percent (World Bank 1987:28).

These figures do not fully reflect project performance, however, because
they usually refer to the projectiimplementation stage (in which infrastructure
is constructed, equipment installed, and service delivery systems estab-
lished). Little is known about how well projects are able to sustain the
delivery of services over time, and even less about the ectent to which
projects are able to produce their intended impacts.

The need for such information has grown considerably in recent years,
for govemments and donor agenaes have come under mountingpressure
to formulate development strategies that contribute to broad goals,such as
protecting the environment, alleviating poverty, and improving the eco-
nomic, social, and political participation of women-rall of which require a
thoroughunderstanding of the complexinteractions between a project and
its environment Because many govemments are also finding that the
constraints on their resources are increasing, they are in addition being
pressed to use those resources effectively.

Ih view of these various problems, it has become essential for govern-
ments and donor agencies alie to leam as much as possible from past
experience that will enable them to identify the kInds of projects and
delivery systems most liely to succeed and the factors most likely to
contribute to that success. As a res-t, more emphasis is being placed on
monitoring and evaluating (/E) the extent to which development pro-
jects are cost-effective and achieve their intended objectives.

Fortunately, the need for improved monitoring and evaluation systems
comesatatimewhentheindustialnationshavemadenumerousadvances
in the theory and practice of program evaluatior. In the United States and
some other industrial nations, program evaluation is emerging as a sepa-
rate social science and management disciplien Since the early 1970s it has
become standardpracticein theUnitedStates to monitorand evaluate most
federal and state-financed projects, and the results of these evaluations are
used extensively by both supporters and opponents of these programs
(Chelimsky 1988; Rossi and Freeman 1993; Wholey 1979). The U.S. General
Accounting Office now publishes more han one program evaluation a
day-many of which greatly influence budgetary allocations and the for-
mulation of new programs (Chelimsky 1987). The growing presence of
evaluation specialists can be seen in their published works, in professional
organizations such as the American Evaluation Association (which now
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has more than2,500 members), and in te increasingnumber of courses on
monitoring and evaluation (now offered in at least forty-six universities in
the United States). 

In the opinion of many leading evaluation practitioners, satisfactory
solutions have been found to most of the basic problems of evaluation
design and analysis, at least for countries such as the United States. It
is possible to produce methodologically sound and operationally useful
evaluations for a broad range of development programs. Rossi and
Wright (1984332), in a review of the status of evaluation research,
concluded

The evaluation research field is begnning to reach ahighlevel of intelectual
accomplishment, thatis ustas thebestevaluation research of theprosperous
decades is being published. New developments in techiuques and methodol-
ogy have appeared that promise to raise the overall quality not only of
evaluations but of many other areas of social research as welL Evaluation
researchers have now leamed how to conduct field experiments successfully
and how to analyze the resulting complicated data sets, and they have also
stated to provide solutions to some of the most serious validity problems of
non-experimental research.

Perhaps as many as 100 developing countries now perform some kind of
regula monitoring and evaluation activities. Ihese range from com-
prehensive national evaluation systems m countries such as India and
Malaysia to basic monitoring of selected projects in many countries in
Africa and the Middle East 3 national systems in South Asia (see Table
1-1) have one or more central agencies responsible for the coordination and
synthesis of monitoring (and less frequently evaluation) data, whic-h are
regularly collected from all major development projects (Ahmed and
Bamberger 1989; Kba 1989)J4 Many of these cuntries are also developing
national M/E computer networks to increase their capacty for data collec-
':on and analysis.

Much of the original impetus behind the move toward monitoring and
evaluation in developing countries came from international aid organiza-
tions, most of which require M/E in a large percentage of their projects.
The Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD
1986) has estimated that an average donor agency conducts 10 to 30
evaluations a year, while USAID and the World Bank conduct as many as
250 evaluations a year (Baum and Tolbert 1985). Intemational agencies
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Table l-l. Organization and Functions of Central Monitoring
and Evaluation Agences in South Asia
(as of December 1987)

Bangadesh The Implemntation, Monitoring and Evaluation Division (pMED) was
established inl984 underthePlanningComnuissionas thesuccessor
to an earlier apex monitoring uniL It is responsible for the physical
and financial monitoring of all development projects and feedback
to line miistries. It focuse on implemntation monitoring. Public
enterprises are monitored by a separate agency.

India The Project Monitoring Division of the Ministry of Program
Implementation (MOPI) was established in 1985 to monibor
megaprojects (costing more than 200 million rupees) as wel as the
pri miruster's nineteen point Poverty Eradication Program The
Management Information Division and the line divisions of the
PlanningCornmissionmonitorallcentrallymanagedandsponsored
projects. The Programme Evaluation Organization of the Planning
Conurission evaluates sodalprograms.

Nepal The Programme Division of the National Planning Commission
monitors nationally important projects. The Progrna Budgetng and
Monitoring Cell of the Ministry of Fmance is testing systems iat can
be used to monitor both physical and financial progress of all major
projects.

Pastan TheProjects Wing of the NationalPlanning Commission oversees the
financial and physical progress of national projects funded by the
National Development Program and intensively ionitDrs selected
projects. Public manufactuing enterprises are monitored Stough
the performance evaluation system of the Experts' Aduisory Cell of
theMinistryofProduction.TheAuditorGeneral'sOfficeisdeveloping
a performance evaluation systerr.

Sri Lanka The Progress Control Diison of the Ministry of Plan Implementation
has been responsible since 1986 for the close monitoring of about 140
major projects and programs and for developing indicators of
physical progress. Major development programs such as the
Mahaweli Irrigation Authority have their own M/E systems.

Note: These systems continue to evolve, and sinac this reportwas prepared there havebeen
further changes in how M/E is organized in some of these countries

Source Ahmed and Bantergr (1989).
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have had both a positive and a negative effect on the way M/E systems
have evolved and are used in developing countries.

A small but increasing number of developing countries are now begin-
ning to use M/E for their own project control, financial planning, and
policy analysis (these coutries include Chile, Colombia, Brazil, India and
Malysia) The World Bank, among others, is helping selected countries
develop this capacity through its Evaluation Capability Development Pro-
gram (World Bank 1991a:12). However, the OECD concludes that, with
the exception of a small number of countries, "interest in evaluation gen-
erally tends to be stronger among those allocating resources than among
those using themf"

When properly applied, the information produced by M/E studies can
be of direct use to policymakers, planners, and managers in at least four
ways. First, it can help a country improve its method of identifying and
selecting projects and programs by esuring that these endeavors are
consistent with national development oljectives, that they willhave a good
chance of succeeding, and that they are using the most cost-effective
strategy for achieving the intended objectives. Second, M/E studies can
determine whether the project is being implemented efficiently, is respom-
siveto the concernsof the intendedbeneficiaxies, andwillhaveitspotential
problems detected and corrected as quicldy as possible. Third, they mea-
sure whether projects and programs that are under way are achieving their
intended economic and social objectives, as well as contributing to sectoral
and nationai development objectives. Fourth, evaluatio studies can be
used to assess the impact of projects on wider developmental objectives
such as protecting the environment and managing nabral resources, ale-
viating poverty, and giving women full economic, social and political
partiipation in all aspects of development Examples provided throughout
the book illustrate how M/E studies are used in developing countries in
different social sectors and geographical regions.

Despite the growing emphasis on national M/E systems, the focus of
M/E studies in most developing countries continues to benarrow, the data
are underutilized, and the contribution to project management and na-
tional development planning is limited. A high proportion of M/E re-
sources are devoted to monitoring the physical and financial
implementation of large projects, and little attention is devoted to assessing
the sustainability of projects, the quality of social development projects, the
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distribution of project benefits among various soaoeconomic groups or
geographical regions, the extent to which projects have achieved their
intended impacts, or the effect development strategies have hadc on the
environment. Nor have the recent developments in evaluation methodol-
ogy in the United States been applied in developing countries, Section F
outlines some of the main organizational, managerial, and methodological
problems affecting the design, implementation, and use of monitoring and
evaluation in developing countries.

The Current Status of Social ProgramEvaluation

As mentioned earlier, social programs refer here to the broad range of
programs designed to improve the quality of Iife by improving the capacity
of citizens to participate fully in social, economic, and political activities at
the Iocal or national levels. Programs may focus on improving physical
well-being (health, nutrition); providing access to services (housing, water
supply, local transportation); protecting vulnerable groups from some of
the adverse consequences of economic reform and structural adjustment
or providing education, literacy, and employment and income-gerating
opportunties (vocational and techical trainng, aedit, integrated rural
development, small business development). Other programs may focus
directly on empowerment and equity issues by strgthening community
organizations, encouraging women to participate in development, or alle-
viatingpoverty.

Development agencies differ in their view of the nature and objectives of
socialprograms andinhowtheycomparewithconventionalcapitalinvest-
ment programs. These differing perspectives determine how social pro-
grams are evaluated.

Some donor agencies consider health and education an investment in
human capital, for example, and they appraise, design, and moritor these
projects in much the same way that they handle a capital investnent
project They assume that predsely defined inputs applied by means of a
particular implementation methodology will produce predetermined out-
puts that will generate measurable improvements in indicators of human
capital (such as educational attainment, labor market earings, or morbid-
ity and mortality). An educationalproject would be appraised on the basis
of its economic rate of return and would have a time-bound implementa-
tion schedule with precise and easilymonitored implementation and finan-
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cial objectives. The same approach might be used for a health project,
although it would probably be appraised using cost-effectiveness analysis
rather than economic rates of returm. As we discuss in Chapter 4, however,
in only a small number of cases are dlearly defined output and impact
indicators identified and used for education and health projects. Assess-
ment tends to concentrate more on monitoringinputs, or possibly physical
outputs.

A second approach adopted by many governments, United Nations
(UN) agencies, bilateral organizations, and nongovemmental organiza-
tions (NGOs) is based on the concept that things like literacy, prmary
health, housing, and drinking water are basic human rights that do not
require economic justificatiorL Evaluations, if they are conducted, tend to
focus on the cost-effectiveness of the delivery systems and accessibility to
the intended target groups. Rigorous impact evaluations are rarely con-
ducted because program justification does not depend on a partcular
economic impact

Both of the above approaches are 'supply-driven." That is to say, the
government or the donor decides what services people should receive and
what their basic needs are.

A third approach-adopted by many NGOs, a number of bilateral do-
nors, and agencies suCh as the United Nations Children's Fund (UNICEF)
and recently the World Bank-is based on the notion that the principal
objective of so cial development should be to help indigenous communities
or underprivileged groups (such as women, landless laborers, and urban
slumdwellers) develop theorganizationalcapacityandknowledgeneeded
to identify and satisfy their own needs.

The goals of many socal development projects and programmes involve
such things as the development of indigenous sustainable capadty, the pro-
motion of participation, the awakening of consciousness, and the encourage-
ment of self-reliant strategies. How are these to be measured? What are the
purposes of evaluations of these sorts of projects? ... Are the evaluations of
these types of projects essentially different from those of more conventional
infrastructural projcts?

Because we are dealing with development strategies thatare ratier different
fromthosethatemphasize productionr newtehniquesandnew methods need
to be devised. Wv are dealing with a changing set of relationships between
actors involved inthedevelopmentprocessandachangingscientificandsocial
environment where the old orthodoxies associated with Northern libeal
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scientific principles of economic developmentbacked by objective analysis no
longer hold. We are negotiating new ways in which value can be analyzed,
and new methodologies that will provide more appropriate ways of under-
standing the effectiveness of interventions in the name of social development
(Marsden and Oakley 1990:1-2).

Given the great diversity of social development programs and the vari-
ous objectives and political and social orientations of the organizations
involved, there is no standard way of evaluating such programs-nor
should one be sought Some flexibility will always be desirable A number
of new precepts are evolving, and although some have stirred up contro-
versy, they are gaining increasing support and therefore are given close
attention in this book.

Eist, many authorities recognize that the major stakeholders, particu-
larly the intended beneficiaries (as well as groups that may suffer as a
result of the project) should be actively involved in project selection,
monitoring, and evaluation. Beeficiary assessment methodologies, long
used by NGOs, are now being adopted by international agencies (Salmen
1987,1992).

Beneficiary assessment is a tool for managers who wish to improve the
quality ofdevelopment operations. This is an approach to information gather-
ing which assesses the value of an activity as it is perceived by its principal
users. The approach is qualitative in that it attempts to derive understanding
from shared experience as well as observation and gives primacy to the
centrality of the otherperson's point of view. As the Bank and others engaged
in development activities seek to do their work better, one key indicator will
need to be how the ultimate customer, or intended beneficary, assesses the
valueof thisworkprojectorpolicy,asitaffectshisorher life.Theillumination
of this customer/user appreciation of developmental activity is the primary
objective of beneficiary assessment." (Salmen 1992:1)

Until recently, beneficary assessment focused mainly on the intended
low-income project beneficiaries, but now its methods are also being used
to better understand the perspectives of other stakeholder groups sudc as
other government agencies and private service providers. Environmental
impact assessment is probably the area in which the opinions of all major
stakeholders are most systematically canvassed.
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Second, social impact assessnent techniques (also called social analysis or
social soundness analysis) are being more widely used before projects
begin or during implementation to assess how different social and eco-
nomic groups are likely to be affected by the project or program (Asian
Development Bank 1991; Ingersol 1990). One of the areas in which the use
of social impact assessment has expanded is ge4 Wer analysis (Asian Devel-
opment Bank 1991; Maya Tech Corporation 1991; Overholt and others
1985). Many multilateral and bilateral agencies now require sender analy-
sis, and sometimes even broader social imrpact analysis, either as part of
their country programming exercise or as part of their project approval
process.

Third, efforts are being made to strengthen the use of qualitative methods
in the evaluation of international development programs and to break
away from conventional evaluation approaches based on precisely defined
quantitative irLdicators of project performance. Although significant prog-
ress has been made, the long-standing split between the advocates of
quantitative and qualitative approaches to evaluation has not been re-
solved. Consequently, few evaluation studies have been able to success-
fully integrate both approaches, and considerable work remains to be done
to encourage the practitioners of conventional quantitative evaluations to
accept qualitative methods.

Fourth, interest is growing in rapid assessment prpedures (also known
as Rapid Socal Assessment or Rapid Rural Appraisal), which are more
cost-effective than most other methods and more responsive to the socio-
cultural environment of the project (see Kumar 1993).

Fifth, there is pressure for more holistic evaluations that will make it
possible to understand the complex interaction between a project and the
socal, cultural, politcal, and economic environment in which it evolves
(Marsden and Oakley 1990).

Although significant progress is being made in all these areas, the eval-
uation of socal programs has not yet been fully integrated into the M/E
systems being developed for other public programs in most developing
countLies. At the same time, NGOs are playing an increasingly important
role in the execution and evaluation of social programs. While many believe
that NGOs can contribute a new evaluation perspective with greater em-
phasis on holistic approaches and qualitative methods (ACVAPS 1983;
Marsden and Oakley 1990), these new approac hes have so far made little
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impact on how governments and international agencies evaluate social
programs. For these various reasons, the methodologies and systems for
evaluating social programs have not developed to the same degree, or as
systematically, as the so-called conventional evaluation methods.

A Monitoring and Evaluation Framework
for Developing Countries

This section presents a framnework for describing various methods of
monitoring and evaluation in developing countries. The definitions em-
ployed are consistent with most of the main publications in this field, and
we have indicated the few areas in whikX we differ from these sources, or
the sources disagree among themselves. in such cases, the diverging opin-
ion is presented in the endnotes. The main sources used in this comparison
are Casley and Kumar (1987), theUnited NationsACC TaskForce onRural
Development (1984), Rossi and Freeman (1993), and OECD (1986).

Monitoring is an internal activity of program management, the purpose
of which is to determine whether programs have been implemented
as planed-in other words, whether resources are being mobilized as
planned and services or products are being delivered on schedule. We refer
to the former as input monitoring and to the latter as output monitoring. In
more formal terms, monitoring is

a continuous internal management activity whose purpose is to ensure that
the programachievesits definedobjectiveswithin aprescribed time-frameand
budget. Monitoringinvolves the provision of regular feedback on theprogress
of program implementation, ancA he problems faced during implementation.
Monitoring consists of operational and administrative activities that track
resource acqufisition and allocation, production or the delivery of services, and
cost records.

In contrast, evaluation maybe conducted within the project implementa-
tion agency or by an outside organization. It can be used to assess and
improve the performance of an ongoingprogram or to estimate the impacts
and evaluate the performance of completed projects or programs (these
activities are known as impact evaluation and efficiency evaluation). To
assess the appropriateness of design and implementation methods, data
are normally collected while the project is going on (by means of diagnostic
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studies or process evaluation). Diagnostic studies often follow an input or
output monitoring study thathas identified an actual orpotentialproblem.
For example, management may request a diagnostic study when a moni-
toring report has shown an unexpectedly small number of families apply-
ing for permission to purchase housing units, a lower proportion of girls
than boys attending a new primary school, or low loan repayment rates.
The results of a program are measured by the extent to which it achieves
its objectives, the other impacts it produces, the costs per program benefit
or per program product, and the problems responsible for either the poor
quality of program implementation or the failure to achieve program
objectives. We therefore define evaluation as

an interal or external management activity to as the appropriafeness of a
progran's design and implementation methods in achieving both spedfied
objectivesand moregeneral developmentobjectives;and toassessapiogramrs
results, both intended and unintended and to asse± the factors affecting the
level and distribution of benefits produced.

One important question concerns the relationship between monitoring
and evaluation. Although it is customary to refer to the two together (as in
the tenn "M/E'9, many aid agencies and project implementing agenies
treat them, as distinct activities conducted by separate agencies and having
separate objectives. Casley and Kumar (1987:8) support this separation:
"Are monitoring and evaluation such distinctly different functions, serving
distinctly different users, that they should be considered independently of
each other? The answer to this question, in the light of the definitions given
here, is yes. Hence we disapprove of the use of the universal acronym
'M&E' as it can imply that we are dealing with a single function*" When the
two functions are kept separate, there seems to be substantial support for
monitoring project implementation but limited support for evaluation.
Evaluation is givenmuchlowerprioritybecause it isseen as an activitythat
would be nice to support if time and resources permitted-which, unfor-
tunately, is seldom the case. As a result, little effort is made either to
evaluate the extent to which projects have achieved their objectives, or to
use the experience from completed projects to improve the selection and
design of future ones.

In contrast, most of the U.S. evaluation literature assumes monitoring
and evaluation to be closely related, and frequently the term "program
evaluation" is taken to mean both monitoring and evaluation, as in the
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work of Hairy, Winnie, and Fisk (1981:4): "Program evaluation is the
systematic examination of aspecific government program to provide infor-
mation on the full range of the program's short- and long-term effects.
While a program evaluation may include consideration of workload mea-
sures, operating procedures, or staffing, its chief focus is on measuring the
program's impact." This is also the view of Morris and Fitz-Gibbon (1978),
Rossi and Freeman (1993), and Wholey (1979). In the United States, orga-
nizations such as the General Accounting Office (Chelmsky 1987, 1988)
have encouraged the close integration of monitoring and e-valuation by
creating banks of both monitoring and evaluation data for assessing the
potential impacts of proposed new programs (prospective evaluation).

In their studies of developing countries, Freeman, Rossi, and Wright
(1979) use the term "project monitoring and evaluation" to stress the close
ties between monitoring and evaluation; and Middleton, Terry, and Bloch
(1989:38) call for integrated monitoring and evaluation systems with "a
central capacity with strong vertical links to intermediate administrative
units and schools." The United Nations ACC Task Force (1984) also favors
an integrated system, asreflectedin its constantuse of the acronym "M&E.'

Likewise, we believe that monitoring and evaluatior should be consid-
eredcomplementarypartsof anintegratedsystem. Evaluationisconcerned
as much with the lessons of project implementation as it is with the degree
to wHich intended impacts have been achieved. Consequently, evaluation
should take place either continuously or periodically from the time the
project is formulated right through implementation and the operational
phase. Also, monitoring information should constantly be fed into the
national M/E system to build up a national data bank that can be used to
improve the selection and design of future projects. Therefore the acronym
M/E is used throughout this book, except when it is necessary to refer
specifically to monitoring or evaluation.

We are aware, of course, that resource constraints force many countries
to concentrate on project monitoring and prohibit systematic evaluation.
But there are also many countries in which the potential contributions of
evaluation are poorly understood, and their neglect of this activity is not
due simply to a resource constraint. As this volume points out, however,
simple and economical methods are now available for estinating project
impacts, and manay of these methods can be used in countries with limited
research expertise and financial resources.
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Moinitoring and Evaluation at the Project Level

Monitoring and e valuationstudies can be conducted at the project, sectoral,
ornationallevels. This section discusses the uses of M/E at the projectlevel.
Applications at the sectoral and national levels are discussed in Chapters
2,4,6,8, and 12.

Baum and Tolbert (1985:333) have defined a project as "a discrete pack-
age of investments, policies,.and institutional and other actions designed
to achieve a specific development objective (or set of objectives) witin a
designated period. Altiough this definition is satisfactory for capital
investnent and economic development projects, it is less adequate for
many Idnds of social projects and programs. For social prgrams, the
objectives may be partly defined by beneficiaries as the program evolves,
and much greater flexibility may be required, depending on the period in
which the project or program is to be inplemented.

The project concept has evolved from the activities of the intemational
aid agencies and their concern that their financial assistance would be
used to achieve specific and monitorable objectives witiin a given time
frame.

Projects generally progress through seven main stages (see Figure 1-1).>
M/E systems should provide the information that project planners, im-
plementers, and managers need at each of thes- stages and should help
determine whether a project has been implL.,ented as planned, what
problems need to be resolved, what expected or unexpected impacts have
occurred, and what lessons can be leamed for the selection and design of
future projects (see Chapter 2).

Stage 2: identification and Preparation

Before specific projects are identified, governments-often in consultation
with international agences-define their national and sectoral develop-
ment strategies. Some countries prepare five-year plans, whereas others
plan over a shorter period. In many countries the longer-term strategy is
thentranslated into annual development plans (ADP). These strategies and
plans calculate the national and intemational resources required for new
development projects, determine how much is available, and identify
sectoral prorities.
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Figure 1-1. Project Management Cycle

Identificabon and Preparation
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Planning and Design

Implementaion
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New Project Identification
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A preliminary assessment should be made of each of the short-listed
projects to assess theirpotentialviability on thebasis of economic, financial,
technical, institutionaL social, poverty, environmental, arLd gender criteria
(see project social analysis checklist in Chapter 2, Box 2-3).

Stage 2: Project Appraisal, Selection, and Negotiation

This stage is devoted to assessing the economic, financial, and technical
feasibility of the project Many aid agencies conduct an economic analysis
(see Chapter 2) and calculate the internal economic rate of return (IRR) to
determine whether the proposed project can be expected to achieve some
minimum acceptable TRR on the resources invested (Gittinger 1982:314).

Conventional appraisalmethods oftenhave to be greatly modifiedwhen
applied to social programs. Gender analysis, social impact assessment, and
environmental impact assessment are among the new analytical ap-
proacches discussed in this book.

Stage 3: Project Planning and Design

Once a project has been approved, attention tums to detailed plarnning and
desigrL Six kdnds of activities are performed in this stage.

First, information is collected to define the target population. Second, the
condition to be resolved or alleviated by the project is identified. Third, the
projects goals and objectives are formulated. Goals are the social dhange to
which a project is expected to conbibute. For example, a goal of the Pan
American IHealth Organization (PAHO) was to eradicate polio from the
Western Hemisphere by 1991. Objectives refer to the magnitude of an
expected output from a project, expressed in quantitative terms. In the
above example, a PAHO objective would be to deliver three doses of polio
vaccine to 80 percent of the children in Haiti within the first year of life.
Fourth, decsions are made about the duration and sequencing of each
stage. Fiffi, the most efficient methods of construction and service delivery
are selected. And sixth, additional information is collected for formulating
the program model that is expected to produce the desired social change
in the target population.

Whether explicitly stated or not, every project includes assumptions
aboutt heways inwhich the target population will respond to it,the relativ&
effectiveness of different implementation methods, and the ways in which
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the project is likely to affect and be affected by the social, economic, and
political environment in whidc it operates. In order to design and imple-
ment the monitodng and evaluation program, the evaluator must work
withprogramplanners and managers to develop all the above assumptions
and expectations into a model of how the project is expected to evolve; how
it will be affected by the social, economic, and political environment in
which it will operate; and how the intended beneficiaries will respond to
it Modeling is discussed in Chapter 3.

For the present, we can define a model as a planned intervention based
on explicit theories about how to achieve social change or reform, and why
that change should be expected. A model of a social program should make
explict how different inputs can be expected to lead to certain imnpacts.
Therefore, a model is a testable hypothesis about a project that can be rAther
refuted or vindicated.

Stage 4: Project Implementation

According to Baum and Tolbert (1985:834), "The implementation stage
coversthe actualdevelopment orconstruction of theproject, up tothepoint
at which it becomes fully operationaL It includes monitoring of all aspects
of the work or activity as it proceeds and supervision by 'oversight'
agencies within the country or by extemal donors."

For many projects, this means constructing a physical infastructure
(roads, irrigation systems, schools) and acquiringplant and equipment;but
for many social projects this stage may involve training, designing, and
testing experimental education programs, and developing delivery sys-
tems for health and credit programs. Project implementation involves a
number of distinct phases, activities, and decisions:

* Decisions have to be made about how the project will be organized,
which will be the lead agency and the project executing agency, what
other agencies will be actively involved, and how the project will be
coordinated. Another imnportant decision concerns the extent to which
projectbeneficaries will be involved in the planning, implementation,
and management of the project.

* The financial, material, and human resources required for the project
must be procured and mobilized. Because the procurement of re-
sources and the contracting of technical assistance are complex tasks
and may involve procedures that are unfamiliar to borrowers, the
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procurement phase tends to be the source of many of the cost overnms
and delays that arise in projects and also affects the quality and
maintenance of equipment

* Facilities and equipment must be constructed and installed.
* The most effective mejhiods of service delivery must be selected and

implemented.
* Physical implementation and service delivery need to be super-

vised and financial control established for all aspects of project
implementafiorn

Figure 1-2, which shows a simplified form of the projectimplementation
model, indicates the prindpal components of concern for monitoring and
evaluation, namely, project inputs, implementation methods, outputs, and
impacts. For the purposes of monitoring and evaluation, it is often conve-
rnient to use a simpler definition of project implementation:

= Implmentation refers to the transformiation of project inputs, trough
a set of technical and organizational systems and procedures that
produce a specified volume and quality of project outputs.

Figure 1-2. Simplified Model of the Project Implementation Process

Inputs

| Implementation Methods

_ Outputs

Impacts
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Table 1-2- The Context in Which Input-Output Monitoring
Takes Place

Questions on the minds of dients

* Are financial resources being released on time? What causes delays?
* Is the procurement of equipment and materials keeping to the planned

timetable and budget? What is causing the delays and cost overruns?
* What problems, if any, are there in the contracting, training, and retention

of staff?
* Are there any major delays or cost overruns in the production of the main

outputs?
* How do implementation delays affect the disbursement of foreign assis-

tance?

KGnds of studies
- Ganttcharts.
* Logical framework analysis.
a Network-based systeirs for physical and financial monitoring.

Timing of fhe studies
* Monthly or quartcrly progress reports are prepared from the time the

project starts up to the completion of project implementation.

How, the studies are used
* Progress reports are discussed in management review meehngs. Delays,

cost overruns, and related problems are identified and discussed.
• Follow-up diagnostic studies maybe requested if the reasons for the delays

are not clear.
* Information is forwarded to cental monitoring and financial agencies

where it is aggregatedwith otherprojectreports to provide a global picture
of the status of all (or major) development projects.

* Inputs are defined as financial, human, and material resources avail-
able to implement the project as planned.

* Outputs are the services or products that a project delivers to a target
population to produce the expected impacts.

Table 1-2 indicates the cotext in which input-output monitoring studies
are normally conducted. The following are some of the questions clients
may ask: Are the financial resourcesbeing released on time? Is the procure-
ment of equipment and materials proceeding according to schedule? and
Are there any major cost or time overruns? Where projects have foreign
financing, the Ministry of Finance will also wish to know whether im-
plementation delays are likely to affect loan disbursements.
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The monitoring reports are discussed in management meetings, which
give special attention to delays. oost overruns, and other kinds of problems.
Follow-up diagnostic studies are often requested to obtain feedback on the
causes and possible solutions of the identified problems.

Table 1-3 indicates the coltext in whikh diagnostic (process evaluation)
studies are normally conducted and the kinds of questions on the minds of
clients.

Table 1-3. The Context in Which Diagnostic Studies Are Conducted

Questions on the minds of cients
* How might prospective beneficiaries react to the proposed project and to

its different omponents?
* Why are certain components of the project falling behind schedule or

suffering cost overruns?
* Why are there large differences in loan and service charge payment rates in

difL*rent communities?
* What impacts is the project having on different groups? Who benefits and

who does not? Are any groups worse off as a result of the project?

Kinds ofstudies
P Participantobservation.
R Rapid surveys.

* Direct observation.
* Interviews with key informants.

Timing of the studies
* During project identification and design.
* During implementation, when problems have been identified by the input-

outputmonitoring reports.
* Continuouspanel studiesconducted toprovide continuousfeedbackonthe

attitude of beneficiaries.
* Ad hoc studies conducted whenever management needs a better under-

standing of certain aspects of the projecL

How the studies are used
* Duringprojectidentification,studieshelp identifycomponentsandservices

of interest to beneficaries, as well as communities that are likely to respond
favorably to the project.

* During implementation, problems are examined and possible solutions
recommended; continuous feedback is obtained from beneficiaries and
adjustments are made in project implementation and service delivery sys-
tems; and feedback is obtained on any groups that are being left out or
negatively affected, and the appropriate adjustments are made.
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Stage 5: Evaluation of Project Implementation and Transition to Operations

Once project implementation has been completed, most donor agences
and central govemment financing agencies ask for a project completin
report that will describe and evaluate each component of project identifi-
cation, appraisal and implementation. At this point decisions maybe made
about how the operational phase of the project will be managed. The
involvement of many donor agencies ends with the formal closing of their
loan, once iInplementation is completed. The evaluation helps authorities
decide how the operational phase of the project is to be managed. Ideally,
the transition to operations should have been planned at an early stage in
the project cycle, but as explained in the discussion of project sustainability
in Chapter 6, in many cases little attention is given to this phase until
implementation is nearing completion.

Table 14 shows the context in which studies are conducted to evaluate
the efficiency with which outputs and impacts are produced and the kdnds
of questions on the minds of clients.

The results of the studies are used to select new projects and to determine
how benefits are distributed among various socioeconomic groups.

Stage 6: Management of Project OpertLions and Ensuring Sustzinabilzty

After implementation, the project may continue as a separate activity or it
may be absorbed into the general operations of the responsible ministry or
agency. If the project is to be successfully sustained (see Chapter 6), organ-
izational and financial arrangements must be made for managing service
delivery; for ensuring that the infrastructure, plant, and equipment wfll be
maintained on a regular basis; and for assisting the formal and informal
agencies and organizations involved with the project As dicussed in
Chapter 6, many projects are unable to keep operating because they paid
far less attention to sustainability than to implementationL

Through its continued operation, the project is intended to produce one
or more impacts (or outcomes). An impact is defined as the expected eff;ect
(or effects) of a project on a target population. Impacts can be further
classified as short-term and longterm (depending on when they occur and
how long they last); intermediate and final (depending on the objectives of
the project); and intended andi unintended (depending on whether or not
they were planned or expected).
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Table 1-4. The Context in Which Studies Are Conducted to Evaluate
Project Efficiency in the Production of Outputs and Impacts

Quesfions on the minds of cHents
e How much does it cost to produce each project output?
e Are there other ways to produce the same outputs more economically?
c How would the cost-effectiveness of the projectbe affectedby a large-scale

replication?
* Does the project produce a good return on the resources invested?
* Could theresources haveproduced a higheryield if taeyhadbeen invested

in a different project?
* How are project benefits distributed between different geographical and

income groups?

Kinds of studies
* Cost-effectiveness studies.
* Cost-benefit studies (economic analysis).

Tirmring of the studies
During project identification and appraisal to assess the likely costs and
benefits of alternative projects.

* During the preparation of the project completion report
* When the project has been operating for several years, to reassess the

econoic rate of return as an indicator of project sustainablity.

How are the studies used
* To help in the selection of projects and delivery sy stems offering the highest

potential outputs and benefits at the lowest ost:,,
o Toasses (before the project begins) and to evaluate (after the project is
completed) the distribution of benefits.

* To assess the sustainability of ongoing projects.
* To improve the data base for the selection of new projects.

Table 1-5 indicates the contexts in which impact evaluation studies are
conducted and the kinds of questions on the minds of clients.

The results of the preliminary impact studies (conducted during the
implementation phase) are used to assess whether impacts are likely to be
achieveed and whether the intended target groups will benefit If the pros-
pects in this regard look poor, corrective measures can be taken. Since most
impact studies are conducted after projects are operating, however, their
main purpose is to help improve the selection and design of future projects.
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Table 1-5. The Context in Which Project Impact Evaluations
Are Conducted

Questions on the minds ofvlients
* Is the prcqect producing the intended benefits?
* How large are the benefits?
* Who actually receives thebenefits? Who does not?
* What factors account for the variations in impacts?
* How can impacts be increased or stabilized?
* How likely is it that similar impacts would be produced in another similar

project?

Kinds of studies
* Rigorous quasi-experimental designs with before and after measurements

and a carefully selected control group.
* Continuous panel studies.
* Rapid and economical impact assessments.
* Qualitative impact assessments using participant observation and related

techniques.
- Broader studies to assess envirorunental impacts.

Timing of the studies
• Preliminary impact estimates can be made while the prpject is still being

implemented.
- For quasi-experimental designs baseline data should be collected before

implementation begins and at least one, and ideally several, repeat mea-
surements should be made once the project is operating

* Rapid ex-post evaluations can be conducted at any time after the project
becomes operationaL

* A panel of respondents can be re-interiewed periodically throughout
implementation and the early years of project operatiorL

How the studies are used
* Preliminary impact studies are used to assess whether impacts are likely to

be achieved. Corrective measures can be takeL
* Panel studies and qualitative evaluations can identify at an early

stage groups who are not benefiting or who are negatively affected by the
project.

* Since most impact studies are conducted after projects are operating,
their main purpose is to help improve the selection and design of future
projects.

d Macro studies are used to monitor envirmonental impacts and to take
corrective measures at the nationaL regional, or local levels.
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Stage 7: New Project Identification

Decisions concerning the selection and design of future projects seldom
take full advantage of the MJE information from earlier projects. Chapter
12 discusses these issues andexplainshowcentraldatabanks canbe created
to make use of the lessons learned in earlier projects.

Problems with Current Approaches to Monitoring and Evaluation

In view of the rapid proliferation of monitoring and evaluation systems, it
is not surprising that many of them have had difficulty living up to the
ambitious demands placed on themL Many projectM/E systems have been
criticized for their inefficiencr and limited utility. In some cases the infor-
mation arrives too late, does not answer the rght questions, or is too costly
to collect. In other cases the attention is narrowly focused on certain
quantitative and financial aspects of the projects, and most of the informa-
tion refers only to the period of physical implementation. These problems
can be dassified into four main groups, each of which is rferred to
frequently throughout the book

Organizational and Political Problems

Although the "politics of program evaluation' has been widely discussed
in the United States (Palumbo 1987), the political dimensions of evaluation
have been by and large neglected in developing countries. Needless to say,
one cannot expect to understand the dynamics of program evaluation
withoutrecognizing that manycentralmonitoringand evaluation agencies
(CMEAs) exerdse considerable influence over resource allocation and over
decisions concerning the future fate of the programs they are evaluating.
However, the CMEAs are frequently perceived as a threat or as a powerful
resource thatne9ds tc. be controlled (Bamberger 1988). As a result, CMEAs
are often switched from one ministry or department to another orhave their
powers or resources greatly reduced. Ahmed and Bamberger (1989) found
none of the CMEs in South Asia operating in their present location for
more than three years.

Other organizationalproblems arise when theM/E functions are located
in an inappropriate agency, when functions are assigned to different agen-
cies and thus are difficult to coordinate, or when coordination problems
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restrict the flow of information between the central agency and the in-
tended users. Chapter 12 discusses in some detail the links between where
M/E is located and how it is organized, on the one hand, and the kinds of
studies produced and how they are disseminated, on the other. It is also
common to find nongovernmental organizations-many of which have
extensive evaluation experience -xcluded from collaborating in the eval-
uation of public sector programs.

Donor agencies have considerable influence on the content and organi-
zation of M/E systems. The fact that donors and borrowers often need
different kinds of information can create a further set of problems.

Managerial Problems

Many M/E agencies at the project, sectoral, and national levels have failed
to establish clear procedures for identifying the main users of the informa-
tion they produce, for comparing the importance of studies xequested by
different national and intenational organizations, and for defining the
Idnds of information required by each potential user. Consequendy, the
potential users complain that the studies do not provide the information
they require or that information is produced too late or in a form that is not
easily understood. T.he highly centralized nature of many CMEAs means
that M/E information is used mainly by central government agencies to
controlline ministries and project units and is notconsidered amanagement
tool to be used by project managers. Many managers thus see M/E as a
threat, or at least an inconvenience, and they are unwilling to cooperate in
data collection or analysis. This has also created concem about the quality
and reliability of the M/E information provided by line agences. Most of
these problems are also found in the United States. Even tough a broad
range of federally and state-funded programs have mandated that such
evaluations be conducted, and even though the potential utility of evalua-
tion is widely recognized, many program managers still seem reluctant to
iritiate evaluations, for the following reasons (Carlson and Crane 1989):

Minimization of accountability. The pressure to reduce the size of gov-
emment has brought a new sense of risk. Managers are aware that
legislators and budget departments are seeking programs that can be
cut or scaled down. Consequently, there is a fear that any kdnd of
evaluation result could be used to justify closing the program. At the
same time, no benefits are expected from a positive evaluation.
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* Lack of confidence that evaluation products will yield practical benefits
exceeding their cost.

* Lack of rewards associated witi sponsoring evaluations.
* Length of fime required to begin an evaluation. In U.S. goverment agen-

des, the process of obtaining approval to conduct an evaluation, and
then to complete the procurement process for contracting consultants,
is often very slow and cumbersome. Many managers do not feel that
the evaluation results are likely to justify the effort involved.

* Lengtk of time to produce results.

-Another setof managerialproblemns relatesto thedifficulties of recruiting
and retining qualified staff for the M/E units. Often the kinds of research-
ers required for these units are not appropriately defined in the dvil service
structure. As a result, it can be difficult to offer competitive employment
conditions. Also the lack of a clearly defined career path for evaluators can
discourage qualified staff from entering this field.

Problems of Focus

CMEAs usually focus on the monitoring of project implementation, and
few studies are conducted to determine how programx operate, how they
are sustained, or whether they are able to produce their intended impacts.
Ihus, although a great deal of information is collected on whether pro-
grams are implemented on time and within their budgets, little is known
about whether the massive social and economic development programs
actually achieve their intended objectives and produce the benefits or
changes for which they were designed (Bamberger 1989).

One reason for this implementation bias is that in most developing
countries the capital investment budget (for the constmction of new roads,
schools, factories, and hospitals) is usuaUy far greater than the operations
or revenue budgets from which funds are obtained for operations and
maintenance. Because most government resources go into project im-
plementation, this is the area in which there is most demand for careful
monitoring. And because international aid agences are mainly involved
with project implementation, they, too, are more interested in monitoring
implementation. Many M/E units are thus located in agencies created to
oversee project -mplementation. Since many of these agencies are dis-
banded once implementation is completed, they cannot manage long-term
impact evaluations.
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Another constraint on the use of evaluation is the fact that most govern-
ments and implementing agencies focus more on the assessment of inputs
than on the evaluation of outputs and products. This limits the demand for
evaluations of the quality or cost-effectiveness of outputs or the estmation
of impacts.

A broader problem arises from the fact that most governments and
policymakers operate within a one-year or at most two-year time horizon.
Most countries continue to operate on annual budget cycles, and conse-
quently planners and operational agencies tend to focus on short-term
implementation objectives- This means that one of the most powerful
applications of evaluation-namely long-term prospective studies-is
rarely used. Osborne and Gaebler (1992) point out that an important recent
development in the US government is that some of the more innovative
local and state authorities have moved toward ter-year planning and
budget cycles. This approach, when combined with strategic planning, can
generate demand for a whole new range of prospective and retrospective
evaluation studies that will help planners and managers project the future
on the basis of a systematic analysis of past and present experience.

Methodological Problems

During the 1970s a number of large-scale impact evaluations using quasi-
experimentaldesignswerefinancedby interationalaidagenciesinsectors
such as health, housing, and agriculture. The results of most of these
evaluations were disappointing, and now many government authorities
and donors argue it is impossible for rigorous impact evaluations to be
cost-effective and operationally useful. Thus, the proponents of impact
evaluations are required to defend the technical feasibility of rigorous
impact evaluations, while at thte same time responding to criticisms that the
results of such evaluations are too academic or arrive too late to be of any
operational use.

Some of the other methodological problems discussed in subsequent
chapters include the mono-method bias that arises from relying on a single
(or small number of) data collection method(s); the preference for quntita-
tive methods and the tendency to ignore the many valuable qualitative
methods; the preference for static comparisons between points in time rather
than analyses of processes of change; and excessive reliance on comnuters and
the lack of concern for the cmrstraints that computerization imposes on the
kinds of data collected, or on the quality and validity of the data.
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Evaluating Social Development Programs: Further Problems
and Recommended Approaches

The monitoring and evaluation of social development programs can run
into still other kinds of problems of a less general nature.

Further Problems

First, owing to the large number of donor or nationally funded programs
thatmustbe monitored, social developmentprograms are oftenmonitored
using the same procedures and reporting formats employed in capital
investment and economic developmentprojects. These monitoring systems
are based on a set of easily quantified physical and financial indicators,
many of which are notentirely appropriate forsocial development projects,
since their outputs are not easy to identify or measure. For example, the
performance of health or education projects should in part be assessed on
the basis of qualitative indicators such as the quality of teachers or health
extension workers, the quality and utility of the textbooks or curricula, the
effectiveness and representational character of community organizations,
or the quality and utility of the technical assistance provided for entrepre-
neurs. It i. inappropriate and misleading to moritor these programs exdu-
sively through quantitative indicators (as is frequently done in national
monitoring systems), sudh as the number of patients or clients assisted or
the number of people attending commurity meetings.

Second, many social development programsuse a flexible, partcipatory
approach in which project objectives are defined in consultation with
intended beneficijes, and often over a period of time as the project
evolves. This makes it difficult to establish objectives at the start of the
project and to define a set of criteria for evaluating the objectives. To
complicate matte further, different stakeholder groups may have differ-
ent objectives (see the discussion of stakeholder analysis in Chapters 4
and 10).

Third, it is often difficult to assess the links between project outputs and
the production of desired impacts. For example, infant mortality, school
performance, or household income are affected by so many factors that it
is extremely difficult to isolate the contribution of a particular project The
contrbutionbecomes even more difficult to evaluate when programshave
broad objectives, such as alleviating poverty or improving the social and
economic particpation of women.
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Recommended Approaches

Before discussingspecific recommendations forsocialprogramrevaluatior,
we nolt some general recommendations concerning the organization, de-
sign, and management of evaluations. These are taken from a number of
recent studies on evaluation experience in the United States and Europe.
The interested reader is referred to Wholey, Newcomer and Associates
(1989); Osborne and Gaebler (1992); Rist (1990); Stokke (1991a); and
Barkdoll and Bell (1989). The following are some of the key lessons and
recommendations derived from these andother similar recent publications:

* Itisessentialto involve allmajorstakeholdersinthe evaluationprocess
from the initial stages of identfying the need for studies and defining
objectives.

* Without, of course, eliminating input and process evaluation, much
greater attention should be given to the evaluation oi outputs and
products. It must not be forgotten that programs are funded and
organized to achieve certain objectives-and that an effective evalua-
tion program must provide policymakers and managers with consis-
tent feedback on the extent to which these objectives are being
achieved and on the factors that are interfering with that endeavor.

* Greater attention mustbe devoted to assessing the quality of programs
rather than simply examiningthe quantitative indicators of inputs and
outputs.

- Evaluators must help managers understand how evaluation can be-
come amanagementtoolfor3improvingperformance. Evaluatorsmust
also maintain a much closer relationship with managers tian they
normally do.

* More emphasis should be put on polfcy evluationL One of the greatest
potential uses of evaluation data is in the systematic analysis of what
is known about a particular problem or type of program so as to help
policymakers select the policy or program most likdy to achieve the
desiredobjectives.

Although it is important to incorporate social programs into established
national M/E systems, these systems must be enhanced in a number of
ways to reflect the special characteristics of social development programs.

* The intendedbeneficiaries should be involved in the planning execu-
tion, and interpretation of the M/E studies. This means that the per-
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spectives of different stakeholders should be identified and incorpo-
rated into the planning and interpretation of the studies. The benefi-
ciary assessment methods being developed by the World Bank are
among the many examples of how tiis approach can be applied.

- Social analysis should be incorporated as a standard component of
project appraisaL Thus an assessment of the social and institutional
soundness of a project should be evaluated in exactly the same way as
its economic and financial soundness.

* Social developmentprojects are frequently more concerned with insti-
tution building at the community and local level than with achieving
precisely defined outcomes. Consequently, much greater attention is
placed on the evaluation of the processes of project selection, im-
plementation, operation, anid replication. Closely related to this is the
emphasis on institutional assessment However, these projects should
also be concemed with the outcomes they hope to sustain.

* Rapid appraisal methods should be developed and standardized so
that they can be used as a regular part of data collection and analysis
during the appraisal, monitoring, and diagnostic phases.

- More flexibility must be introduced in the M/E process in recognition
of the fact that the objectives of the program will evolve as the program
develops. This means that the evaluation must describe and assess the
implementation process as well as the outputs.

* It will often be helpful to develop a model of the project implementation
process. Such a model (descibed in Chapter 3) identifies the assump-
tions on which the project is based, desaibes the intended methods of
project implementation, and identifies the assumed linls between
inputs, implementation, outputs, and impacts. Trhe intended model is
then compared with actual implementation experience and the rea-
sons for deviations, and unexpected outcomes are examined and
explained

* Nongovernmental organizations should be asked to participate in all
stages of the evaluation.

* It is important to establish a number of independent indicators of key
outputs and impacts so as to obtain more reliable ways of assessing and
explaining projectperformnance and outcomes. This wi1lnornmaI1y involve
both quantitative and qualitative indicators. The methodology for
reconciling the different indicators is often referred to as triangulation.

These various strategies for improving M/E are the subject of this book.
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Recommended Reading

Ahmed, Viqar, and Michael Bamberger. 1989. Monitoring and Evaluading Develop-
ment Proiects The South Asian Experience Seminar Report Series. Washington,
D.C. World Bank, Economic Development Instituthe

A descrip tion and assessment of how monitoring and evaluation is conducted in
the countries of South Asia.

Casley, Dennis, and Krishna Kumar. 1987. Project Monitoring and Evaluatin in
Agriculture- Baltimore, Md.: Johns Hopkins University rress.

One of the standard texts othe evaluation of international development projects.

Osborne, David, and Ted Gaebler. 1992. Reinventing Govenrnmnt How the Entrepre-
neurial Spirit Is Tranforming the Public Sector. New York Addison-Wesley.

Reviewsinnovativeapproaches tolocal andstategovernmentintheUnitedStates
and shows the new roles that evaluation is coming to play.

Rossi, P- H., and H. E. Freeman. 1993. Evaluatio,r A Systematic Approach 5th ed.
Beverly Hills, Calif-L Sage.

One of the standard US textbooks on program evaluation.

Rossi, Peter, and James Wright. 1984t "Evaluation Research An Assessment"
Annual Review of Sociology 1Ck331-52.

A useful overview of the development and current status of program evaluation
in the United States.

Wholey,J., K. Newcomer, and Associates. 1989. Impruving Government Perom=a
Evaluation Strrtegiesfor Strengthening Public Agncies and Programs. San Francisco:
Jossey-Bass.

Describes innovative methods that are being used to improve the design and
utilization of evaluation in US. public sector agencies.

Notes
1. See Davis (1986). Of the 46 evaluation programs identified in U.S. universities

in 1984,25 were located in education departments, 14 inpsychology, 3 in sociology,
2 in socal work, 1 in medicne, and I in a multidisciplinary setting.

2. Ironically, Rossi and Wright aonduded that this high level of evaluation
expertise was being achieved at a time when the evaluation field was sufferng a

decline, owing to budgetary cutbacks in human service and entitlement prgrams
and to corresponding cutbacks in related evaluation activities.
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3. Cited by the International Development Research Centre in the Evaluation
Research Society Annual Meeting in Toronto (October 1985).

4. The M/E systems have continued to evolve and there have been further
changes in how M/E is organized in several of these countries.

5. In 1991 the Operations Evaluation Department of the World Bank helped six

countries (including Brazil, Morocco, and the Philippines) and one regional devel-
opment bank to strengthen their evaluation capability, and requests are being
considered from three more countries (World Bank1991a:12-13). In mostcountries

the emphasis is initially on taling over responsibility for the preparation of project
completion reports, but some countries (such as Brazil) have broader interests and
the National Planning Secretariat is seeldng to integrate evaluation within the
national planning framework

6. The United Nations ACC Task Force (1984413) defines monitoring as "the
continuous or periodic review and surveillance (overseeing) by management at
every level of the hierarchy of the implementation of an activity to ensure that input
deliveries, workschedules, targetedoutp uts and other required actions areproceed-
ing according to plan." C&sley and Kumar (19872) define monitoring as "a contin-

uous assessment both of the functioning of the project activities in the context of
implementation schedules and of the use of project inputs by targeted populations
irn the context of design expectations It is an internal project activity, an essential
part of day-to-day management"

7. The OECD (1986:65) defines evaluation as "an examination as systematic and

objective as possisble of an on-going or completed project or programme, its design,
implementationand results, with the aim ofdeterningitsefficiencyeffectiveness,
impact, sustainability and the relevance of its objectives. The purpose of an evalu-
ation is to guide decision makers." Casley and Kumar (19872) also point out that
"evaluation is a periodic assessment of the relevance, performance, efficency, and
impact of the project in the context of its stated objectives. It usually involves
comparisons requiring information from outside the project-in time, area or
population.'

8. The discussion of the project cycle is based on Baum and Tolbert (1985). They
conclude the;r workwith the evaluation of project implementation, since this is the
point at which donor involvement normally ends. For the purpres of the present
discussion, two extra stages have been added: management of prject operations,
and selection and design of new projects.
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Practical Applications of Monitoring
and Evaluation at the Project, Sectoral,
and National Levels

As pointed out in Chapter 1, monitoring and evaluation can be conducted
at the project, sectoral, and national levels. At theproject level, the emphasis
is on monitoring project implementation (to ensure that resources are used
efficiently), assessing the quality and timeliness of the production of out-
puts, identifying and correcting problems, and ensuring that benefits and
services are accessible to the intended target groups. At the sectoral level, the
goals are to monitor performance across different projects and geographi-
cal regions, identify areas requiring greater attention, assess the com-
plementarities between different services and use the results to identify the
most effective "package" of components to indude in projects, and deter-
mine whether broader sectoral objectives have been achieved, such as
envirorunmental conservation, poverty alleviation, better health conditions,
and the full participation of women as economic producenr and as project
beneficiaries.

Levels at Which Monitoring and Evaluation Are Used

A number of distinct MJE activities are conducted at the national leveL The
Ministry of Finance normally monitors the implementation of all foreign-

35
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funded proiects to estimate the flow of foreign loan disbursements. The
Central Planning Agency or the Ministry of Program Implementation

monitors project implementation to identify possible delays or cost over-
runs and prepares recommendations for the prime minister's or president's
office indicating what corrective actions must be takeL The Centrl Plan-
ning Agency may also be required to assess the overall progress and
impacts of the national development program (the Five-Year Plan, for
example) and to cooperate with line agencies in conductingsector reviews.
In recent years many heavily indebted countries have been seeling to
evaluate the social and economic impacts of the structural adjustment
programs they have been forced to implement I

Many federal systems have an evaluation office operating in each state
or province, thus creating a fourth level of evaluation.

international agencies such as the World Bank and the Asian Develop-
ment Bank and bilateral agendaes such as the U.S. Agency for International
Development (USAID), Canadian Intemational Development Agency
(CIDA), Norwegian Agency for Development (NORAD), and Swedish
International Development Agency (SIDA), among o thers, have been help-
ing countries establish national evaluation offices having a range of ftmc-
tions, including the preparation and analysis of project completion reports,
and the development of standardized monitoring and evaluation proce-
dures. As yet, few countries look to their central evaluation offices to
conduct the kinds of policy analysis that are becoming increasingly import-
ant in the United States, and to a lesser extent in Europe. However, policy
analysis and strategic planning are areas in which evaluation can make an

important contrbution. One step toward this end would be to develop a
systematic response to the economic and social problems resulting from
structural adjustment programs. This suggestion is discussed on pages
56-66 and in Chapter 3.

Note that nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) and academic re-
search institutions also conduct M/E activities. Many NGOs are particu-
larly concerned with the social and environmental issues surrounding
development, which usually receive little attention in govenmuentstudies.
NGOs and academic institutions have performed some important evalua-
tions of the environmental impact of development strategies (World Re-
sources Institute 1990; Centre for Science and Environment 1985). They
have also studied the effect of development on women (Heyzer 1985,1987;
Azad 1986) and on the poorest sectors of society (Bangladesh Rural Ad-
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vancement Society 1983; Getubig and Ledesma 1988). These nongovern-
mental groups play a vital role in evaluating and monitoring national
development strategies.

The purpose of this chapter is to descnrbe the practical applications of
monitoring and evaluation at each of these levels and to illustrate how they
car,. help project managers, pianners, and policynakers improve the selec-
tion, design, implementation, and sustainability of development projects,
programs, and polices.

Practical Applications of Moritoring and Evaluation
at the Project Level

Because intemational agencies provide most of their loans and grants
through projects, they have helped promote the prqect concept (thatis, the
package of investments, polices, and institutional and other actions de-
signed to adhieve particular development objectives within a particular
time frame) in order to ensure that their financial assistance is used to
achieve specific and monitorable t,'jectives within a given time frame.

M/E can provide the information project planners and managers need
to determine whether a project has been implemented as planned. It can
also help them identify the problems thatneed to be resolved, the expected
or unexpected impacts that have occurred, and the lessons that should
guide them in selecting and designing future projects.

Chapter 1 identified the seven stages through which projects evolve (see
Figure 1-1). The following paragraphs describe how M/E studies can
provide the kinds of information required by project managers, planners,
and policymakers at each of these stages (summarized in Table 2-1).

Sfage 1: Project fdentification and Prepration

Duringproject preparation, altemative projects are compared and alterna-
tive implementation strategies are evaluated. Attention is given to identi-
fiying and assessing risks and to determining the viability of the proposed
methods for reducing the risks. Stakeholders are identified and the process
of consensus building begins.

An important step in project identification is to review the experience of
earlier projects. When the intended objectives of earlier projects are com-
pared with the actual outcomes, valuable insight is gained into the kinds
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Table 2-1. Practical Applications of Monitoring and Evaluation
at Each Stage of the Project Cyde

Stage Practical Applications ofMVE Studies

1. Project A "prospective evaluation" draws lessons from earlier
identificationand projects to identify the kinds of projects most and least
preparation likely to succeed. "Evaluability assessment" assesses

whether the project is likely to produce measurable
results that can be evaluated.

2. Project appraisal, Appraisal identifies projects most likely to achieve
selection, and national and sectoral objectives; and ensures that
negotiation projects are envirortnentally and socially sound, and

that they are likely to be sustainable.

3. Projectplanning Rapid "diagnostic studies' t and "beneficiary
and design assessment' assess the "social soundness" of projects

and anticipate how different target groups are likely to
respond.

4. Project "Input-output" studies provide regular feedback
implementation indicating whether resources are being used correctly

and whether the intended outputs are being achieved.
Delays, cost-overruns, or other problems can be rapidly
identified. "Diagnostic studies" provide rapid feedback
on the causes and possible solutions of problenis that
have been identified.

5. Evaluation of "Project completion reports' assess the overall design
project and implementation of the project, providing guidance
irmplementation on how to improve the design of future projects The
and transition to assessment of institutional arrangements helps improve
operations theoperational phaseof theproJect. "Cost-effectiveness"

stiidies assess the most economical ways to deliver the
intended services.

6. Management of "Sustainability assessment" studies monitor the factors
prqect operations affecting the ability of the project to continue delivering

the planned services and benefits to the intended
beneficiary groups and identify and correct factors
inhibiting the project's sustainability.

7. New project "Impact" or "summative" evaluations assess how well
identification the project has achieved its intended benefits and

impacts and identify factors affecting their achievement
Conclusions contribute to the selection and design of
new projects.
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of services or components that have proved most effective in achieving the
specified objectives. Such comparisons also indicate which groups have or
have notbenefitedfrompreviousprojects, whichfactorshave mostaffected
the successful implementation and operation of previous projects, and the
degree to which intended beneficiaries have responded as anticpated in
the project design.

Poverty alleviation is an area in which great efforts are being made to
learn from past experience. During the past few years many African coun-
tries have found it necessary to introduce drastic economic adjustment
programs to correct worsening economic and social conditions. Most of
these structural adjustment programs have called for substantial reduc-
tions in government expenditures pn the social sectors as well as in public
sector employment. Inevitably, these measures, however beneficial in the
medium and long berm, have imposed severe burdens on the poorest
settors of society. The World Bank, the African Development Bank, and the
U 2'1ed Nations Development Programme (UNDP) jointly sponsored the
Social Dimensions of Adjustment in Africa (SDA) Program to help coun-
tries that were implementing structural adjustment programs develop data
bases with which to monitor the impacts of adjustment programs on the
poor (see pages 56-66) and to assess the impacts of different kinds of
programs for protecting the poor (such as those devoted to nutrition, the
basic social infrastructure, public works, and credit to promote

ia-croenterprises; see World Bank 1990c). The results of these evaluations
are now being used to assist in the selection of "social action programns,"
which are designed to produce a rapid impact on the conditions of vulner-
able groups affected by these social costs of adjustment

Box 2-1 illustrates the kinds of lessons tat can be leamed from a review
of earlier integrated rural development projects in Bangladesh Foi exam-
ple, projects appear more likely to succeed if they have only a small number
of components, but it is also essential to complement credit with irrigation
and other inputs that will enable farmers to use the credit to improve their
incomes.

Such reviews can indicate which projects will be most likely to achieve
top-priority sectoral objectives and can help project planners avoid making
unrealistic assumptions about potential project impacts. If a national proj-
ect database has been established (see Chapter 12), this informationshould
be readily accessible. If the data base covers a large number of projects, it
may be possible to conduct a prospectve evaluation to assess whether pro-
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Box 2-1. Using Lessons from Earlier Integrated Rural
Development Projects

The following lessons from earlier rural development projects in Bangladesh
could be useful in the selection and design of new projects:

• The number of components should be limited to simplify organiza-
tion and coordination.

* Agricultnual credit must be mordinated with the provision of irrigation
and other inputs. Otherwise farmers will be unable to repay loans.

* Integrated rural development projects require a longer implementa-
tion period and closersupervision than infrastructure projects. Man-
agers should not be under pressure to generate certain volumes of
loans or to create certain numbersof cooperativeswithin a given time
period.

* High priority must be given to institutional development.
* The financial support for infrastructure such as roads, markets, and

buildings should include funds for maintenance.
* Tight discipline is required in the admiristration of loan programs.
* Project appraisal procedures must place greater emphasis on social

analysis and the assessment of institutional capacity.
* Considerable attantion must be given to mechanisms that will ensure

the equitable distribution of project services and benefits because
there is a strong tendency for most of the resources tobe monopolized
by high-income and politically powerful farmers.

Source. Baberger and Cheern-a (1990).

jects are likely to achieve certain kinds of objectives. If no such data base
exists, the review can still be conducted by reading reports on completed
projects and talkdng to those involved in designing and implementing
etem-

Another important and somewhat related approach is evaluabilif .a.-,sess-
ment (Wholey and Newcomer, 1989:7). This activity helps planners, policy-
makers, and other stakeholders clarify program goals and estiimate the
likelihood tat program performance will affect these goals. In this way
evaluation priorities are identified in terms of the program's likely impacts.

Diagnostic, beneficiary assessment, or rapid rural appraisal studies canbe also
be used to obtain feedback from intended beneficiaries regarding their
likely responses to different kinds of projects
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Economic antalysis (cost-benefit analysis) has been defined as the study
of the macroeconomic significance of microeconomic projects (Sang
1988:30). The need for economic analysis of projects arose from the recog-
nitionthatmacroeconomic instruments of monetary andfiscalpolicy might
not achieve the desired level of investment in an economy (Squire and Van
der Tak 1975:6) and that market prices do not necessarily reflect national
development priorities. Consequently, financial soundness is no guarantee
that a proposed project is using scarce resources in the way most likely to
make the maximum contribution to national development objectives. Fo.
example, a forestry project that has a high financial rate of retun may stih
have a negative effect on the environment, may dislocate large numbers of
people, or benefit only higher-income families.

An important step in this kind of analysis is to estimate shadow prices that
reflect the true economic costs to socety of the resources invested in a
project and the true economic benefits of the outputs produced. For traded
goods, this is achieved by calculating "border prices," which reflect the
worldprices atwhichproducts couldbe bought and sold. For "nontraded"
goods, this is achieved by computing "conversion factors," which remove
distortions in the relative prices and convert tiem to border prices.

The great advantage of this approach is that different projects can be
compared on the basis of their economic contribution to the economy.
Authorities can thus identify the project that will produce the highest "rate
of return" on the resources invested.

Furthermore, "social weights" can be comnputed to indicate the distxibu-
tion of project costs and benefits among different socioeconomic groups or
to assess the project's impact on consumption and investment. In practice,
however, little use has been made of social weights, and a World Bank task
force recently recommnended that efforts to further refine social weights
should be dropped (World Bank 1992a:18).

Donors and governments conduct economic and sectural studies to
identify areas that might qualify for support. Rapid economic analysis can
then be used to screen potential projects and to assess their potential
contribution to development objectives. This kind of analysis normally
involves "back-of-the-envelope' calculations. When a short list of potential
projects has been identified, a minimum intemal economic rate of return
(MER, often 10 or 12 percent) canbe used to eliminate economically unsound
projects. Issues requiring further study are then identified.
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Currently, project analysis at this and later stages tends to emphasize
economic and financial criteria and pays limited attention to environmental
and institutional issues, or to poverty, gender, or sustainability. Ideally,
policymakers and planners should use a chart such as the one presented in
Box 2-2 to assess each of the possible projects on the basis of their economic,
financial, institutional, social, poverty, environmental, gender and risk
considerations. At this point, most variables would be simply rated as
'-tglv "acceptable," and "low," althoiigh numerical ranges might be
estimated for economic and financal viability. The final indicator, "risk,"
summarizes tle overall assessment of how likely the project is to achieve
its objectives. This and other assessments would be discussed in the text
accompanying the chart.

As this chart makes dear, economic and financial rates of retum, while
extremely important, are only two of at least eight criteria that a project
must satisfy. It is quite possible for a project to receive a satisfactory
economic and financial rate of retumr and yet be given a low rating where
other criteria are concerned. Similarly, another project might be rated high
in terns of its contribution to alleviating poverty, avoiding environmental
damage, and promoting institutional development, but have a low eco-
nomic rate of retur.

Eaich of the componentsincluded inBox2-2mustbe considered andsteps
taken to ensure that potential problems are eliminated and that all criteria
are taken into account in the ranldng.

Criteria will be established for assessing success in the case of each
variable (criteria, dimension/component). Stakeholders must be actively
involved in this process.

Stage 2: Project Appraisal

Economic analysis (Gittinger 1982; Squire and Van der Talc, 1975) or cost-
benefit analysis (Thompson 1980) may be used to assess the economic
viability of projects.2 These techniques ensure the most economically effi-
dient use of scarce resources by identifying those projects that offer the
highest economic rate of return on the investment Economic analysis is
also routinely repeatedwhenprojectirnplementationiscompletedin order
to compare the original and reestimated rates of retum. The results are used
as one indicator of the potential sustainability of a project.
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Box 2-2. Components to Be Evaluated during Preliminary

Assessment of Potential Investment Projects

CoMnponEnt Indicatar Potr-'ialProjeds

Financial Acceptable range for IRR or NPV
viability

Economic Acceptable range for IRR or NPV
viability

Institu- Qualitative rating on scale
tional

Tech- Qualitative rating on scale
nical

Poverty Quantitative estimate of percentage

impact of beneficiaries below poverty line
or qualitative assessment of impacts

Environ- Quantitative or qualitative
mental assessment
impact
Gender Quantitative estimate of percentage
impacts of benefits going to women

or qualitative assessment
Sustain- Sustainabilitycheklist reestimate
ability IRR or qualitative assessment

Although seldom employed, "social weights" may be used to assess
what the project contributes to development objectives in the way of
promoting investment or making project benefits accessible to low-income
households (Squire and Van der Tak 1975:chap. 10).

Despite the fact that economic analysis is a valuable toolfor selecting and
evaluating projects, its results must be interpreted with care, particularly
in projects whose socialbenefits are difficult to quantify. Economic analysis

has also been criticized for having an anti-environmental bias (Tisdell
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1988), in that the mr thod of discounting futture costs and benefits tends to
greatly undervalue any long-term environmental impacts.

Although economic analysis is widely used by international develop-
ment agencies, and by a few developing-country governments, a number
of criticisms have been expressed concerning how the economic analysis is
implemented and interpreted3

Cost-effectiveness analysis (Levin 1984), or the somewhat similar proce-
dures of least-cost analysis, mnay also be used to select implementation
methods that can deliver the desired services or produce the intended
outputs at the lowest cost (Chapter 4).

In addition, social analysiscanbe used to evaluate (a) the social soundness
of a project with respect to the attitudes and likely response of intended
beneficiaries; (b) the feasibility of implementing the project through exist-
ing social organizations; and (c) the cultural, administrative, and political
factors likely to support or hinder project ixnplementation and operation.
USAID (Ingersoll 1990), the World Bank (Baum and Tolbert 1985:chap. 22;
Cernea 1991), the Asian Development Bank (1991), and many other agen-
des have developed guidelines for social analysis. Even so, it stll plays a
smaller role in the project selection process than does conventional eco-
nomic analysis. Box2-3 summarizes USAID andWorldBank guidelinesfor
social analysis and illustrates how this information can be applied ir the
planning and implementation of a project For example, many projects
fail because the proposed benefits are of lower priority to the target popu-
lation than had been assumed or because the proposed implementation
methods are not compatible with the values and social organization of the
coanmunties.

With the growing concern about the impacts of development lending on
the poor, these issues are now receiving greater attention during the prcject
appraisalstage. Althoughpoverty impacts canbe assessed through various
kinds of social analysis, particularly beneficiary assessment, a number of
specific appror.ches are also being developed. To some extent, poverty
concerns can be incorporated into conventional project analysis through
the use of social weights to assess the distribution of benefits and costs
between differentincome groups. The problemhere, however, is that there
are few reliable data on how benefits are likely to be distributed. Efforts are
now under way, particularly in Africa, to develop data bases and monitor-
ing systems that will provide feedback to indicate how completed and
ongoing projects are affecting the poor. Public expenditure reviews are
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Box 2-3. USAlD and World Bank Guidelines for the Sodal
Analysis of Projects

USAID guidelines

* The project mustbe compatiblewiththewayoflife of thepeople,and ways
should be found to improve the mutual fit

* Project results should be capable of extending beyond the iiitial intended
beneficiaries.

* The project shoudd have the potential to alleviate poverty and to increase
social equity.

WorldBank guidelines

- The socioctltural and demographic characteristics of the affected popula-
tions must be taken into account

* Greater emphasis should be placed on thfl socal organization of produc-
tive activities.

- The project must be culturally acceptable.
* The social strategy of the project (commitment and participation, diffusion

and sustainability, long-terin effects) must also be considered.
a Attention must be given to special or sensitive project populatins (tribal

nmnorities, involuntary resettlement).

Source Ingersoll (1990).

another valuable source of information on the impacts of different invest-
menrt and expenditure strategies on different target groups (World Bank
1991b).

In recent years there has also been more interest in the potential impacts
of development strategies on womern Many international organizations
such as USAID, the Asian Development Bank, and the World Bank are now
using gender analysis in formulating their country strategies. Because of the
growing need to assess the potential environmental impacts of projects,
many international agencies and national governments have also begun
introducing meth-ods of environmental impact assessment in the project ap-
praisal stage. In addition, more emphasis is being placed on assessingproject
sustainability (Bamberger and Cheema 1990; Honadle and VanSant 1985;
Winpenny 1991; World Bank 1989b).
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The concems of social analysis are dosely linked to the belief that the
target population of a project should be fully involved in all stages of its
planning and implementation (Cemea 1991; Honadle and VanSant 1985;
Salmen 1987). Consequently, increasing attention is being given to beneft-
cziry assessment, sMakeholderanalysis, and communitypartkipation, all of which
are referred to throughout this book.

Stage 3: Project Planning and Design

Informationfrompreviousprojects canbe used to select socially acceptable
and operationally practical implementation methods, to avoid inappropri-
ate assumptions about the needs or forms of cooperation of the target
populatien, to choose appropriate implementing agences, and to involve
the intended beneficiaries. Planners can save considerable time and re-
sources and can improve the effectiveness of project implementation and
operation by taking advantage of the experience gained in earlier projects.

Rapid diagnostic studies and rapid appraisals and other forms of social
analysis (see Chapter 5) can be used to assess the social soundness of the
project by the likey reaction of intended beneficiaries, the capacity of com-
munity organizations to participate in the project, and any social conflicts
or problems that may have an effect on implementation or operation.

Stage 4: Project limplementation

Once a project is approved, the required financial, material, and human
resources(inputs) are authorzcdandtheoutputs tobeproducedwiththese
resources and the time frame are specified. At the completion of the project,
the executing agency may be legaIly required to show that all resources
have been used in the proper way. Most governments and donor agences
also have an agency (auditor general, a central Audit Bureau, or General
Accounting Office) conduct an independent assessment of how the re-
sources were used.

Govenmuents and donors us-ally require periodic (monthly or quar-
terly) input-output monitoring reports on the status of resource ufilization
and the production of outputs (Chapter 4). Many countries also ask a
central monitoring and evaluation agency to prepare periodic reports for
the cabinet or the prime minister indicating the status of all major projects
(Chapter 12).
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It is important to monitor output since the disbursement of foreign loans
or the release of funds from the Treasury is normally contingent on the
completion of certain components of the project Consequently, the con-
cerned line ministry and the Ministry of Finance both wish to ensure that
implementation proceeds according to the preestablished schedule.

In some cases, input-output morntoring is used in the budgetary process
to determine which projects should be cut (where implementation has
fallen so far behind schedule that the project may never be completed) or
to identify sectors in which new investments would not be justified until
the backlog of ongoing projects is reduced.

Process ealuations or diagnostic stdies (see Chapter 5) help uncover
implementation and operational problems and identify other factors exog-
enous to the program that could have a bearing on project implementation
or its impacts. Process evaluation can also provide an early indication of
whether the intended impacts are being produced and can track the trends
of these impacts while the project is still under way. This enables managers
to determine whether an impact is occurning as expected and whether it is
benefiting all sectors of the intended beneficiary population.

Consider the example of urban planners who expect the purity of local
groundwater to inaease to a certain standard over a twelve-month period
following the installation of a new sanitation system and water treatment
facility. Planners could chart the trend in improvement by measuring water
purity at various intervals during that period and could thereby detect
whether changes in water purification are occurring at the prescribed
intervals.

Diagnostic studies are often conducted when managers detect program-
matic problers-for example, when milestones are not reached, when
negative feedback is obtained from beneficiaries, or when loan repayment
rates are poor. The main purpose of diagnostic studies is to identify the
underlying causes of the problem and to propose solutions. Diagnostic
studies can also be conducted on a regular basis to help managers control
quality or better understand the social, culturaL political, and economic
factors affecting the way a project is being implemented and how different
groups are responding to it. Box 24 shows how a diagnostic study was
used in El Salvador to help the managers of a low-cost housing program
understand why so few families particpated in a new project in one of the
interior cities when the level of demand had been much higher for earlier
projects in other cites.
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Box 2-4. Diagnosing the Reasons for the Low Level of Demand
for a Low-Cost Housing Project in El Salvador

A monitoring study conducted by the El Salvador Foundation for Low-Cost
Housing (FSDVM) estimated that less than 5 percent of households curntly
lving in low-quality housing in the city of Usulutan were participating i. the
project A rapid diagnostic study by the monitoring unit found that tLm
following factors were responsible for the low demand:

* Only 60 percent of the target population had heard about the project The
people whowere awareof the projeetwere at asomewhathighereconomic
level and therefore were more likely to own a radio or visit the cinema,
two of the media used to advertise the project

* Only 18 percent of the families li4virgin squatter areas and 40 percent of
those living in rented tenements were interested in the project once the
price, size of unit, and service level had been explained. Cheap, centrally
located land was readily available, water could be obtained from shallow
wells, and pit latrines provided adequate sanitation. For the price of
purchasing an FSDVM house with piped water and sanitation on a 75-
square-meter plot, a family could purchase a 200-square-meter plot, con-
struct a house of equal size and quality, dig a well, and construct a pit
latrine.

* About 43 percent of the households that initially expressed interest in the
pmject did not apply because of their low income.

* About 25 percent of the families selected for the project dropped out
because they found it difficult to participate in the mutual-help construc-
tion required by FSDVM. Most of these families worked on weekends and
either could not obtain leave from their employer or were self-employed
and obtained a substantial part of their income during the weekends.

Note All these factors were taken into consideraftion in the redesign of the second
phase of the project

Sourar Bamberger, Gonzalez-Polio, and Sae-FIau (1982).

Stage 5; Evaluation of Project Implementation and Transition to Operations

Most agencies call for a project completion report (PCR) at the end of the
implementation phase (see Chapter 4). The PCRdescrbes and assesses eadh
stage of project identification, appraisal, and implementation; identifies the
main problems and issues that arose; and provides guidelines and recom-
mendations for future projects.

Cost-effectiveness analysis (Chapter 4) compares projects according to the
costs of producingaunit of output or service. Such analyses are particularly
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useful for evaluating the results of a pilot project and deciding which, if
any, of the delivery systems could be replicated in a cost-effective way on
a larger scale (see Box 2-5).

As mentioned earlier, cost-benefitanalysis is used during project appraisal
to ensure that a satisfactory intemal economic rate of return will be ob-
tained on the resources invested. The IRR is often reestimated at the time
of project completion to determine whether the project is sfill economically
viable If the IRR has fallen, managers, planners, tnd policymakers will
want to find out why (was it due to changes in the costs of production,
reduced prices at which outputs can be sold, changes in the terms of trade,
and so on) so that they can decide whether the project should be canceled,
modified, or put into operation as originally planned.

It is also useful to compare the IRR at Une time of project appraisal with
the IRR at the completion of the implementation phase for all projects in a
particular sector or country. This can help planners and policymakers
identify any general trends orproblems affecting allprojects and thus make
more reaIistic estimates of the likely rates of return from future projects.

A vital step during the transition to a project's operational phase, is to
assess its capacity to sustain its operations and to continue delivering

Box 2-5. Using Cost-Effectiveness Analysis to Assess Whether
PilotProjects Could Be Replicated on a Larger Scale

o A cost-effectiveness analysis was used in El Salvador (Carnoy 1975)
to compare educational reform and teacher retrairing with educa-
tional television as a means of providing education for a significant
proportion of the population of primary school age.

* Anumberof traditionalpublichousingscherneswerecomparedwith
self-help housing projects to identify the most cost-effective way of
providing housing for low-income families in El Salvador (Bamber-
ger, Gonzalez-Polio, and Sae-Hau 1982).
Beginning on an experimental basis, the Bangladesh Rural Advance-
ment Committee (BRAC) set up informal rural education programs
designed to increase enrolment and reduce dropout rates,with a view
to developing models that the Ministry of Education wouId be able to
replicate on a large scale. Given the huge rural population of school
age and the limited educational budget, it was essential to compare
the cost-effectiveness of these models with that of conventional edu-
cational programs.
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services and benefits over its intended economic life. Consequently, re-
searchers are giving more attention to sustainabilityassessment methodolo-
gies (see Chapter 6 for a general discussion of sustainability assessment
techniques and Chapter 5 for some of the diagnostic techniques for assess-
ing institutional capacity)- Such methodologies take into account a b road
range of factors-including institutional development, beneficiary partci-
pation, provision for recurrent cost financing, adequacy of maintenance
procedures, and accessibilty of services to the intended target groups-
which together affect the sustainability of a prcject

Impact evaluation studies can also be used at the completion of project
implementation to assess the initial evidence on the capacity of a project to
produce its intended impacts, but they are more commonly used wb.en the
project has been operating for several years anLd are therefore discussed in
the next section.

Stage 6: Management of Project Operations and Ensuring Sustainability

in recent years it has been found that the effective operating life of many
projects is much shorter than expected, and consequently many prqects
are able to deliver only a small fraction of their intended benefits and
services. International agencies, and perhaps to a lesser extent govem-
ments, are therefore beginning to assess the long-term sustainability of pro-
jects once they have been operating for several years (Bamberger and
Cheema 1990; Honadle and VanSant 1985; World Bank 1985). Sustainability
is affected by many financial, economic, technical, organizational, social,
and political factors, and rapid detection of those factors enables managers
and policymakers to correct problems early on and hence to increase the
effective life of a project (Box2-6).

rmpact evaluation, which is sometimes referred to as summative evalua-
tion, is usually conducted after a project has been operating for some time,
although it is possible to evaluate probable impacts as they begin to occur.
Here the evaluator determines whether a project's objectives have been
reached, and if not, the reasons for the failure. This actLvity consists not only
of establishing whether expected changes occurred in the target popula-
tion, but also whether the changes can be attributed to the presence of the
project rather than to extraneous factors.

Such factors may be other projects or external events that are having an
influence on the variables being studied. For example, the evaluation of
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Box 2-6. The Utility of Sustainability Assessment Studies

Sustiinability assessment can improve project performance in the following
ways:

Maintenance problems can be detected and corrected before they
become more serious and more expensive to resolve.

* Factors causing beneficiaries to withdraw their support for a project
canbe detected and corrected so thatparticipan tswill bemore willing
to cooperate in project maintenance and to pay service charges,

* Factors affecting the capacity of organizations to manage the project
or problemns of interagency coordination can be identified and
resolved.

* Groups that are notbenefiting from the project can be identified and
measures taken to ensure their participation.

impacts in a housing project could be affected by matenal and child health

programs organized by the Ministry of Health and voluntary organiza-

tions, by an increase in housing starts in the private sector (which would

be generating employment-but also raising rents), and by an upcoming

political campaign that resulted in the provision of a number of new

community services and facilities.
A carefully planned and executed imp act study will indicate what effects

can reaListically be expected from different kinds of projects and the condi-

tions under which they are most likely and least likely to be observed (see

Box 2-7). This informaticn can improve the cost-effectiveness of future

investments and prevent communities from wasting resources on kinds of

projects that are likely to produce less impact than would have been

assumed without the impact study.

Stage 7: Selection and Design of New Projects

As already mentioned, new projects can benefit greatly from the lessons

leamed during the design and implementation of earlier projets. It is

threfore important to coordinate the work of the project monitoring unit,

which is responsible for collecting information on a particular project, and

that of the sectoral and national monitoring agencies, which can incorpo-

rate this information into a national data base that will be easily accessible

when new projects are being selected and planned (see Chapter 12). Unfor-
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Box 2-7. The Prctical Benefits of Impact Evaluation

A carefully planned and executed impactevaluationcan produce the follow-
ing benefits:

• Will provide a precise assessment of the nature and extent of the
impacts thatcanbe expected and hence can help planners identify the
projects likely to produce the best return on the resources invested.

* Can show whether the observed changes were not due to the project
(but to external factors) and can thus avoid investment in projects not
likely to produce desired benefits.

* Can assess the factorscontributing to project impact and can thus help
planners improve project design.

* Will identify those groups that tend toben efit leastfrom certain kinds
of projects and thus propose the special measures needed to encour-
age these groups to participate.

* Can estimate the time period over which the impacts are likely to
occur and thus increase the precsion of project analysis procedures.

tunately, a number of factors may prevent planners from using such
information in desiging new projects. Fist, new projects are often ap-
proved before the earlier projects have been fully evaluated. Second, staff
changes (at the government and donor levels) disrupt continuity with the
result that earlier information is less accessible to the new staff. Third,
monitoring is often considered the donor's task, and the value of the
information for planning future projects is overlooked.

Using Monitoring and Evaluation at the Sectoral Level

A sectoral analysis brings together information on the experience of all
projects in a particular sector. Because projects are frequently funded by
different agencies, or are carried out by different state or provincial author-
ities, no one is likely to have a clear view of all the project experiences and
programs in a particular sector. A sectoral review and synthesis can help
policymakers and planners understand the successes and failures in a
sector and the factors affectingproject outcomes and potential areasfornew
investments.

Except in the case of government or private agences worling in a limited
geographical area (such as a small voluntary organization in only one
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community or a local government with only one rural water supply pro-
ect), policymakers expect a project to contrbute to broad sectoral objectives
as well as to improve the conditions of the people or households imn-
mediately affected. Thus a low-cost housing project is usually part of a
general strategy to provide affordable housing for the low-income urban
families in a city, region, or nation. Similarly, an innovative primary edu--
cationproject, primaryhealth care project, orsmallbusiness creditprogram
will also be expected to develop and test service delivery systems that, if
found to be successful and cost-effective, may be replicated on a larger
scale.

Consequently, an importantfunction of projectevaluation is to assess the
potential replicability of projects on a Lirger scale. Box 2-8 illustrates some of
the replicability questions a sectoral evaluation might address.

International agencies have made a substantial contribution in this field
by preparing surveys of sectoral issues at the international and national
level. The U.S. Agency for International Development regularly produces
impact evaluation studies, program evaluation reports, and sector discus-
sion papers. Examples in the agricultural sector indude Central America:
Small Farmer Cropping Systms (USAID 1980a); Agricultural Credit in the
Dominican Republic (USAID 1985a); A Synthesis of USAID Experience: Small
Farner Credit 1973-85 (USAID 1985b); and Philippines Small-Scale Irrigation
(USAID 1980b).

The Operations Evaluation Department (OED) of the World Bank, in its
Annual Review of Project Performance, summarizes the overall experience

Box 2-8. Questions Relating to Project Replicability in Sector
Evaluation

* Which of the alternative methods of service delivery are the most
cost-effective?

- How would cost-effectiveness be affected by the implementation of
the project on a i ger scale?

* Which conditions cause the different methods of service delivery to
be most effective and least effective? What are the implications for
replicating the project on a large scale?

* Which groups are most and least likely to benefit from the project if
it is replicated on a larger scale?
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of project implementation by region and sector and identifies the fl. a
lessons learned in each sector. For example, the Twelfth Annual Review
(World Bank 1987:46-50) found thatprojectperformance in the agricultural
sector was affected by the following factors (among others): political prob-
lems, adverse pricing policies, too complex a design, weak interagenrcy
coordination, insufficient preparation time and lack of knowledge of local
conditions, and increases in the scale of the project.

Inh addition, the OED has begun producing intemational sectoral re-
views, the first of which were Rural Deoelopment. World Bank Experience
1965-86 (World Bank 1988); DTe Sustainability of Investments Projects in
Education (World Bank 1991c); Forestry: T7h World Bank Experience (World
Bank 1991d); and Population and the World Bank Implications from 8 Case
Studies (World Bank 1992b).

Governments can compile national sectoral reviews at little cost, al-
tough the ease of preparation will depend on the accessibility of monitor-
ing and evaluation information from completed and ongoing projects. The
Programme Evaluation Organization (PEO) of Inndia's Planning Commis-
sion has produced a number of such reviews, some which have covered
integrted rural development projects (IlRD; see Box 2-9). The PEO drew its
information from the concurrent evaluatio studies conductedperiodically
on the major lED projects. National sectoral reviews normally indude the
following tasks: a review and synthesis of exting studies and reports;
interviews with central plarning agencies, line ministries, and executing
agencies; interviews with and possibly sample surveys of project benefici-
aries; the preparation of a synthesis paper; and often a national workshop
organized to review the final report

Line miniistries and sectoral agencies also need to monitor programs that
are under way to assess their overall performance and to obtain rapid
feedback on any significant differences among projects so as to learn from
those that are performing well how to identify and correctproblems arising
in others. Such monitoring studies can also be used to identify any sectors
of the target population that have more limited Er.cess to project services or
whose members are not receiving the intended benefits. The concurrent
evaluations of integrated rural development programs in India, for exam-
ple, collect information regularly on the progress being made in introduc-
ing basic social services and on the accessibility of these services to
populations in various areas.
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Box 2-9. Using Sectoral Analysis to Monitor the Poverty
Impact of a National Integrated Rural Development Program:
Concurrent Evaluation in India

In order to assess the impact of credit and supporting services for the rural
poor, the Department of Rural Development of the Indian Ministry of Agri-
culture commissions approximately 1,440 household interviews per month
in 36 districts in different parts of the country. Among the findings of the
studies are the following:

Sixty-five percent of the households receiving credit increased their in-
comes by at least50 percent, but22 percent of househoilds felt no effect on
income.

* Sixty percent of beneficiaries were able to raise their incomes above the
poverty line.

l Eighty-one percent found the Joan sufficient to accumulate assets, and 72
percentof the householdsstill had the assets intact at the time of the study.

* Loan repayment was good in comparison with other programs, with 73
percent of the borrowers having no, or very low, arrears.

The surveys identified these areas of concern:

* Eight percent of loans were given to ineligible borrowers.
* Only 25 percent received working capital although 65 percent required it.
* Only 25 percent obtained insurance although 70 percent required iL
* Programbenefitsweresignificantly lower thanexpected becausefewareas

had supporting infrastructure.

Source: India, Department of Rural Development (1985).

A sectoral review may compare all the projects implemented in a partic-
ular sector to determine what kinds of benefits and impacts have been
achieved, which areas, have made less progress, and what factors are
responsible. Such reviews frequently focus on integrated rural develop-
ment at the national level (India, Department of Rural Development 1990)
and the international level (Honadle and VanSant 1985; Jha 1987; World
Bank 1988), or on irrigation programs, primary heaIth care (Satia 1993),
primary education, and low-cost housing (Cheema 1986), among others.

Sectoral analysis may also be used to deterne what different kinds of
programs have contributed to broad development objectives such as alle-
viating poverty, strengthening the economic participation of women, and
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protecting the environment. Many studies of integrated rural developrmcat
programs have shown, for example, that most of their services do not reach
the poorest familes but benefit mainly farmers with medium or large farms
(Jha 1987). Other studies have shown that irrigation schemes and other
forms of agricultural modernization may have negative effects on women
by taking away many of their traditional forms of land use rights or access
to the income from the sale of certain kinds of agricultural outputs (Heyzer
1987). Similarly, it has been argued that projects in a particular sector can
have negative longterm environmental impacts (Centre for Science and
Environment 1985).

Using Monitoring and Evaluation at the National Level

The Main Agencies Inuolved

At the national level, at least six kinds of agencies (central banks, planning,
program implementation, finance, audit bureau, and line ministries) nor-
mally generate and use monitoring and evaluation dat i. They are linked to
a mnultitude of regional, local, and project-level organi itions. A national
monitoring and evaluation system usually has most of the components
listed below.

a. A central agency is usually responsible fLr defining and coordinating
the nationalmonitoring and evaluation strategy. This entity is normally the
Ministry of Planning. Centralplanning agencies have the task of preparing
long-term national development plans and consequently are interested in
studies that assess the overall performance of the economy and the adhieve-
ment of national development objiectives. In some countries the MiDnistry of
Planning may also have to design and supervise the national monitoring
and evaluation system, whereas in others it may be more concemed with
evaluating project impacts.

b. A central agency is also responsible for implementing and coordinat-
ing the monitoing of development projects. This organization may be the
Ministry of Planning, the Ministry of Plan or Program Implementation, or,
less commonly, the Ministry of Finance. Mrtany countries have establshed
a specialprojectimplementation mniLstry or agency devoted to increasing the
efficiency of project implementation. This agency is responsible for moni-
toring all major national investment projects and may also monitor pro-
grams initiated by the president or prime minister (in India, for example,
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the Ministry of Program Implementation was responsible for monitoring
the prime minister's 20-Point Program, whidh included high-priority pro-
grams such as Rural Poverty Alleviation, Rainfed Agriculture, Better Use
of Irrigation, and the Two-Child Norm).

c. A central agency should be responsible for implementingand coordi-
nating the evaluation of development projects and programs. This is nor-
mally the Ministry of Planning.

d. A central agency should be responsible for monitoring the use of
resources and aid disbursements, assessing capacity of agencies to imple-
ment projects, and defining future resource allocation. This is usually the
Ministry of Financea A priary concem of the Mistry of Finance is to
monitor the flows of foreign aid and to ensure that the maxdmum amount
of approved funds is actually disbursed. The disbursement of approved
foreign aid is greatly affected by the speed of project implementation, and
consequently the Ministry of Finance normally develops a system to mon-
itor project implementation performance and the effects of implementation
delays on the schedule of foreign aid disbursements. In countries where
project monitoring systems are well established, the Ministry of Finance
will only monitor financial flows. If a centralized monitoring system does
not exist, the Ministry of Finance will often develop a project monitoring
system with a much broader base. Monitoring systems developed by the
Ministry of Finance tend to focus on the physical implementation of pro-
jects since these are the components financed by foreign aid.

e. One or more agencies should be responsible forensuringaccountabil-
ity to donors and to the national legLlature and executire for the use of
project funds. This isnormally theMinistryofPlanningworkdngintandem
with the auditor general. MArost governments require that project expendi-
turesbe subjected to an independent audit bytheauditorgeneral or theAudit
Bureau of the Ministry of Fi-nance to ensure that funds have been used
rorrectly. Traditionally, the audit function is limited to conventional finan-
cial. auditing so as to ensure that all expenditures are subject to the appro-
priate administrative controls an-d correspond to the line items indicated in
the loan agreement or parliamerLary authorization.

In recent years the auditing function has been expanded to assessing
whether funds have been used efficiently. Some audit authorities are
begirning to develop indicatcrs of the extent to which the nation has
received "value for money' frn'm different programs and expenditures.
One wayis to assess the cost-effectiveness of differentprograms ordelivery
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systems, as the Bureau of the Budget does in Thailand, or to monitor the
performance of ongoing public enterprise projects to highlight potential
financial or marketing problems, as is done in Pakistan. A recent innovation
is to have the Auditor General's Office develop a data base on the im-
plementation performance of completed projects to determine whether the
proposed' implImentation schedules and expenditures for new projects are
realistic

f. Most public investment projects are implemented through line minis-
tries or state enterprises at the national or state (provincial) levels. Conse-
quently, the line agency nonnaily has the primary responsibility for
implementing the project and for providing the monitoring information
required by central govemment agencies and by international lending
agencies. The range of monitoring responsibilities varies, depending on the
resources available, but can cover the physical and financial implementa-
tion cf all projects for which the ministry is responsible, the operation and
sustainability of projects, project impacts, and the sectoral impacts of large
programs consisting of numerous separate projects. It may also be neces-
sary to interact with consultants or central govenmuent agencies conduct-
ing more specialized or large-scale evaluation studies.

A principal responsibiIity is to coordinate the monitoring of the donor-
funded projects for which the agency is responsible. If the ministy does
not have a strong central evaluation unit, donor agenies may request that
special monitoring and evaluation units be created within each project. In
sectors where donor agencies are active, the ministry may have to coordi-
nate the activities of large numbers of separate donor-sponsored monitor-
ing and evaluation units.

Although the majority of line ministries in developing countries with a
strong researchtradition (such as Brazil, Mexico,lndia, andthePhilippines)
are primarily concerned with the implementation of projects, certain line
ministries also conduct sectoral evaluations and review studies and design
more sophisticated studies to assess the impacts of projects or broader
programs.

Partcip ants at a performance evaluation seminar in Kuala Lump ur in
1991 indicated that many Asian countries are interested in strengthening
their capacity for performanice and ex-post evaluation. Although most
countries reported that they had experimented with performance evalua-
tion, usually on an ad hoc basis, China was one of the few that had applied
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it in any systematic way. Even there, it was used only on a pilot basis in
twenty-three foreign-financed and large state-financed projects, and no
decision was made as to how performance evaluation would be used in the
future.$

g. Although a greater effort is being made to have nongouernmental
organizations participate in the design and execution of development pro-
jects, governments and donor agencies have made little use of the consid-
erable experience of NGOs in the areas of monitoring and evaluation.

The Need to Strengthen Policy Analysis

At present most countries are using monitoring and evaluation to monitor
the performance of operational projects and programs, but the United
States and some countries of Europe have been applying M/E in policy
analysis and strategic planning. Fishman (1989:30-31) identifies six "win-
dows of opportunity" where evaluation can influence congressional
policymaking in the United States:

Developnent of new legistation. The process of developing new legisla-
tive solutions to identified problems provides an opportunity to pres-
ent the findings of evaluations to congressional committees.

* Reauthorization of existing legislation. Deadlines are often set for the
review of evidence to decde whether a program or law .hould be
renewed.

* Annual appropriations and budget cycle. Programs are attacked and de-
fended on the basis of their perceived impacts and cost-effectiveness.
Both sides often rely on evaluation findings to support their positions.

* Oversight hearings. These hearings are particularly important for pro-
grams that do not have a fixed statutory life, such as Social Security.

* Congressionally mandated evaluations. Congress frequently initiates
large and complex evaluation studies, the findings of which can have
an important influence on the long-term survival and development of
a program.

* Expansion ofthe body ofknowledge. Congressional committees routinely
seek to broaden their knowledge and understanding of the problems
and programareas forwhichtheyare responsible. Existingorspecially
commissioned evaluation studies are often one of their main sources
of information.
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An EDI-Korean Development Institute seminar held in Seoul in Novem-
ber 1987 (Lamb and Weaving 1992) examined the process of policy reform
in six Asian countries. The seminar attributed the successful formulation
of trade liberalization policies in Korea and the smooth implementation of
tax reform in Indonesia to the systematic collection and analysis of relevant
economic and social data. In cuntrast, authorities in Thailand were unaware
of the inherent contradictions of their rice policies and thus found it more
difficult to anticipate conflicts and to achieve the necessary compromises
(Boeninger 1992:11).

Seminar participants concluded that policymakers require sound antici-
patory analysis and also quick accss to the reIevant information. In al the
Asian countries studied, policymakers (particularly in central banks and
ministries of finance) tended to rely on market-oriented economists tor
advice and policy analysis. These economists were committed to economic
growth and macroeconomic equilibria and paid little attention to the
political dimensions of policy reform-such as the distribution of costs and
benefits and the reactions of major stakeholders-which are of greater
concern to politicians.

The seminar proposed the following guidelnes for policy analysis
(Boeninger 1992.13):

- Be economical in the use of economics.
* Discount for political demand.
* Dare to be "quick and dirty."
* Think like a manager.
* Analyze equity as well as efficiency.
* Know your market (who you are frying to influence).
* Pay your organizational dues (have your minister's or organization's

interests at heart).
* Profit from action-forcing events.
* Do not oversell economic analysis.
* Leam policy economics by practicing it.

Two main lessons emerged (Boeninger 1992:15). First, the synoptic,
rationalist, view of policymaking is rather unrealistic, and the neat distinc-
tions embodied in that view-means versus ends, political decision versus
bureaucratic execution, and a neat sequence of information-decision-im-
plementation-evaluation-do not correspond to how policies are actually
made and implemented. Second, there are many kinds of economic policy
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decisions; they vary in complexity, and decisionmaldng styles are heavily
influenced by the treditions, political context, and govemmental systems
in which they are situated.

If evaluation data are to be used effectively in policy analysis, it is
essentialthatthesystem of datacollectionand analysis "befirmlysetwithin
an administrative routine that explidtly assigns responsibilities to depart-
ments and individuals for collecting, processing and transmitting the in-
formation needed" (Boeninger 1992:10).

It is often assumed that policy analysis entails long and complex study.
in fact, many of the most useful studies can be conducted cheaply and
rapidly and still provide up-to-date information and options to policymak-
ers faced with impending decisions. As cne new administrator discovered
when he took over the Delaware Department of Economic Services (BeU
1989), all it took was three weeks of progressive "brain-stomiing" to leam
the views of staff and management concerning the agencys perceived
mission and to identify the barriers to the achievement of this mission. By
starting at the lower levels and then providing the opinions of staff at these
levels as an input to the meetings at the next highest level, he was able to
tum the attention of senior management to key issues and problems and to
the alternative lines of action that could be taken.

USAID's Program Perfornmnce Infbrnation Systemfor Strategic Management
(PRISM)

PRISM, which was created by USAID in 1991, illustrates how a major
international assistance agency developed a set of indicators for formulat-
ing,moriitoring,andevaluatingstrategic objectives(USAID1993).Whereas
systems such as logical framework analysis (see Chapter 3) operate at the
level of individual projects and hence have a short-term focus, PRISM
operates at the level of the strategic objectives to be achieved over a time
frame of five to eight years.

PRISM is a system for monitoring program performance and for report-
ing and managing information. It was designed by USAID for sernior
managers both in Washington and in the field. Its purpose is to improve
USAID's ability to clarify objectives, measure performance, and apply
performance information in decisionmaldng at all organizational levels.
Under the PRISM system, Missions routinely collect data that can be used
to measure their actual progress in achieving strategic objectives and
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program outcomes. In the PRI5M strategic planning process, Missions,
often assisted by USAID Washington, define their own strategic objectives
and program outcomes, select their own indicators, and set targets. By
periodically gathering data to measure and compare actual progress with
the targets or expected results established at the outset of the strategic
planning process, Missions cart obtain "early warings" indicating that
programs are not going as planned. Gaps between actual and target per-
formance will alert Mission managers to the need for more in7depth eval-
uations explaining why programs are succeeding or failing. These
assessments would then lead the authorities to either adjust or terminate
the program (and shift funds to more promising projects within the
Mission's portfolio).

Fifteen dusters of strategic objectives have been developed und-er the
PRISM system. Policies are defined and assessed in terms of appropriate
sets of these objectives. Objectives themselves are assessed on the basis of
their effectiveness, impact, efficiency, sustainability, relevance, and
replicability. The steps of the procedure are similar to those followed in
logical framework analysis: An objective tree is developed lining different
levels of results or outcomes according to a causal theory that specifies that
a certain set of activities will result in certain program outcomes that will
achieve a strategic objectve. A strategic objective that is developmentally
significant and that can be achieved and measured over a period of five to
eight years is defined. A program consisting of an entire set of development
activities designed to achieve this objective is then developed. A set of
program outcomes that are directly attributable to the program and can be
measured over a period of two to five years are defined. Next, the indicators
needed to measure these outcomes are defined. And finally, the results
expected within a specific time frame are defined.

The initial results obtained when the system was introduced are consid-
ered to have been successful and thus have helped planners develop a
uniform framework for formulating and evaluating strategic objectives and
broad policy goals that can be compared across sectors and countries
(USA]]) 1993).

The Potential Value of National Data Bases

Most national M/E systems fail to use the data they have collected, often
at considerable expense. When project implementation is completed, in
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many cases the extensive monitoring information that has been compiled,
sometimes over a period of three to five years, is filed away and never used
again. Consequently, the persons responsible for the planningand selection
of newprojects are unable tobenefit from past experience, and many wrong
assumptions andmistakes may be repeated. Data arenotfully used because
most agencies do not have good data bases and also because the activities
of the line ministries tat conduct the monitoring studies are not coordi-
nated with those of the central planning agencies responsible for selecting
future projects.

With the rapid spread of microcomputers and the development of na-
tional computer networks, it is now technically feasible to coiled and
synthesize data from a large number of geographical regions and projects.
Indeed, a number of countries have started building national data banks.
Most of these data banks have limited objectives, however, and their full
potential has not yet been recognized.

Ar example of the potential udlity of a national database canbe seen in
the recent efforts to monitor the impacts of structural adjustment programs
anthepoor andvulnerable groups inAfrica.These casesare describedlater
in this volume.

Structured Learning

Struc-ired Learning is a systematic way to lear from the experience of
ongoingprojects orsector programs andpolicies,andtouse this knowledge
to improve the way in which future projects, programs, and policies are
formulated, implemented, and evaluated. This approach is described in
Chapter 3, pages 103-S.

Prospective Evaluations and Evaluabitiiy Assessment

Aprospective evaluationsynthesizesM/Einformationfromearlier studies
to assess the likely outcomes of proposed new projects. Prospective evalu-
ation is said to be one of the most rapidly growing and productive uses of
evaluation informnation in the United States (Chelimsky 1988). Congres-
sional committees and individual convressmen frequently ask the US.
General Accounting Office (GAO) for advice in forecasting the liey out-
cor.s of proposed legislation designed, forexample, to encourage mothers
to reenter the labor force, to promote housing investment, or to reduce
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teenage pregnancies. After reviewing evidence from previous studies, the
GAO will state whether these findings indicate the new legislation seems
likely to succeed or fail, or whether there is not enough evidence to form
an opinion one way or the other. In many cases the evidence has been strong
enough to persuade Congress to withdraw or modify its legislation and
thus has possibly saved large sums of money-

The GAO has access to time-series data on socioeconomic variables such
as labor force participation, income and expenditure, family size, and
education, all of which can be linked to economic and fiscal variables such
as tax rates and the introduction of government programs at the federal
and state levels. In addition, it has access to the findings of large numbers
of evaluations of programs similar to one being proposed.

Prospective evaluation has a number of features in common with
evaluability assessment, a method used to advise program plarnters whether
a program can be evaluated. The purpose of an evaluability assessment is
to ensure, by means of a preliminary evaluation of aprogram's desigr, that
the design meets three criteria: (a) it dearly defines progran L objectives; (b)
the underlying assumptions and objectives are plausible; and (c) the in-
tended uses of evaluation information are well defined (Wholey 1979:2:17).
The experience of previous projects will have to be examined in order to
determine whether the assumptions and objectives of the new project seem
plausible.

Prospective evaluations and evaluability assessment are seldom used in
developing countries, even though the required information is usually
available-at least in part. Although few countries have time-series data,
many have access to large numbers of monitoring and evaluation reports
on earlier projects that could be used to conduct evaluability assessments
and simple prospective evaluations.

Meta-Analysis and the Use of Secondary Data

Many evaluation professionals have begun to synthesize the findings of
evaluation studies to determine what is known about the impacts of
different kinds of program interventions. One approach, called meta-anal-
ysis, is based on the notion that the individuals included in all available
evaluation studies of a particular kind of program or interventimo orm a
population and that the findings of single studies can be treated as obser-
vation points (Cordray 1985; Yeaton and Wormman 1984). All observations
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are combined to estinate the magtude and range of effects produced by
a particular intervention. It is argued that the average effect levels observed
in a large number of studies will be more reliable than the findings of any
individual study. Light (1984) idenLifies six program evaluation issues that
synthesized studies can resolve better than single studies:

* Analyze the interactions betveen treatment variables and the different attri-
butes of the target population. Program impacts are affected by the
interactions between the combinations of treatments and how they
are applied, on the one hand, and the characteristics of the recipients,
on the other. Synthesis studies can examine a wider range of interac-
tions and hence shed more light on when and how these interactions
operate.

* Help match treatment types with recipient tes. Different recipients
respond differently to different treatments, and a larger sample of
observations can help identify -v: at treatments work best for each
type of recipient.

- Determine whick features of a treatment matter. Although some aspects
of a program are crucial, others may be insignificant. Synthesis can
help identify crucial factors and can help eliminate other (sometimes
costly) program components.
H Help explain conflicting results. Apparently conflicting results are
often a consequence of different designs or differences in the con-
text in which the two programs operate. The analysis of a wide
sample of programs can elucidate these contextual factors and how
they operate.

* Compare the short-term and long-ferm impacts of programs. Programs can
be assessed either in terms of whether they have achieved their
immediate goals (improved reading skills) or in terms of their long-
term impact on beneficiaries (did improved reading skills help par-
ticipants obtain better paying jobs?). The comparison of a large
number of studies is helpful in this respect.

* Ensure that treatmenteffects remain stable. A synthesis studyca.n assess
the variability of treatment effects. Do certain treatments always
produce certain effects, or is there great variability?

Besides meta-analysis, which is normally concerned with the statistical
comparison of studies, more descriptive and qualitative analysis can be
used to identify the factors affecting program success. Some of the analyt-
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ical procedures described in Chapters 5 and 6 (also see Miles and Huber-
man 1984) are useful for this kind of qualitative assessment

Gender Analysis: Ensuring the Pull Participation of Women
in Development Policies and Programs

Many development polices and programs have different effects on men
and women because social roles in various economic activities are fre-
quently associated with gender. Men and women may also have different
food consumption patters, different kinds of education, and different
kinds of housing. Moreover, in most societies women are socially, econom-
ically, and politically weaker than men and have less controlover resources
and less influence on decisionmaking.

There is inaeasing evidence that women do not automatically benefit
from development policies and programs alnd that some policies may even
make life worse for significant numbers of poor women CHeyzer 1987; Rao,
Anderson, and Overholt 1991). Ih almost every developing count,y,
women make up a disproportionately large share of the poor andvery poor.
Women are particularly vulnerable to many factors that create and perpet-
uate poverty.

The principal economic reason for focusing on gender in development
programs is tat poorer families tend to rely on the earning capacity of
women. Even with effective economic development policies, most poor
families would not be able to survive without the help of their female
members.

Women typically earn lower wages, however, and have more limited
access than men to productive resources such as land, credit, fertlizers, and
higher teclnol'^gy, with the result that their productive capacity and their
ability to contribute to the survival or improvement of their families are
severely constrained. Despite the evidence indicating the crucial economic
role of women in low-income famlnies, governments still tend to associate
women with "income-generating activties" that they can perform in their
spare time as extensions of domestic activities. In contrast, men are said to
require "employment" that can provide for the needs of their families.
Strategies for alleviating poverty must therefore make an all-out effort to
understand andiemove theconstraints onproductive female employment.

According to a number of studies, not only do women have less access
than men to the benefits of economic moderniization, but many poor
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women are even worse off as a result of economic modernization programs
introduced to benefit the poor. In a number of large irrigation projects,
including the Mahaweli Accelerated Irrigation Program in Sri Lanka, plots
are indivisible and property rights are normally vested in the man-even
in societies where women traditionally have quite extensive property rights
(Heyzer 1987:chaps. 4 and 5). In such cases, women have not only lost their
rights to the ownership and use of land, but they now have difficulty
obtaining the aedit they need toxarchase productive inputs because they
have no land to use as collateraL

While the 'Green Revolution" has clearly had a significant impact on
agricultural output and productivity (World Bank 1990d:chap. 4), agricul-
tural modernization, with its new technology, has also displaced female
labor or relegated these workers to the less skilled and heavier kinds of
manual labor.7 The following quotation from the 1990 World Development
Report summarizes both the positive and negative effects of agricultural
modernization:

Modern seed varieties, irrigation and the increased commercialization of
crops have comnmonly been accompanied by the greater use of hired labor,
mostly from landless households. The new technologies have also had import-
ant implications for the division of household labor. Wage labor has replaced
unpaid labor, and in some cases male labor has replaced female labor. This has
raised concerns that technological change has harmed women.

The substitution of hired labor for family labor usuallry improves the
household's standard of living. In the Philippines, for example, the new
technologies raised farming incomes, allowing householdxs to hire labor and
purchase labor-saving farm implements. This reduced the number of hours
worked by family members in low-productivity jobs on the farm and allowed
them to engage in other, more productive, activities such as trade or raising
livestock. In addition, greater demandforhiredlaborprovidedjobs to landless
workers.

Modern varieties hav a in general, raised the demand for hired female labor.
They usually require more labor per acre-particulariy in tasks typically done
by women, such as weeding, harvesting, and postharvest work. A study of
three Indian states conduded that the use of hired female labor was greater on
farms that had adopted modern varieties than on those that had not. Other
studies for India and Nepal have found that the overall use of hired female
labor rose substantially with the introduction of modem varieties.
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Table 2-Z Contents of Bangladesh Strategy Paper on Women in Development

1. Greater Participation of Women in Development: An Economic Imperative
Definiing women's dilemma
Government position on development and the role of women
Strategic considerations and directions

2. Thle Situation of Women in Bangladesht
Social, cultural, and economic context
Poverty context
Health, nutrition, and fertility status
Legal status

3. Women itn t2e Labor Force
Enumeration of women in official labor statistics
Observed magnitude of women in labor force participation
Causes of underenumeration in official statistics
Employment patterns of women: wage and self employment
Concerns about the conventional wisdom of employment generation prograrris

for women

4. Government Strategies to Incorporate Women into National Policy and Program
Planning
Focus of government policies and prograrns
Institutions
Future approaches

5. Education and Techntical Training
Structure and characteristics of the education system
Govemnment programs
Issues and recomendations

6. Water Supply and Sanitation
Characteristics of the sector
Goverrunent institutioLis, policy, and programs
Issues and recommendations

7. Agriculture
Characteristics of the agricultural sector
Nature and extent of women's involvement in agriculture
Government policy, institutions, and programs
Issues and recomunendations

8. Industry
Characteristics of the industrial sector
Female employment in manufacturing industries
Government policies and programs
Issues and recommendations

9. Credit
Special creditprograms and issues concerningwomen
Recommendations

Source: World Bank (1990a), abridged table of contents.
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In some cases, however, mechanization has led to lower female employment
The outcome has often depended on the tasks mechanized. When predomi-
nantly female tasks were given over to machinery, women were displaced.
This happened in Bangladesh, Indonesia and the Philippines with the replace-
ment of the finger knife as a harvesting tool and the introduction of direct
seeding and portable mechanical threshers. In Bangladesh most of the
postharvest work had been done by women using the dheki (a foot-operated
mortar and pestle). When the dehusking and polishing of grain were mecha-
nized, these operationsiwere turned over to men, who now operate the modem
mills. A study in the Indian states of Kerala, Tamil Nadu, and West Bengal
found thatwhere chemical fertilizers have replaced cow dung,men ratherthan
women now apply the fertilizer because women lack access to the information
provided by extension services.

When women were displaced, the effect on their incomes and on household
welfare depended on whether they found more productive jobs elsewhere.
Overall non farm employment did increase, but dat. classified by gender are
scanty. (World Bank 1990d:61)

In many rural areas women control the household budget and are
responsible forproviding food and other basic necessities for theirfamilies.
Agricultural modernization, which normally involves an inaeasing com-
mercialization of crops, shift the control of the revenue to the husband.
Thus, even though total household income may increase, women will
control a smaller proportion of the total income, and household expendi-
tures on food and other basic necessities may actually decrease.

For all of the above reasons, any development strategy that overlooks the
many and complex lits between gender and poverty is likely to faiL
Far-reaching policies and large-scale programs are needed to provide
women with the outlookon life, skills, and resources they need to overcome
the scourge of poverty. Furthermore, project identification, planing, mon-
itoring, and evaluation must all take into account the differential impacts
on men and women (as well as on different socioeconomic and cultural
groups). Gender analysis methodologies have been developed to address
these issues.

Table 2-2 illustrates how gender analysis was used by the World Bank in
Bangladesh in the design of a gender-responsive national development
strategy. It shows the status and factors affecting the participation of
women in the labor force, education, sanitation, agriculture, and industry
and their access to water supply and sanitation, as well as credit. Similar
analyses have been conducted by govemments and multilateral and bilat-
eral agencies in many developing countries.
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Gender analysis is also being used to assess the impacts of structural
adjustment polIcies on women. A recent review of structural adjustment
programs found that women frequently bear an excessive burden during
the first stabilization and demand management phase owing to te follow-
ing factors (USAID 1991:xiv):

* Women and members of female headed-households tend to suffer
relatively more during the economic contraction associated with the
stabilization phase of adjustment. Because women are frequently
poorer to startwith, reductions inlivingstandards aremore critical for
them.

* Women act as "shock-absorbers' during adjustnent, curtailing their
own consumption and increasing their work effort to compensate for
losses in household income.

* Women are often more dependent on public services because of their
child-bearing and child-rearing roles. The reductions in socal spend-
ing that accompany adjustnent efforts therefore affect them more
directly than men. The shrinkage of goveernment services "off-loads"
responsibilities to the private sector, usually to women.

* Education represents one of the most important factors in women's
economic and social advancement, and it is often a victim of economic
restraint.

* Where there is relatively higher representation of women in the public
sector, public expenditure restraints may have a greater impact on
women than on men.

Cender analysis is also used in the selection and design of projects, and
in their monitoring and evaluation. Overholt and her colleagues (Rao and
others 1991) propose an analytical framework that can be used for this
purpose as well as for national and sector planing. This framework
(described in Chapter 4, Section D) provides information on four important
components of gender analysis:

* Activity profile. Describes the extent and nature of women's partcipa-
tion in the production of goods and services, and their role in the
reproduction and maintenance of human resources (child rearing and
household management).

* Access and control profle. Describes the access that women and men
have to the resources required for carrying out these activities and the
control they exercise over the benefits produced from these activities
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* Analysis offactors influencing activities, access, and control. Describes the
factors determining who does what and who will have access and
control over resources.

* Project cycle analysis. Examines the role of women in project identifica-
tion, design, implementation, and evaluation.

This bookmakes frequentreference to thewaysinwhich gender analysis
can be incorporated into monitoring and evaluation studies at the national,
sectoral, and project levels, and at all stages of the project cycle.

Recommended Reading

African Development Bank, UNDP, and World Bank 1990. The Social Dimensions of
Adjustment A Policy Agenda. Washington, D.C.: World Bank

Explainshow policymakers and planners can use evaluation to assess theimp acts
ofstructuraladjustmentprogramns onvulnerablegroupsinAfrica. Goodexample
of how to create and use national data banks.

Ahmed, Viqar, and Michael Bamiberger. 1989. Monitoring and Evaluating Develop-
ment Projects: The South Asian Experience. Washington, D.C.: World Bank, Eco-
nomic DevelopmentInstitute.

Descnrbes how monitoring and evaluation information is used in the countres of
South Asia.

American Council of Voluntary Agencies for Foreign Service. 198t Evaluation
Sourcebookfor Private and Voluntary Organizations. New York.

Describes how evaluation data can be used by NGOs.

Bamberger, Michael, and Eleanor Hewitt. 1986. Monitoring and Evaluating Urban
Development Programs: A Handbook Washington, D.C: World Bank.

Identifies the principal stakeholders and describes the kinds of information they
require and how it is used.

Chelimsky, Eleanor. 1989. Evaluation and PublicPolicy: The Uses of Evaluation Products
in the Executive and Legislative Branches of the United States. Washington, D.C:
World Bank, Economic Development Enstitute.

Explains how evaluation is used by legislators and policymakers in the United
States. Good discussion of prospective evaluation.

Lamb, Geoffrey, and Rachel Weaving. 1992. Managing Policy Refrm in the Real
World:Asian Experiences. Economic Development Institute Seminar Series. Wash-
ington D.C.: World Bank
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Discusses the role of evaluation in policy reform with concrete examples from
Asian countries.

Rossi Peter, and Howard Freeman. 1982. Evaluation: A SystenmaticApproach. Beverly
Hills, Calif.: Sage.

Reviews the main ways in which monitoring and evaluation can be used.

Salrnen, Lawrence. 1987. Listen to the People: Participant Observer Evaluation of World
Bank Projects. New York: Oxord University Press.

. 1992. "Beneficiary Assessment: An Approach Descnrbed." Washington,
D.C.: World Bank.

Discusses the design and use of beneficiary assessment evaluations.

World Bank. 1989. Annual Reuiew of Evaluation Results. Washington, D.C.: Opera-
tions Evaluation Department

_ 1991. The Sustainability of Investment Projects in Education. Washington,
D.C.: Operations Evaluation Department

.1991. Forestry: The World Bank's Experience. Washington, D.C-: Operations
EvaluationDepartment

1 1992. Population and the World Bank Inplicationsfrom Eight Case Studies.
Washingtor, D.C.: Operations Evaluation Department

Shows how lessons from completed projects can be used in the selection and
design of new projects.

Notes

1. The Social Dimensions of Adjustment Program initiated by the World Bank,
UNDP, and African Development Bank to evaluate the impacts of structual adjust-
ment programs in Sub-Saharan Africa on the poor and vulnerable groups is the
largest program of this kind. For a description, see World Bank (1990c).

2. This section draws heavily on the report of the World Bank Task Force on
Economic Analysis (World Bank- 1992b).

3. The following are some of the main aitiismns about how economic analysis is
applied. (1) Even when fully operational in the late 1970s and early 1980s, project
analysis never fully adopted all of the methodological rigor proposed by Little and
MirleesandbySquire andVan derTak(Little and Mirleesl991). (2) Projectanalysis,
atleastintheWorldBank,providesanoveroptimisticassessmentofaprcject'sllke1y
internal rate of return. For projects completed in the late 1980s and early 1990s, the
reestimated IRR at the time of project completion was on average eight to nine
percentage points higher than the original IERR estimated at the time of project
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appraisal (World Bank, 1992:2). This was due to overoptniistic assessment of a
stablemacroeconomicenvironmentandfulfilmentofrequiredppolicymeasures. (3)
It makes narrow and limited use of risk analysis, particularly with regard to the
ways in which projects will be affected by slippage, weak macroeconomic policy,
orinadequatefinancial and institutionalcapacity. (4) Themethodologyforapplying
project analysis to social projects (for example, in the area of health, education, or
rural development) has not been adequately developed. (5) Until recently, the
environmntal impacts of projects were not adequately addressed. However, sig-
nificant progress has been made during the past few years (World Bank 1992e).

4. TheAuditorGeneral's Officein Pakistan iscreatingsucha database to compile
informationonthe averagetime and costoverrunsof themaincategoriesofprojects.
This information is used to review the proposed budgets and implementation
schedules of new projects.

5. See the papers presented at the Operations Evaluation Seminar for descrip-
tions of experiences in Indonesia (Sjamsu and Rantetana 1991), Pakistan (Khan,
1991),Sri Lanka (Rananajuam, 1991), Nepal (Nepal and Nepal 1991), and China (Li
Ruogu 1991). As far as the present authors are aware, these papers have not been
published.

6. There are also broader questions about the benefits of large-scle irrigation
projects, which suggest that women are not the only group that may be negatively
affected by some of these projects.

7. See Heyzer (1987:chap. 1) for a summary of ways in which women can be
negatively affectedby agriculturalmodernization.
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To reiterate the point mnade at the outset of this volume, govemments and
donor agencies are responsible for the financing, design, and management
of hundreds, and in some cases thousanrds, of development projects, a
significant proportion of which fail to achieve their main objectives. Fur-
thermore, many governments are under growing pressure to use their
resources as efficiently as possible. These and other constraints make it
essential for govenmuents and donor agencies to learn as much as possible
from the experience of completed projects. They need to be able to identify
the kinds of projects and delivery systems that are most likey to achieve
their objectives, and to understand the factors contributing to the success
and failure of projects.

The Need to Learn from Completed Projects

Govenmnents and donor agendes are also under pressure to ensure that
their investment strategies contribute to broader developmental goals such
as protecting the environment, alleviating poverty, and increasing the
economic, social, and political participation of women-all of which re-
quire a clear understanding of the complex interactions between a project
and its environment

As discussed in Chapter 2, anticpatory analysis (prospective evaluation)
can also play an important role in ensuring that policy reform is anchored
in effective planning and undergoes smooth implementation. Such analysis

75
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draws on the lessons of earlier policies or programs to anticipate the likely
impacts and potential problems of proposed reforms.

Although few would deny tat completed projects offer a wealth of
information on the possible impacts of and obstadles to development
projects, some might ask why the lessons cannot be leamed from tech-
niques that are currently available and whether new evaluation research
procedures are really needed? Indeed, a great deal of useful information
is already available from monitoring activities, project completion reports,
and the overview studies conductedby governments and donors,but, fora
number of reasons, this information has limited application with respect to
improving the capacity of projects to achieve their development objectives.

First, as mentioned earlier, most of the available information refers orly
to the project implementation phase and little is known about the factors
affecting the sustainability of project operations or their success. In other
words, there are adequate guidelines on how to make project implementa-
tion more efficent, but little advice on how to design sustainable projects
that will achieve their objectives. There is no guarantee that improving the
efficiency of implementation will improve sustainability and project re-
sults. In some cases (discussed in Chapter 6), the emphasis on implementa-
tim has even had an adverse effect on sustainability.

Second, projects operate in highly complex economic, social; administra-
tive, and political environments that make it difficult to assess the extent to
Which successful (or unsuccessful) outcomes were the result of project

design and management It is often hard to tell whetier the higher incomes
of small farmers were a consequence of the rural development projectbeing
assessed or whether they were caused by national agricutural pricing
policies, varying credit rates, or rapid urban growth (and its effects on the
demand for rural labor and the demand for basic food products), or some
other factor.

Third, complementary or competing projects may enhance or reduce the
effects of a particular project. Other international organizations and gov-
enmment agences may also be organzig health, credit, employment,
nutntion, industry, and infrastructure projects that will affect families
living in the geographical areas covered by the project being assessed.

Fourth, projects are never implemented exactly as planned and are
subject to significant variations in different geographic areas, so that it is
often difficult to determine exactly how the project was implemented. It is
possible that in region A the credit program was implemented efficiently,
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but that there were serious problems with the construction and manage-
ment of the minor irrigation component; whereas in region B the irrigation
component worked much better, but the number of loans authorized was
much smaller. Another complicating factor is that the efficiency of im-
plementation varies over time. For all of these reasons, it is extremely
difficult to pinpoint the components operating in each area at different
points in time and know how well they were operating. This in turn makes
it difficult to draw lessons from the past for the design of future projects.

A number of factors hamper the systematic evaluation of the processes
andimpacts connectedwith developmentprojects. One of themoreserious
concenis is how to identify and maintain a control group that is reasonably
comparable to the intervention group. Many projects eiffier try to cover the
entire target population (all urban squatters or all small farmers), or they
operate in areas that cannot easily be matched to a oontrol area. Further-
more, many projects do not have a clearly defined beginning or end, so it
is difficult to devise a "before" and "after" evaluation design. In large urban
development projects, it is not uncommon for the first beneficiaries to
receive some services such as water or sanitation three or four years ahead
of other beneficiaries. Sti anotier problem is that many of the services,
outcomes, and impacts are not easy to capture and measure, so there may
be some disagreement as to the level of benefits or impact of the interven-
tion actually produced. This happens partcularly when the qality of
services or outcomes is important, as in the case of education, extension
services and technical assistance, and medical services.

Thus, the lessons and conclusions that should be drawn from the appar-
ent successes or failures of a project may not be at all dear. There may even
be little consensus of opinion about whatrproject activities have actually
been implemented and what factors affected the outcomes. Would the
projecthavebeenmoresuccessfuliftherehadnotbeenamunicipalelection
campaign? What effect did the increase in the official market price of rice
have? Was the project implemented better in area A than in area B? New
methods of analysis are obviously needed to help planners and managers
better understand how the project was implemented, how different stages
of implementation or operations were affected by different outside events,
what impacts can be attributed to the project (rather than outside events),
and what factors affected the level and distribution of impacts. The best
way to understnd these complex processes and issues is to construct a
model of the process of project design, implementation, and operation.
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Potential Applications for Modeling in the Evaluation
of Development Projects

Models Provide Insight into Development Projects

A social development program can be defined as a planned intervention
based on explicit theories that will foster social change or reform and
explain why that change should be expected. A model of a social program
should make explicit how different inputs are likely to lead to certain
impacts. Therefore, amodelcanbe described as aset of testable hypotheses
about a project that ean be either refuted or vindicated.

Programs forimprovingsocial, physical, andhealthconditionsarebased
on models of social change. Although the theoretical assumptions under-
lying the project's design may notbe stated explicitly, decisions concering
the amount and type of inputs, implementation procedures, and even the
size and characteristics of target or client groups are based on assumptions
about how a project is affected by, and interacts with, the environment in
which it operates. That is to say, these design decisions are based on an
implicit model of how the program will work, whyitwill achieve its impacts,
and how different groups will respond.

A project model is an explicit theory of how a set of resources and actvties
wil produce a specific impact on a society or environment. The model
makes explicit the population or environmental conditions that a project is
intended to affect (that is, infants under three years of age, residents of a
slum, water resources), the direction of the effect (for example, infant
mortality is dedining, the size of the housing stock is increasing, or the
provision of clean water is inaeasing), and the input or intervention
variables that lead to this effect (for example, infant immunization, a sites
and service program, and a water purification facility, respectively).

Once the intended project implementation model has been defined
(which is a major step in itself, the actual implementation and operation
of theproject shouldbecarefully documented to determinehow closely the
activities correspond to the intended model, to evaluate the quality of
implementation, and to assess the production and quality of intermediary
outputs and services. If required, an evaluation design with appropriate
statistical controls can then be developed to assess the extent to which
observed outcomes can reasonably be assumed to have been produced (or
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atleast affected) by the project intervention ratherthanbyfactorsunrelated
to the project. Finally, an analytcal framework can be developed to assess
what each project stage and component contributes to the final outcomes,
and to estimate how these outcomes were affected by the interactions
between the project and the economic, social, and political environment in
whichitevolves. Thus, awell-designedsocialmodelcanpprovidea rigorous
framework for interpreting the experience of completed and ongoing pro-
jects and for gleaning lessons and guidelines from them to help with the
formulation, design, and implementation of future projects.

Suppose that a nation has a high rate of infant mortality, attributable to
vaccine-preventable diseases. Immunization programs are known to be an
effective means of reducing such infant mortality, and a program is de-
signed to obtain the vaccinations in sufficient quantity, administer funds,
train and manage personnel, publicize the vaccination program to attract
mothers, and plan the logistics for vaccinating the target population. The
model in this instance should describe the entire imniztion program
and make explicit the assumptions about how different population groups
will respond to it The program's expected impact is based on medical
knowledge about the etiology of infectious diseases and their control on
logistics that maximize the potential for effective coverage of the popula-
tionwith vaccines; and on theprovision of adequate monetary,human, and
material resources for implementing the plarL In this example the logistics
could consist of activities such as estimatingthe amountof vaccine required
for a target population, preparing a cold chain, a host of organizational
actions dealing with the delivery of the vaccine to the target population,
and the vaccinating of the population itself.

Types of Models and Their Applications in Program Evaluation

Within this broad framework, a number of approaches to social modeling
can be distinguished by their objectives, structure, and ldnds of analysis
(Table 3-1). Models can be of assistance in project planning and design, in
studying and assessing the implementation process, in maldng quantitative
estimates of a project's impact, or in identfying the factors affecting the
success of implementation and the production of impacts They can also be
helpful in presenting evaluation findings to policymakers, plarmers, and
managers. A model can take the form of a matrix, graph, network diagram,
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or a series of mathematical or statistical equations, among other formats.

The analysis canbe descriptive, use simplenumericalindicators, oremploy

mathematical or statistical analysis.
The following examples (see Table 3-1) illustrate the wide range of

possible approaches.
Logical framework analysis (described below in more detail). This ap-

proach, originally developed by USAID but now used by many interna-

tional agencies (including CIDA., the Asian Development Bank, and the

German Development Agency) requires project planners to complete a

Table 3-1. Some of the Common Approaches to Social Modeling

Model use Form Analysi.

Logical Projectplanning Matrix Descriptive and
framework arn-1performance numerical
analysis evaluation

Quasi- Quantitative Statistical Univariate or
exerimental estinates6f multivariate
design projectirnpact anlysis

Systemsanalysis Projectplannrr.g Graphic and Descriptiveand
and performance mathematical mathematical
evaluation

Causal networks Ongoing GrapfLicor matrix Descriptiveor
planningand simplenumerical
revision of
evaluationdesign
and syntiesis of
hypothesis and
findings

Processmodeling Evaluation Graphic Descriptive and
planning and nnmueri
definingformat
forpresenting
findings

Path analysis Estimating the Graphic and Multivariate
contribution of statistical analysis
project
components and
nonproject
variables to
project outcomes
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matrix defining the sector goals, the project purpose, inputs, and expected
outputs. Important assumptions are stated and a list of objectively verifi-
able indicators are specified. The progress of the project is periodically
monitored.

"Log frame" analysis was originally used by international agencies in
planning and monitoring their own internal projects. In recent years,

however, the approach has been modified to ensure that project benefici-
aries actively participate in selectin& planning, and monitoring projects.2

Quasi-experimental designs. This is a statistical procedure designed to
estiate tle size and distribution of project impactsby statistically control-
ling for the effect of other factors that could affect project outcomes. This is

generally considered to be the ideal way to estimate project impacts, even
though it is not practical to use in many ircumstances (see Cook and

Campbell 1979). Examples are given in Chapters 8,9, and 11.
Systems analysis (see below). This approach uses graphic and mathemat-

ical techniques to descrbe the process of project implementation and to

assess factors affecting project outcbomes. It is extensively used for planning
and monitoring health and infrastructure programs, among others.

Causal networks. This is a simple graphic system applied mainly in
evaluations using qualitative data to help clarify hypotheses about the links
between inplementation variables and their impacts on project outcomes.
Examples are given in Chapter 5. (For applications in education, see Miles
and Huberman 1984).

Process modeling (see below). This is a simple graphic method used to
define the factors affecting the outcome of particular project components
and to assess the contribution of various factors to these outcomes. Exam-

ples are given in Chapters 5 and 6.
Path analysis. The purpose of this widely used statistical technique is to

estimate the quantitative impact of project components and nonproject
variables on project outcomes. The relative contributions of each compo-

nent and interaction term are expressed as multiple regression coefficients.
(For an example of how this can be used to assess the impacts of vocational
training and small business credit programs, see Instituto SER 1981.)

Structured leamrning. Structured learning is a systematic way to leam from
the experience of ongoing projects or sector programs and policies, and to
use this knowledge to improve the way in which future projects, programs,
and policies are formulated, implemented, and evaluated. This technique
consists of creating a model of the causal process that will descnbe how
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projects and programs are expected to be implemented and to operate. On
the basis of this model a set of hypotheses are developed and tested on a
large number of projects and programs so as to gradually improve the data
base on which future activities are planned and evaluated. This approach
is discussed in more detail in Section E of the present chapter.

Constructing a Model

A Systems Analysis Approach

The systems analysis approach to constructing a program model consists
of five basic tasks:

* Define progmram goals. Coals are the ultimate achievements or reforms
that a program is expected to produce. For example, the goal of an
immunization program may be to eradicate polio from the nation.

* List program objectives. Obj ectives are the quantifiable bendhmarks that
determine whether a program has been successfuL

* List program inputsfor each expected refonn. Inputs are all the necessary
program resources (such as money, material, personnel, infrastruc-
ture); hence, they are the independent variables of the programL
Inputs are generally derived from interdisciplinary sources (medical,
administrative, logistical, and so on).

* Outline the temporal phasing of each input. A time chart or a flow chart
should be constructed indicating the quantity of input required, the
point in time it is required, the length of time it takes to receive the
input, and whether any input is dependent on preceding inputs In
short, this step specifies the quantity of inputs required and the order
in which they should be introduced. Inputs can vary greatly in this
respect. Some (for example, program management and operating
capital) will persist throughout the project at a constant quaxitity,
whereas others (for example, computer programmer) willbe present
at one time or intermittently at different phases and in variable
quantities (as in the case of program evaluators).

Figure 3-1 ilustrates one typical way of displaying the temporal
ordering of the ten main categories of activity for a health project The
flow moves dockwise, the first activity being to "assess health needs.'
The connecting lines indicate dependent relationships; that is to say,
they show which activities must precede another activity. Activities
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that are not connected can be performed independently. Although
Figure 3-1 is a simple diagram, international development projects
can be so complex that it takes computer and microcomputer pro-
grams to construct the flow charts and thereby identify dependences.

An alternative approach is to use a Gantt chart to display the
chronological order of activities, their duration, and dependencies
and to indicate whether they overlap (see Chapter 4, Table 4-2).
*dentifj impacts. The impacts expected from the intervention program
constitute the dependent variables. Impacts, as defined in Chapter 1,
consist of both expected and unexpected results. The program model
should identify all expected impacts. Subsequent analyses of results
may refine the model by maldng explicit any impacts that were
producedby the modelbutwere not anticipated or stated previously.
Conversely, when objectives are not achieved, the model needs to be
edited either to eliminate this unrealistic objective and the program
components that were supposed to produce it or to augment the
model by adding additional support components that could increase
the possibility of achieving the objective.

In sum, a systems analysis model explicitly identifies inputs, outputs,
processes, and impacts; explains how they are related; and defines the role
of each component in the program plan. From a social science perspective,
development programs are considered action theories about how to effect
change within society. Probably the most distinctive feature of a model is
its explicit description ofhow its variables interact to produce impacts. One
notable characteristic of a development program is that it is expected to
produce societal changes, either through new institutions (such as clinics)
or delivery systems, or by removing already existing ones (for example, a
squatter settlement). Whether the social program is in the field of housing,
public health, water and sanitation, or small business development, a
model identifies what should be introduced or eliminated from the envi-
ronment, and why.

Development projects formulated as models are sometimes easier to
streamlne thanprojects that arenot so preciselydelineated. This advantage
is the result of having to spell out separate activities and their relative
priorities and dependencies. With this level of precision, it is easier to
identify potential bottlenecks and compare different delivery systems ac-
cording to their cost-effectiveness and required duration. Systems analysis
can also help planners identify and eliminate components that will make
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little contribution to the final outcomes. Other advantages of using a model
become dearer when a program is expanded from one location to another.
A model makes it easier to determine whether components have to be
added or eliminated to coincide with environmental constraints or popu-
lation needs.

Because development programs are implicitly or explicitly socialmodels
describing how to effect change in society, both the independent variables
that instigate change and the dependent variables that are the hypothesized
effects should be dearly stated, or at the very least they should be explicitly
deducible from a program's statement of purpose or plan of action. The
independent variables consist of all inputs, outputs, and processes-
namely, the components that lead to an expected outcome. During the
implementation stage of a project, the evaluator's role is to determine
whether there are enough inputs, whether outputs are being delivered, and
whether the quantity of outputs is sufficient By establishing a monitoring
system, the evaluator is able to judge whether the model has been im-
plemented. During the operational stage, he assesses whether the expected
outcomes occurred and identifies additional unexpected outcomes. If the
hypothesized effects donot occur, the evaluator attempts to determine why
the social model failed to obtain the expected impact In so doing, he may
then offer recommendations for reformulating the model.

Constructing a Modelfor Logical Frnnework Analysis

Logical framework (log frame) analysis is a technique originally developed
for the U.S. Agency for International Development (Practical Concepts
Incorporated 1979). Its distinctive feature is that it requires an explicit
statement of the changes that a project is supposed to produce, along with
each step that leads toward achieving them. This method divides a project
into four components:

* The GENERAL GOALS to be achieved.
* The PURPOSE of the project (that is, how it will achieve these goals).
* The OUTPUTS to be produced to achieve this purpose.
* The INPUTS to be used to achieve these outputs.

The logical sequence of these activities is stated in the following way:

* If INPUTS are provided at the right time and in the right quantities,
then OUTPUTS will be produced.
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* If OUTPUTS are produced, then PURPOSE (impacts/benefits) willbe
obtained.

* If PURPOSE is obtained, then GENERAL GOALS will be achieved.

Log frame analysis typically divides its information into four columns: a
narrative summary of project goals, purposes, outputs, and inputs; objec-
tively verifiable indicators of whether each of the above hasbeen achieved,
produced, or obtained; the means of objectively verg the indicator, and
assumptions on which the verification is based.

The log frame is specifically designed to facilitate monitoring and eval-
uation in that all the intended outcomes (called "end of project status"), as
well as the sequence of events through which they should be achieved, are
ciearly defined. Thus if an outcome is not achieved, it is possible to deter-
mine whether this was because the required inputs were not provided or
whether important assumptions were not satisfied.

Table 3-2 illustrates how log frame analysismightbe applied to aproject
intended to reduce infant mortality. In tiis example, the general goal of the
project is to reduce infant mortality in the Dominican Republic from 90 to
75 per thousand and child mortality from24 to 10 perthousand. The purpose
of the project, throughwhichthe goalswilibeachieved,isto organizecild
survival activities in two rural areas and one urban area by establishing
sustainable primary health care (PHC) systems for education in the use of
oral rehydration therapy, for monitoring the growth of infants, and for
controlling acute respiratory diseases. The outputs through which this
purpose would be achieved include improved private voluntary organiza-
tions (PVOs) engaged inPHC, a strengthened primary health care diector-
ate in the Dominican Ministry of Health (SESPAS), and a quality control
system for monitoring community health. The inputs that would adcieve
these outputs include curriculum materials for dassrooms and field prac-
tice,familyrecordsheets,householdvisitrecordsheets,computersoftware,

questionnaires, and sampling frames. Vehicles, equipment, and operating
costs are also considered inputs. Log frame analysis is structured to help
planners formulate programs logically and to think through each step of a
program model, begining with the desired impact and then working
backward through each step needed to achieve it

Column 2 consists of empirical measures of the goals, purposes, outputs,
and inputs. The last three components are subsumed in Figure 3-2 as
end-of-project status (EOPS). The EOPS defines the program's objectives
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on a set of numerical targets tat the program is expected to achieve or
produce. The final INPUT in column 2 is the budget, which is a necessary
condition for successful project implementation.

Column 3 indicates the source of the data used in verifying whether
objectives have been attained and whether resources have been committed
by donors. For example, health records collected at the community level
and kept in the community center will be one of the main sources of
information on changes m the infant mortality rates and disease-specific
mortality rates. Column 4 lists the assumptions on which the various
components of the program model are based, including the mitigating
circumstancesthatcoulddelayimplementationorevaluationof theproject

Participatory Project Planning and Design

Log frame analysis was originally developed for the internal use of inter-
national donor agencies, and consequently the objectives and implementa-
tion methods were largely defined by the donor agency. The approach has
now been adapted to permit the intended beneficiares to participate in the
identfication and planning of the project The German Development
Agency (GTZ) has developed a goal-oriented planning version known as
ZOPP (Zielonentierte Prcjekt Planung). ZOPP uses a four-phase method
for ensuring beneficiary involvement

Problem analysis confirms or amends the project concept by identifying
the core problem of the target group and depicting the causes and effects
of this problem visuaRy in the form of a problem tree. This wi build o
the findings of the rapid socal assessment or other exploratory studies and
involves in-depth and systematic consultations with representative sam-
pIes of each subpopulation the project is intended to benefit, as well as with
odherstakeholders-

Objectives analysis develops specific objectives that relate directly to the
problems identified above. This and the followingstages normally involve
consultation workshops with the intended beneficiary groups.

Alernatives analysis assesses alterative or competing strategies so as to
achieve the previously agreed objectives in the most efficient and equitable
marner-

Planning matrix spells out detailed action plans to achieve the above
objectives and identifying indicators to measure the progress in achieving
these objectives.



Table 3-2. Application of Logical Framework Analysis to a Health Project to Reduce Infant Mortality

Narratlive Sivimary Objectfivly Verif able [tndlcators Means of Verificatiot tniporlant Assturtnpiionis

Program Goal Means of AchIeving Goal
* Reduce infant mortality from * Infant mortality rates * Project's community record * Access to govemment and

90/1,000 to 75/1,000 . Disease-specific mortality rates system for verifying: birth, PVO records
* Reduce child deaths from age-specific deaths, target * Access to community archives

26/1,000 to 10/1,000 population age distribution, * Access to families in target
distribution of malnutrition, areas
and diarrhea episodes * Availability of training space

Project Purpose Etd of Project Status
* Child survival activities in * Grade 11 and III malnutrition * Project's community record * Availability of technical

2 rural and I urban area reduced by 40%/6 and 25% system for the following assistance in community-
* To develop sustainable a Prevalence of diarrhea variables: birth, age-specific based public health and

systems for ORT and growth reduced by 20% deaths, target population age epidemiology
chart monitoring * 80°/0 coverage in target distribution, frequency * Excellent coordination

* Improve government and population by all program distribution of malnutrition, between public and PVO
NGO primary health care for activities and diarrhea episodes programs
infants, women, and children * 100% coverage of all * Credibility of PVOs
at the community level catchment areas with child

survival quality control
* 80% of all diarrheal episodes

treated with ORT



Inputs
* Curriculum and materials for 80%/ of communities with * Ministry of Health and PVO * Allocation of promoter's time

classroom and field practice commurnty health programs data by alt organizations expected
Family record sheets, * 80% communities receiving * Resource accounting system to participate in training and
household visit record sheets, regular health assessments for should provide all data coaching activities
growth charts and computer women and children regarding training and
software * 80%ro of staff participating in continuing education

* Quality control instruments: annual further education * Cooperative agreements with
questionnaires, sampling * 80% communities covered by participating agencies
frame social marketing meterials

* Vehicles and equipmnent * 80% of promoters and
* Operating costs supervisors with regular

transportation
o Budget disbursement

Outputs
* Train government arid PVO * 80%/o referral of all pregnant M Surveys for measuring the a Legitimization of the manage-

promoters in health concepts women and neonates to a following variables: ment-teacher roles of the
and practice and In physician at least once use of ORT, mother's technical advisers, PVOs and
management of community- knowledge of ORT use, project managers
based information systems measurement of all variables * Population motivated to

* Establish quality control in the above health records participate and receptive to
system for monitoring social marketing
community-based PHC * Funds available
delivery

* 80% of all communities
covered by primary health
care organization



Figure 3-2. UJsing a Process Model to Examine Factors Affecting the Sustainability of a Socal Development Project
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The overall ZOPP methodology has been described by the GTZ (1987),
while O'Sullivan (1993) has explained how the particpatory approach is
implemented. The beneficary assessment approach (Salen 1992) can also
be used to coUlecthe information required for the objectives analysis.

Constructing a Process Model

Figure 3-2 shows how a process model can be used to assess factors
affecting project sustainabfity (see Chapter 6). Such a model has been used
to analyze the sustainability of rural developmentr irrigatio, housing, and
education projects in Bangladesh (Bamberger and Cheema 1990), Viet
Nam, Kuwait, Jordan, and Tunisia. With appropriate modifications, the
general model in Figure 3-2 can be used to evaluate the implementation
and sustainability of mostkinds of social developmentprojects. The model
is divided into central, upper, and lower sections. The central section
describes the stages of the project cycle: project concept and design,
resource mobilization, service delivery, operations and maintenance, and
the achievement of project irnpacts This is a simplified version of the
seven-stage project cycle model presented earlier. The first tiree stages are
combined into "project concept and design"; stage 4 is divided into
"resource mobilization" and "service delivery"; stages 5, 6, and 7 are
combined into "operations management"; and "project impacts" is pre-
sented as a separate component For each of the first three stages, factors
are identified that might affect sustaiability. For example, wrong assump-
tions during prcject design about the community's potential response to
the project might lead project beneficiaries to reject some of the project
maintenance responsibilities that the planners had assumed they woulk;
accept.

The upper section of the model identifies ways in which the project is
affected by the organizational environment in which it operates. This refers
both to the intemal organization of the project (discussed in Chapter 12)
and to theinfluencesof thebroaderinstitutionalenvironment For example,
poor administration might make it more difficult to collect water user
charges that were to be used to finance routine maintenance. Other prob-
lems might arise because it is difficult to coordinate the project with other
govemment, private, or community projects.

The lower section of the model describes ways in which sustainability
maybe affected by the economic, political, social, and cultural environment
in which the project develops. Consider an urban development project that



Figure 3-3. Using Path Analysis to Evaluate the Impacts of a Small Business Credit Program in Colombia
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provides cost-effective sanitation through communal toilets and washing
facilities and through communal standpipes supervised by community
leaders. Because of religious and cultural differences, these facilities may
be acceptable to only certain cultural groups. Other groups may refise to
accept such fachties because of their hygienic practices and concepts of
privacy. Responses may also vary in culturally nmxed as opposed to ho-
mogenous c-ommunities. Similarly, sustinabiity maybe affected by exter-
nalpoliticalevents,bychanges intheeconomic environmentiorbynatural
disasters.

The model is used in its present form as a cheklist to assist analysts in
designing the process of evaluation and is later modified to adapt to the
specific characteristics of theprojectbeingstudied. Once theevaluation has
been conducted, the mainfindings are entered into themodel, which is then
used as a visual aid in the written assessment and during the verbal
presentations of the findings.

Path Anatysis

Figure 3-3 shows how path analysis was used to evaluate the effectiveness
of different components of a small business developmient programn m
Colombia (Istituto SElR 1984). The program sought to promote and
strengthen small busnesses through techncal assistance, loans, and tramin-
ing courses. The effectiveness of these project inputs was expected to be
affected by the education of the entrepreneur, the age of the company
(assuming it already existed), and the previous knowledge the entrepre-
neurpossessed.

A diagram like the one in Fige 3-3 is prepared to identify the links to
be examined. In the present example it was assumed that the progress of
the small businesses (defined in a summary index) would be affected by
the three progrminputs (technical assistance, training courses, and loans);
and also by the education of the entrepreneur, his knowledge of the field
before the start of the project, and the age of his company. It was assumed
that education would influence the effectiveness of the courses, technical
assistance, and loan programs.

Multiple regression analysis is then used to assess the strength of the
statistical association between the different elements in the modeL The
num1bers on the lines linldng two variables are the standardized regresion
coeffients, which indicate the strength of the assocation between the two
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variables (ti- proportion of the total variance). The closer to 1.0, the

stronger the assodatiorL Thus previous knowledge has more influence on

the index of progress than does the amount of the loan. The age of the

company is negatively associated with progress (that is, the longer a

company has been established, the less likely it is to be affected by the

project). The numbers in each box are the residual coefficients, whidch refer to

the proportion of the total variance not explained by the variables in the

modeln I this case, 83 percent of the variance in the summary index is not

explained by the variables in the modeL
Path analysis is a useful way to visualize relationships between the

different variables in the model, test the statistical strength of the relation-

ships, and present the findings in a way that is easily understood. When

expected links are weak or go in the opposite direction to what was

expected, the design of the roject needs to be modified, and perhaps the

way in which certain services are organized needs to be improved or

additional services provided.

Using Models to Evaluate Social Development Programs

The models described in the previous sections should play a central role in

all stages of the evaluation of a social development program. Although

models are useful for evaluating any kind of development project,. they are

particularly important for social programs. To begin with, in social pro-

grams the process of implementation can be almost as important as the fiinal

outcomes, partiuarly with respect to institution-building objectives. So-

cial programs are concerned with process. During the preparatory stage,

when the focus and design of the evaluation are being discussed, a process

model or causal network can be useful in identifying the processes through

which the project will be implemented; the organizational structure

through which it will be implemented; and the political, social, and eco-

nomic environment in which it will operate. This kdnd of model can also

identifythekey assumptionsabouthowitwilloperateand thefactorslikely

to affect its success. Such information provides the essential foundation on

which discussions of objectives and methodology should be built.

Garaycochea (1990:66-67) argues that models can contribute a great deal

to our understanding of the dynamics of social development programs,

but that many technical difficulties have to be overcome in developing
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models that are expected to capture the complexities of the implementation
process:

To evaluate social development means to evaluate a process, that is to say to
understand the process which unfolds when [an] interventionhas taken place.
If evaluatory exercses are integrated into a social development process, they
become part of it... It is not concered as an isolated or external element in
an organic body, it is more like a "process within a process" situation. Com-r
pared to traditional forms of evaluation (cost-benefit analysis), social evalua-
tiondoesnotcondudeimaspecific "canmed'product,becauseithasthenature
of being simultaneously an output and an input contained in a continuous
process.

Some of the major difficulties that socal development projects face are
the process and the qualitative objectives theypursue. In fact the 'difficulty
with objectives such as partcipation is not only that they are difficult to
chuaracterize, but also that it is not possible at the beginning of a project to
predict what the outcome or effect might be" (Oaldey 19885). In addition
to this, the results of the project would not be visible during its life span or
by the time it has finished. Effects can appear later in the future and in a
context where we will not be able to determine to what extent changes or
actions taking place are due to the project's past intervention.

Another problem related to this topic arises in asking to what extent
project members have control of the processes takingplace in it We might
know when and how to switch on the mechanisms to start a social devel-
opment process, but we do not know when and where it is going to finish.
Social development projects are dynamic and do not necessarily follow a
predetermined direction. We should take into account that social develop-
mentprojects can develop unexpected results. Even though a project might
not accomplish its initial goals (the predetermined parameters against
which evaluation is supposed to rest), the prcject can still be a success (in
thatitcontributes to developing or strengthernng communuity institutions).

Efforts to construct this kind of model often reveal that some of the
essential information (for example, about how beneficiaries are kely to
respond to the services offered) is missing. in which case a rapid diagnostic
study may be conducted.

Once the objectives of the programand the evaluation have been defined,
it is possible to undertake a logicalframnework analysis or systems analysis to
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specify in more detail how the evaluation will be conducted and which
indicators wiWl be used to assess project performance. If more precise
statistical estimates of project impact are required, path analysis or quasi-
experimental designs can also be used.

As the evaluation progresses, continuous reference should be made to
the models to determine the extent to which the key assumptions on which
the program is based are proving correct. For example: Are beneficiaries
responding as expected? Are delivery systems performing as planned?
When inputs are delivered, do they produce the intended outputs? When-
ever deviations are identified, this suggests the need for additional studies.
Thus the model should be used as a reference point throughout the im-
plementation of the evaluation.

When the project is completed, the models can provide a framework for
the systematic analysis of the lessons learned. In particular, an analysis can
be presented of all the initial assumptions that proved incorrect or that had
to be modified to determine why they were wrong, and to suggest. how
they should be modified in future projects

Using a Model fo Assess the Impacts of Primary Education on Girls

Figure 3-4 illustrates how a model can be used to help in the design and
interpretation of an evaluation of the impact of primary education on girls.
The example is based on the findings of a study conducted under the
USAID Advancing Basic Education and Literacy (ABEL) Project (USAID
1990).

A primary education projectprovides two mainkinds of inputs. The first
is to increase the accessibility of education through the provision of more
schools, the reduction of economic barriers to attendance, outreach pro-
grams, and the like. The second is to improve the quality of education
through the increased supply and better training of teachers, more school
books, a curriculum that is more relevant to the culture and econoniic
opportunities of each region, and so on.

The present study did not evaluate these inputs, but the proposed model
can easily be expanded to assess the effects of accessibility and quality on
the production of the intended impacts. Chapters 4 and 5 describe the use
of monitoring and diagnostic studies to assess input variables.

The effectiveness of educational or otLher ldnds of human development
projects will be affected by cultural variation and the extent to which local
culture supports or is in conflict with the programs being developed. As an
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illustration, the USAID report cites considerable variations between re-
gions in Nepal with respect to the cultural expectations regarding the extent
to which women should become involved in trading and other economic
activities outside the home (see Acharya and Bennett 1981). These varia-
tions are likely to affect the willingness of families to send their daughters
to school (rather than keeping them at home to help with housework), and
also the extent to which women can capitalize on their improved education.
In another example, 'superior health achievers" in ten societies appear to
come from cultures with an ideology that encourages greater status and
autonomy for women and that places a high value on female education
(Caldwell 1986).

In the analysis of girls' primary education, two kinds of impacts were
assessed: economic and social. Economic impacts were assessed in terms
of increased female labor force participation, greater employment oppor-
tunities, performance in the informal sector and in self-employment, and
nonmarket activities and household production. A literature review was
conducted in each of these areas to develop hypotheses conceming the
ways in which improved education could affect the economic status of
women. In the area of self-employment and informal economic activities,
for example, there is considerable evidence that low literacy levels are one
of the major barriers to women's access to credit (Lycette and White 1989).
Educational level has a less clear impact on women's participation or
performance in the informal sector.

Education is also expected to produce social impacts on girls. The model
suggests that the impacts may be different in rural and in urban areas. In
both cases four main types of impacts are examined: skill acquisition,
attitudes, control over one's own life, and the effects of controlling one's
own income. For example, a number of hypotheses are proposed as to the
potential impacts of women having direct control over income. Earlier
studiesarecitedsuggestingthatagreaterproportionof awoman'seanings
are used for the nutrition and education of her children, and that the
autonomy resulting from control over income tends to reduce fertlity.

This model makes explicit testable hypotheses to explain both the kinds
of impacts that are expected, and the social and economic factors that
influence the extent to which the changes occur. If expected impacts are not
produced or if unanticipated changes do occur, it is then possible to
reexcamine each stage of the model to determine where and how reality
departed from expectations. In this way the model can be continually
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revised and adapted to the cultural and economic variations of particular
countries or regions.

Using a Model to Monitor the Impacts of Structura Adjustment Programs
on the Poor

During the past few years more th thirty African countries have found
it necessary to introduce far-reaching strucbtral adjustment programs to
correct chronic deteriorations in their economic and social conditions. Most
of these adjustment programs have involved substantial reductions in
government expenditures on the social sectors, cutbacks in public sector
employment, and large increases in the price of basic commodities such as
food, clothing, and public transportation. These meaures, however bene-
ficial in the medium and long temr, may have imposed severe burdens on
the poorest and most vulnerable sectors of society in the short run. In order
to help countries that are undertaking structural adjustment programs
reduce the "social costs of adjustment" the World Bank, African Develop-
ment Bank, and the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP)
jointly sponsored the Socal Dimensions of Adjustment in Africa (SDA)
Prograim The SDA program is helping the more than tiirty participating
African countries develop data bases to monitor the imp acts of adjustment
programs on the poor, to identify and implement social action programs
(such as nutrition, the maintenance of basic social infrastructure, public
works programs, and credit to promote nLicroenterprises) designed to have
a rapid impact on the identified vulnerable groups, and to assess the
impacts of these social action programs

One of the primary objectives of the SDA program is to help countres
establish national data bases that can

* Monitor the changes in the social and economic conditions of different
population groups that appear to be associated with structural adjust-
ment and related economiic policies.

* Identify the groups most seriously affected by different measures and
describe the main kinds of pressures or problems to which they appear
to be subjected (for example, increased prices of basic commodities,
falling prices or markets for their products, loss of primary and sec-
ondary employment).

* Monitor the performance of social action programs, evaluate their
impacts, and seek to assess the factors contributing to their outcomes.
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Figure 3-5. Framework Showing Links between Policy Interventions,
Market Factors, Poverty Programs, and Impacts at the Community
and Household Levels
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Identify the programs needed to protect or benefit vulnerable groups
and suggestways in which the effectiveness of curentprogranis could
be increased.

Figure 3-5 presents a framework adapted from SDA (World Bank
1990c86) that can be used to define the data required to meet these four
objectives. The framework identifies the ways in which structural adjust-
ment polices are likly to affect poor and vulnerable groups by identifying
the potential links between

* Four sets of macroeconomic poEcy interventions (devaluation, trade pol-
icy, fiscal/monetary policy, market and other institutional reforms).

* The operation of labor, product, and credit markets-showing how
they are affected by project interventions.

* Poverty alleviation interventions at the sector, program, and project
levels. Four main kinds of interventions are identified: (1) enhancing
andm aintaininghuman capital (such as education, pop ulation,health,
and nutrition); (2) strengthening local and community organizations
and maintaining basic sodal inrastructure; (3) promoting economic
opportunities; and (4) providing programs to protect thse who are
left out (such as the old, handicapped, and sick).

* Potential outcomes at the community level (strengtiening community
organizations, maintenance of physical ifriastructure) and small busi-
ness level (for example, increased employment, provision of a wider
range of services to local communities).

* Potentialoutcomes atthehousehold levelfor differentaffectedpopu-
lationgroups (impacts onincome, employment,consumption,health,
education, access to basic services, and the like).

The SDAprogramnhas developed a priorityswroeysystem thatcanprovide
the basic information required at each of the above levels (for a detailed
descriptionofthe objectives,content, andmethods of analysis of this survey
program, see Grootaert and Marchant 1991; and for an illustration of how
this method was applied in Ghana, see Boateng and others 1990). Informa-
tion is collected through three main survey instuments:

* The SDA priority survey system (PSS) is used to rapidly collect the
information needed to identify target groups during the process of
adjustment It is designed to identify what is occurring without neces-
sarily explaining why. The survey is normally adminidstere inless than
one hour and is intended to provide rapid feedback on the effects of
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the adjustment process. Box 3-1 summarizes the main information
categories covered by the PSS.

*The social dimensions integratd surve aims at providing a complete
and integrated data set needed to better understand the mechanisms
of the adjustment process at the household leveL The focus is on
diagnosis and the reasons that certain unpacts or effects are produced.
Data collection is time-consuming in that information is collected at
different times of the year. The integrated survey covers the size and
composition of the household; health; educationi employment status
of eachhouseholdmemberhousing-valuationof durable,productive,
and financial assets; productive activities, both agiltural and non-
agricultural; income, transfers, and savings; and food and nonfood
consumption and other expenditures.

* The social dimensions communihy survey is intended to provide com-
muity-level data on pnces and inifastructure that can easily and
readily be integrated with the data collected through the household
surveys.

The surveys produce several kinds of outputs:

* hey rapidly identify vulnerble groups and provide rapid feed-
back on how each group is affected by structural adjustment policy
interventions.

Box 3-1. Information Covered by the SDA Priority Survey

1. Household roster: demographic characberistics, education, health,
and employment

2- Employment
3. Housing and facilites: occupancy status; access to water and fuel;

access to food market, school, health facilities, and transportation
4. Mgration
5. Agricultural enterprises
6- Nonfam enterprises
7. Household expenditures: expenditure and changes for five key food

itemns and essential nonfood items.
8. Income by source
9. Assets

10. Anthropometrics: weight and height of children 3-59 monthws

Sour=: Grotaert and Marchant (1991::1).
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* They can be used to monitor the implementation of policies and
programs and rapidly identify problems and possible solutions.

* They help the authorities evaluate different policies and programs,
with recommendations on how they might be improved.

Structured Learing

In recent years international development agencies and national govern-
ments have become increasingly aware of their lack of success in learning
from the experience of the projects and programs they finance and imple-
ment Even when individual projects and programs are well monitored and
evaluated (which in any case is the exception rather hian the rule), they
tend to be treated in isolation. Few agencies have mechanis in place that
will allow them to systematically leam from the experience of these activ-
ities and to use these lessons to improve the design, implementation, and

evaluation of future projects, prograis, and polices. The PRISM system
introduced by USAID, and descrbed in Chapter 2, is one such attempt to
develop a learning systemL

Ano0fer approach, which the World Bankhas begun explorin& is known
as Structured Learning (SL). Although the approach is still quite new and
has not yet been formalized, a number of its dlements can be identified.
Basically, it is a comparive method of systematically drawing information
from a large number of similar projects, programs, or poliies. This infor-
mation is thenused to provide a framework for improving the formulation,
implementation, and evaluation of future activities. SL also involves the
development of a model of the process of project/program/policy im-
plementation, operation, and sustainability. The model should specify the
causallinksbetweendifferentstagesoftheimplementationprocessandthe
identification of factors affecting outcomes. A series of indicatrs are also
defined for measuring performance and outcomes.

Information on the performance of the model canbe obtained in various
ways. In some cases experiments have been introduced into the project to
test the efficiency and outcomes of different delivery systems or designs.
This has been done, for example, in road construction projects where
different design standards (such as road surfaces) have been used and
outcomes such as maintenance costs have been systematically compared.
In other cases, systems have been compared on the basis of differences in
the environment in which different prpjects, programs, and policies are
carried out; or differences in implementation and operation that happen to
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Box:3-2. Using StructuLred Learningin theIndonesian Water
Supply and Sanitation Project for Low-Income Communities
(WSSPIJC)

The aim of this $120 million World Bank-financed water and sanitation
project in Indonesia was to provide sustainable water and sanitationservices
to poor people in six Indonesian provinces.

The Structured Learning approach started with a modest and as yet im-
perfect conceptual framework for considering factors that affect boGh the
demand forservices (how social,economic,hydrologicalandpolicy decisions
affect the services people want and are willing to pay for) and the supply of
services (incentives, risk, accountability, trarnsactions costs, and principal-
agentfactors).Intheproj ectpreparation phase, this frameworkis used to help
digest the lessons of relevant experience both in Indonesia and in other
countries. This is a rich and relatively untapped source of information, wit
many large and costly failures, and some modest successes. As a result of this
review, some potential options are eliminated as proven losers and a range
of pmmising op tions are identified. Rater than "pick a winner," the process
indicates the uncertainties involved. It does so in part by encouraging diver-
sity. That is, each of the six provinces involved were allowed to design their
own setofinstitutional arrangements (starting from thepreviously identified
menu of promising options). At the same time, it acknowledges that within
each povince the chosen option is not a rigid arangement, but a sensible
starting point for incorporating a aigprocess' thatwil lead to modifi-
cations, and one in which adjustments can be made as expeience accumu-
lates. Aninmportant component of theprejectin eadhprovicewould thenbe
learning both internally (from its own experiences) and externally (from the
experiences of subprqects inother provinces).

For the moment, only a temporary set of indicators is being used to assess
perfomrmance the medium-term objective is to develop a more rigorous set of
performance indicators that can be used not only to measure progress, but
also touncoverthereasons forless satisfactoryperformance. Since thetesting
of the different institutional alternatives is undertaken on the basis of an
explicit conceptual framework SL in this project can be more easily tarns-
ferred to and compared with others. Infact, a proposal hasbeen put forthfor
an Asian Rural Water Learning Process, which would initially include six to
seven Bank-financed prqjecs

Sourcr World Bank data.
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occur. In the Housing Ixdicators Program, described below, indicators
were collected on housmg programs and the urban and macroeconomic
environment in fifty-three countries. This progams is probably the largest
and most systematic example of this approach (United Nations Centre for
Human Settlements 1992).

Propornents of SL distingh it from t:he Classic Research Mode, which
favors an extensive and expensive analysis of a particular situation in a
project While detailed and useful information may be obtained on this
partcular activity, the fact that outcomes are always, in some degree,
situation-spedfic usualy makes it difficult to produce operational guide-
lines that are applicable to other contexts. The Highways Design Model
developed by the World Bank, which by the mid-1980s had cost an esti-
mated $25 million, is often cted as an example of the limitations on the
Classi Research Mode. Although the computer model has proved ex-
tremely populr, a number of its parameters, such as the maintenance
component, were calibrated wiLth maitenance data only from BraziL Pro-
ponents of the SL approach argue that it would have obtained data on
maintenance performance and requirements for a wide range of counties
and operating conditions, and at considerably less cost.

To use SL, a distinction must be made between '"ard" and "soW'
activites and between situations uL which the scope is "narrow/simple"
and "broad. complex." A '"hard activity would be one such as the High-
ways Design Model, whidh features a dearly defined conceptual frame-
work, precisehypotheses, and specified outcomes. In contrast, examples of
"sofr activitieswould nclude rural development,poverty alleviation, and
resettlement programs. In each of these cases it is difficult to specify the
conceptual framework or to define precise hypotheses and outcomes.
Scope refers to the size and diversity of the areas covered by the activity
and the number of variables included. An education project that seeks to
improve reading skills through a small number of innovations would be a
simple project, whereas anintegratedcurbandevelopmentprograminvolv-
inghousing, water supply and sanitation, road costruction, andhousing
constructio loans would be a complex project Box 3-2 illustrates the
application of SL to a complex and "soft' water and sanitation project in
Indonesia.
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Applying Structured L[amning fn the Development of Housing and Urban
Sector Policies: The Housing Indicators Program

AlthoughinternationaldevelopmentagencessuchastheWorldBankhave
invested bilions of dolars in support of urban housing programs, their
investment represents only a very small fraction (probably less than 1
percent) of total investments in this sector by goverments and the formal
and informal private sector in these countries. Consequently, if donors are
to make any significan;t contribution, they need to understand how to use
their resources to support or promote a favorable policy environment in
the urban sector of developing countries. The Housing Indicators Program
(United Nations Centre for Human Settlements 1993), which is a joint
program of the United Nations Centre for Human Settlements (UNCHS)
and the Wo rld Bank, demonstrates how structured learning can be applied
to the collection and analysis of Housing Indicators on some fifty-three
countries. Box 3-3 lists the indicators on which information is collected
(where available) on all fifty-three countries covered by the study.

The comparative analysis of these indicators has the followingobjectives
(*UNCHS 1992):

* To provide governments with a conceptual and analytical tool for
measuring the performance of the housing sector in a comparative,
consistent and policy-oriented perspective.

e To establish baseline data in particpating countries for new national
shelter strategies and new housing sector loans.

- To create -a framework for comparing housing sector performance

between countries and cities, as well as between df f erenttime periods.
* To create a typology of countries with similar housing sector profiles.
* To contribute toward establishing a new institutional framework

within countries for formulating and implementing sector-wide hous-
ingpolicies.

* To work toward the creation of an intemational network of experts
andinstitutions capable of overseeingthe developmentof thehousing
sector.

The indicators and the comparative analysis offer policymakers and
planners at the national and intemational level a number of tools for
structured leaning.First,thecomparative analysisshowshow thehousing
sector in a particular country performs in comparisonwith the same sector
in other countries (or cities) with similar economic and demographic
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Box 33. Indicators Used for Comparative Analysis in Housing
Indicators Program

1. New household forman n 24. The skill ratio
2. Homelessness 25. Households per dwelling unit
3. Housing production 26. Persons per room
4. Housing investment 27. Squatter housing
5. Ratio of house price to income 2E Ntw housing credit
6. Ratio of rent to income 29. Mortage to prime differences
7. House price appreciation 30. Mortgage to deposit differences
8. Floor area per person 31. Mortgage default rate
9. Permanent structures 32. Land concentration

10. Water connection 33. Import share of construction
11. Joumeytowork 34. Construction time
12. Unauthorizedhousing 35. Resictiveness index
13. Residential mobility 36. Institutional development index
14. The vacancy rate 37. Rent control index
15. Owner-occupancy 38 Public housing stock
16. Thehousingcreditportfolio 39. Public land ownership
17. The credit to value ratio 40. Urban area growth rate
18. Housing subsidies 41. Household size
19. Targeted subsidies 42. Median unit size
20. The land development multiplier 43. Median annual rent
21. Infrastructure expenditures per 44. Median house price

capita 45. Developed land pnce
22. Construction cost 46. Raw land price
23. Industial concentration 47. Median umit reproduction cost

Sour= TNCHS (9924)

characteistics. This helps policymakers define oblectives (for example, to

achieve at least an average performance compared with similar couLties)
and also indicates how much improvement can reasonably be expected.
Second, if indicators continue to lag behind other countries, this indicates
the policy issues that need to be addressed. Third, where countries are
peforming above average, this suggests that there are some important
lessons to be learned.

Finally, the indicators can be of use to international agencies in demon-
strating the links between housing indicators and macroeconomic vari-
ables. These lins indicate whyit is importantto consider thehousingsector
within a broader set of macroeconomic policies, and also provide dear
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bencimarks for assessing the comparative impacts of different kinds of
interventions.

Summary

Theprincipalmessageof thischapteristhatsocialprogramsoughttodefine
their activities, resources, outputs and hiputs explicitly,since theirultimate
objectives are to have a measurable effect on society. Therefore, sodal
programs shouldbe designed to indude testable hypotheses, the accuracy
of which may be improved upon over time Sinoe social programs include
testable hypotheses, they can and should be portrayed as models to clarify
how specific resources and activities are related to the production of
progrm outputs, and how these outputs lead to measurable beneficial

Several approaches were discussed. We did not attempt to rank them by
our own preferences since our main concem has been to underscore the
value of modelin4 rather than to promote a single approach to doing so.
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ipatory planning.
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Series Washington, D.C.: World Bank Economic Development Institute.
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toward the international donor agenies and does not address issues relating to
particpatoryplanning.

Notes

1. The Operations Evaluation Department (1987) reported that only 80 percent of
World Bankprojects completed in l985 couldbedassifledas worthwhilew and that
theproportionwassignificantlylowerforcomplexprojectsinlow-incomecountries
where major social and economic trarsformations were required.

2. See GTZ (1987) for a discussion of the participatory planning appmach to
log-frame analysis. See also the chapters by Neil O'Sullivan in Bamberger and Aziz
(1993).
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Monitoring Project Implementation
to Ensure Efficient and Timely
Producion of Outputs

In Chapter 1 monitoring was defined as a continuous nanagement activity
that helps a project achieve its defined objectives witiin a prescrbed ftme
frame and budgeL Monitoring provides regular feedback on the progress
of project implementation and on the problems faced during implementa-
ton. It consists of operational and administrative activities that track
resource acquisition and allocation, the production or the delivery of
services, and cost records.

Defining Management Information Needs

The purpose of a monitoring system is to provide, in a timely manner, the
information needed (a) to ensure that a project is implemented effidently
and economically and is achieving its objectives and (b) to help in the
selection and planning of future projects. Before a monitoring system can
satisfy these criteria, it is necessary to identify the intended users ("stake-
holders") and to fully understand the information they need and how they
will use it. A number of recent reviews of evaluation experience in the
United States and Europe have emphasized that the successful outcome
and usefulness of evaluations depend on close cooperation between the

113
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evaluators and their clients at all stages of the evaluation (Osbome and
Gaebler 1992; Rist 1990; Wholey, Newcomer, and Associates 1989).

Defining Project S takeholders and Their infonmation Needs

Most development projects involve at least four categories of agencies:
hitemational agences (donors, NGOs, and research founditions); national
and sectoral, agencies (central government ministries, financial agencies,
line ministries, local NGOs, and national consulting and research groups);
project implementing agencies; and intended beneficiaries. These groups
are often referred to as stakeholders to emphasize that they have an interest
in the outcome of the project and, consequently, in the orientation and
interpretation of the monitoring and evaluation studies.

Nowthatevaluatorshavecometo understandthepoliticalnatureof their
profession, they are focusing more attention on identifying the myriad of
stakeholders whose interests and concems affect the fate of evaluations.
They realize that stakeholder groups often have conflicting political inter-
ests in whether the evaluation should be done at all, what should be
studied, and how the results should be interpreted and disseminated (or
not disseminated). There is also a growing consensus that the evaluator
m3ustidentify the principal stakeholders and understand their information
needs to ensure that evaluation is focused on utilization. This sensitivity
increases the likelihood that the results of an evaluation will be used to
influence the project. Different users have different perspectives-which
maybecontradictory-andtheevaluatormustoftennegotiatewitlhvarious
stakeholders to reach a consensus on whatc is to be studied. The evaluator
must also try to reflect fairly some uf these different points of view.

A number of fundamental issues continue to be hotly debated. One
concerns what might be called "objective truth versus fairness.' Many
continue to believe the eviluator should be an objective and impartial
outsider, who applies rigorous (and unbiased) research methods in an
effort to provide objective answers to questions abouthow well a program
has performed. Others (for example, Guba and Lincoln 1987;Palumbo 1987;
and Patton 1987) argue that the search for objective truth is meaningless
and that the role of the evaluator is to represent fairly the perspectives of
each of the princpal stakeholders.

Those who advocate stakeholder analysis have raised other questions
about the role of the evaluator. Is it appropriate to work for a single client
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and to adopt his or her conceptual framework? Should evaluators pass
judgment ox 1 programs and their underlying assumptions, or should they
try to be ethically neutral? To what extent should evaluators try to control
the way in which information is used? Patton (1978, 1982, 1987) believes
that the evaluator should try to ensure that the results of the evaluation are
properlyused, andhediscusses in considerable detailhowthiscanbedone.
Chelimsky (1987), while fully aware of the political nature of evaluation,
em]phasizesthatdifferent kinds of evaluationcanbeusedat differentstages
of the policy cycle. The intelligent evaluator who understands these appli-
cations, Chelimsky argues, can increase the likelhood that the evaluation
findings will be used rationally. Weiss (1987) believes the evaluator has
much less control over how the information will be used.

Although most of the stakeholder literature refers to the United States,
there has been some discussion of the influence that donors-often among
the largest and most influential stakeholders-have had on the scope and
objectives of international evaluations (Bambergerl988a). Gran (1983:303-
4) states that World Bank evaluations

focusonthedegree to whichproductive targets andimplementationschedules
have been meL Time permits only the enumeration of a few simple variables
such as the number of loans to "small farmers" or number of wells dug. Little
or no investigation takes place that would lay bare the quality of the activity.
If a road is built the entire community is assumed to benefit. No thought goes
to buildingup the capacityand legitimacy oflocalorgnizationsso thatregular
repairs on the road would take place. If production does rise, the project gets
the credit as though simple direct links carn be proven. If there are muinimal
gains, local conditions or limited extension systems are to blame. Blaming the
victims avoids system contradictions and dangerous political issues.

Gran's point is that the World Bank adopts a "developmentalist, neo-
classical economic approach" that implicitly accepts the political and
economic system in which projects are planned and implemented. Conse-
quently the evaluations focus mainly on economic, technical, and financial
issues and deliberately (or inadvertently) avoid broader political and
economic considerations that are much more important in explaining
project failures. He also claims that because of the Bank's intemational
nature it is isolated from the kdnds of criticism to which bilateral agencies
are subjected and hence can determine its own agenda of topics to cover in
the evaluations.
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Turning to USAID, Gran (1983:309-10) states that

AID's environment --- impels evaluators to try to please the US. Congress

and AID administrators. Professionals also see some need for information that
wEi appease AID auditors and a more skeptical US public. . . Most projects

get little external scrutiny. Routine post-project summaries foTlow a standard
form and mix descriptive, quantitative and subjective judgments. Rarely has
baseline data been there that would permit really rigorous measuremenL The
system does notreward brillianceor thoroughness, so few of these reports are
noteworthy or much used therear.... AID performs regular evaluations
with an assortment of agency personnel versed in the region or the project
types. On avenage they cannot afford to be too critical; the players have to
continue worldng together- The system is, however, far more open, so that
provocative critical work appears irregularly ffiroughout the project cyle.

Gran cites examples such as the effort begun in 1979 by the Offie of
Evaluation in the Bureau for Program and Policy Coordination to assess
the results of development evaluations and to provide guidelines for
building new standards However, Gran (1983:310-11) concludes that

these reports are also quite limited in certain crucial ways It is not just that
they focus largely on donor agency needs, slightly on host country needs, and
very little on needs of project participants. There is a consistent pattern of
bureaucratic timidity about condluding policy recommendations, an unwill-
ingness to go where much of the evidence pointed. As an occasional cnsultant
I understand reasonably well the pressures to bureaucratize language and
substance in order to be found acceptable . . . It is a neat circular pattern by

which new ideas and the interests of the poor remain excluded or poorly
represented.

In a recent review of the approach of OECD countries to the evaluation
of the development programs they finance, Rist (1990:42) argued that
donors mainly use evaluations to satisfy their own domestic information
needs and make little effort to involve the beneficary countries in the
design, implementation, or interpretation of the results:

The record of DAC countries on this account is not impressive. As noted by
the Expert Group (OECD 1986), recipient country involvement in definng the
purpose and scope of evaluations has been very limited in all but the most
operations-focussed evaluations and even there their involvement has often
been confined to a pro Jfrma review and approval of the terms of reference
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which have been drafted by donors. Recipients have not been encouraged to
participatein formulating issues and questions on some of the most influential
determinants of prcject and program success. They are explicitly exduded
from the planning of certain types of evaluation, particularly those which
address the donor's program, polity, management or procedures.

Other critics show how the design, management, and evaluation of
projects are affected by the culture and operating procedures of these
agencies and of the governments with which they interact Chambers
(1983:13-22) says the following six biases limit the capacity of donors to
effectively design or evaluate agricultural and rural development projects:

* Spatial bias. Projectstaff and researchers do not stray too far from urban
centers, tarmac roads, and roadside proqects.

* Project bias. Agencies plan in terms of, and evaluate, projects andshow
little interest in what happens to the rural poor who are usually not
affected (at least directly) by prcjects.

* Person bias. "Rural development tourists," as Chambers calls them,
tend to get most of their information from elite groups, males, and
users and adopters of new technology; and from people who are active,
well and present

- Dry-season bias. Experts make few visits duringthe rainy seasonsot hey
rarely get to appreciate the impacts of flooding.

* Diplomatic bias. A combination of politeness, fear, embarrasent, and
languageproblemsfrequently detervisitorsfromspealdngtothepoor, -

the underprivileged, or those who are not directly involved in the
projects. Often it is considered discourteous to insist on meeting with
people not on the itinerary prepared by your hosts

* Professional bias. Professional visitors are frequently drawn to the
wealthier, better-educated, and more progressive farmers, since they
are the ones best able to discuss the topics of interest to the outside
agronomist, extension worker, or economist

As a result, many outside experts fail to perceive the true dimensions of
rural poverty and are often overoptimistic about the potential impacts of
their projects or skeptical about estimates of the severity of rural poverty.
Similar biases surround urban development. Salmen's (1987) participant
observation studies of housing upgrading projects in La Paz and Guayaquil
found that government executing agencies and donor project staff both
tend to rely heavily on contacts with "community leaders" (sometimes
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self-designated) and house-owners who are better off, raiter than on
low-income squatters and renters who are difficult to locate.

The Information Needs of Mor Staketolders

At the international level, stakeholders indude multilateral and bilateral
agencies, foundations and research institutions, and international NGOs.2
Donor agencies are made up of different departments, each with their own
information requirements. The project divisions, which are responsible for
supervising project implementation, require perodic information on the
physical and financialprogress of projects inrelation to the targets specified
in the loan agreement In contrast, programs or policy divisions may
require broader economic or social data to assess the degree of intended
impacts achieved or to help in the selection of future projects.

Donor and lending agencies also vary considerably in their orientations.
In Bangladesh, for example, a number of donor agences, concerned with
what they considered too narrow an economic focus of the donor commu-
nity, created the 'Lke-minded Group" to sponsor broader program eval-
uations that focus on socal, political, and cultural needs, as well as the
economic dimensions of development

NGOs at both the intenational and national levels have become increas-
ingly concerned about their access to inkrztnation needed to identify and
planprojects; theyfeel tat their ability to participate in policy formulation
is seriously constrained by their limited access to information on procects
being prepared and appraised by intemational agencies. The kinds of
questions asked in NGO evaluations are often quite different from those
covered in government and donor M/E systems (Marsden and Oakley
1990).

At the nationgl lewel, the planning ministries or the policymaking units in
theline ministries areusuallyinterested inreceiving asummary of progress
in the physical implementation of a project and how this is affecting loan
disbursements. The more sophisticated agencies are also interested in
comparisons of cost-effectiveness or the economic rates of return of alter-
native projects. Although there is sill very little demand for the kinds of
prospective evaluations used in policy research and strategy planning in the
United States and some othenr industrial nations, an increasing number of
countres are becoming results-oriented rather than input-oriented and in
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recent years have expressed considerable interest in strengthening ex-post
evaluation capacty, particularly in Asia.

All countries have a government agency (usually the Ministry ofFinance)
im charge of monitoring the financial performance of their projects. Moni-
toring is often limited to standard auditing, but in some cases it employs
cost-effectiveness techniques. A number of developing countries have
created separate watchdog agencies to take care of monitoring such as the
Programme Evaluation Organization in India (see World Bank 1983).
Pressed to obtain maximum utility from their scarce resources, govem-
ments are beging to pay more attention to cost-effectiveness in their
project monitoring. Countries such as Colombia and Brazil (among others)
are begining to tie future budget allocations to the assessment of project
performance.

As evaluations begin to focus on anticipatory analysis and prospective
evaluations,policymakers, includingcentralbanks, maybecome an import-
ant consumer of evaluation outputs-assmrig that the information can
be produced in the format, and witin the time frame, they require.

Line ministries such as Housing, Irrigation, and Health are usually re-
sponsible for coordinating and supervising projects, and for preparing
information required by central planning and financial agencies. The kind
of monitoring and evaluation infor-mation that ministries require varies
greatly, from basic monitoring tables to sophisticated research projects.

In many countries, the research community is the main source of data on
projects and on their links to overall developmentstrategies. The academic
communitymayalsopress theirevaluationcolleagues tomaketheirstudies
more sophisticated and academically 'interesting." In addition, there may
be pressure to ensure that the evaluation follows a particular ideological
line

Women's organizations, too, are becoming important stakeholders at
both the national and project levels In Endia, for example, the Self-Em-
ployed Women's Association (SEWA) and the Working Women's Forum
have both been able to persuade the govenmment and donors to address
gender issues. Largely as a result of pressure fromn SEWA, the government
of India prepared a study on the economic and legal status of the self-
employed.

At the local lev, implementingagenciesrequireshort-and medium-term
information to monitor progress and to detect and help resolve problems
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Table 4-1. The Timing and Purpose of the Main Kinds of Monitorng
Studies

Study Purpo T

Performancemonitoring To track the use of Reportsproduced
project inputs and monthly or quarterly
production of outputs throughout the period of
and to identify delays projectimplementation.
and problems.

Fmancial monitoring To monitor the correct Weeldy or monthly,
use of funds, quarterly and annually.
disbursements, and
internal cash flow and
assess cost-effectiveness.

Diagnosticstudies To understand why Follow-up to examine
implementation and problems identified in
sustainability problems performance monitoring;
have occurred and orconducted
proposesolutions. periodically to assess

implementation
performance.

Nidterm assessment To assess the overall Eidpoint of the
of project performance progress of the project in implementationphase.

order to identify key
issues and required
changes.

Projectcompletion To assess project PCR prepared within
report (PCR) and implementation six months of final
project audit performance of the loan disbumsement;

executing agency; audit follows submission
followedbyan of PCR.
independent audit to
evaluate the extent to
which loan agreement
terms are being meL

Monitoringoperations, To assess the capacity of Once project is
maintenance, and the project to continue operational, studies can
sustainability delivering intended be conducted on a

services and benefits periodicbasis or atone
throughoutitsplanned point in time (for
economic life. example, after five years).
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when they arise. These agencies are also requred to produce monitoring
data for agencies at the national leveL All these agendes are made up of
various divisions, each of which has different infonnation needs and
different expectations from a monitoring unit.

Authorities often make little effort to consult with project beneficiaries in
the design or discussion of the monitoring studies. However, they are
beginning to recognize that beneficaries have an important role to play in
all stages of the design, inplementation, and interpretation of the evalua-
tion. Many community development organizations are already helping
beneficaries develop their own systems for monitonrg projects, particu-
larly for ensuring that benefits reach the intended population groups.

Components of a Project Monitoring System

Table 4-1 summarzes the timing and utilization of the main kinds of
monitoring studies.

Monitoring Project Implementation

Most projects have a clearly defined set of inputs (money, materials, equip-
ment, staff, technical assistance) that are expected to produce a given set of
outputs (houses, roads, children vaccinated, small business loans author-
ized) wfitin a given period of time. Project management requires periodic
reports comparing actual and planned progress toward each of these
implementation targets. The production of these reports is usually referred
to as input-output monitoring, or sometimes performance monitoring.

Table 4-2 illustrates a simple way to monitor progress using a two-bar
chart (often called a Gantt chart). It compares actual and intended progress
for each project component. The chart lists twelve components and shows
the planned start and completion dates, and the actual or expected start and
completion dates. Expected delays (in weeks) are also given, alog with the
present status of each component Casley and Kumar (1987:45-49) show
how Gantt charts can be used in monitoring agricultural projects. Several
software packages now exist for the personal computer market to help
managers develop and update Gantt charts (for example, rLmeline, Har-
vard Total Prcject Manager).

An altemative approach uses three bars instead of two. This extra bar
shows the percentage of work completed for each component The disad-



Table 4-2. Using a Two-Bar Gantt Chart to Plan and Monitor the Main Phases of a Housing Project

Revised
1986 19%7 1988 1989 1990 Estimate

Plase 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 (weeks) Sialus

Approval of contract +8 Completed

Earth moving +16 Completed

Installation of water +18 82% of domestic water
.__________________________ ___________ connections completed

Installation of sewage system +15 72% of sewage pipes laid

Installation of drainage z . +13 44% of drains laid

Road construction +6 Roads 65% complete but steep
_____________ terrain will slow completion

Selection of participants 1 _ +6 6,000 to 12,000 participants
_ | _ _ ___ - already selected

Construction of core housing units !! _ +12 20% of core units constructed

Group house construction _ _ @;jj = +18 Lag due to delays in earlier stages

Construction loan approval = _ a 9 = +12

Plot occupation +17

Community facilities +18

Nole: Column headings indicate year and quarter.

Planned start and completion dates Actual or projected start and completion dates
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vantage of this method is that the bar representing the percentage of work
completed can often be misleading. For example, if 82 percent of domestic
water connections have been completed, this does not necessarily mean
that the component is 82 percent completed. Work in the remaining sectors
may be much slower because of legal problems relating to the removal of
houses obstructing the work, or the terrain may be much steeper, and so
the remaining work will be slower and more expensive.

Another widely used approach is logiazframerorkanalysis (described in
Chapter 3). In this case, all project goals for a given time period are spelled
out together with the criteria for measuring the degree to which each
objective has been achieved. At the end of the period, the actual and
intended progress are compared and the reasons for any differences are
examined. The logical framework approacrh is particularly well suited to
social development programs because it emphasizes processes and forces
the program manaz2r and the evaluator to define and assess the assump-
tions conceming how the project will be implemented and how different
groups will respond. This is a simple and useful example of the application
of models in the evaluation of social programs.

In more complex projects a logical network (PERT chart) may be con-
structed in which all the components of a project are laid out in logical
sequence. The network shows which stages must be completed before
others can begin and also estimates the time required to complete each
component and the total time it should take to complete the project. Figure
4-1 illustrates a relatively simple logical network for a sites and services
project involving thirtl-four activities of which only the first fourteen are
induded in the figure. The complete project consists of ten main compo-
nents (land acquisition, design, offsite services, tenderng, construction of
core units, selection of participants, material loans, completion of habitable
umit, occupation of units and start of cost recovery) of which only the first
four are induded in Figure 4-1. Each component comprises a series of
activities that must be carried out in a certainlogical sequence. The number
of weeks it will take to complete each activity is also estimated. A "node"
indicates the estimated minimum and maximum number of weeks up to
the completion of each activity. For example, activity 1 consists of defiing
the types and numbers of housing units to be constructed. The number
between nodes 0 and 1 indicates that this activity is expected to last four
weeks. However, the numbers in node 1 indicate that it could last up to six
weeks. Similarly, activity 2, general houising unit design and estimate of
costs, is expected to last four weeks, blut it could last up to seven weeks, so



Figure 4-1. Using a Logical Network Chart to Plan the Implementation of a Sites and Services Housing Project
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that the total elapsed time up to the completion of this activity will be
between eight and eleven weeks.

The logical network is a useful tool for project planning and monitoring:
It indicates the links between project components and hence the potential
bottlenecks. A variety of computer software is available for constructing
networks and for monitoring programs, and thus eliminates the tedious and
error-p)ronemanualworkinvolved in designingand updating these charts.

Exesive Emphasis on Monitoring I aputsnand Physical Outputs

Recently a number of writers (for example, Osborne andl Gaebler 1992:
chap. 5) have criticized conventional approaches for placing too much
emphasis on monitoring inputs and physical outputs anrd not enough on
evaluating the qualty of outputs or achieving the intended products or
objectives. They argue that as long as performance is evaluated in terms of
numbersthere willbe a tendency to ignore quality and to lose sight of the
ultimate goal of the program-namely to produce a particular product
They cte innovative methods used in a number of US. cites and states to
develcp objective indicators suitable for monitoring the quLality of services
such as street cleaning, road maintenance, and community security.

Fialn Monitoring

Projectmanagers, centralgovenmuetagencies, anddonorsallperiodically
require infonnation on the financial performance of projects. The project
cost summary chart given in Table 4-3 illustrates one of the simpler systems
for financial reporting and control For a more detailed discussion, see
Bamberger and Hewitt (1986:Annexes G and I). Th- example of ahypothet-
ical housing project is used to illustrate how this chrt is used. The chart
was prepared at the end of year 2 of a five-year project The chart compares
expected and actual costs for each project component in different finacial
periods.Thereasonsforchangesinactual or expected costs shouldbegiven
in an accompanying written reporI The chart permits tie following kinds
of analysis:

Changes in the expected total cost of each line item and of the total
project By the end of year2it can be seen that the actualprojected total
cost has increased by 11 percent in comparison with the original
estimate. The biggest increase is in the price of land and in the cost of
management and administration (both increased by 19.9 percent).



Table 4-3. Example of a Project Cost Summary Chart: Year 2 of a Five-Year Hwusing Project

Year3
Expected Total Project Cost Butdget for Fitanctat Year Bldgel

(fliousatids of dollars) (Year 2 of Project) Cunmuative Expendibires (Utaoutsands
Line lleni Plan Actutal % clhange Plait Actual % chntige Plan ActIal % Ciwuge of dollars)

Land 1,983 2,181 +19.1 500 950 +90 1,983 3,500 +76
Civil works 5,788 6,400 +10.5 4,100 3,500 -15 5,200 4,500 +86

o~ Materials loan program 788 906 +14.9 550 350 -37 650 400 -39
Community facilities 679 747 +10 .450 250 -45 500 300 -40
Design and engineering 710 781 +10 500 650 +13 650 900 +38
Management 1,042 1,250 +19.1 250 350 +14 450 780 +73
Technical assistance 490 539 +10 200 50 -75 350 100 -72

Total 11,480 12,804 +11.1 6,550 6,100 -7 9,783 10,480 +7
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* Comparison of planned and actual budget for current financial year.
It can be seen that while expenditure on land is almost twice the
planned expenditure for the current year (year 2), expenditure on
many line items are lower than expected. The accompanying written
report would explain that this was due to delays in project im-
plementation and not to cost savings.

* Comparison of actual and planned cumulative expenditures to the end
of the second year. There has been an overallincrease of only 7 percent,
which is again due to delays in implementation.

Cost variance analysis can be used to investigate any observed departure
from planned costs (Bamberger and Hewitt 1986:Annex G). Cost variances
are decomposed into price variation, contractor variations in quantity or
quality, and changes in project designL Similar formats can be used to
monitor contractor payments, loan repayments, and the like.

Many projects provide loans to families, cooperatives, or enterprises. In
order to facilitate loan repayment, it is essential to have a reliable, up-to-
date record of loan authorizatio and repayment By classifyingborrowers
into income groups, it is possible to monitor whether loans are going to the
target income groups (rather than to higher-income groups, as often hap-
pens). Casley and Kumar (1987:42-43) give an example of a more complex

monthly credit record forn for an agricultural project It distinguishes
between short- and medium-term credit and the purpose of the loan

(purchase of seeds, fertilizer, tractors, irrigationpumps), and also between
loans given under each of three different projects.

Whereas the traditional emphasis of financial monitoring was on audit-
ing, emanating from the desire to ensure that funds were not being misap-
propriated, thtze is now greater interest in assessing whether taxpayers or
the nation as a wlhole are receiving "value for money." This approach-
which probably originated irn England with the 1983 Fiancial Manage-

ment Initiative and since then has been adopted by Norway and a number
of other European countries-seeks to introduce private sector managerial
principles into the management and evaluation of government4

Project Monitoring Systems Used by the Implemenation, Monitoning,
and Evaluation Division of the Ministry of Planning in Bangladesh

Bangladesh, like many other developing countries, has developed a system
to monitor all projects financed under the Annual Development Plan
(ADP). Responsible executing agencies must submit a quarterly statement
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(MED Pro Forma 01) to the Implementation, Monitoring, and Evaluation
Division (IMED) of the Ministry of Planning containing the following
information for the Quarterly Progress Monitoring Report:

* General information on project approval (when approved and initial
project cost)

* Funds allocated, released, and expended
* Physical targets and progress
* Contracting of technical staff
* Problems and factors affecting the achievement of project objectives.

Similar information must be submitted for the Annual Progress Reports
(IED Proforma No. 02), but in somewhat more detail. Bar charts are used
to compare actual progress with planned progress, and bottlenecks and
delays are highlighted in the regular reports submitted to the National
Economic CounciL MAED staff also make periodic field visits to meet with
project staff and to check on the validity of the data included in the pro
forma report In practice the frequency of the field visits is affected by staff
shortages.

Similar project-monitoring systems are operating in most of the countries
of South and Southeast Asia. These systems are described in more detail in
[(han (1989, 1990) and Ahmed and Bamberger (1989).

Diagnostic Studies (Process Monitoringi to Identffy and Correct Problems
Arising during Project Implemenfation

The procedures for monitoring project implementation can identify dis-
craepares between the planned and actual progress of implementation,
but they cannot explain why the problems have occurred. For example,
TabIe 42 shows a three-month delay in the selectimo of project beneficiaries
and an eight-month delay in the occupation of the houses in this project,
but in neither case is there an explanation of what has caused the delays.
The delays could have been ihe result of a simple administrative problem
(a delay in the delivery of the microcomputer used for processing appli-
cants) thathasnowbeen resolved, or amore seriousproblem, such as a lack
of interest in the houses being offered. These administrative monitoring
studies should be complemented by diagnostic studies of the causes of
problems and suggestions for corrective actions. (See Chapter 5 for a more
detailed discussion of diagnostic studies.) These studies must usually be
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conducted quickly because prcject delays are costly. As a result, they are
sometimes called rapidfeedback or rpid reconnaissance studies.

More complex problems may require a more careful and more detailed
analysis. Rapid diagnostic studiesmaybe used to find outwhy participants
dropped out from a project; why farmer demand for agricultural credit is
unexpectedly low; or how community work groups have been organized
to construct drainage ditches and whether they are effective. More com-
prehensive diagnostic studies mightbe concerned with assessing the effec-
tiveness of a production cooperative program; analyzing the organization
and effectiveness of a small business credit program; or determining the
factors affecting the willingness of farmers to participate in the manage-
rnent of different irrigation projects.

Diagnostic studies can also be used as a form of quality control and can
be conducted periodically, even when no problems have been detected.
(See Chapter 11 for a discussion of LQAS, a quality control method used in
industry to control the quality of development projects.)

Midterm Assessment of Projbdt Perfbnnance

Government finance and planning agencies and interational donors often
require a midterm assessment of the overall progress of a project Its
puxpose is to identify actual or potential problems and to provide a sound
basis for changing the design or resource allocations Since many projects
last at least four to five years, the assessment report is often needed two to
three years after the project has started up. The assessment covers all
aspects of implementation and financial performance, the effectiveness of
project organization, and its accessibility to intended beneficiaries. This
assessment is largely based on a compilation of existing implementation,
financial, and diagnostic reports, but in some cases additional studies may
be commiissioned.

Project Completion Report

Most government funding and planning agencies require some kind of
report forno the agency that executed the project once implementation is
completed. The purpose of the report is to certfy that the project has been
satisfactorily completed and to identify any deviations from the planned
implementation schedule, outputs, and budget. In Bangladesh, for exam-
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Table 4-4. Components of a Typical World Bank Project Completion
Report on a Hypothetical Integrated Rural Development Project

1. The context and the Integrated Rural Development Project

2. Project identification, preparation, and appraisal

3. Project implementation
Projectstart-up
Clhanges in project design
Project imp lementation
Monitoring and evaluation
Procurement
Performance of consultants
Perfonrance of contractors (roads, drainage, rural markets,

fish ponds, local government buildings)

4L Operating performance

5. Financial performance and disbursements

6. Institutional performance and development
Management and organization effectiveness
Institutional development

7. Impactof theproject
Agricultural impact
Development of new varieties of rice
Expansion of irrigatod areas
Crop yield and production
Employment generation
Institutionbuilding
Impacts on the landless and women

S. Econoric reevaluation

9. Conclusions
Achievement of project objectives
Projectdesign
Imnplementation capacty
Performance of the World Bank
Lessonslearned
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ple, the Implementation, Monitoring, and Evaluation Division of the Min-
istry of Planning is responsible for providing a series of progress and
completion reports for all projects included in the Annual Development
Program. The reports have a standard format for all sectors and include a
project description; financial analysis (comparison of actual and planned
expenditure by year and category of expenditure); manpower analysis
(estimatedandactualmanpowerutilization);andphysicalanalysisforeach

work component and benefit analysis. Benefit analysis includes a benefit-
cost analysis and anestimate of foreign exchange savings due to the project
The format is largely quantitative and intended to ensure that resources
have been properly used, rather than to yield lessons useful for the design
of future prcects (Ahmed and Bamberger 1989; Khan 1989).

Donor agencies also require a project completion report (P?CR) on the
projects they have-helped finance (for a description of World Bank proce-
dures for preparing PCRs, see Van der Lugt 1990; and for a description of
procedures used by the Asian Development Bank see Asian Development
Bank 1991). Depending on the experience and the available professional
resources in each developing country, most of the PCR may be prepared
either by the borrower or by the donor agency. In all cases, the draft PCR
will be discussedwithgovemment offidals, andagreementwillbereached
onits finalfoni. Table4-4 gives the table of contents for thePCRona typical
World Bank-financed project. The PCR seeks to assess the implementation
experience of the project and to draw lessons for the selection and design
of future projects. In the case of World Bank-financed projects, the prepa-
ration of the PCR is the responsibility of the operational department that
supervised the project After the PCR has been approved by the competent
authorities of the borrowing country, it is reviewed by the Operations
Evaluation Department of the World Bank, which then prepares a project
performance audit report for submission to the World Bank Board of
Directors.

The following are typical remarks from the concluding section of a PCR
on a hypothetical integrated rurl development project A hypothetical
example is usedbecause the PCRs are internal documents that are normally
not published.

Achievement of Project Objectives. Despite the countrywide entrench-
ment of privileged village groups into the key management of the
cooperatives over which the project had no control, the project has
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been able to strengthen the capacity of local government agencies to
service the small farmer, particularly with respect to irrigation and
rural credit. Ric'. production targets were met by introducing high-
yielding varieties and by expanding the rice-growing areas through
minor irrigation works.

Project Design. The original project failed to build into the design the
degree of flexibility that is essential for a pilot project It was assumed
uncritically that the proposed structure was appropriate for replication
ancd ignored the budgetary implications on govenmaent recurrent
annual costs-a situation that is now creating serious problems for the
local government agencies responsible for project operation.

World Bank Project Supervision. World Bank supervision was variable.
During the start-up period, insuficient attention was devoted to the
need to assist a largely inexperienced project staff, and problems over
implementation quickly emerged. The Bank was forced to adopt more
flexible attitudes to the enforcement of the loan covenants.

Govemnment Performance. Most of the miniistries and departments in-
volved in the project had no previous experience of the conditions
associated with a World Bank loan. The frequency of changes in the
incumbent holding the post of executive director of the project can be
interpreted as a measurement of the government's waning commit-
ment to the project.

A great deal of time was spent attempting to meet the loan covenants,
particularly with respect to the eligibility of existing cooperatives to
participate in the project, and, as a result of these factors, implementa-
tion of the project fell behind schedule.

The implementing agency was unable to maintain financial records
to standards acceptable to the Bank, and a number of problems remain
with respect to the auditing of project accounts.

Lessons Learned. If the principal objective of a project is to aeate an
institution to provide farmers, particularly small farmers, with the
means to adopt new technology and undertake efficient irrigation
development to augment production, it is counterproductive to com-
bine investments directed toward many different activities under the
same project For example, the investments should probably have
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focused only on crop production and should not have included other
activities such a livestock and fisheries.

A future pro,ject should not concentrate all of the investments in a
few areas of an administrative district Because of administrative
problems, the concentration on a few areas was confusing to local
officials in terms of providing services and inputs, and coordinating
overall. development of the district.

It is evident from the project that rural development cannot take place
without an assured supply of inputs and services to farmers.

Although the Bank does not publish individual project completion re-
ports, its Operations Evaluation Department issues an annual review of
project performance results (see, for example, World Bank 1987). This
report uses project completion reports to review overall project perfor-
mance (the proportion of prc4ects achieving satisfactory results, cost and
time overruns, and so on); overall economic, poIicy, social, techological,
environmental, and institutional impacts of development; and project sus-
tainability. The review also includes a detailed analysis of progress for each
of the mnajor sectors (agriculture; industry; development finance compa-
ies, trnsportatLon, power, water supply, and waste disposal education;

and population, healti, and nutrition).
Some govemments produce similar annual reviews (see, for example,

India, Ministry of Programme Implementation 1987).

Monitoring Project Operations and Sustainbility

For most projects, systematic monitoring ends with the preparation of the
prqect completion report (which covers ordy the implementation stage),
and little information is collected on project operation, cost recovery, and
maintenance. Because project implementation is frequently finnced by an
interational donor or from the national budget, these exteral sources
insist tlat the use of their funds be monitored. ln contrast, operations and
maintenance are normally financed from the operating budget of the
implementing agency, and there is little external pressure to see that the
project actually achieves its intended objectives once it begins to operate.

Both donors and borrowers are coming to recognize that even when
implementation has been completed according to plan, many projects do
not produce their intended volume of benefits, or the benefits do not
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continue over the intended lifetime of the project. For example, a recent
report by the Operations Evaluation Department of the World Bank found
that only 52 percent of the 557 projects audited for all economic sectors and
regions during 1986-8 were considered likely to be sustained, 15 percent
were classified as unlikely, and 33 percent were uncertain or difficult to
assess (World Bank 1990a). Some of the problems here were inappropriate
organizational arrangements for project operation (including reductions in
staff and authority once implementation was complete), inadequate bud-
gets and resources, inappropriate technology, lack of community partici-
pation and support, a negative reaction among intended beneficiaries for
social or cultural reasons, the lack of financial provisions for operating and
maintenance costs, and incompatibility between the project and the policy
environment in which it operated. An example of this last problem would
be a small farmer credit program that assumed farm prces would be
allowed to rise so that it would be profitable for farmers to increase
production, when in fact govermnent policy kept food prices from rising
to ensure a lower cost of living in the rapidly growing and politically
volatile cities.

It is strongly recommended that mnost projects be systematically moni-
tored during at least the first five years of operation. Several aspects of the
project should be studied during this period:

* The quantity and quality of outputs and benefits produced in compar-
ison with the project targets.

* The social and economic characteristics of actual beneficiaries and of
the target population. Depending on the type of project, some of the
key indicators may be household income, sex of the beneficary, size
and type of agricultural holding, family size, and economic sector.

* The capacity and resources (human, financial, equipment) of the orga-
nizations responsible for operations and maintenance.

* The participation of intended beneficiaries in project management and
maintenance.

* Cost recovery performance.
* Adequacy of recurrent cost financing.
* Adequacy of the maintenance of physical infrastructure and capital.

Chapter 6 describes how projects can be compared in terms of a numer-
ical index of sustainability.
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Assessing the Efficiency of Project Implementation

Increasing Interest in Efficiency and Institutional Development

Over the past ten years, development planners have become increasingly
concemed with issues related to organizational efficency and institutional
development One factor behind this trend is that public sector institutions
have been steadily growing in size and importance ever since govemments
became more involved in complex economic and social activities. At the
same time, some experts have expressed concem about a decline in the
efficiency (productivity) of many of these institutions (World Bank 1983:4).
Second, many of the first generation of social development projects (partic-
ularly urban and health projects) failed to achieve their objectives because
theorganizationalarrangementshadnotworkedorcouldnotbereplicated
on a larger scale.

Third, donors and lenders have come to realize that the resources they
could provide or that developing counties could afford to borrow are in
most cases insufficient to make a large direct impact on the supply of basic
services such as shelter and health. Consequently, development agencies
have begun to focus their efforts on strengthening the institutional frame-
works for development management to help countries maximize the effec-
tiveness of their available resources

Fourth, as mentioned earlier, it is now believed thatproject beneficiaries
need to be more actively involved in decisionmaldng and project im-
plementation. Increased community partcipation, many argue, can im-
prove the efficiency of cost recovery and the quality of community
infrastructure maintenance. Participation can also help ensure a more
equitable distribution of project benefits.

In this and the following section we explain how to assess the efficiency
of individual project components and how to handle indicators of the
performance of multicomponent projects.

Assessing the Efficiency of Implementation of Individual Project Componets

Five measures of project performance can be used to compare the perfor-
mance of different components.

Speed of implemenlationt Delays in almost any component tend to increase
costs as well as affect the completion of other components. Speed can
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usually be measured quite easily through Gantt charts or networking
procedures described on pages 121-25 of this chapter.

Cost of implementationi. Cost-effectiveness can be measured by comparing
actual costs with the original budget estimates or with the costs of similar
projects. Some of the methods for monitoring and analysis of costs were
also described on pages 125-27. The techniques of cost-effectiveness anal-
ysis (described in the following section) are especially useful as they
measure the unit cost of each output

Quality of thefinal product or serice. Quality is usually more difficult to
measur.a than speed or the costs of implementation. One possibility is to
ask consumers to rank the quality of the services (for example, using a 5-
or 6-point scale ranging from "very good" to "very bad"). Or one or more
experts could be asked to rank the services. Jixnenez (1980) asked a group
of five experts (including architects, contractors, and engineers) to estimate
the monetary value (a good proxy for quality) of a sample of houses in an
upgrading project in Manila. In economic analysis, changes in quality are
often estimated through changes in rental values. The amount of rental
increase following the installation of water or other urban services is
assumed to indicate the additional benefits households obtain from these
services.

Accessility ofseruices to intended beneficiaries. An objective of many pro-
jects is to ensure that project services or benefits reach a certain target
population-defined in terms of its geographic, economic, or demographic
characteristics. When income or demographic characteristics are used in
selecting beneficiaries or in approving loans, it may be relatively easy to
monitor accessibility. In other cases, however, special sample surveys or
other data collection procedures may be required to determine who is
actually benefiting from the project A drawback of such assessment,
however, is that people may distort information on income or other similar
variables used as selection criteria so as to be eligible for the project.

Replicability of the project. Many development projects are designed as
pilot projects, which, if successful, are expected to be replicated on a larger
scale. However, many pilot projects are implemented through specialunits
or under specially privileged arrangements that could not be replicated on
alargerscale. Consider,forexample,whatmighthappenwhenparticpants
are selected for a housing project. speed can be measured either as the
average number of staff and hours required to select a family or the total
elapsed time of the selection phase; and cost can be defined as the cost per
family selected. The quality of selection is more difficult to assess and could
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be defined in terms of the fairness of the procedures and their reliability.
Accessibility is defined by comparing the target objectives, with respect to
income, family size, and time of residence in the cty with the actual
characteristics of the families selected. Replicability is determined by as-
sessing whether the selection procedures could be used on a larger scale.

Assessing the Overall Efficiency of a Multicomponent Project

Most projects have three broad sets of development goals: to achieve the
efficient imnlementation of the project (construction of houses, vaccination
of children, authorization of loans); to ensure efficient operation and main-
tenance of the project; and, in many cases, to promote the replication of
successful projects on a larger scale. In order to assess a project's efficiency
in achieving each of these three objectives it is necessary to estimate not
only the degree to which outputs and impacts have been achieved, but also
the progress toward the creation of sustainable and replicable organiza-
tional arrangements. Factors affecting institutional performance and out-
comes can be measured with both qualitative and descriptive quantitative
methods.

The evaluation will normally examine the following factors:

* Achievement of program goals: usually evaluated by using manage-
ment by objectives or one of the related methods described earlier in
tbis chapter.

d Satisfaction of other participating agencies regarding their relations
with the agency being studied.

* Community satisfaction with the performance of the agency.
* Effectiveness of coordination with other agencies.
* fectiveness and efficiency of mornitoring and evaluation arrange-

ments (at each of the three levels discussed earlier).
* Fmancal administration and controL
* Overall efficiency and effectiveness of the agency's organization and

management procedures.
* FRexibility of the organization and its ability to modify the project in

the light of changing circumstances.
* The efectiveness of beneficiary participation in project planning and

implementation.
* Adhievement of project goals. This would be assessed using the ap-

proaches described earlier in this chapter.
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* Generaleffciencyoforganizationalprocedures.Thiswouldassess the
finanial administration and control, internal organization, effective-
ness of monitoring and evaluation, coordination with other agencies,
and responsiveness to intended beneficiaries (Table 4-5).

Each of these indicators can be measured separately and can then be
combined to produce an overall inder of project efficiency. Often there will
be tradeoffs between different indicators. For example, it may be possible
to implement the project more quickly and cheaply if less attention is paid
to ensuring that selected families fall within the targeted income ranges.
Similar tradeoffs may exist between replicability and the speed or cost of
implementation. And it may be possible to complete the project more
rapidly by setting up a special implementation unit not subject to nornal
administrative controls (and delays), but once the first project is completed,
the special unit will often be disbanded and no base will have been created
for replicating the project.

Table 4-5. Indicators of the Efficency of Project Organization
and Administrative Procedures

intearl Organizafion
Clarity of the organizational chart, definition of funtctions, and forms

of coordination
Extent to which the actual system conforms to the orgarizational chart
Numbers and qualifications of staff at different levels
Numbers of unfiled vacancies at different levels and the time they have

been unfiled
Staff tunover at different levels

FinancialAdministration and Control
Quality and comprehensiveness of information collected on financial

perorace
Speed with which financial information is obtained and reports prepared
Time taken to prepare and process disbursenments and the main obstacle,

to disbursement
Achievement of financial goals

Efectiveness and Efficiency of Monitoring and Evaluation Systems
Comparison of planned and actual production of reports
Quality of reports
Regularity and effectiveness of meetings to review and take action on the

evaluation reports
Opinions of managers and other intended users on the usefness of the reports
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Cost-Effectiveness Analysis

Cost-effectiveness analysis enables policymakers to compare alternative
projects on the basis of the cost of producing a given output, or set of
outputs. The method can be used in any situation where the outputs can
be clearly defined and are easily measurable, as in constructing housing,
improving reading skills, or providing credit for fishermen or small arti-
sans. The procedure is usually relatively simple and economical because
information onbothcosts and outputscanbe obtainedfromprojectrecords.
Cost-effectiveness analysis is widely used for health, education, and other
human resource development programs where it is not feasible to assign a
monetary value to all of the benefits and costs involved, and consequently
where cost-benefit analysis is not practicaL

Idening and Measuring Costs

The worksheet ured for estimating costs in an urban housing project in
Table 4-6 is equally valid for other kdnds of prcject. The main steps are as
follows:

I Identify all costs, whether or not they will be charged to the project
For example, even if the municipality provides the land at no cost to
the project, it should be induded as a cost to the nation.

a Estimate the accounting cost This is the actual amount paid for the
good or service (salaries plus benefits for staff, annual rent or purchase
price for land, and the like).

* Where costs are paid over a period of years, prepare a separate cost
stream for each year. The costs in future years should be discounted in
order to compute the net present value of the costs.

* Indicate who actually pays each cost. A project may appear to have a
high cost-effectiveness ratio ifmanyof the costs are beingpaid by other
agencies.

Identijying and Measuring Outputs

It is important to keep in mind the distinction between outputs, which are
the tangible products of a project (school buildings, number of students
receiving literacy classes), and benefits, which are the increases in welfare
(living standards) the project is intended to achieve. Outputs can be mea-
sured in several ways.
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Table 4-6. Cost-Worksheet for Cost-Effectiveness Analysis:
The Example of a Housing Project

Cost to Netpresent
Account- Cost to other Shadow valuc f

Item ingcost client agencies cost costs

Personnel

Land

Rent, purchase, or
construction of buildings

Infrastructure

Materials and equipment

Professional services

Other (specify)

Total cost (NPV)

Sona eAdapted from Levi (t975).

a. Cost-effectiveness analysis may be used to compare the costs of
producing a particular output through various projects. The question is,
which output should be used? In other words, what priority or weight
should be assigned to each output? Suppose that an artisan project vz more
cost- effective than other programs when it comes to delivering loans, but
is less cost-effective in providing technical assistance and helping develop
new marketing outlets. What weight should we give to each of these
results? In practice, most cost-effectiveness analysis uses only one outcome
indicator. How should this be chosen? If the wrong indicator is chosen, the
results could obviously be misleading. Thompson (1980:232) suggests that
where the number of indicators is small, it may be better to present them
without any weights. For example, "$64,000 spent per death averted and
400 nonfatal flu cases averted."

b. When weights are assigned to different indicators, the exercise is
called cost-utility analysis. For an artisan cooperative, the main outcome
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indicators might be the number of credits authorized, the volume of credits
authorized, the provision of technical assistance, and access to new mar-
kets. Suppose that a panel of experts is asked to rate the importance of each
of these four outcomes on a scale of 1 to 10 (where 10 is the most important
and 1 the leastimportant) and the meanscores of their ratings are as follows:

Outcome Mean Rating

Number of credits 8.2
Volume of credits 5A
Technical assistance 4.9
New markets 7.1

These ratings indicate the relative importance (utility) of each outcome
and show that on average the evaluators considered the number of credits
authorized to be the most important indicator of the project's success. The
ratings can then be used to calculate the cost-effectiveness ratio for the
delivery of the number of credits (the most important outcome according
to the judges). Or the weighted scores can be combined to form a more
complex index. For example, the composite cost-effectiveness index (I)
could be defined as

1 =WI*RI +W2*Ra+Wn*Rn

where Wn = the weight of the nth project compmoent and Rn = the reciprocal
of the cost-effectiveness ratio of the nth component. The reciprocal of the
cost-effectiveness ratio is used because lower ratios (that is, lower costs of
producing a given output) indicate greater effectiveness.

c. Problems may arise in comparing the outcomes of different progams.
Take the example of tecinical assistance. One program might give artisans
bookkeeping assistance by having them participate in a course, whereas
another might provide assistance during the visits of promoters to their
business. Although both of these approaches might be classified as tecn-
cal assistance, they are likely to differ in quality and in specific content.

Similar differences may exist with respect to the delivery of credit. The
credits mightbe given through community offices set up by a government
agency or through a comnmercialbank with which the arisan must open an
account. In the latter case the program may help the arisan enter the
commercial credit market and thus may make it easier for him to obtain
future loans.
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d. Another problem relates to scalability. The output of many literacy
programs is measured by the scores on a scale of reading ability. But some
have questioned whether the intervals on this type of scale can be com-
pared. For example, an increase from 10 to 15 porits for ildren with
reading difficulties may be much more significant than an increase from 40
to 45 points for children with average reading ability. Yet both of these
increases would be given the same value in the analysis.

Computing the Cost-Effectiveness Ratio

The cost-effectiveness ratio (R) is defined as

R=CiU

where C = the average cost per case (student, house constructed, and so on)
and U = the average number of units of output produced per case. In the
evaluation of the El Salvador educational television (ETV) program dis-
cussed in Section E, the average cost per student of using television to teach
math was $22, and the average math test gain score was 3.7 poinits (Table
4-7). The cost-effectiveness ratio was therefore

R 22/3.7
= $5.9

Using Cost-Effectiveness Analysis as a Decisionmaking Tool

Cost-effectiveness analysis is used to judge whethera certain kind of project
is worthwhile (summative evaluation) and to select the best version of a
project (formative evaluation).

To determine whetlher a project is worthwhile, one must estimate the
costs of producing a given output. This can be done in two ways: by
measuringthe constart effects, thatis, the costs of producing agiven output
or service in different projects; or by measuring the constanf cost, which is
the cost per unit of output. A common methodological problem here is the
choice of unvalued output. Thompson (1980) suggests four possible out-
puts that could be used for assessing the cost-effectiveness of a lhypothetical
cancer screening program: cost per case discovered aind treated ($18,000),
cost per cure ($30,000), cost per life saved ($22,500), and cost per year of life
gained ($6,000). Tne choice of program might well depend on the output
indicators used. A variant used to assess programs that may cause a certain
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Table 4-7. The Cost-Effectiveness of Educational Television
and Educational Reform for Improving Educational Performance
in El Salvador

Gain over
Areaoflmvproemenf Gain TraditimlMethods

Mathematics
Traditional classe. 1.95
Eyperimental ETV classes 5.70 3.7
Educational reform 520 3.2

Sdence
Traditional classes 1.34
Expenmental ETV classes 420 2.9
Educational reform 5.10 3.8

Socialstudies
Traditional classes 2.61
Experimental ETV classes 6A0 3.8
Educational reform 3.10 1.5

Cost-ectivenessanalysis ET Rfilm only

Mat $ 22/3.7 = S 5.9 $16/3.2 = $ 5.0
Science $ 22/2.9=S42
Social studies S 22/3.8 = $ 10.7

Note: The cost-efectiveness ratios indicate the cost to produce a one-unit gain. The lower
the ratio the more cost-effective the prograL

Source Adapted from Camoy (1975).

number of lives to be lost (for example, a high -risk treatment) is risk-benefit
analysis (Thompson 1980:233-34). If aprogramproducesbenefits estimated
at $10 million but causes ten deats trough accidents or premature death,
there would be a risk-benefit ratio of one life per $1 million of benefits
produced.

Cost-effectiveness analysis can also be used to select the best version of
a program. First, it can help determine the optiml intensiveness of the
program, such as the minimum level of loan below which farmers, small
businessmen, or participants in a self-help housing program cannot make
worthwhile investments, or the maximum level above which borrowers
may make less productive investmnents, or the optimum number of hours
of literacy education, c1' the volume of water for irrigation. Second, cost-
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effectiveness analysis may be used to select the alternative that produces
the required output at the lowest cosL Third, it can be used to compare the
costs of producing differenit levels of benefit or ouiput. For example,
various methods of selecting participants for a low-cost housing program
could be compared to establish which ones ensure that all families admitted
into the program are poor and have incomes below a specified level. Visits
to the houses of applicants would almost certinly be more effective than
office interviews as a way of checking on family income but would greatly
increase program costs.

Applyng Cost-Effectiveness Analysis to Social Programs

Cost-effectiveness analysis is, in prnciple, well suted to the evaluation of
soial development programs, particularly since benefits need notbe mon-
etized. However, a number ofmethodological issues must be addressed in
this case as well

First, it is important to ensure that the appropriate indicator is selected.
In a job placement program, for example, one must decide whether the
output indicator should be the number of people who receive counseling,
the number who obtain jobs, the amount of time people stay in the job, or
the level of job (income) they obtain. The results may vary according to the
output indicator used.

Second, care must be taken to ensure that all costs have been identified
and quantified. Among the costs that can be overlooked are goods and
services provided free or below cost; time and money spent by clients
getting to, and waiting at, the project facility; the opportunity cost of the
time spentby partidpants (for example, in a self-help construction project);
and social costs such as environmental deteroration, health hazards, fam-
ily dislocation, and community conflict.

Third, the output indicators from different projects nustbe comparable.
There may be significant qualitative (professional qualifications of the
counselors) or quantitative (amount of time spent with each client) differ-
encesbetweenthelkinds ofjob counselingvarious programs offer, and their
app arently siilar outcomes (numbers of clients receiving counseling) may
actually be significantly different

A fourth question is how to evaluate a prgect tat has a number of
outcomes. Should only the most important outcome be assessed? Should a
separate analysisbe conducted for each major outcome? Or should weights
be assigned to each outcome so that a composite score can be obtained?
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Fiffi, a number of issues must be a..dressed relating to the scalability of
outputs. A problem already mentioned was that of comparing a relatively
small increase in reading skills for a person with a low initial reading level
with a numerically greater increase for someone starting from a higher
initial reading level. The scalability problem has to do with many social
output indicators, including improvements in the organizational capacity
of community groups, improvements in the quality of housing, changes in
the health status of a community, the quality of services provided by a
health center, and the volume of loans provided by a cooperative.

Sixth, a basic question to consider is how to interpret a cost-effectiveness
ratio. What do we mean when we say it costs $5.9 to produce a 1-unit gain
on a math aptitude test? The experimental TV program described in the
next section produced an average math gain score of 3.7 points. Is this a
large number or a small number? Perhaps this increase is too small to be of
any practical significance, or perhaps it indicates a major improvement.
How does the policymaker decide whether it is worth investing $5.9 to
produce each unit gain? This takes us back to the difference between
outputs and impacts. Normally, the reason for trying to produce a certain
output is that this output is expected to havt- somebenefit- However, itwill
often be necessary to test whether such a benefit will follow from the
outcome before the full meaning of the cost-effectiveness ratio can be
understood.

Using Cost-Effectiveness Analysis to Compare Methods ofExpanding
Primaiy Education in El Salvador

Table 4-7 illustrates how cost-effectiveness analysis was used to compare
two alternative methods for expanding primary education in El Salvador
(Carnoy 1975): educational reforms involving the retraining of teachers and
revision of the curricula, and the trse of educational teleuision.

The quality of the education under each method was measured by
applying a set of standard achievement tests at the beginning and end of
the school year and by calculating a gain score. Gain scores were calculated
for math, science, and social studies. The costs of the two methods were
estimnated to be $22 per year per student per subject for ETV and $16 for
educational reform.

Three groups were examined: traditional classes (which were used as a
control group), the educational reform group, an4 the ETVgroup (see Table
4-7). For socal studies, the gain from ETV (3.8) was more than twice that
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obtained in the educational reform group (1.5), but the difference between
the two groups was quite small for mathematics andscience. These findings
show that the effects vary considerably by subject; therefore care must be
exercised when generalizing from the results Scores for all three subjects
showed a gain over traditional teaching methods.

The lower secdon of the Table 4-7 compares the cost-effectiveness of the
two methods. The cost was divided by the gain score to compute the cost
of producing a one-unit gain by each metiod. The lower the cost-effective-
ness ratio, themore economical the method. Educational reformis themost
cost-effective method for teaching math (5 pesos per unit gain compared to
5.9) and science (4.2 compared to 7.6), whereas ETV is more cost-effective
for social studies (5.7 pesos compared to 10.6).

This is a useful tool for the policymaker because it shows that, even
though ETV produces a larger gain for mathematics, the unit cost of
producing the gin is higher. Thus it would be more cost-effective to invest
in educational reform.

Issues and Approaches in Monitoring Social Sector Programs

Althoughmany socialprogramsaremonitoredusingthesame quantitative
procedures employed in econonic and physical infastructure projects, the
characteristcs of most social programs are such that the standard monitor-
ing techniques are usually unable to capture their objectives and im-
plementation processes. Some countries clearly recognize this problem.
India, for example, tends to appraise social programs by different criteria
(they need not be assessed in terms of their economic rates of return),
finances them differently (until recently foreign loans were rarely used for
social programs), and evaluates them according to differenL criteria (such
as the accessibility of their benefits to the intended target population).

In this section we consider the limitations of conventional monitoring
systems for social programs, identify some of the monitoring approaches
being used or developed for social analysis, and describe some of the
monitoring issues and approaches ir. different social sectors.

Although it is often important to compare social programs with other
kinds of development programs to determine their overall contributions to
natimoal development objectives, standard monitoring procedures maynot
be appropriate.

For one thing, the outputs and benefits of social programs are often
difficult to quantify. For programs such as primary education, rural and
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health extension, and self-help housing, the quality of the product is at least
as important as the quantity. However, most monitoring systems do not
look at quality. In programs that use a participatory planning and ixm-
plementation approach, some of the outputs may not even have been
defined at the start of the project. Many social projects (such as rural
nutrition programs, the provision of primary education or primary health)
are part of broader social development programs, and the outputs of a
particular project may be difficult to isolate and assess.

In addition, social programs need to be assessed from the perspective of
their different stakeholders, each of whom may use quite different criteria
for this purpose. Although conventional monitoring systems assume that
a standard set of indicators can satisfy the information needs of all inter-
ested parties-an adequate -monitoring system for a social program nor-
mally requires a stakeholder analysis to identify staleholder perspectives
and information needs.

Recall, too, that conventional systems do not adequately monitor im-
plementation processes, only inputs and outputs. Furthermore, conven-
tional monitoring systems fail to consider whether projects have the
cpacity to continue delivering the intended services and benefits to target
populations. This is a particularly serious issue for social programs.

Anumberof techniqueshavebeen or arebeingdeveloped formonitoring
and evaluating social programs. These techn-iques, manay of which are
known as "socal analysis," are described briefly here but are discussed
more fully in later chapters.

institutional analysis is used to assess the institutional capacity and per-
formance of participating agencies and community organitions in the

formulation, implementation, and pperation of the project. Some of the
techniques were described earlier in this chapter (see also &-tap-ers 5 and
6). Insttutional analysis can also be used to compare the merits of inte-
grated social development programs that offer awide range of servicesbut
require complex coordinationarrangementsbetweendifferentagencies,on
the one hand, and the merits of specialized programs that may be more
efficient but address only one component of a complex sodal problem
having many causes and requiring many kinds of services, on the other.

Efforts are also being made to develop indicators of the quality of inputs
and outputs. These combine assessments and ranldngs of project perfor-
mance by staff, supervisors, and beneficiaries with assessments of staff
performance. An example of the latter was a study in Bangladesh compar-
ing the actual use of time by staff in a primary health program with the
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allocation of time spedfied in their official job desciptions (BRAC 1990).
Similar ranldng and assessment procedures can be used to monitor the
quality of outputs. It is also possible to develop detailed observational
guidelines for monitoring the physical outputs, and the frequency and
quality of utilizationt A promising approach in urban development is to
monitor changes in assessed rental and sale values as an indicator of quality
(Jimenez 1982).

Beneficiary assessment techniques are also used to provide regular feed-
back on the opinions and experiences of beneficiaries and vicdms as a
project evolves (Finsterbusch, Ingersoll, and UeweHlyn 1990; Salmen 1987).
The range of techniques is being expanded to incorporate simple quantita-
tive indicators into the earlier qualitative approaches. (These techniques are
discussed in Chapters 5, 7, and 10.)

Various techniques are also being developed for monitoring the sus-
tainability of projects, both the capacity of the project to continue delvering
services and the capacity of the institutions involved to operate and further
develop the project These approaches are now being widely used in
assessing project impacts on the envirorunent (Wallis 1989). Although to
date the techniques have mainly been used in project apprai and to some
extent for impact evaluation, many of them could be used to monitor
environmental impacts on a regular basis (Centre for Science and Environ-
ment 1985; World Resources Institute 1990; the approaches are discussed
in Chapter 6).

It is also important to determine whether projects are alleviatingpoverty
and readhing the intended low-income groups. Some of these concerns can
be built into regular monitoring reports. (for example, to report on the
income levels of families receiving loans or services). It is usually difficult
to assess the reliability of this information, however, because families may
deliberately distort information an their income to make sure they are
eligible for the project. This is particularly problematic when powerful
economic orpolitical groups are involved (BRAC 1983). Insucicases itmay
be necessary to conduct in-depth studies to better understand and assess
who is benefiting and to identify the factors affecting access to the project;
(These approaches are discussed in Chapters 5 and 10.)

Many countries are also assessingproject impacts onwomen, and a wide
range of gender analysis techniques are now available for thii purpose
(Asian Development Bank 1991; Heyzer 1992; Maya Tech Corporation
1991). Rao, Anderson, and Overholt (1991) propose an analytical frame-
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work for analyzing the gender issues during the procect identification and
design phases ('fable 4-8). This indicates the kinds of information required
to assess how well project identification and design respond to women's
needs and promote women's active participation in implementatio and
how women are likely to be positively and negatively affected by the
projects. The purpose of collecting this information during thepreparatory
phase of a project is to allow time for the selection or design to be modified
to correct any potential problems or to further increase the partiripation of
women. Table 4-9 presents similar recomnmendations on the kinds of infor-
mnation to be collected during project implementation and evaluation.

Of particularinterest are the questions relating to whether gender issues
are adequately addressed in the project monitoring and evaluation. Em-
phasis is placed on ensuring that women stakeholders are involved in the
definition of the evaluation questions and also in the interpretation of the
findings. This means the evaluation reports must be presented in a clear
and simple fonnat. The results must also be made available in a timely
manner so that problems can be identified and corrected.

SectorApproaches

Although most of the above echniques are widely applicable, each social
sector has tended to focus on a specific set of issues and to rely on sector-
specific assessment strategies.

In the urban sector, project affordability and accessibility of shelter and
water to low-income households have always been of concen, and efforts
have been made to develop more reliable methods for estimating income
and for monitoring the economic level of project beneficiaries.

Beneficiary assessment techniques, including participant observation,
are used to obtain feedback from beneficiaries on project design and
implementation. These techniques are also sometimes used to monitor the
efficiency of community organizations and to determine whether they
fairly represe.t the target population. The kinds of diagnostic studies
describedin Chapters are also used to pro ride rapid feedbackon the causes
and possible solutions of implementation and operational problems iden-
tified by input-output monitoring.

A question frequently raised, but rarely studied, concerns the long-term
impact of projects on the poor. When land and property values rise as a
result of project investmnents in infrastructure and housing, little is known
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Table 4-S. Gender Issues in Project Identification and Design

Women's Dimension in Project Identification

Assessing wnmen's nieeds

What needs and opportunities exist for increasing women's productivity and/or
production?

What needs and opportudties exist for increasing women's access to and control
of resources?

What needs and opporturnities exist for increasing women's accL.ss to and control
of benefits?

How do these needs and opportunities relate to the country's other general and
sectoral development needs and opportunities?

Have women been directly consulted in identifing such needs and
opportunities?

Defining genewnl project objectives

Are project objectives explidtly related to women's needs?
Do these objectives adequately reflect women's needs?
Have women participated in setting those objectives?
Have there been any earlier efforts?
How has the present proposal built on earlier efforts?

Identifing possible negative effects

Might the project reduce women's access to, or control of, resources and benefits?
Might it adversely affect women's situation in some other way?
What will be the effects on women in the short and longer run?

about the impact on the original low-income beneficiaries-whether they
will sell to achieve a capital gain or be forced to leave because of pressure
from speculators or because they cannot afford to pay higher rents and
service charges.

In rural development and in many of the agricldtural subsectors, a primary
concer is to find efficient and economical ways to obtain rapid feedback
on the implementation, accessibility, and impacts of projects affecting large
numbers of rural families in small and widely scattered communities. (For
general discussions of cost-effectve sampling methods for monitoring and
evaluation in agriculture, see Casley and Ktrnar 1988; for applications in
social forestry, see Slade and Noronha 1984; and for agricultural extension,
see Murphy and Marchant 1988.)

In addition to the basic logistical problems of monitoring widely scat-
tered populat: ras, a number of political and cultural factors further com-
plicate monitcring. In many rural areas the allocation of project resources
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Table 4-8 (continued)

Women's Dimension in Project Design

Project impad on womenns actiities

Which of these activities (production, reproduction and maintenance,
socopolitical) does the project affect?

Is the planned component consistent with the current gender denomination for
the activity?

If it plans to change the women's performance of that activity (locus of the
activity, remunerative mode, technology, mode of activity), is this feasible, and
what positive or negative effects would it have on women?

If there is no change, is this a missed opportunity for women's roles in the
development process?

How can the project design be adjusted to increase the above-mentioned positive
effects, and reduce or eliminate the negative ones?

Project impact on women's access and control

How will each of the project's components affect women's access to and control
of the resources and benefits engaged in and stemming from the production of
goods and services?

How will each of the project's components affect women's access to and control
of the resources and benefits engaged in and stemming from the reproduction
and maintenance of the human resources?

How will each of the project's components affect women's access to and control
of the resources and benefits engaged in and stemming from the socapolitical
functions?

What forces have been set into motion to induce further exploration of
constraints and possible improvements?

How can the project design be adj asted to increase women's access to and
control of resources and benefits?

Sowurc- Rao, Anderson, and Overholt (1991-.18-19).

may be controlled by local power groups whose influence is difficult to
monitor because villagers and small farmers arereluctant to denounce their
employers andpatrons, evenwhensignificant amounts of project resources
are being misappropriated (Getubig and Ledesma 1988).

Rural development practitioners have pioneered the use of rapid rral
appraisalmethods for providingrapid and economical feedback during the
appraisal, monitoring, and evaluation of rural projects (Chambers 1985;
Gow 1990). Many of these techniques are now being applied int healt,
nutrition (Scrimshaw and Hurtado 1987), and urban programs. The early
advocates of these techniques tended to stress speed and economy and to
adopt a somewhat iconoclastic attitude to conventional researh rmethods
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Table 4-9. Gender Issues in Project Implementation and Evaluation

Women's Dimension in Project Implementation

Personnel

Are prnqect personnel sufficiently aware of and sympathetic to women's needs?
Are women used to deliver the goods or services to women beneficiaries?
Do personnel have the necessary skills to provide any special inputs required by

women?
What training techniques will be used to develop delivery systems?
Are there appropriate opportunities for women to partcipate in project

management positions?

Organizational structures

Does the organizational form enhance women's access to resowces?
Does the organization have adequate power to obtain resources needed by

women from other organizations?
Does the organization have the institutional capability to support and protect

women during the change process?

Operations and logistics

Are the organization's delivery channels accessible to women in terms of
personnel location and ting?

Do control procedures exist to ensure dependable delivery of the goods and services?
Are there mechanisms to ensure that the project resources orbenefits are not

usurped by males?

Finances

Do funding mechanisms exist to ensure program continuity?
Are funding levels adequate for proposed tasks?

such assampledesign,but recently anumber of questionshavebeenraised
about the methodological validity of rapid assessment methods. Research-
ers are now trying to develop cost-effective ways to incorporate a greater
degree of methodological rigor to respond to some of these concems
(Valadez 1991).

The influence of sodocultural factors on the selection, design, and im-
plementation of projects has been another subject of interest in these sectors
(Cernea 1991). In addition, more attention is being given to beneficiary
assessmentand tobenefidaryparticipationinoperationsandmaintenance.
Irrigation maintenance, in particular, has emphasized participatory ap-
proaches, and a large number of evaluation studies have been conducted
in this area (Uphoff 1989).
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Table 4-9 (continued)

Is preferential access to resources by males avoided?
Is it possible to trace funds for women from allocation to delivery with a fair

degree of accuracy?

Flexibility

Does the project have a management information system that wfll allow it to
detect the effects of the operation on women?

Does the organization have enough flexibility to adapt its structuilz rid
operations to meet the changing or newfound situations of women?

Women's Dimensions in Project Evaluation

Data requirements

Does the project's monitoring and evaluation system explicidtly measure the
project's effects on women?

Does it collect data to update the activitv analysis and the women's access- and-
control analysis?

Are women involved in designating the data requirements?

Data collection and analysis

Are the data collected with sufficient frequency so that necessary project
adjustments could be made during the project?

Are the data fed back to project personnel and beneficaries in an understandable
form and on a timely basis to allow project adjustments?

Are women involved in the collection and interpretation of data?
Are data analyzed so as to provide guidance in designing other projects?
Are key areas for research on women in development identified?

Source Rao, Anderson, and Overholt (1991:19-20).

These sectors have also demonstrated the importance of monitoring
environmental impacts and assessing the sustainability of projects.

Thesizable investrnents inruraldevelopment,inparticular,havecreated
an opportunity to develop some comprehensive monitoring techniques
(for example, the concurrent evaluation of all integrated rural development
programs in India) and to assess and compare different programs. A
number of reviews havebeen published in this regard (Asian Development
Bank 1988; India, Programme Evaluation Organizaton 1985; Jha 1987;
World Bank 1985).-

In the population, health, and nutrition sectors, precise techniques have
been developed for monitoring the distribution and accessibility of dearly
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defirLed inputs and services such as vaccination, primary health care, and
contraceptives (Valadez 1991). In addition, cost-effective techniques and
impact assessment techniques have been devised in this field (Briscoe and
others 1986). Advances have also been made in developing and testing
project implementation models that specify the behavioral links between
inputs and outputs. Among the earliest examples were the "KAP studies"
(of knowledge, attitude, and practice) thatwere used to monitor populaiion
programs and that are now fundamental components of many HIV/AIIDS
control projects.

Methods have also been devised tr assess tht targeting techriiques of
poverty alleviation programs. For example, the Tamil Nadu Integrated
Nutrition Program in South ndia uses anthropometric techniques to target
nutrition programs toward children diagnosed as suffering from malnutri-
tion and to monitor the impacts of the administration of nutritional supple-
ments on the physical development of poor children (Heaver 1988).

In addition, these sectors have focused on assessing the organizational
and institutional systems used for implementing the programs, and on the
difficulty of developing integrated multiservice programs that may have
lost some of their effectiveness because of problems with interagency
coordination.

Two recent studies in Latin America (Grosh 1992; Pfefferman and Griffin
1989) have shown that it is possible to develop rigorous methods for
comparing the cost-effectiveness and equity of different methods for tar-
geting health, nutrition, and education programs. One technique some-
what analogous to statistical significance testing compares targeting
methods in terms of their exclusion err (the percentage of eligible families
or individuals who are excluded) and their inclusion error (the percentage
of noneligible families or individuals who receive benefits).

In education and vcational training, the emphasis has been on the access-
ibility of education, particularly on monitoring regional arid urbat-rural
differences, the impact of the household economic level, and factors affect-
ing the participation of giis. The efficiency of the operation and the
organization and the quality of education (Hunting, Zymelman, and
Martin 1986) and its effect on employment and income are also being
studied. Tracer and cohort studies, in which employment and earnings
histories of students are studied over years or even decades, have been
widely used.
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Notes

1. See Gran (1983:chap. 11) for a review of scome of the critiques of donor-spon-
sored evaluations.

2. See Rossi and Freeman (1982.chap. 9, "The Context of Fvaluatior. Research)

for a similar classification of stakeholders.
3. This example is descrbed in more detail in Bamberger and Hewitt (1986:

Annex H).
4. See Hans-Uhich Derlien, "Genesis and Structure of Evaluation Efforts in

Comparative Perspective" (in Rist 1990:150-51).
5. The nationalmonitoring and evaluationsysterrsin Bangladesh andinallother

South Asian countries are described in detail in Chan (1989). See also Khan (1990)
for a descriptionof systems used in the countries of Southeast Asia. In addition, see
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Worlfi Bank (1983:5, "The Role of the State'). Between 1900 and 1980 public
expenditure in industrializ2d countries increased from about 10 to 40 percent of
GDP. Between 1960 and 1980 the proportion increased from about 15 to 25
percent for middle-income countries, and from about 12 to 17 percent for low-
income countries.
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Diagnostic Studies of Problems
Affecting Project Implementation,
Operation, and Sustainability

The successful implementation, operation, and sustained delivery of a
program's activities depend as much onwhathappensduringimplementa-
tdon as on how carefully the program was planned and designed. Im-
plementation problems are often due to unexpected responses on the part
of inbended beneficiaries; difficulties in obtaining or using human, finan-
cial or material resources; inappropriate service delivery systems; and
external events largely beyond the control of project management Box 5-1
illustrates some unanticipated events tat necessitated changes in designs
or method of execution while prcect implementation was in progress.

The Purpose of Diagnostic Studies

Given the complexities and unpredictability of the program environment,
managers require constant feedback on the factors affecting project im-
plemientationana on the corrective actions takenwhenproblems arise. This
feedback can be provided through diagnostic studies, which are conducted
either when problems have already been r4 Fcted or on a regular basis as
an early warning system to detect potentiLl problems. Diagnostic studies
afe also called process sfudies or evaluations (Rossi and Freeman 1993) and
formatve evaluations (Morris and Fitz-Gibbon 1978).

159
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Box 5-1. Unanticipated Events That Have Caused Project Design

or Implementation Methods to Be Modified

* Ahousing projectin El Salvadorwasdesigned for families currently living

in tenement houses in which they shared washing and toilet facilities In

order to make the project housing affordable, units were designed with

communal washing facilities oar the assumption that these would be

acceptable, as they were similar to those in the tenements currently lived
in. To the surprise of the planners, families objected strongly. They were

well aware of the number of arguments and other problems arising from

shared facilities. The new houses had to be redesigned in the face of this

opposition.
• Baurn and Tolbert (1985) cite examples in which project designers had

seriously overesdmated the availability of labor. In India, for example,
farmers could not plail the new crops promoted by an agricultural devel-
opment project because the peak labor demand coincided with the rice
harvest Similarly, road construction projects have been delayed in rua

areas when construction can only take place during the dry penod, which
is often the time of peak agricultural activity.

* A footbridge in Nepal was not completed because the government as-

sumed that the villages would welcome the bridge and would be willing
to provide timber and complete theconstruction. As itturned out, villages
were annoyed that they had not been consulted about the location of the
bridge and refused to cooperate.

. It was recently discovered that an immunization program proposed in
Bolivia could notbe implemented as planned. Vaccines were to be admin-
istered by nurse auxiliaries. However, because there was not enough fuel

to run the generators, the cold chain could not be maintained. Replanning
was therefore necessary to either improve the local supply of fuel or to

organize the program through a higher level of the health systemn
. In Venezuela, the design, scope, and method of selection of beneficiaries

for many low-inoome housing prcects had to be drastically modified
when the project sites and nearby land were invaded by squatte. The

invaders were numerous and well organized, and so they could not be
evicted. Thus their presence had to be taken into account in the im-
plementation of the project and the allocation of houses.

* A USALD-funded agroforestry project in. Haiti was designed to help 6,000
peasants plant three miion trees in four years to combat deforestation.
However, by using an innovative approach in which promoters (an-
imateurs) workedwith localpeasant organizations,itwaspossible to help
75,000 peasants plant some 20 million tees.
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Diagnostic studies can be subdivided into diagnostic monitoring studies,
whose purpose is to improve the performance of an ongoing project, and
diagnostic evaluation studies, whose purpose is to help interpret the reasons
for the success or failure of a completed project and to help in the design of
future projects.

Diagnostic evaluation studies are usually part of an ex-post evaluation.
Most of the quantitative evaluation procedures described in Chapters 8, 9,
and 11 are designed to measure the extent to which intended outputs or
impacts were achieved (and some of the intervening variables affecting the
level or direction of impact), but they cannot explain why the intended
effects were not achieved. For example, a multiple regression analysis can
estimate the proportion of the variance in housing investment explained
by household income or education, but it cannot assess why the average
family only invested, say, 1,000 pesos in housing inLstead of the 5,000 pesos
estimated when the project was being planned.

Diagnostic studies can complement quantitative evaluation methods by
pinpointing the reasons for a project's poor performance-whether it be
poor project design, implementation problems, lack of receptivity of the
target population, problems of coordination with other agencies, or unex-
pected extermal events.

The Design and Implementation of Diagnostic Studies

identifying an Implementation Problem

Since managers need some means of rapidly detecting implementation
problems before they become too serious, one of the functions of monitor-
inO studies (see Chapter 4) is to identify actual or potential problems, such
as delays, cost overrms, or beneficiary dissatisfaction. Often management
will decide that special studies are required to provide a more detailed
analysis of the causes or to propose possible solutions. To make such an
assessment, management may need to examine the prelmninary results of
the diagnostic studies within a few weeks. Box 5-2 shows a typical sequence
of events ina diagnosticstudy of a development program for a hypothetical
small business.

Salmen (1992z21) notes that beneficiary assessment was used in Ethiopia
to help explain why pregnant women almost never visited health centers
during their pregnancy:
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Box 5-2. Defining the Scope, Objectives, and Timring
of a Diagnostic Study for a Hypothetical Small Buginess
Development Project

. The quarterly monitoring report highlighted the unexpectedly low rate of
applications for small business loan applications as one of the key issues
to be addressed by management

- The management meeting considered various explanations as to why the
application rate was so Iow but failed to reach agreement on the principal
cause. One manager claimed that the main problem was poor publicity
whileothersputtheblameooncumbersomeadministrativeprocedures, the
minimum loan (which they said was too large), the maximum loan (which
was too small), or the unwillingness of businesses to pay for the technical
assistance and training required as part of the loan package.

- The general manager explained that there would be visits from the donor
agency in three months, at which time the possibility of the followig
changes in project design would be considered: changes in the minimum
and maximum loan sizes, increased expenditures on publicity, and
changes in the kinds of training offered. The donor would probably not
agree to having techcical assistance eliminated, and it would be difficult
tomakerapidchanges intheadministrative proceduresbecause thesehad
to comply with banking regulations. Consequently, the diagnostic study
should focus on those issues where changes could be made-

* All agreed that a diagnostic study was required to obtain more informa-
tion. The evaluation unit was asled to submit the results of a preliminary
study atthe nextmanagementmeetinginfourweeks. A furitherfourweeks
would be available if a follow-up study was necessary.

* A budget was approved for the study, and it was agreed that staff could
be loaned from the social services of credit divisions to conduct interviews
or to help with data analysis.

On the basis of in-depth discussions held with men and women in the
communtity in which they lived, it was discovered that the major reason for
thelow visitationrate layin the culturalbelief thatitwasconsideredweak and
improper for women to admit to any pain or discomfort. This information,
which was new to the public health officials in Addis Ababa, was considered
useful to help orient health education among rural communities.

The need for diagnostic studies can be identified in other ways as weEl
Managers may call for such studies when they have identified a problem
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or when they need additionil information to help them make a decision,
or the evaluation unit may suggest what topics need to be studied.

Exploratory studies may also be conducted from time to time to assess
the progress of a program's activities and to identify possible problems.
This approach is strongly recommended for innovative projects for which
there is little previous experience to guide project design and implementa-
tion. Such diagnostic studies employ two basic methods: participant obser-
vation and panel studies in which a sample of subjects are interviewed
periodically to obtainfeedback on those aspects of the project fiatare going
well or badly. Box 5-3 describes some typical panel studies.

Defining the Conceptual Model of a Program and Idening Possible Causes
of the Prfb/ems

Themodelof theimplementationprocessin Chapter3 (Figure3-2) canhelp
management identify the factors contributing to problems. The figure
identifies six sets of such factors conceptualization and design, resource
mobilization, service delivery, program organization, unanticipated re-
sponses by the target population, and the influence of external events.

Box 5-3. Examples of Panel Studies to Monitor Project
Implementation

* In the Tondo upgrading project in Manila, approximately 100 families
were asked to keep a daily record of their income and expenditures over
a period of two years. The data were used to study the sources of housing
investment and to identify any negative effects that these expenditures
might have on the ability of farnilies to purchase basic necessities such as
food and clothing (Reforma and Obusan 1981).

- To monitor the process of house construction and to identify any problems
arisingduringtheself-help constructionperiod, panels ofhouseholds have
been selected in a number of countries. In some cases (for example,
Nairobi), information on the progress and quality of construction was
obtained by direct observation, whereas in other cases (for example, El
Salvador), observation was combined with interviews (FSDVM 1979).
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Alternative Designsfora Diagnostic Study

SINGLE-SITEANALYSIS. Many diagnostic studies are conducted at a single
site, either because the program is located in a single site, or because there
is not enough money or time for a cross-site analysis. An exploratory
single-site study may also be conducted in preparation for a more com-
prehensive cross-sitestudy. If managementrequiresarapid initial response
(in time for thenextmonthlymanagement meeting), thesingle-site analysis
may be the only feaslible option. Box 54 gives examples of single-site
studies

The drawback of suchstudiesis thatthey donot reveal whetherproblems
are general or are site-specific. Without comparative data, it is difficult to
choose between alternative explanations or to assess the plausibility of a
particular causal hypothesis.

Box 5-4. Examples of Single-Site Diagnostic Studies

A study ofthe causes ofabsenteeism and dropout amongparticipants in aself-help
housing project in El Salvador (FSDVM 1976). Interviews were conducted
with families actively participating in the project, those who were fre-
quently absent born commtunal work days, and those who had dropped
out of the project Application forms were analyzed to compare the age,
education, and family size of the partidpants and dropouts. Project staff
were also interviewed.

* Analysis of the causes of the sloz-rate of house construction and occupation ia
Dakar, Senegal (Bureau d'Evaluatdon 1977). Families were interviewed at
the project site and in their homes. Application forms were analyzed to
compare the characteristics of families that were building quickly and
slowly. The process of house construction was observed and project staff
were interviewed. The problems in contracting and supervising building
contractors were also analyzed.

* A participant observation study was conductedi in La Paz Bolivia (Salmen
1983) to shed light on the attitu ; and experiences of different sectors of the
community with a squatter upgrading project. By living in the project site for
several montis, Salmen was able to learn who was and who was not
benefiting honm the project Such details could not have been leamed from
a survey.
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CROSS-SITE ANALYSIS. If a program is operating in a number of sites, a
cross-site analysis can be conducted to assess the extent of the problem
(Does it occur in all sites? Are there differences in the intensity of the
problembetween sites?). The followingcontributingfactors alsoneed to be
examined to assess their influence on the problem being studied:

* Resources and their utilization. Were there differences in the volume or
kdnds of firnancial, human, and material resources available in each
site? Were the resources used in different ways?

* Project implementation methods. Were different methods used to orga-
nize the community, select participants, and provide technical assis-
tance?

* Servicesdelivered. Did the levelorqualityof services (outputs) deEvered
vary?

a Characteristics of the benefciary population. Did the social, cultural, eco-
nomic, and political characteristics of the population differ from site
to site?

a Political and administrative characterfistics. Were different kinds of com-
munity and political organizations operating at each site? Were sites
managed in different ways (Did they have different administrative
areas? Were different central or local govemment agencies involved)?

= External events. Were there any significant natural, economic, socal, or
political events that might have affected project implementation at
particular sites?

For multicomponent projects that are implemented in different cities or
regions, it is also possible to compare relationships between city charwteristirs
and program performance. Box 5-5 gives some examples of mnultisite studies.

LONGnTUDINAL AND CROS-SECTIONAL DESIGNS. Since most diagnostic
studies must be completed within a relatively short period oftime, they are
not normally used to analyze the evolution of a program over time. In
longitudinal studies, however, the evaluation can desaibe how the pro-
gram evolved and assess the extent to which the current problems are due
to the way the program was implemented or to extemal events that oc-
curred during implementation.

Even when .i longitudinal study is not possible, an effort should be made
to locate and use historical data. Sometimes such data can be found in
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Box 5-5. Examples of Multisite Diagnostic Studies

A comparison was made of the factors affecting the performance of seven
urban cooperatives in El Salvador (Urban and Regional Economics Divi-
sion 1978). The records of the cooperatives were examined, members were
asked to complete a short questionnaire, in-depth interviews were con-
ducted with a sample of mernbers, meetings were attended, and interviews
were conducted with the cooperative promoters.

* In a study of a number of fishing cooperatives in Recife, Brazil, the factors
affecting performance were examined to determine why the cooperative
program had developed more slowly than expected. A participant ob-
serverlived in oneof thefishingvillages forseveralmonths,and additional
interviews were conducted with fishermen who were and were not mem-
bers of the coopera tive, and with the various organizations involved in the
promotionof theprogram.Therecordsof thecooperativeswereexamined
and a study made of the role of the middlemen and moneylenders who
were competingwiththecooperative (NucleodeAcompanhamento 1983).

program records (records on credit operations, minutes of meetings, super-
vision reports) or through interviews with affiliated organizations. News-
papers and other secondary sources of data can also be useful for certain
kinds of projects.

Defining the Knds of Information to Be Collected

Data collection procedures cannot be defined until one know what kinds
of information are required. In diagnostic studies, the data usually cover at
least several of the following topics:

Indicators of project performance. In order to determine whether problems
are general or site-specific, it is necessary to establish criteria for measuring
how well different sites are performing with respect to the problem being
studiecL

Resource allocation. Information is needed on the kinds and levels of
resources actually allocated to and used at each project site.

Indicators of implementation. In some cases, it is sufficient to determine
which of several implementation methods was used (for example, were
loans administered, trough banks or through community based offices),
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but usually it is also necessary to develop indicators of the quality or
intensity of implementation methods. Valadez (1991) developed lot qual-
ity assurance sampling for this very purpose (see Chapter 11).

Service deliveay. Evaluators also need indicators of the quantity and
quality of services delivered and of the distribution of services among
different sectors of the population.

Characteristics ofthe target population Social, economiic, and cultural char-
acteristics of the population need to be considered.

Commnunity organizations. Attention must also be given to the types of
organizations operating in the community, their activities, their interrela-
tionships, and their attitudes to the program's activities. For quantitative
cross-site analysis it may be necessary to develop a more rigorous system
for classifying and comparing organizations. This might include indicators
such as the number of members, frequency of meetings, kinds and scale of
activities, and value of resources mobilized.

External events. For some kinds of analysis it will be sufficient to identify
theimportant events anddescribe how theymighthave r.'-,ected theproject
in the case of statistical analysis, however, it may be necessary to develop
quantitative indicators such as numbers of families affected by natural
disasters, number of new jobs created in the area, and amount of govem-
ment investment in related projects.

City or sectoral characteristics. Per capita income, per capita investment,
the proportion of the population with access to particular services, and the
sectoral distribution of employment all need to be examined.

Perceived causes of the probklems .>ecfng the program. It is particularly
portant to seek the opinions of all the main groups involved in the

program's actvities about tie causes of the problems being studied. The
data may be obtained from sample surveys or from a small number of key
infomrants.

Methods of Collecting Data

Diagnostic studies can use any of the methods of collecting quantitative or
qualitative data described in Chapters 7 and 10. The following list outlines
the main methods.

Ls;e of secondary data. Before embarking on the collection of data, the
researcher should check to determine what kinds of information are al-
ready available from existing records and reports, records of community
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organizations, government documents, previous studies, newspapers, and
the like.

Sample surveys. These surveys consist of interviews with a sample of
mothers, businessmen, farmers, and the like, about how they have been
affected by the program activities and how they tink the program is
performing. Care must be taken to ensure that the correct respondents are
being interviewed, namely, those whose responses are most pertinent to
implementing the prcject or to benefiting from it. However, there are many
issues to consider. For example, should it be the household head or the
household member most actively involved in the activity? Is it necessary
to interview more than one person in the family? Should the survey include
people who are not involved as well as those who are?

Panel studies. A sample of respondents is interviewed periodically to
docurnenthow they are affectedbyprogram activities andwhattheythink
about the program at different stages in its evolution.

Direct obseTvatiom Physicalchanges inte community or the maintenance
of infrastructure can often be monitored through an observation guide. It
is sometimes possible to conduct a statistical analysis of the resulting
information. Other data can be collected by observing the conduct of
commutitymeetings, the organization of commwinity work groups, the use
of community facilites, or the way program staff are utilized.

Partidpant observation. Living inL a project site or becoming directly in-
volved in community- or project-related activities is one of the most effec-
tive ways to leam what the beneficiaries and the community think about
programming activities and the various agendes involved in their im-
plementation. This is also an excellent way to assess the validity ox the more
structured methods of data collection. Evaluators should maintain regular
contact with representatives of al the major "stakeholders' to obtain rapid
feedback on how the prgram is progressing and to gain insight into the
causes and consequences of its various problems. Informants should rep-
resent all groups, such as the main population groups in the community,
and should not just be the community "leaders."

Group meetings. People respond differently in groups than in individual
interviews. hi a one-on-one interview, the researcher is more likely to
impose his or her agenda on the respondent. However, the respondent is
more likdey to behave in a more unbiased manner than in a group. In a
group interview, the group will take a more active role in directing the
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discussion, and the interactions between group members will bring forth
many issues that would not otherwise have arisen.

As always, a multimethod approach should be used so that information
from. a number of independent sources can be compared.

Data Analysis

Data analysis encompasses several activities, which take place from the
time the data are stil being collected. This section draws heavily on Miles
and Huberman (1984), who offer a more detailed discussion of many of the
procedures.

ANALysisDuRNG DATACOLLECION. The data used in diagnostic studies
are by and large qualitative. Usually they are collected by a single person
or a small number of interviewers using a checklist. Rapid feedback meth-
ods should be devised so tat the initial findings and impressions can be
reviewed and discussed by the data collection team and by program
leaders. The following are some examples.

Contact summary sheets can prepared by data collectors for each contact
so that a brief and systematically organized report (usually no more than
one page long) will be available for reviewers. Information should be
recorded on topics such as the background of the project, problems in
collecting the data, and new issues that should be covered.

A simple system should be used for coding reports (for example, different
categories of information can be highlighted in different colors or tagged
with numbers or letters) so that the reader can easily identify the informa-
tion each report contains on a particular topic Where secretaral support is
available, the information can be retyped by topic, or a microcomputer
coding system can be used to print out all the data on a particular topic
Patterns and themes in the data can be identified and coded. One theme
mightbe the methods a committee uses to encourage families to partcipate
in a project; another theme could be disagreements within households
about whether to invest in a particular project (for example, take out a loan,
buy fertilizer).

Memos and aid memoirs can be used to record ideas or hypotheses that
occur to the researchers at the time they occur. They should be written
down so that they can be discussed with other members of the teanm Lhey
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also help the lone researcher systematizehis orher thoughts aboutpatterns
emerging from the data.

Site analysis is required when the study is being conducted at a number
of different sites. A site includes any unit of analysis, whether the house-
hold, group, or community. Thepurpose is to produce an interim srmmary
of what is known about each site, what the problems are, and what
contextualfactors appear to be affecting outcomes. This is also a useful way
to review what information still needs to be collected. This assessment
brings together a number of different strands of research and helps evalu-
ators formulate hypotheses and decide how to use the remaining time and
resources. It can also identify biases due to data collection methods. For
example, a selection bias may arise when interviews are conducted with
members of the cooperative and nonmembers are overlooked.

WITHN AND BErWEEN SITE ANALYSIS. Data collection at a particular site
normally produces large amounts of information in the form of written
reports on individual interviews, observations of meetings, and the like.
Often reports go to great lengths to include as many detailed cases as
possible to Ive a "feel" for the data, but cumbersome reports are usually
not what a busy policymaker has time to read, and they tum out to be a
wastedeffort. Nor do cases provide anoverview of thesituation Whenever
possible, analyses should syntiesize data in simple charts, tables, or matri-
ces that are easily digestible. Some further examples follow.

Context charts can show the overall structure of the organization being
studied or the external factors affecting project development

Checklist matrices are a convenient way of sanning all the field data as a
first step in defining how they should be analyzed and presented. For
example, a matrix might consist of rows representing the different groups
involvedinavilagewatersupplyproject(forexample,smallfarmers,large

farmers, extension workers, local political leaders) and columns represent-
ing attitudes toward the project (for example, general receptivity, belief in
its viability, expected benefits). The analystwould thenfill in each cellwith
a phrase or two to indicate the attitude of each group. This would provide
an overview of the differences between groups and might also point up
missing infom-ation or remaining questions.

Time-ordered mtrices trace the evolution of the project. Rows represent
different groups and columns different stages of theproject The comments
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in each cell summarize the actions or opinions of groups at different points
in time.

Conceptually ordered matrices are used for more complex analyses, for
example, to uncover the reasons for different responses to a fishing coop-
erative. Rows might refer to the groups surveyed, such as boat owners,
crew menbers, small independent fishermen, and leaders of the coopera-
tive. The columns can represent the factors affecting motivation, such as
perceived economic effects, and relationships to groups promoting and
opposing the project.

Effcts matrices summarize the different types of effects. A simple form
would use the rowsr for different groups and columns for different eco-
nomic, demographic, and organizational effects.

Site-dynamic matrices describe the underlying processes necessary for
interpreting the results. The matrix might examine problems and their
solutions, or the way that the phases of the project wer organized.

Causal networks describe the causal links between the phases and activim-
ties of the project Figure 5-1 imustrates how a causal network was used to
descnrbe the links between antecedent variables, intervening variables, and
outcome variables .-or a credit and technical assistance program for small
business development The (+) and (-) signs indicate whether a particular
factor had a positive or negative influence. For example, the education of
the entrepreneur had a pcsitive impact on the progress of the company,
whereas the level of political activity in the conmmurity or sector had a
negative effect on the progress of the company.

An advantage of the network chart is that all the link between the
different factors are dearly identified and easy to understand. The reader
should compare this causal network with the discussion in Chapter 3 of
howpath analysis could be applied to tis same projece Networkdiagrams
or similar types of causal explanations should be examined by the various
groups involved with the project. Their opinions can serve to check any
discrepancies in the interpretations and the supposed causal links and tius
enable researchers to spot the weaknesses in their causal model and revise
it accordingly.

UNDERSTANDING TIE CONTEIC AND THE EFFECr OF ECXERNAL FACORS ON
PRojEcT ouTCOMES. A weakness of many quantitative survey methods is
that they are unable to control for, or perhaps even identify, the extemal
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Figure 5-1 Using a Causal Network to Examine Factors Affecting
the Success of a Small Business Development Program
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events that carn drasticalUy alter a program's outcomnes. During the period
Of ixnplemnentation 1there may be an election campaign, a flood', Ithe operiing
of a number of new factories, or a land invasion in one of te areasclose to
1the proiect. All of these events may have serious imapacts on implementa-
tion Qualitative methods can desaibe and monitor such events and help
assess their impact on the project.
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DIAGNOSINGT THE INFLUENCE OF COMMUNITY ORCITY CHARACTERISTICS ON
THE MPLEMENTATION OF ACrvmEs. Other important external factors that
affect implementation are the characteristics of the target population, the
kinds of community and political organizations tat are active in the area,
and the characteristics ref the cities or sectors in which the projects are
located.

When the number of project sites is sufficiently large, a statistical analysis
can help determine which of these characteristics are associated with
performance indicators. Such an analysis was used to assess factors affect-
ing the performance of an integrated urban development program in
twenty-three secondary cities in Colombia (Instituto SER 1981). The sum-
mary indicators of project performance in tiis case were water pipes
installed, small business loans, numbers of groups organized, and houses
constructed. These were compared with some of the principal economic
characteristics of the cities (per capita income, investment in infrastructure,
percentage of houses with water connections) through a correlationmatrix
The analysis found a number of these relationships were constant in most
cities. For example, the performance of the house construction component
of projects was related to the rate of employment generation in eadh cty.

This kind of comparative analysis pays due attention to the unique
characteristics of each city, which are usually overlooked. However, it
sometimes overegmphasizes the uniqueness of each community, assuming,
for example, that good or poor performance can be explained by unique
factors such as a confLict between the mayor and the Ministry of Housing.
This approach has also been used to analyze the impact of community
characteristics on the vaccination status of children under the age of three
throughout Costa Rica (Valadez, DiPrete, and Weld 1990; Valadez and
Weld 1992), the impact of regional factors on the management of irrigation
projects (Bottrall 1981), and the influence of city characteristics such as size
and income level on housing demand and the performance of housing
projects (Mayo 1983).

In this kind of study, it is important to combine the statistical analysis
with a qualitative analysis because a great deal of significant information
can be overlooked when some of the variables are reduced to a simple
quantitative form. For example, the way in which a local political party
committee operates can be more important than whether one exists. And
how financial or material support is provided and administered by a
govemment or project donors can be more important than the amount of
support.
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Assessing the Performance of Community Organizations

A primary objective of many social programs is to create or strengthen local
community organizations that can help in the planning, implementation,
and sustainability of their own programs. A monitoring system should
therefore be able to assess the performance of these community organiza-
tions in their design, implementation, and operation of the project Two
reliable indicators of the perfonnance of a community organization are the
amount of community partcipadon in project design, implementation, and
operation and the effectiveness of community communication networks.

Evaluating Community Participafion in the Planning and Managemnt
of Projects

Because many of the causes of paricipation or nonpartcipation are com-
plex, it is often difficult to know whether the low participation of certain
groups is due to deliberate exclusionpolicies or tothe lack of interest among
these groups. In many cultures particpation occurs through traditional
informal channels rather than through the easily observable formal struc-
hires set up by the program. Irn Indonesia, where it is the custom for people
to regularly visit the RT (block leader) in his house to discuss problems,
they would be reluctant to air such things in public, even in community
meetings.

Sample surneys are often used to estimate the level of participation of
different groups, the attitudes of the community toward community orga-
nizations and their activities, and the degree and form of community
participation in decisionmaking in conmmunal projects.

The above indicators can be used to compare participation between
socioeconomic groups, between commurities, and between types of pro-
jects or organizations over time.

Many community organizations keep membership and attendance re-
cords that contain useful information on certain kinds of partcipation (for
example, how many people pay their dues, attend meetings, vote, partici-
pate in committees and construction groups). Community promoters or
implementing agencies also keep records. These records must be interpre-
ted with care for sometimes they are used as a supervision tool, in which
case there may be an incentive to distort the information so as to present
the project in a more favorable light. Also, many are not up to clate or
miaintained regularly.
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Participant observation is a useful method for assessing the dynamics of
community participation in decisionmaling and project implementation
and management (see Box 5-6).

The more formal aspects of community organizations (such as meetings
and work groups) can be studied through passive observation. The observer
may attend meetings and record what takes place either in the form of a
general description or an outline based on predetermined categories, such
as the number of people attending, the number of active participants who
speak and vote, the number of items on the agenda that are discussed, and
on which a decision is reached, the methods by which decisions were
reached (for example, through a formal vote, through an informal indica-
tion of agreement, imposed by group leaders), and the degree of formality
of the meetings (for example, whether minutes are taken and read and
apprdved at subsequent meetings; whether a quorum is established).

The advantage of the above categories is that they can be used by
different researchers and hence make it easier to compare the results. It is
importanthowever, to have an adequate conceptual frameworkto explain
why these indicators were selected and how they will be interpreted.

Other observational indicators indude the tpes of election publicity
used, the numnber ofpeople attendingelections and politicalmeetings, and
the degree of openness or coercion used in election campaigns. Similar

Box 5-6. Examples of the Use of Participant Observation to Study
Community Participation in Decisionmaking

The researcher may observe a group from outside to analyze how it is
perceived by other groups inside and outside the community. Parris (1984)
lived in the community affected by an upgrading project and sought to
understand and describe the attitudes of the community to the implementing
agency and to the way in which the project was organized. He had direct
contact with the implementing agency itself.

Lisa Peattie (1969) became an active member of the junta opposing the
construction of a sewage outlet in the community in which she lived in
Venezuela. She was able to observe the response of different government
agencies and individuals to the group. However, it was clear that her partic-
ipation altered significantly the way in which the group operated, thus
illustrating the difficulties of using this active role to understand "normal"
group functioning in her community.
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types of observational procedures canbe used to evaluate work groups and
other types of community activities. A shudy of a mutual-help ditch-digging
projectinLusaka (LusakaHousingProjectEvaluationTeaml977) included
variables such as the proportion of participants working at any point in
time, the degree of coercion in persuading people to participate, and the
efficiency with which work was planned. Another study of mutual-help
house constructio in El Salvador (FSDVM 1979) included variables such
as efficiency of work compared with that of the professional contractor,
frequency of supervision, leadership style, and number of partcipants
actually worldng.

Important information can also be obtainedby studyingthe processesby
which particular decisions were made (often referred to as case histories).
Nelson Polsby (1963) emphasized the importance of studying issues on
which no action was taken as well as those in which a decision was made,
for certain people or groups may have a negative or veto power but stay in
the background and therefore are difficult to identify.

Studying Communicafion Networks and the Dissemination of Information
about Community Programs

Effective communication within the commuity is essential to ensure that
all groups are aware of the project and have the opportunity to participate.
Groups vary significantly in their access to information, and some groups
may be excluded from an intervention because they were not aware of its
existence. For example, Valadez found that 28 percent of the children in
Costa Rica under the age of three years were unknown to local health
workers. Therefore their households were never provided basic health.
services such as vaccnations.

Communication between the community and the implementing agen-
cies is essential to ensure that the community is aware of the content and
objectives of the project and tat community views are taken into account
in project design and implementation. A striking example of the problems
that can occur when the community is not well informed about the nature
of the project comes from a squatter settlement in Guayaquil. Since the
project had been delayed for more than three years, program managers
thought the commurity had no interest in individual water connections. In
fact, the problem "lay with the leaders who misrepresented the project to
their followers due to their wish to obstruct any Govemmental underting
which they saw both as jeopardizing their own hold on the population and
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as inimcal to the interests of the radical political party most of them
followed" (Salmen 1983:8).

Many social program managers have found it difficult to accept the idea
of commurnity involvement in project design and implementation. In their
view, experts know best and should design interventions that are then
"sold" to the community. Even when executing agencies are committed to
involving the community, they may make the commonmistake of worling
through community organizations that represent only a small number of
people, or that are strongly identified with one political, religious, or ethnic
group, although they have titles such as Junta or Community Association.
The very active junta of a community being upgraded in La Paz, for
example, represented only house owners. It failed to consult renters, who
did not wish to pay the higher service charges proposed by the junta
(Salmen 1983). And in Zambia (Bamberger, Sanyal, and Valverde 1982) it
was found that the community consultation process for deciding the route
of roads to be constructed in squatter areas was sometimes used to expel
unpopular religious minorities.

A good indicator of the efectiveness of communication networks is the
level and distribution of knowledge on topics relating to community activ-
ities. Box 5-7 illustrates questions that measure general awareness about
the existence and kinds of activities of a community organization.

The effectiveness of community networks can be detected tirough
changes in knowledge about commurnity affairs among the residents. The
simnplest way to quantify such knowledge is to use a set of binary Yes/No
questions. For example, Was the respondent aware of a proposal to start a
consumer cooperative? Could he or she name the president of the cooper-
ative? Did he or she know Who was eligible to participate in the project? A
value of 1 is given to each Yes and a score of 0 is given for each No.

It is often useful to examine the networks through which information
flows and the sources of information used by various people. The analysis
must be related to a specific issue because different networks are used for
differentpurposes. For example, people often use quite different sources to
obtain information on job opportunities and to gossip about what is hap-
pening in the neighborhood. Box 5-8 illustrates questions that might be
used to identify communicationnetworks that disseminate information on
a family planning program.

Anumber of studies have examined the socioeconomic characteristics of
opinion leaders and compared them with the characteristics of the zest of
the group (Rogers 1962). Other studies have tested the extent to which a
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Box 5-7. Examples of Questions to Measure General Awareness
about Community Organizations and Their Activities

1. Is there an organization in this community that is worling to improve the
conditions of life of community residents?

2. Could you tell me the name of the organization and where meetings are
held?

3. Do you know the name of the director (president)?
4. What are the main activities?
5. Have you received any information (within the last month) on the possi-

bility of organizing a consumers cooperative?

(If S
6. Could you tell me what you have heard?
7. What services would be offered by the cooperative?
& Who would be eligible to join?
9. Who is organizing it?

certain type of network is used. For example, respondents may be asked
w-hidch types of communication they have with members of their kinship
group, church, political party, or inmediate neighbors. A chart can be
constructed in which all members of the group are listed and the respon-
dentwouldbe asked to indicate thekind of commuricationhe/shehashad
with each person. Although it is more time-consumin& this approadh
provides more complete information.

Various quantitative indicators can be used to compare networks in
different communities:

* The proportion of the community involved in the network.
* The average number of network contacts of each individuaL
* The kinds of information flowing through the network.
* The proportion of opinion leaders residingin the community.

Most of the previous types of analysis examine access to information at
a particular point in time, but it is also useful to examine the dissemination
of information over time. Rogers (1962) plotted the time takenby different
groups of farmers to adopt a new weed spray. Whereas the groups defined
as "early adopters" and the "early majority" were using the sprays after
three to four months, the "laggards" and the late majority" were delaying
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Box 5-8. Q2uestions Used to Study Commuriicat:ion Networkcs
for l)issemidnating Information on Family Planning Programs

1. Plow did you first hear about (the family planniing clinic)?
a. Told by another person.
b. Heard about it on the radio (or through oLter mass media).
c. Read about it (where?).
d. Saw the clinic

(If told by another person)
2. What is the name of the person who bid you?
3. Is this person a

a. Relative (state relationship).
b. Friend.
c. Other (explain).

4. How did this person hear about (the family planning clinic)?
a. Told by another person.
b. Heard aboutitfrom the mass rmedia.

5. Have you told anyone else about the program? (details of people told-
kinship, where they live, etc.).

by up to five years. Early adopters and laggards often have quite different
socioeconomic c:haracteristics, and their behavior can be predicted with
respect to a wide range of innovations.

Sociometric studies of friensip and influence can be used to determine how
alliances are formed and community organizations structured. This is
partcularly important in arLas with strng regional, ethnic, or religious
ties. One of the objectives of community organizations is to transcend some
of these ties Typica- sociometric questions include, Who do respondents
go to when they need advice (for example, on family or personal affairs,
community activities, and employment)? and Who would respondents
recommend to run a community association if one was organized?

For each of the people named, information is then obtained on kinship
relations, socioeconomic characteristics (for example, age, sex, education,
religion), where they live, and what formal positions they hold in commu-
nityorothertypesof organizations.VariousIdnds of data onorganizational
behavior can be used in describing (a) the size of different types of net-
works-for example, the number of contracts reported by different socio-
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cultural groups; (b) the socioeconomic characteristics of the supporters of
different community leaders; and the degree of "openness' or "closedness"
of different groups (with respect to the number of people included whose
social or economic characteristics differ from those of the majority of group
members) and whether groups become more "open" after participation in
an intervention.

in a stuldy of the structure of social networks in a squatter area in
Cartagena, Colombia (Bamberger and Kaufmann 1984), "support net-
works" were constructed by obtaining infornation on all households with
whom money, goods, or services were exchanged. The social and economic
dharacteristics ofreceivers and givers were compared and ananalysis made
of factors determining the size and usage of the networks (Bamberger and
Parris 1984).

Respondents often have difficulty in recalling or explaining the details
of their communication networks because these follow customary patterns
thathaveneverbeen questioned. Foroexample,awomanmayalwaysgossip
with her neighbors while washing clothes, but if asked about her sources
of information she may overlook the neighbors. For this reason, participant
obseration, in which such communication is observed directly, can be an
effective analytical technque. The main difficulty in applying it is that
many communications take place in situations to which the outside ob-
server has no access.

An alternative to partcipant observation is to ask selected members of
the community, to report on their activities and conversations during a
particular period of time or on a particular topic. In some cases the respon-
dent can be asked to write or to tape-record the report, but usually the
information is verbally reported to the researcher. In an analysis of how a
decision was reached on whether or not to form a consumer cooperative,
the respondent could be asked to list all the people he or she tailked to about
this issue, whether specific people were sought out or themselves initiated
a discussion of the matter, and whose opinions were considered most
reliable, and the like. The problem here is that the results maybe distorted
owing to selective recall or the fact that the person may wish to create a
certain impression (for example, that he was or was not very involved in
the issue). However, these biases can be controlled to some extent by
cross-checking information from a number of different informants. The
method becomes much more effective if the information can also be cross-
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Utecked with the results of sample surveys or with direct participant
observation.

In addition to interviewing people about their own communication
behavior, it is sometimes possible to locate informants who can provide a
general view of the communication networks in the community with
respect to a particular issue. For example, the local storekeepers or commu-
nity leaders may know what sources of information are used for seeking
rental accommodation or for hiring certain types of labor; and reigious
leaders or health workers may know who people go to for advice on
health-related problems. When using such informants, the researcher must
be aware of the possible biases. The information will be much more reliable
if data from different sources can be cross-checked.

Recommended Reading

Miles, Matt, and A. M. Huberman. 1984. Qualitative Data Analysis: A Sourcebookof
New Methods. Beverly Hills, Calif.: Sage.

Describes how evalua tion questions are formnulated, how they are revised as the
studies progress, and simple methods of analyzing and presenting the findings.
Although the book focuses on education, most of the methods can be applied in
other social sectors.

Naroll, Roaul, and Ronald Cohen. 1970. A Handbook on Cultural Anthrpology. New
Yorlc Natural History Press.

Salmen, Lawrence. 1987. Listen to Ike PeopL Participant Observer Evaluation of
Develapment Projects. New York Oxford University Press.

Shows how many of the diagnostic techniques can be applied to the study of
urban projects. Extensive discussion of the role of the evaluator, his/h-r relation-
ships with the different stakeholder groups, and the participant observer meth-
odology.

Note

1. In a study of factors affecting the performance of a sample of 150 rural
organizations Esnan and Uphoff (1984) point out the difficulties of using simple
statistical comparisonss 'Even a factor like political support, thought to be a sine
qua non for participation, showed no correlation because how any support is given
turs out tobe more important than wtke!her support is given, orhow nudc is given."
Cited in Uphoff (1988:33).
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Monitoring and Evaluating
Pro]ect Sustainability

Altiough many countries have developed quite elaborate systems for
monitoring project implementation, few produce regular information on
project operation and maintenance or on the extent to which projects are
actually producing the intended benefits (see Bamberger 1989; Khan 1989,
1990).1 This lack of attention to monitoring sustainability is surprising in
view of the large numbers of projects tat have clearly been unable to
continue delivering their intended services over the intended lifetime of the
project (see Table 6-1). The first review of project sustainability conducted
by the World Bank's Operations Evaluation Department (OED) found that
only nine out of twenty-seven of the agriculture projects studied were
classified as "sustained," eight more were "doubtful," and the remaining
ten were "not sustained" (World Bank 1985). And of a total of seventeen
education projects covered by this and a later study (World Bank 1989b),
nine were classified as likely to be sustained, five were doubtful, and three
were unlikely to be sustained.

The Concept and Importance of Project Sustainability

The Importance of Project and Program Sustainability

The largest OE sustainability study to date covered 557 World Bank
projects completed and assessed between 1986 and 1988 (World Bank

183
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Table 6-1. Findings of World Bank Operations Evaluation Department

Studies on Project Sustainability

Nuniber ofProiects
prafed Si4staiited Not Sustained Doubtfld Total

Agriculturalprojects 1 9 10 8 27
Educational projects 9 3 5 17
Fertilizer pjoductionc 7 2 2 11
AU sectors 291 83 183 557

Note 1985, 1986, and 1990 studies are based on assessments of sustainability of projects
which had been operating forseveral years. The 1989 study assessed projects at the point when
implementationwas completed.

a. Data from OED, 1985.
b. Data from OED, 1985 and 1990.
c. Data frmmOEl), 1986.
d. Data from OED, 1989.

1990a. In contrast to earlier assessments, which did not look at a project
untilithad alreadybeen operational for several years, the 1990 study chose
a point just after implementation from which to evaluate whether a project
was likely to be sustained. Of the 557 projects studied, 291 were considered
likely to be sustained, 83 not likely to be sustained, and 183 doubtfuL
Although the OED fully recognized the drawbacks of a prospective assess-
menit, its study represented the first systematic attempt to assess the sus-
tainability of World Bank-financed projects in all sectors.

Earlier, Honadle and VanSant (1985) had reported that sustnability was
a serious problem in twenty-one integrated rural development projects
financed by USAID. Most of these projects were designed at a time when
careful planuing and well-designed implementation strategie-s were con-
sidered the keys to success. The complexities or project operation and
institutional development had not yet been fully appreciated.

When sustainability is ignored, the life of roads, schools, irrigation, and

similar infrastructure projects is significantly reduced, the quality of ser-
vices declines, and fewer project staff are assigned to extension and other
support services (see Bamberger and Cheema 1990:chap. 5; World Bank
1990a:chap. 4). The political process of deciding how to allocate project
benefits when their volume (water, school places, small business credits,
and so on) is reduced ofte-n has a nesgative effect on the economically,
socially, or politically weaker groups. in some cases, allocations will be
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made on political grounds, whereas in others it will be necessary to elimi-
nate some of ihe outreaci services, which means denying access to the
disadvantaged groups whose participation depends on such services.4 The
results of such neglect are particularly severe where the natural environ-
ment is concerned, as the next section explains.

Defining Sustainability

PROjECr suSTAINABiuTy. Project sustainability is often defined as the
capacity of a project to continue to deliver its intended benefits over an
extended period of time. According to the Operations Evaluation Depart-
ment of the World Bank (1986:1),

The term "Sustainability" describes the ability of a project to maintain an
acceptablelevelofbenefit flows through its economic life. While this may often
be expressed inquantitative terms involving the internal economic or financial
rates of return, benefits may also be qualitatively assessed. For projects in the
productive sectors such as industry, the principal measure of performance is
output, generally expressed in terns of capacity utilization, but Bank-
supported projects normally have other objectives such as sub-sectoral poli-
cies, technology transfer and institution building, whidh must be assessed
qualitatively.

As a more recent study (World Bank 1990a) points out, sustainability also
depends on whether a balance can be achieved in the use of the principal
forms of capital-namely, human, natural, cultural, institutional, physical,
and financial. Sustainability is more difficult to define and measure in
projects designed to develop human resources because qualitative indica-
tors must be taken into account alongside quantitative ones.5 The degree
of sustainability of a project has been defined as "the pexcentage of project-
initiated goods and services that is still delivered andmaintained five years
past the termination of donor resources, the continuation of local action
stimulated by the project, and the generation of successor services and
initiatives as a result of project built local capacity' (Honadle and VanSant
1985:2).

The prncipal idea behind all these defintions is that any project-
whether it is in the agricultural, urban, industrial, transport, or power
sectors-is designed to produce a continuousflow of outputs, benefits, or
services throughout its intended lifetime. For some projects, the intended
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economic lifetime may be as long as thirty years, whereas for others it may
be considerably shorter. The sustainability of a project must be judged by
its ability to sustain this flow of benefits over time.

For many kinds of industrial and commercial projects, sustainability
must be defined by an enterprise's ability to remain profitable. Depending
on the nature of the enterprise, this translates into maintaining or expand-
ing markets, competing in terms of price and quality, securing sources of
materials and labor, and so on. Sustainability is a dynamic concept in that
enterprises must continually develop new products or services.

Of the various benefits a project is expected to produce, some are easily
quantified (industrial output, volume of water, number of houses con-
structed), but others are more difficult tn. measure because they are of a
qualitative nature. If a project delivers only some of these benefits, it must
be assessed by attaching relative weights to the different services.

Another factor to consider in evaluating sustainability is the institutional
capacity to sustain the delivery of services. That capacity depends on the
quality and stability of staff, the adequacy and stability of financial re-
sources for recurrent expenditures, coordination with other govemment
agencies, and links to local community organizations and beneficiaries.

The success of a project may also be affected by its ability to mobilize the
support of the central and local government, trade unions and business

organizations, religious organizations, local community groups, and inter-
national organizations. But note that "political stupport" can be a mixed
blessing because political alignments can shift and key officials can be
reassigned, and thus a project strongly supported by one administration
may quickly lose its support following a change of govenmment or a
reassignment of key figures. Projects tat are able to maintain a low political
profile may be more stable over time.

SUSTA1INABLE DEVELOPMENT. Economists and international development
agencies are frequently criticized for focusing on the sustainability of
individual projects and ignoring the impacts of these projects on broader
developmental objectives. As Anil Agarwal (Centre for Science and Devel-
opment 1985:362) has pointed out in the case of India:

Development can take place at the cost of the environment only up to a point.
Beyond tat point itwill be like the foolish man whowas tryingto cut the very
branch on which he was sitting. Development without concern for the envi-
ronment can only be short-term development. In the long term, it can only be
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anti-development and can go on only at the cost of enormous suffering,
increased poverty and oppression. India may be rapidly approaching that
point.

Ecologists are critical of the approach of most economists: "In a world
where the economy's environment support systems are deteriorating, sup-
ply-side economics-with its overriding emphasis on production and near
blind-faith in markcet forces-will lead to serious problems" (Brown and
Shaw 1982:12, cited in Tisdell 1988:374). The World Conservation Strategy
(1980; quoted in Tisdell 1988:373) defined conservation (sustainability) as
"the management of the human use of the biosphere so that it may yield
the greatest sustainable development to present generations while main-
taining its potential to meet the needs and aspiration of future generations."

Ecologists say it is important to assess whether development strategies
can sustain and reproduce the resource base on which they depend, as does
society in generaL Much of modem agriculture, they argue, obtains its
increases in crop yields at the cost of environmental damage. The intensive
cultivation of a single, high-yielding variety forces communities to depend
on a narrower genetic base, which is likely to be more vulnerable to disease
or to the effects of climatic change (Harlan 1977). According to Conway
(1983:12, quoted in Tisdell 1988:375), the key to sustainability is to reduce
the vulnerability of agricultural and other systems:

Sustainability can be defined as the ability of a system to maintain produc-
tivity in spite of a major disturbance such as tat caused by intensive (main-
tained) stresses or a large perturbation ... Satisfactory methods of measuring
sustainbility have still to be found, however. Lack of sustainability may be
indicatedby declining productivity but, equally, collapse may comesuddenly
and without warning.

Greater attention to ecological issues-sudh as the need to conserve the
resourcebase, protect the broader ecosystem, maintain genetic variety, and
develop systems that can survive intensive stress-would significantly
affect how projects are evaluated and designed. Tisdell (1988) points out
that a rigorous methodology for applying ecological criteria to project
evaluation has not yet been developed-although a number of qualitative
guidelines are available.

Even within a narrower sectoral framework, sustainability cannot be
fully assessed at the level of an individualproject. Any meaningful analysis
must focus on the broader issues of sustainable development First, if an
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experimental project is not achieving its objectives, perhaps it should be
terminated and a different approach adopted in later projects. Such action
may contribute to long-term sectoral development even though the pilot
prqect is not successful.

Second, many social development projects encourage beneficiaries to
participate in planning and implementation; and sometimes commity
organizations may decide to change the priorities defined in the original
project plan. In the Woild Bank-assisted Lusaka Upgrading and Sites and
Services Project inZambia (Bamberger, Sanyal, and Valverde 1982), many
community groIups worked only half-heartedly on the planned drainage
system, butseveraldecided to organize otherprojects such ashealthclinics
on their own initiative. Although the self-help component failed to contrib-
ute to the construction and maintenance of the drainage infrastructure, the
creation of effective community organizations was important to the long-
term development of the community.

Third, a project might achieve its specific objectives without contibuting
to sectoral development. For example, donor agencies often encourage
countries to establishspecial project implementation units (PIUs) to ensure
t hat their projects are effectively and speedily implemented. If such PlUs
are able to offer more attractive salaries, are givern licenses to import
supplies and equipment, and are freed from mary bureaucratic proce-
dures, they often do complete high-quality pilot projects at considerable
speed. In the process of achieving this short-term objective, however, the
PIUs may disrupt normal planning and operational procedures and alien-
ate the central and local govemment agencies whose support is essential
for the long-term success and replication of the project Thus they may
make it almost impossible to replicate the project or keep it going after the
support of the donor agency ends.

For the above reasons, it is important not only to assess the sustinability
of particularprojectsbut also toranalyzetheconrtnbutiontobroadersectoral
or national development goals.

Factors Affecting Project Sustainability

The sustainability of any project is affectedby fourbroad groups of fators:
how the project is designed and implemented; how the project is organized;
extemal factors operating at the local, national, and international levels;
and the responses of intended and actual project beneficiaries.
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Project Design artd Implementation

If the primary function of a project is to achieve preisely defined physical
and economic objectives, the emphasis will be on speedy and cost-effective
implementation, and not on institutional development or the creation of
structures that can ensure the projectwill continue operating. In other cases,
however, project objectives explicidtly call for institutional development at
the commurnity and local government levels, and systems are proposed for
generating the resources needed to cover recurrent costs.

One objective of the First Bangladesh Integrated Rural Development
Project (see pages 202-6) was to increase food production as rapidly as
possible. Therefore, short-term quantitative objectives were established
that encouraged the implementing agencies to create the maximum num-
ber of cooperatives and to authorize as many loans as possible for the
purchase of irrigation equipment This action aeated a large number of
weak and fiancially unsound cooperatives and jeopardizedthe long-term
sustinability of the project

Sustainability can also be adversely affected by wrong assumptions
about labor availability, community responses to the project, assessments
of communityneeds, the efficacy of different service delivery systems, and
the short- and long-term effects of the provision of certain services. Many
sustainability problems can be traced to procurement Delays in obtabinng
equipment, approving contractors, or acquiring materials frequently lead
to implemrentation delays, cost overruns, poor-quality services, or reduced
accessibility for certain target groups.

In addition, susainability can be affected by the choice of impkmetafibn
methods. Decsions about the degree ofbeneficiaryinvolvementinconstruc-
tion and other implementation activities can have an iinportant effect on
their later support (or lack of support) for the project Choices must also be
made concerning the procedures for particpant selection and the distribu-
tion of benefits. Sometimes a more cost-effective method of partcipant
selection (such as office interviews rather than house visits) can produce a
bias against low-income or weaker groups and can again affect long-term
support for the project.

Project Organization

It is often difficult to decide which ministry or agency should oversee a
prqect, what kinds of coordinating mechanisms should be established
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betweenagencies, and whethertheprojectshouldbeimplementedthrough
an existing department or through a specially created project-implement-
ing agency. Because highpriority is given to project implementation, many
countries establish special management units to speed up project im-
plementation. Frequently, these units are disbanded as soon as the physical
implementation is completed, and no adequate organiztional arrange-
ments are mnade for the period of project operation. Instead, the newly
implemented project is handed over to a line mrinistry or administrative
agency without any of the necessary financial or staff support

In addition, little attention is paid to the institutional arrangements
needed to give beneficiaries a role in the planning and implementation of
the project The literature amply demonstrates the close tie between bene-
fidary involvemrent and successful implementation andc sustainability
(Bamberger and Shams 1990; Martin 1989; Moser 1989; Uphoff 1989).
Norman Uphoff (1986:3-4) describes irrigation management as a
soiotechrical process: "The benefits from irrigation are few unless the
ultimate waterusers employ their ownlaborand capital in ways thatmake
good use of available and anticpated land and water resources. It is the
users who decide in the final analysis if the prices are 'ight' and who judge
-the suitability of soils and physical structures for growing irrigated crops."

External Factors

Sustainabilityris affectedby awide variety of nafionzal andinternafionalfctors
over which project planners and managers have very little controL The
most notable of these are economic changes. A change in the international
price of goods produced by the project or in the price of imported materials
can seriously affect the profitabilty of projects. The oil crses beginnig in
the early 1970s llustrate just how severe the impacts can be. National
economic policy changes-which are usually beyond the control of proect
managers-can suddenly lower the price at which outputs can be sold or
the price that must be paid for materials or labor. Political events such as
national or local elections or civil unrest can also affect projects. Govern-
ment changes can rapidly erode or strengthen the base of support for a
prcect-with significant effects on budgetary provisions, access to foreign
exchange, or access to materials and equipment in short supply.

Natural phenomena such as droughts and flooding regularly affect
output and the condition of roads, irrigation sysbems, and equipment, as
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illustrated by the Bangladesh Integrated Rural Development case study,
among others. Bangladesh's good harvests encouraged loan repayment,
but flooding destroyed those harvests, and the sinking water table made
ineffectual large numbers of shallow tubewells and handpumps.

The Response of Actual and Infended Beneficiaries

The social and political organization of rural conmunities can eitier facil-
itate or impede the creation of cooperatives and the organization of rural
d&velopment programs- Take the case of Bangladesh, where political and
economiic power is concentrated in rural areas. Cooperatives andirrigation
programs are difficult to promote since the wealthier farmers tend to band
together or to undermine such programs-with the result that the assoc-
ated projects are less accessible to low-income farmers (BRAC 1983). In
contrast, the long tradition of community organization and self-help in
Indonesia (gofong royang) has greatly facilitated the development of corm-
munity-managed minor irrigation projects (Dilts and others 1989, summa-
rized in Bamberger and Shams 1989:chap. 6) and self-help urban
development programs (Bamberger and Shams 1990).

there is also considerable evidence that the traditional roles of the sexes
create barriers to the full participation of women in many income-generat-
ing projects. Heyzer (1987) reports that Asian women tend to lose their
traditional land-use rights during agricultural modernization. As the
Grameen Bank and the Bangladesh Rural Advancement Committee
(BRAC) programs have revealed, there are cultural barriers to the partid-
pation of Bangladeshi women in credit prograirs designed to promote
small businesses. In India, organizations such as the Self-Employed
Women's Association (SEWA) and the Working Women's Forum have
demonstrated the cultural, legal, politcal, and economic problems facing
Indian women seekdng to partcipate in labor unions or to start their own
small businesses.

Designing a Study of Project Sustainability

Sustainability studies can be divided into two main types. The first is an
in-depth study of the current sustainability of a single project Its purpose
is to identify factors likely to affect future sustainability and to ensure
corrective actions will be taken to keep services flowing to the intended
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populations. The second is a comparative analysis. It draws some general
lessons from different projects that can be used to improve the sustainabil-
ity of future projects.

Developing a Conceptual Framnework to Describe the Project and IS Environmet

The simple model in Chapter 3 (Figure 3-1) includes the main phases of
project design, implementation, and operation, along with the main inter-
nal and extemal factors likely to affect sustainability. The centralpartof the
figure shows the principal stages of project design and implementatin
(project concept and design, procurement of goods and services, im-
plementation, and so on) and identifies some of the key assumptions and
procedures at each stage that may affect sustainability. During project
design, for example, a number of assumptions are made about the avail-
abMi of labor, beneficiary responses to the services to be provided, and
their response to the financial and orgarnizational responsibilities they will
be asked to bear. Ihe upper part of the figure indicates how the project is
organized and how this may affect sustainability- The lower section of the
figure identifies some of the external events (political, sociaL and economic)
affectng sustainability. The figure also shows how susainability may be
affected by te responses of intended and actualbeneficiaries. A model of
this kind can easily be developed for any kdnd of project and can serve as
a checklist so that no importan'r factors have been overlooked. It can also
help focus discussions with project officials and other key informants on
the factors likely to affect sustainability and on thepossible causal relation-
ships between internal and exteral factors.

Once the model has been developed, the following kinds of questions
may be asked:

* To what extentwere issues relating to sustainability specifically taken
into consideration at each stage of project implementation?

* How did the implementation of each stage affect sustainability? What
changes could have been made at each stage to have improved
sustainability?

* What external factors are likely to have affected sustainability? How?

An OED assessment of the sustainabflity of education projects (World
Bank 1989b) Mlustrates how a descriptive model of this kdnd can be ex-
pressed as a regression equation of the form
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Y =f I I... lo, El ...E4 1

where Y is an index of project sustainability (discussed below) and where
the explanatory variables include intemal (1) factors witiin the control
of project management (adequacy of appraisal procedures, project de-
sign, initial funding, existing monitoring anrd evaluation, adequacy of
planning and management, timeliness of procurement, flexibility of im-
plementationprocedures, effectivenessof techncalassistance, adequacyof
recurrent funding, and institutional support) and external (E) factors
largely outside the control of project managers (level of govemment sup-
port, macroeconomic conditions, educational conditions, and level of pol-
icy cotent). 6

Defining Indicaors of Project Sustainability

As the preceding discussion makes clear, sustainability is a multid-
sional concept that cannot be defined in terms of a single variable. Table
6-2 proposes asustainability checklistformost kinds of sodal development
projects. Four groups of indicators are proposed. Group A consists of five
indicators relating to the ability of the project to continue delivering the
intended benefits or services: a comparison of the actua and intended volume
(level) of each service (A-1); the stability of servi levels over time (A-2); the
quality of the services (A-3); beneficiary satisfaction (A-4); and the distribu-
tion of benefits among different economic or social groups (A-5)O Table 6-3
illustrates the application of the Group A indiators to the First Integrated
Rural Development Project in Bangladesh.

The second group of indicators (Group B) perains to the maintenance of
physical iifrastructure and includes the condition of physical ifrastruc-
ture (B-1) and of plant and equipment (B-2). To assess long-term sus-
tainability, it is also necessary to determine whether adequate procedures
and resources have been provided to ensure continued maintenance (B-3).
For somte kinds of projects (for example, irrigation and housing), it is also
important to assess coordination with community organizations (B4) and
the extent to which beneficiaries are involved in project maintenance (B-5).

Group C indicators reflect the long-term institutional capacity of the
executing agences to sustain the project. These indicators include techni-
cal capacty and appropriate mandate of the operational agencies (C-1);
stability of staff and budget of the operational agencies (C-2); adequacy
of interagency coordination (C-3); adequacy of coordination with commu-
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Table 6-2. An Index forAssessingProject Sustainability

Rating
2 2 3 4 5

A. Continued delivnjfseryofsa a_ Isa1bzefi_s

A-1 Volanme/stability of actual and intended benefits
A-2 Efficiency of service delivery _ _ _
A-3 Quality of services/benefits
AA4 Satisfaction of beneficiaries
A-5 Distnbution of oenefits among

econoiic and social groups _ -

Subtotal

B. Mainteae ofphysi infnzamrutre 
B-1 Condition of physical infrastructure
B-2 Cndition of plant and equipmernt _ . -

B-3 Adequacy of maintenance procedures = - - -

B-4 Efficiency of cost-recovery and adequacy
of operating budget

B-5 Beneficiazy involvement in maintenarnee
procedures -

C. long-tan &mdisiuionald parity

C-1 Capacity and mandate of the principal
operating agencies

C-2 Stability of staff and budget of operating ageny _
C-3 Adequacy of interagency coordination.
C-4 Adequacy of coordination with community

organizations and beneficiaries
C-5 Flexibility and capacity to adaptproject to

changing crcutances . ,

Subfotal

D. Supportom keystkiwdrs 
1-i Stability and strength or support from

international agencies - -

D>2 Stability and strength of support from national
government

D>3 Stability and strength of support from provincial
and local government

1)4 Stability and strength of support at the
community level

D-5 Ability of project to avoid becoming politically
controversial

Subtotol

Notc Ratingo ade 1very poor, 2=poor; 3=average; 4-good; 5=very good.
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Table 6-3. Application of Component A of the Sustainability Index
(Continued Delivery of Services and Benefits) to the Rural Works
Component of the First Bangladesh RuNl DeLvelopment Project

Sustanabity Staus Rankingon
Indicator of Ruzv Works Cornepnt 5Lpoint scal

A-t1 provisionof services Mostroads and drainagewere 2-5
and stability over tme provided. Only 70 percent of fish

ponds.
A-2, efficiency of service Deterioratlion and underutilmizton of L5
delivery roads owing to poor locationL

Inefficient dredgg of fish ponds.
A-3, quality of services Many roads poorly built and 2.0

maintained. Fish ponds badly
excavated.

A-4, beneficary Users of roads and fish ponds 3.0
satisfaction satisfied but complaints from other

potential beneficaries about poor
location and monopolyby certain
goups.

A-5, accesslbility to Mainly prvate landowners who 2S
intendedlow-income benefited from fish ponds. Access to
beneficiaries roads limited by poor locatiorL

Sourci, Chowdhury, and others (l988.TableS-3);Bambngerad Chmna (L9Sxcap 3)

nity organizations and beneficiaries (C4); and flexibility and capacity to
adapt (C-5)_

For many projects, particularly large and highly visible ones, long-term
sustainability often depends on the strength and stability of support at the
intemational (-1), national (-2), provincial (1D3), and community levels
(D-4). Changes of government or of policy can rapidly deplete thebudget,
causeconflicts withother agencies, reduceaccess toresources, andpossibly
cause key staff to leave. By its very nature, po itical support is higly
volatile and must be constantly reassessed if th:. long-term prospects of a
prcect are to be ascertained. Consequently, the final indicator (D-5) refers
to the capacity oftheproject to develop abroadbase ofsupportand toavoid
becoming politically controversiaL

Box 6-is es a similar approach the OED uses to assess the
sustainability of education projects. In this case, five sets of indicators are
used: production of inputs, production of outputs, operational efficiency,
qualitative aspects, and demonstration effects and spin-off activities. When
applied to different kinds of projects in different countries, the indicators
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Box 6-1. Sustainability Indicators Used in the Assessment
of Educational Projects

Dichotomous
Indicator InterwJ Ordinal (1-4sale)

1. Productfion of iniptuts
Physicalfacilities x
Teachers X
Materials and equipment X

2. Production ofout puts
Enrollment X
Graduates X
Placement of graduates X
Administrativeservices X

3. Operationd fldinzcy
Teacher/studentratio X
Textbook/student ratio X
Retention rates X
Cost/efficiency X
Utilization rates X

4. Qualtatie aspects
Relevance of curricula X X
Relevance of project X X
Projectflexibility. X X
Projectadaptability X X

5. Denristrationeffectsandspin-off X X

Sowuex World Bank (1989%).

may need to be tailored to the specific charactezistics of the project(s) being
studied. The number of indicators for a particular component can also be
adjusted to the objectives and priorities of each project. In a large traspor-
tation project where maintenance is a central concern, the number of
indicators forGroup B maybe increased. If the projectis to be implemented
trough a well-established agency, however, and no major institutional
changes are envisaged, the number of Group C indicators might be re-
duced. If the indicators are applied to the assessment of industrial and
commercal projects, other modifications may be required.
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Two points should be made about interpreting these indicators. First, the
indicators are used to assess the extent to which the project is able to
continue delivering its intended benefits. They do not suggestwhether the
original project design was, or is, economically or envirorunentally sound.
Asteelmill that continues to produce the intended outputmaybe assessed
as sustainable even though it may be producing some long-term envLon-
mental hazards. Secoxnd, different stakeholders will attach different priori-
ties to different indicators. Thus, whereas one group may assess the project
mainly in terms of its ability to maintain a certain level of benefits, another
maybe more com..amed about the distribution ofbenefitsbetween different
economic groups, and a third may attach more weight to institutional
development and the participation of beneficiaries in project management
The interpretation of the sustainability analysis depends on the weights to
be given to each indicator, as discussed in the following section.

Developing an Index of Project Sutstainability

TIE REESTIMATED ECONOMIC RATE OF RETURN AS AN INDICATOR OF SU-

TAINABILflY. Ihe World Bank's Operations Evaluation Department has
assessed sustaiability of large numbers of projects by comparing their
intemal economic rate of return (ERR) at the time project implementation
was completed with the reestimated IRR when the project had been oper-
ational for several years (World Bank 1986). If the reestimated IRR was
greater than the IRR at the time of project completion, the project was
classified as "sustained"; if the reestimated IRR was lower, the projectwas
classified as "not sustained"; and if the two ERRs were similar or difficult
to estimate, the project was classified as "sustainability uncertain-'

Although IRR is a convenent indicator because of the overview it pro-
vides, it does not fully reflect project sustainability. One problem is that at
the time of project completion many of the future costs and benefits have
to be estimated with limited data. Thus, if it is found five years later that
the reestimated IRR is lower tan at the time of project completion, this
mightnotindicate that theprojectperformanceh-sdeterioratedbutsimply
thatthe qualityofthe datahas improved.Many o. he economicparameters
used to calculate conversion factors will also have changed, thus affecting
the estimation of costs and benefits.

A more fundamental crticism is that the use of the IRR encourages
evaluators to focus on short-term benefits, since those received early in the
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life of a project are more highly valued than those produced later. Tisdell
(1988) points out that IRR calculations pay almost no attention to long-term
environmental impacts since normal discount rates mean that long- term
costs or benefits have almost no effect on the IRR. Dunu Roy (1985) cites
the example of a social forestry project in India in which the eleven-year
repayment period encouraged farmers to plant fast-growing eucalyptus,
which cannotbe used for fodder. Rates of return estimations have also been
criticized forignoringenvirorumentalinpactsoutside theprojectarea(such
as the drying up of dug wells as a result of the lowering of the water table
produced by deep-well construction in irrigation projects).

ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES TO QUANTITATIVE ENVIRONMENTAL IPACT

ASSESSMENT. A number of recent studies have begun to discuss ways to
incorporate environmental costs and benefits into prcoectanalysis (Ahmad,
El Serafy, and Lutz 1989; Winpemny 1991; World Bank 1992e). Wimpenny
(1991:chap. 3) summarizes some analytical approaches used in industrial
nations and assesses the potential applicability of each in developing
countres. In addition to cost-benefit analysis and cost-effectiveness analy-
sis he mentions:

* Enirnmenta benefit estinmtors. 'Total Economic Value" of environ-
mental impacts is defined as the sum of 'user benefits," "existence
value" (pleasure derived from knowing that an amenity is available
even to someone who does not use it), and "option value" (willingness
to pay to conserve or have access to an amenity in the expectation that
benefit may be derived from it at a later date).

* The effect on production (EOP) approach An activity may affect the
output, costs, or profitability of producers through its effect on the
environment (for example, it may reduce the volume of fish caught).
These costs are computed as EOP. These methods are intelligible and
plausible and are widely used in assessing the costs of environmental
degradation.

* Preventive expenditure and replacement cost The value that people attri-
bute to the environment is inferred from the amount they are prepared
to pay to conserve or restore it. These methods, too, are intelligible and
plausible.

* Human capital approadc. People are considered units of economic capi-
tal, and the costs of environmental deterioration are assessed through
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their impacts on labor productivity or educational performance (for
example, reduced earnings due to ill health). The approach is used
quite widely to assess the potential benefits of preventive or curative
health care programs.

* Hedonic methods. The value that people place on environmental amen-
ities (or on avoiding environmental problems) is inferred through the
additional rent they are prepared to pay to live or work in a good
environment. The methods are too sophisticated and complex to be
widely usable.

X The travel cost method. The value people place on a good environment
is inferred from the time and cost they are willing to pay to travel to it.
This method is difficult to apply and interpret.

* Thecon tingent valuation met hod. When behavior in response to environ-
mental changes cannot be directly observed, value is inderred by
asking people about their "willingness to pay" for environmental
benefits or "willingness to accept" compensation for a loss of environ-
mental quality. This approach could be applied in a number of areas
such as changes in air and water quality, wildlife, and biodiversity.

THE USE OF A COMPOSITE INDEX Table 6-2 shows how the twenty indica-
tors can be converted into asimple sustainability index. A five-point rating
scale (1 = verypoor; 2 = poor; 3 = average; 4 = good, and 5 = very good) is
used to assess the degree of sustainability of the project in terms of each
indicator. The ratings for each item are added to calculate a sustainability
score (maximum of 25) for each of the four components and a total score
(maximum of 100) for the project. Table 6-3 illustrates how the indicators
for Component A (continued delivery of services and benefits) could be
applied to the assessment of the First Bangladesh Integrated Rural Devel-
opment Project (the project is described later in this chapter).

Box 6-2 shows how the index was used to assess the degree of sustainabil-
ity of an irrigation project in Viet Nam. Twenty-six senior governmuent
officials were asked to rate the project on each of the twenty indicators. The
mean scores were Module A, 18.54 points; Module B, 15.0; Module C, 20.86;
and Module D, 9.65. The mean total is 64.05 points when the four compo-
nents are combined.

To use the index, the members of the assessment team must make
judgments about how the project should be rated on each indicator. The
degree of subjectivity can be reduced in the following ways:
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Box 6-2. ComparingJudges' Ratings t) Validate the Sustainability
Index The Tam Phoung Irrigation Project in Viet Nam

In February-March 1989 the Economic Development Institute of the World
Bank organized a seminar for senior officials from Viet Nam and Lao PDR on
economic reforms and investment planning. A case study was prepared on
the Tam Phoung Irrigation Project in the Mekong Delta in Viet Nam, and
following a visit to thp project the twenty-six seminar participants assessed
the sustainability of the project using the sustainability index. The following
indicators were computed: mode (most frequent rating) for each indicator;
proportion o i respondents selecting the modal indicator, average total score
for each of the four components, standard deviation (S.D) for the mean score
for each component, and standard deviationas a percentageof the meanscore
(mean deviation).

Score Mean S.Dl:Mean
Component Mode %Mode (%) S.D. (%)

A. Service delivery 3.5 50.0 18.54 2.88 15.5
B. Maintenance 4 60.7 15.0 1.53 102
C. Institutional capacity 3.5 69.0 20.86 1.91 9.1
D. Political support 5 73.0 9.65 0.69 7.2

Total 4 63.0 64.05 - -

The results suggest a satisfactory degree of agreement among the twenty-
six evaluators. First, for 15/18 of the indicators more than 50 percent of
respondents selected the modal score and in 13(18 cases more than60 percent
selected this score. Second, none of the mean deviations are greater than 15.5
percent of the mean.

The findings suggest that the indicators can be understood and applied
with a reasonable degree of reliability. It should be noted, however, that
almost all participants gave scores of 3,4, or 5 to all indicators, thus reducing
the variability. The robustness of the index mnustbe tested on projects where
some components are operating less satisfactorily.

Source: Economic Development Institute Seminar on Project Planning and imn-
plementation for Viet Nam and Lao PDR., February-March 1989, Ho Chi Mirih City.

Written guidelines should explain how each of the indicators is to be
interpreted. Specific examples should be given showing how to de-
cide which score to give. In some cases quantitative guidelines can be
given. For examLple, where large numbers of units such as wells and
pumps are being provided, the guidelines could indicate the percent-
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age of units installed or still in operation, which would fall into each
of the five rating categories on indicators A-1 and A-2, respectively.
In some cases it is possi}ble to include photographs or drawings to
illustrate how the physical condition of roads, buildings, and irriga-
tion channels should be rated.

* The index and guidelines should be tested on a sample of people
familiar with the project to ensure the instructions are unambiguous
and precise. The testing procedures are similar to those used for the
development of attitude scales (see Chapter 10). .

* The index should be applied independently by a number of people.
Theirratings oneachindicatorshouldbe compared, andif theydiffer
significantly, the validity of the results should be reassessed. Box 6-2
illustrates how the procedure was applied to an irrigation project in
Viet Nam Two reliability tests were used. First, the proportion of
respondents choosing the modal (most common) rating for each
indicator was assessed. Second, the mean deviation score (the stan-
dard deviation as a proportion of the mean) was computed for the
totalscoresforeachof thefourcomponents.Inbothcasesareasonably
satisfactory reliability score was obtained.

* Each judge should prepare a written report gvinghis or her assessent
of eadh component and explaining how the ratings were arrived at

The index can be used to compare the sustinability of projects in two
ways. First, arithmetic analysis can be used to compute sustainabilityscores
for each major component (four components are presented in the sus-
tainability index in Table 6-2 and five in the example given in Box 6-1).
Projects can thenbecompared according to theirscores oneachcomponent,
and possibly on their total sustainability score. The arithmetic analysis
makesitpossible to (a) identifyprojects that are above orbelow the average
for a component, (b) rank projects in terms of their total sustainability
scores, and (c) determine how the performance on one component affects
performance on other components.

Second, a multivariateanalysis can be performed using the ldnd of model
described earlier. Assuming that the dependent variable (an appropriate
indicator of project sustainability) canbe defined as anintervalvariable and
that th- explanatory, variables can be adequately defined as interval or
dichotomous variables, it is possible to compute regression coefficients to
estimate the explanatory power of the independent variables in the equa-
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tion 8In the OED assessment of the sustainability of education projects
referred to earlier,it was possible to achieveR2 greater tan0.6 usingoutput
as the sustainability indicator, up to 0.75 using efficiency as the indicator of
sustainability, and over 0.85 using an aggregate sustainability index (see
World Bank 1989bAnnex L Tables 3 and 4).

POTENTIAL PROBLEMS IN THE USE AND INTERPRETATION OF THE
SUSTAINABILrTY INDEX. Despite its possible usefulness in comparing pro-
jects and asssintg their long-term sustainabiity, the sustainability index
has some methodological problems. To begin with, it is based mainly on
the summation of ordinal (rankdngs on a 4- or 5-point scale in the previous
examples) variables. Serious problems anse when such ordinal variables
are used as dependet variables or as explanatory variables in regression
analysis. Other problems arise when ordinal variables are combined to
produce summative indices in the simple arithmetic analysis.

A second question concems the reliability of such measures. The ratings
are based on personaljudgments, and the scale can onlybe used if there is
a high degree of uniformity in how the ratings are applied by different
people. Box6-2 illustrates some of the reliability measures thatcanbe used.

The validity of the scores may also be questioned. What does it mean to
saythataprojectwasgivenascore of 62 onthesustainabilityindex?Should
this be considered high or low, and how does it relate to the ability of the
project to achieve its long-term objectives? To respond to this question, it
is necessary to develop an acceptable reference or criterion against which
the index score can be compared. Once the index has been applied to a
number of projects itbecomes possible to compare a particularprpject with
scores obtained on other similar projects.

Case Study: Sustainability of the First Integrated Rural
Development Project in Bangladesh (RD-1)

The Purpose and Methodology of the Case Study

The RD-1 study was one of three case studies prepared for a seminar on
project sustnbility in Bangladesh in 1987.9 The case writers interewed
a sample of farmers (the intended beneficiaries), along with the agencies
involved in project implementation and operation and with the officials
responsible for the original project design. They also observed meetings of
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farmers and local govemment officials and assessed the condition of the
pumps, wells, roads, and buildings.

The Project and Its Objectives

RD-1 was an experimental project, both for the World Bank and for the
newlyindependentnationofBangladesh Itwasappraisedinl974andwas
approved as an IDA Credit in 1976. The original five-year implementation
period was later extended to June 1984.

The objective was to develop a model of rural development that would
focus on (a) investing in low-cost, short-gestation, production-oriented
projects aimed at increasing agricultural production; (b) building and
strengtfening rural institutions to improve agricultural supporting ser-
vices and to ensure an equitable supply of scarce agrcltral inputs to the
smal farmers; and (c) creating employment for rural landlss people.
Existingruralinstitutionswouldalsobe improved soastopreventthemore
prosperous farmers from dominating farm inputs and credits, promote
morerapid expansionofhigh-yielding varieties of rainfedrice,increase the
irnigated area, and create employment opportunities bv reactivating the
Rural Works Program.

The project covered 1.7 percent of the total area of Bangladesh and was
intended to directly benefit 150,000 farm faiwies (about 900,000 people).
The projectwas located in three upazias (districts) with apercapitaincome
(US$70) about 30 percent below the national average. The main project
components, which accounted for about 60 percent of the loan were as
follows:

* Rtral worksprogram designed to generate about fourmillionman-days
of employment hirough the rehabilitation and construction of roads,
reexcavation of abandoned fih ponds, construction of paved rural
markets, and improvement of drainage channels.

* Minor irrigation designed to increase irrigated rice area from 39,000
acres to about 97,000 acres. The project provided funds for replacing
existing oversized low-lift pumps (LLPs), procuring shallow
tubewells (STWs), and hand tubewells (HTWs).

* The provision of short- and medium-term rural cedit

The other financially smaller components consisted of strengthening the
operation of rural cooperatives, agricultural extension, livestock improve-
ment, and the excavation of fish ponds.
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Assessing the Sustainability of tize Project

CONTJNUED DELIVERY OFNTrENDEDB ENEF. Five sets of indicators were
used to assess the delivery of benefits. Each set was applied to the three
main components: namely, minor irrigation, rural works, and thana fac-
ilities. The resuts for the rural works component are summarized in
Table 6-3-

A-1: Proision of serices. In the case of the minor irigation works, the
potential demand for low-lift pumps was overestimated. Furthermore,
because of the groundwater conditions, shallow tubewells could not be
used everywhere and manyhad to be replaced. At the same time, almost
all the roads provided under the nrul works program were completed. The
only other component not completed was the excavation of fish ponds,
which was 70 percent completedL

A-2: Stabity and continuity of seruces. There was a rapid decine in te
operationof the minor irgation componentbecause the groundwater char-
acterstics had been assessed incorrectly. Rural works deteriorated rapidly
because of the poor quality of construction and design.

A-3: Quality of services. Many locally assembled pumps were of poor
quality. The quality of road construction and pond excavation was often
poor owing to the lack of supervisionL

A-4: Beneficy satisfition (no information available on tiis).
A-5: Accesbilty to itended low-income groups. The project assumed that

most of the beneficiaries would be small farmers with incomes below the
subsistence level, but in fact the main beneficaries of the irrigation project
were the medium-size farmers (25-7.5 acres) and the upper end of the
small-farmer group (1.0-25 acres). Few smallfarmers partidpated because
the KSS (the famers' cooperative society) had difficulty enrolling tenant
amers. Although 20 percent of the land was cultivated by sharecroppers,

they operated only 5.2 percent of tie project-financed tuhewells and many
of the KSS-operated shallow tubewells were privately owned. 

Under the fish-pond excavation program, many private landowners
were able to get their own private fish ponds excavated, even though the
program was only intended for publicly owned fish ponds.

MAINTEANCE OF PrYSICAL NFRAsIRUCrURT There is evidence tat
much of the physical ifriastructure and equipment is deteriorating. The
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construction and upgrading of roads was inadequately supervised and the
cpality of work was poor. During the early years, the condition of the roads,
drainage channels, and rural markets declined greatly, partly because the
tiana councils did not have the financal resources to maitain them. Fish
ponds also deteriorated, and there was not enough money to have them
reexcavated. The number of inoperative STWs increased from 3 to 202. A
number of factors contributed to the maintenance problems. First, the
resources of the cooperatives were depleted by poor loan recovery rates.
The fact that LLPs and DTWs were often pnrvately owned also meant that
the cooperatives hadno incentive to maintain them Also in the early years,
the thana counciIs had limited financial resources and were not able to
financemaintenance.

LONG-TERM INSTITUTIONAL CAPACITY. The keystone of the institutiona
framework of RD-I1 was the two-tier cooperative system that organized
village-basedfarmers' cooperatives (KSS) into upazilaCentralCooperative
Assoiations (UCCAs) Since thelaunchingofRD-i,thenumber of KSSand
membership in the project areahave increased considerably. However, the
KSS have had severe problems: many were too small to be economically
viable; less than half of the project area famers joined (maling it extremely
difficult to operate and maintain irrigation systems); the operating perfor-
mance of most KSS was poor, and an imcreasmg number were virtally
inactive; and most of the cooperatives were not able to motivate members
to make regular and voluntary savings deposits. Their institutional capac-
ity decined further when they were unable to recover loans and maintain
equipment

The operation and maintenance of the physical irastrcture such as
roads, markets, drainage, and buildings were entrusted to a number of
agencies. However, the district councils and similar local agencies did not
have adequate funds or the tedhnical capacity to ensure maintenance.
Originally fish ponds were supposed to be maintained by the pond coop-
eratives, but most of these ponds were never handed over to the cooperam-
tives, and even those that were had such low yields that cooperatives did
not have enough resources to undertake excavation.

A number of operations and maintenance problems were caused by the
windingup of the projectmanagement unitset up to implement the prcoect
The documents of ownership of certai facilites were not handed over to
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line agencies, with the result that no agency could make use of them. The
residence-cum-office for block supervisors of agricultural extension is a
case in point

FACrORS AECING PROJFCr susrAxNABnrrf. Because of the political
crisis in Bangladesh at the time the project was iritiated, emphasis was
placed on achieving numerical targets designed to have a maximum short-
term impact on food production and employment Consequently, there
was pressure to expand the number of cooperatives at a pace thatnmade it
impossible to institute adequate educational processes and financial con-
trols. As a result, irrigation equipment was distributed without following
normal credit procedures, and no attention was paid to the fact that most
cooperative members were being recruited from among higher-income
farmers.

Designweaknesses, some of which were again due to thepressuretostart
the project, created further problems. Probably the most serious design
problem had to do with the analysis of the water resources.

There were also some problems with the institutional arrangements used
to implement and operate the project The most serious ones related to te
poor performance of the two-tier cooperative structure The extreme eco-
nom-ic disparities between the rich and poor was another contrbuting
factor. Because economic and political power was concentrated in the.
hands of a smallnumber of landowners and ihe mass of small frmers were
virtuay powerless, it would have been almost impossible to avoid some
distortion of benefit:s in favor of the politically and economically powerful
groups.

The project was also affected by severe flooding, and by the inability of
the irrigation works to control the flooding. This caused serious setbacks
in certain years.
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Notes

1. Some of the material for tis and the following section are taken from Bamber-
ger and Cheema (1990).

2.A projectwasdefinedas "sustained" if thereestinated economic rate ofretum
five years after project operation had begun was greater than or equal to the IRR at
the time of projectcompletion.

3. It is well established that families at the "tail" of irrigation systems are the first
toloseaccesstowaterif thesystem doesnotoperatewell(Uphoff1989).SeeCheema
(1986) for a ciscussion of these issues as they relate to urban projects.

4. See Heaver (1988) for a discussion of the links between efficiency and
accssibilty of health services in India.

5. World Bank (1989buii). See Part Four for a detailed discussion of the indicators
used to assess the sustainability of the First and Second World Bank Education
Projects in Indonesia.

6.Adaptedby thepresentauthors.SeeWorld Bank(1989bSecr 6) foradescription
of the analytical procedures and a discussion of the principal findings.
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7. The principal indicator of sustainability for industial and commercial enter-
prises is their ability to remairL profitablei This involves indicators such as the
maitenance or expansion of marloets, competitiveness in terms of prices and
quality, and, in mnany cases, secure access to sources of materials and labor.

& Ordinal-scale variables (such as a four-point ranling scale) will often be
transformed into a set of dichotomous "dummy variables.

9. This section is based on the case study prepared by Khan and others (1957).
Theseminarwas organized in cDoperationwith the BangladeshPublicAdministra-
tion Training Centre (PATC) for senior Bangladesh government officials in July
1987. The other cases covered an Agricultural University and a Universal Primary
Education Project All of the cases are described in Bamberger and Cheema (1990).

10- The cooperative has little control over KSS irrigation groups who virtualy
behave like private irrigation groups. Thus in fact the cooperatives are not the
owners of the Srws. Unless the village cooperatives succeed in asserting their
ownership over irrigation equipment, the benefits of the cooperative irrigation
cannotbe reaped" (Khan and others 1987:86).
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Simple, Rapid, and Cost-Effective
W-ays to Assess Project Impacts
During the past ten years, simple, rapid, and economical (SE) methods of
assessn socia programs have gained support in both governmental and
nongovernmental organzations. The Agency for International Develop-
ment, for example, has funded research in more ftan twelve naions in
pursuit of rapid and inexpensive methods of detingproblem inservce
delivery, identifyingheir underlying causes, and resolvmig themr- Itly,
these methods were used mainly in rural development, where they were
known as rapid rura assesment" (RRA); now they are being applied in
other sociaL seckt At the US. National Research Council, the Board on
Science and Technology for Intemational Development has funded inves-
tigations into rapid epidemiological procedures in several developing
countries (Smith 1989). And the World Bankhas appliedbenef iciryassess-
ment to at least thirty projects in housing education, health, electfication,
and the development of small-scale enterprises (Salmen 1992). Evaluators
of urban shelter programs have also used simple methods that produce
easy-tointerpret information for assessing program impacts (Valadez
1984).

Manyresearcherspreferthesemethodstoconventionalevaluationmeth-
ods not onlybecause they are more cost-effective,but alsobecause they can
strengthen the particpation of intended beneficiaries in the planning and
management of projects and programs that will affect their lives (Marsden

209
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and Oaleyl 1990; Salmen l987). Chambers (1991) argues that appraisal and
the ownersip of information are necessary to the empowement of rural
people. This chapter explains why and when suchmethods mightbe usecd
for evaluating socal programs.

Justfying Simple and Rapid Methods

As discussed throughout this book, the duty of an evaluator is to provide
managers with information that will help them mamtain the quality of
social programs and determine whether the programs are achievmg their
intended impacts. The evaluator must therefore avoid collecting informa-
tion that is of no practical use, even if it means exduding details of interest
to researchers. The evaluator should be goal-oriented and strive toproduce
analyses ina short period of thne that can help managers perform their iob.
Chambers (1991)notestheimportanceof"opfimalignorance,-whichrefers
to the rigorous eination of data that are notessentialfor desonmaldng.
Experience has shown that even simple evaluatis demand considerable
effort Often, the data collected for research purposes are never analyzed
because the work would be costly and time-consuming. Therefore, the
temptation to include additional variables in an evaluation instrument
because they are of research interest should be reisted urdess they are
relevant to policymaling.

Chambers (1991.516-17) identifies four major weaknesses of conven-
tional, quantitatively fosed evaluation methods that justify a greater use
of simpler, more rapid methods. First, project planners, and consequenrtly
evaluators, tend to place things before people. Their mam concern is
usually to construct a particular dam or road. Social scientists are only
called in at a later stage to solve any "people problems" that are interfering
with the successful completion of the project Second, most evaluations
neglect poorer people. Third, conventional evaluation methods have not
been cost-effective. Fmally, there is a concern about the ownership of the
data- Whereas previously social evaluation was seen as a way to incrase
the outsider's understanding of the social reality of the project, knowledge
is now considered by many researchers as a tool for developing and
empowering the affected populations. The more people understad about
their own social, economic, and political conditions and how these maybe
affected by the proposed project, the more power they have to control their
own lives.
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Evaluators should use methods that are appropriate to the inLvestigation.
Shortcuts should notbe viewed as a "poorrelation" to more "sophisticated
methods," nor should they be thought of as expedient The quality of data
is as good as the competence of the evaluator performing the work. One
should never assume that because a rapid assessment method has been
selected less care or rigor is justified.

By keeping in mind the purpose of an evaluation, one can compare
alternative investigation strategies and select the most appropriate ones.
Three limiting factors almost always play a role in the selection of evalua-
tion methods: time, money, and complexity. They can affect an evaluation
design alone or in various combinations (see Table 7-1).

rune is a limiting factor when manag,ement needs an evaluation report
within a specific time frame. Donors often require a mnidtern evaluation,
while on other occasions a government administrator may need to report
tohis dcief executiveandmayhave onlyasmallamountoftineforprepa -ing
a report And sometimes a condition of additional funding is that an
assessment of the program's progress be performed up tothatpointin time.

Even though money may be plentiful and highly trained personnel may
be available, the time constraint may prevent certain methoC.. from being
used, such as a large sampling of the population. Large data sets that need
to be entered and cleaned also could notbeused; nor could anthropological
investigations, which can barely get into the field in three weeks, let alone
carry out the investigation and analyze the data.

The second limting factor is one that most investigators are iamiliar
with-the supply of funds. Although there may be no time pressures and
no lack of competent local staff, the evaluator will need to develop an
evaluation strategy that can be implemented with the availible funds
Often a simple, rapid meihod should be selected so that all work can be
performedbefore the resources are exhausted. Altiough well-trained peo-
ple maybe available, they may notbe affordable, arbi therefore less skilled
individuals will have to be employed. Even if time is not a constraint, the
evaluator will consume available funds withi salaries and field expenses
and not be able to support work beyond a short period of time.

An. evaluation strategy calling for several interviewers and a large sam-
ple usually cannot be supported. However, a single anthropologist might
be able to perfom focus-group interviews or observe the participants.
Firsthand observation may take a substantially longer period of time. Since
there is no time limitation, this may be of no consequence.
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Table 7-1. Matrix of Seven Constraints Affecting Evaluation Designs

Constraints lSoluin

Time Use large, higly supervised teams; sophisticated support
technology; resource-intensive methods; experienced, well-
trained, educated personnel; short, highly focused data
collection instrumenL

Time, money Use smaller data collection teams;minimal supervision low
technology;highlyefficientmethodswithminimal resources
requirements; experienced, well-trained, educated
personnel; highly focused data collection instrument

Time complexity Use small, highly supervised data collection teams; low
technology; simple-to-use methods with minimal training
requiments; available intelligent personnel; field practice
to develop skills of data collectors;. highly focused data
collection instrument.

Time, money, Use small, minimaly supervised data collection teams; low
complexity technology; methods that are simple to use with minimal

training requirements; available intelligent personnel;
miinimal traing of data collectors; highly focused data
collection instrument; critical data only.

Money, complexity Same solutions as in the preceding celL

Complexity Use small, highly supervised data collection teams; low
technology; methods that are simple to use with minimal
training requirements; available intelligent personnel; field
practice to develop skills of data collectors; highly focused
data collection instrument; critical data only.

Money Use small, minimaly supervised data collection teams; low
technology; methods that are simple to use with minimal
tainingrequirements;experiencedpersonnelrequiringlittle
additional training; highly focused data collection
instrummt; critical data only.

One should also be cautious about trying to obtain additional funding.
Extensions are often difficult to procure, either because no funds are
available or because the manager has earmarked the funds for other prior-
ities. Sometimes, because evaluations are seen as unnecessary or as being
performed only to satisfy the donor's requirements, the work may receive
only a small allocatiorn

The third limiting factor is the complexity of the evaluation design
Without enough well-trained personnel, -anytiing other than a simple
investigation is not likely to succeed, even though funds may be available
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and there are no time pressures. For example, even if the evaluator was to
train, say, a team of data collectors in household sampling and interview
tedhniques, it might be difficult to ensure that they will follow directions
correctly and gather reliable information. In such circumstances an evalu-
ator is well advised to use as few enumerators (or data collectors) as
possible so they can be dosely supervised. Although the data collection
mar take longer, the resulting information may be of much higher quality
than what would be produced by a large group of poorly supervised data
collectors.

On other occasions the complexity of an evaluation design may be
constrained by the terrain of the project site. In dense jungle or mountain
areas it may not be possible to provide logistical support for more than a
few teams. In difficult logistical conditions the evaluation design should be
kept simple and the team small.

The complexity of the evaluation design also affects the "ownership" of
the data. The more complex the design and analysis, the more difficult it
wll be for beneficiaries to understand, control, and use the data. In many
cases a more complex design will also reduce the level of involvement of
the local evaluation unit in the planning and analysis of the evaluation, and
control will pass to the outside consultant or foreign agency.

Identifying Information Needs

The information collected during evaluations has to do with impacts,
processes, diagnostics, and troubleshooting. As discussed in previous
chapters, impact assessments debermine whether programs have achieved
their objectives, and process evaluations determine whether interventions
are being performed adequately. Diagnostic evaluations also look at pro-
cesses but are more concemed with the causes of problems. Troubleshoot-
ing helps managers anticipate and avoid problems.

To select an appropriate data collection method, the evaluator must
detemiine both the purpose of the evaluation and the audience. The first
ensures that an investigation is pertinent to program administration, and
the second ensures that the information is conveyed in a marner that can
be understood and usedby a manager. These issues were discussed earlier
and need not be elaborated further in this chapter.

Since evaluations have different functions, the methodologies will vary
with the type of evaluation performed. Methodologies that measure
whether an expected impact has occurred often use precise procedures that
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express results as numbers The methods appropriate for these investiga-
tions are the same as those used in conventional hypothesis testing. After
all, an impact assessment is a hypothesis test of whether aprogram resulted
in an expected outcome. For example, programs that are expected to reach
or exceed specific objectives such as a reduction in the infant mortality rate,
an increase in the literacy rate, a higher proportion of households using
potable water, a greater number of educated adults, and the like, are all
proposing hypotheses that can be tested with pre- and posttest evaluation
designs. The data required for these assessments must be collected by
means of precise methods that measure specific variables.

Other evaluations are more concerned with formulating questionLs and
thus have no clear or specific hypotheses to investigate. A manager may
try to understand why the program does not function well and determine
what action needs to be taken to improve it. In this case, he is looking for
guidance and ideas.

Types of Impact Information

Evaluation is a practical management activity. Although several conven-
tional evaluation methods exist, an evaluator should never assume that
they are the only ones available. The method selected should provide the
required information within the existing constraints. And the questions
investigated should not be chosen simply because the evaluator has a
preference for a particular method. As obvious as this point may sound,
this mistake isfrequentlymade in the field. Many survey researchers prefer
to use structured questionnaires only. Many anthropologists prefer partic-
ipant observation.

A well-designed evaluation uses methods that address dearly formed
and specific questions about a social program. A poorly conceived evalua-
tion is one in which the planner develops questions to suit the methods he
or she prefers and thus runs the risk of not investigating the dimensions of
the program of vital interest to i i.s managers.

We briefly discuss various types of information that may be considered
in an evaluation. In all cases, the information may be either a direct or an
indirect measure of a program variable such as an outcome. A direct
measure is information that corresponds to the speific object or action
under investigation. An indirect measure is information about another
variable that is dlosely related to the variable under investigation and from
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which the value of the former variable can be inferred. For example,
local food consumption in a community can be measured directly by
observing food intake It can also be estimated indirectly by observing food
availability in marlkets orby noting the crops grown locally duringa certain
period of time. An increase in income can be measured directly by asking
people or their employers for salary statistics. In low-income communities,
individuals can also be ranked by an indirect indicator of income, such as
the quality of their housing or of the building materials.

Whether direct or indirect approaches are used depends to some extent
on the purpose of the evaluation and the intended audience. One should
not assume that all evaluations require the same degree of rigor or amount
of time. During impact assessment, administrators may require thorough,
detailed, andprecise information about theprogram. On other occasions-
say, durinlgtroubleshooting-theymayrequire less preciseinfonmationfor
guiding their decisiorunaldng.

The seven types of information presented below illustrate a variety of
styles that can be considered when designig an evaluation.

Frq7uencies

Measuring an impact or process often amounts to counting the number of
times an event has occurred. The resulting information can be used to
comment on individuals, familes, institutions, or some other group. For
each level of analysis in the project (that is, individual or group), one can
report the frequency of the event Polieymakers are often interested in
knowing the average occurrence during some unit of time (week, month,
or year), the median value, or the most frequently occurring value (the
mode); or they may want to develop some sense of variation among
families or communities rough a measure of dispersion, such as the
standarddeviation.Forexample, anevaluationof aprogramforcontrolhng
diarrheal disease in a community of twenty-tiree families may produce
results of the following kind: after five years of water hygiene education,
the average family tended to be-' - XAiter 16 minutes (± 11 minutes) with a
median of 20 mninutes and - m ; ) minutes. These results suggest wide
variation in the success of t:r iw,;oamn Although asubstantialproportion
of families took the precautio].. b boiling their water adequately, a similar
proportion did not. Jn ;.i 'we most frequent response was not to boil it
at all.
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Frequencies can be measured in several ways, one of which is direct
observation. For example, the number of families participating in a self-
help housing project can be counted trough site visits. This approach can
be time-consuming unless the tasks are divided among a team, in which
case logistics and management problems will probably increase.

Another possibility would be to review the records of material suppliers
for the project and to identify the number of families requesting their share
of provisions. As in many systems, the data collector may be able to obtain
information from them rapidly and may require little training to carry out
this task. However, the accountant or recorder must be reliable. Informa-
tion systems also have their start-up costs, some of which can be high.
They may also be difficult to implement well and may require regular
supervision.

A group judgment is yet another possibility. Here, the representatives of
various key informant groups are gathered together and asked to reach a
consensus on the number of families participating in the project. This
approach is neither costly nor time-consuming. However, the coordinator
-mustknowsomething aboutmanagingfocusgroupsorsimilartechniques.
A locally respected individu2lwho is able to gather the informants together
also needs to be involved. In this format, the frequency of points of view
can be tallied.

The frequency of particular responses of communty members can also
be counted. However people may notbe frank about theirparticipation or
they may not be frank about the participation of others. This could be a
problem, as discussed in earlier chapters. Furthermore, the counting may
be both time-consuming and expensive, depending on the number of
individuals to be interviewed. If a representative sample of the community
or of the project is required, the interviews could take-a long time. In
contrast, it may take very little time to interview a small sample of families
that the evaluator intends to use for triangulation on other sources of data.
In any case, interviews snould be performed by trained individuals, but
such people may not always be available.

Measuring Adequacy

Earlier in tiis chapter we referred to the concept of "optimal ignorance."
Often a great deal of effort is put into collecting information that is subse-
quently never used. Sometimes the data are too detailed for the purposes
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of the evaluation. Sometimes they can be used for investigating questions
of scientific interest, but do not serve management's purposes. In health,
population, water, and sanitation prcects, for example, evaluators often
measure the coverage of a service or intervention in the targetcommunities.
Population-based samples are taken to measure the proportion of individ-
uals who have been vaccinated, use family planning methods, use well
water, or have a functioning latrine. This information is often urnecessary.
What they really need to know is whether a certain threshold of coverage
in the population with an intervention has been reached. If coverage in the
target population exceeds, say, 70 percent, then one can assume that the
project is functioring adequately.

Educational programs may expect to train an adequately performing
work force ofhealthworkers, agriculturalworkers, educators, and the like.
Adequacy could be defined as 'properly performing their technical activ-
ities 90 percent of the time." For this type of performance assessment,
evaluators need to determine whether a standard has been reached. The
degree to which it has exceeded or fallen below that standard may be
irrelevant.

Lot quality assuance sampling (LQAS), discussed in Chapter 11, was
developed to answer those very questions. The method is based on bino-
mials and dassifies communities as either adequately or inadequately
covered. The advantage of usingLQAS is tat itonly calls for small samples,
which canbe collected rapidly. Valadez (1991) used tiis tchnique to assess
the national pnmary health care system of Costa Rica. He found that a
sampleofnineteenchildrenwassufficientto correctlyclassifycommunities
with coverage below 50 percent and yet keep the misclassification error to
7 percent or less.

Valadez also found that talking six observations of communuity health
workers perfomrmng service delivery was sufficient to accurately identify
97 percent of the ones who adequately did their work (Valadez, Varga,
and Rivera 1988). LQAS is also useful for assessing the technical quality of
theintervention.Recently,duringthemidterm evaluationof apublichealth
program in Central America, program administrators needed to know
whether the health workers they trained encouraged mothers to have their
children vaccinated and whether they taught mothers to properly prepare
and use oral rehydration therapy. A rapid tree-day assessment using
LQAS was carried out to determine whether health workers' performance
in households was reaching program goals. The evaluator found that
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although health workers were well trained, they were not implementing
interventions correctly in the households of the client population. They
simply could not remember all the steps they had to follow. En this case,
time and money were a severe constraint, and so the LQAS method
provided the information required for program assessment

Another way of detennining adequacy is to ask the users of a program
whether it is addressing their needs 'T-his task canbe quite tme-consumng
if the evaluators decide to interview a representative sample of families. If
the objective of the assessment is to identify programmatic problems that
concem users, it may be less important to know the exact number of
individuals who take that position than to know a group agrees that a
problem exists.

Feedback could be solicited from communities in several ways-by
osrganizing a community forum, forming focus groups, balloting commu-
nities for their opinions, or conducting exit interviews concerning program
facilities. In each case, the objective would be to obtain rapid community
feedback rather than perform a conventional measurement.

Judgments based an clear decision rules are rapid and inexpesive, but
may require the help of a well-trained person, at least at the beginning to
ensure tat data coLectors properly understand the information they need
to colect and the procedures for doing so.

Physical Traces

The old adage tat "a picture is worth a thousand words" is particularly
apt for evaluation activities. A photographic joumal of a project site is a
rapid means of collecting data that preserves information for depicting
progress over time. The resulting datamaybe usefdin any projectin which
envirunental dhange, attendance, physical quality, or workmanship need
to be considered.

At the very least, photographs can demonstrate a condusion. They can
alsobe usedby expertjudgeswho need to partidcpate in the assessmentbut
are unable to make a site visit WhenValadez (1985) asked a group of urban
planners to assess an urban development project in thirty neighborhoods
of Santiago, Chile, the e;perts were unable to visit the sites either because
they lacked the money or had scheduling conflicts. Valadez took photo-
graphs of each site, maldng sure thathe had one snapshot looldng out from
the center to each point of the compass and from each pont of the compass
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towardthe centeratalllocations Theexpertsmetsometmelater asagroup
and assessed all the photographs.

During a rapid assessment of conditions of health facilities in the Alti-
plano of Bolivia, one of the authors visited a distrct hospital to interview
the district medical officer. While touring the facility, henoticed thatnot a
single patient was assigned to a bed. In further interviews, he leamed that
not a single patient had visited the clinic in weels. Such information is so
strong that no other formal measure is necessary.

Webb and his associates (1966) have compiled a compendium of methods
for measuring variables using physical traces. It contains additional sug-
gestions on the use of environmental information.

Community and Izdizidual Response

Many social sectors promote community participation in programs. In
health and populationprograms, inparticular, disease cannotbe prevented
unless individuals change their own behavior and thereby reduce their
own risk. In education and regional development, individual participation
is also encouraged by having people become the promoters as well as users
of services or interventions, or by supplying labor for a task.

As already mentioned, community meetings and focus groups contain-
ing key informants can produce valuable infornation about community
attitudes. Other rapid measures may be feasible where local residents and
community groups havebeen encouraged to p articipate in the construction
of health posts, say, knowing that the number of individuals actually
particpating is less important than knowing whether the health facility
exists and is usable In a sense, all that the evaluator needs to know is that
a consensus was reached among a group of people who successfuly
partcipated in and finished a task. In Valadez's (1984) regional develop-
ment project near Santiago, Chile, the evaluators for one part of the study
wanted to identify enclaves in which residents were building communally
owned plazas. The extent of the participation was less important than
determining whether the enclaves had organized themselves to perform
the task throughout the city. Therefore, the proportion of fiished plazas
was a better indicator of the project's success than their number.

Inanotierexample,Valadez(Valadezandothersl987) visited amothers'
dubinacommunityontheHaitianborderto iiquireaboutthehealthstatus
of the children. No health facility existed; therefore, health events were not
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formallyrecorded. However, themembers of the community women's cldub
were excellent reporters of their own health status. As a group, they
remembered the deaths of each other's infants and of other womerL They
were critical of the local health worker, who did not visit their village, and
complained about the lack of water and locally available drugs. Since each
mother was present to confirm or disagree with the opinions of the others,
it was possible to arrive at credible conclusions. The evaluator in this case
had to ensure that he developed an open, nonthreatening atmosphere in
which he was enthusiastically attempting to solicit the opinions of the
people present The evaluator's objective was to ask the people present the
same question and to reinforre disagreement among them as much as he
reinforced coinsensus. In all cases, however, it was vital to preserve a
nonthreatenig envirorunent.

Anothermeans of systematically acquiinginfomnation thatalso usesthe
oral responses of individuals has been used in public healffi programs for
several years-the verbal autopsy. Because understnding the determi-
nants of mortality rates is fundamental to many public health programs,
obtaining a reliable measure of mortality and causes of death is central to
many programevaluations. However, deathsarenotalwayssystematically
recorded in communities. Therefore, rates can be underestdmated or attrib-
uted to the wrong causes.

Verbal autopsies assume that mothers or key individuals in the house-
hold will remember sentinel events, such as the death of a child or spouse,
and will be able to describe the person's basic symptoms up to the time of
death. A verbal autopsy is a struchtred interview in which questions have
been developed with yes/no responses. If a response is a yes, then another
set of questions, arranged in the form of a tree, is cosdered in order to
eliminate progressively the possible causes of death. The main concem
when using verbal autopsies is to classify and count vital events accurately.
Detail is less important than tne accurate identification of broad categories.
This logic may also apply to other social programs in which sentinel events
occur (Gray, Smith, and Barss 1990).

Balancing Time, Cost, and Complexity

Program evaluations are greatly affected by the time, cost, and complexity
involved, but the tradeoffs between these factors can be difficult to deter-
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mine. Table 7-2 contains a matrix of the three basic elements of any
evaluation. It shows, first, that evaluations either address questions that
have already been developed or identify questions that should be an-
swered. Typically, the former category of questions pertain to whehier
specific impacts occurred and whether activities are being performed as
planned. In the second case, the task is to identify or formulate the proper
questions to investigate. This is what happens in a process evaluatio in
which the manager tries to understand why problems occurred, or tries to
perform troubleshooting by identifying any potenial problem before it
affects the viability of the program.

Second, Table 7-2 shows the methods themselves. Each of the methods
has been described at least once in this book

Third are the constraints themselves: availability of time, money, and
trained personneL Each constraint is sufficient to eliminate a method from
consideration. Suppose that a program has adequate funding but that
personneltraininghasonlybegurLHerethemethodsselectedmustbeones
that esure reliable data wil be collected. If time is also limited, then the
methods mustbe simple and rapid. If money is yet anotier constaint, then
some thought must be given to appropriate evaluation technology. Each of
the constraints, either alone or in combination, has unique effects, as briefly
discussed below.

TB4E Many a manager has experienced a need for immediate feedback,
If time is the only constraint, then any method that arelatively sophisticated
data collector can handle could be an appropriate selection-whether it
consists of using archival information and rapid sampling techniques,
interviewing keyinfornants, managing focus groups and communityfora,
takdng photographic surveys, looling for physical evidence, performing
systems analyses, operating simulations, or reading automatic mechanical
counters. Some of these methods are expensive to use, and some demand
a fairly high level of education. But if money or personnel are not an issue,
this need not be a concem.

Cosr. When both money and time are in short supply, a few of these
methods can be eliminated, automatic counters (water meters, computer
informationsystems)beingone Unless theyalreadyexdst,suchdevicesare
expensive to purchase and to maintairL
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Table 7-2. Matrix of Seven Constraints Affecting Evaluation Designs
and Methods to Use

Assessing Impacts
Consbwmt mi Procsses Problem Idnaication

Time A. AC, CS, K L PS, PT, S, V A. CP, F. K, S, SA, V
rume, money A, CS, KC L, PS. PT, S,V A, CF, F, K, S, SA, V
Time,complexity AC CS,L, PS, PT. S a
lime, money, complexity CS, L, PS, PT, S CF, S

Money, complexity Cs, 1. PS, PT, S CF, S
Complexity CS,A PS, r,s CF,S
Money A, C, CS, K L, PO, PS, Pr, V A, CF, PO, S, SA, V

Nott A= archives, AC= automatic counter, C = case study, CF = community forun, CS
duster sample, F = focus group, K= key infornant L =LQAS, PO = partiipant observation,
PS = photographc survey, PT = physical trace, S = simulation. SA = systems analysis, V =
verbalautopsy.

Most of the techniques considered here can only be used by trained
persormeL With sufficient time, an anthropologist placed in a community
can produce credible partcipant observational information. Even whern
time is a constraint, there are many otier robust approaches for collecting
data. If information systems have been established and maintained, archi-
val informationisthefirstobvioussource to consult EvendLu -cordsystems
are in disarray, an experienced data collector or researcher could sort his
orherwaythughlibrariesorrecordroomsstofindtheinformationneeded
to respond to a manager's inquiry.

Most group and interview techniques can alsobeused, the more complex
of which mvolve key informant interviews and managing focus groups.
Although they donotproduce quantitativeinformation,theycanbeuseful
for assessing consensus in communities and identifying further problems.
Focus groups need a trained individual who can handle group dynamics
and who has the ability to prevent anyone from dominating the setting in
a diplomatic way.

Structured interviews would be desirable, if experienced personnel are
available. If they are not, many problems can arise, as already mentioned.
The interviewer may not read or deliver the question properly, or may
prejudice theresponsebyconveyingtheimpressionthatthereisapreferred
response.
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CoMPLEXTY. The lack of trained or educated personnel is a particularly
powerful constraint It can be risky to ask inex enced individuals to
review existing archives such as record systems, libraries, ledgers, cen-
suses, and the like. Unless data collectors regularly read and write and
use numbers, they may search for and record unreiable information. For sim-
ilar reasons, the evaluator may be unable to askpersonnel to interview key
informants, to manage focus groups, or to use verbal autopsy techniques.

Custersamplescouldstillbeusedsince theyare relativelyeasytocollect
The most complex task for a data collector is to select a random starting
point for the first observation. The World Health Organization has devel-
oped a method of doing so, however, so that even this step can now be
reliably performed by a person with little training.

Simulation techniquesmightalso beconsideredcforthis task. Simulations
create an artificial environment in which partcipants are likely to behave
as though they were in a natural setting. Some project supervisors have
used this approach to assess teaching techniques or the perfornance of
local health workers or teachers. Simulations can also be used to determine
whether partcipants are using the proper technique for preparing an oral
rehydration solution, constructing sanitation systems, preparing soil, and
the like. The great advantage of simulations is that they require few data
colectors, andmost of the effort consists of developing the simulationitse]f.

A community forum is another iethod that can rapidly produce infor-
mation with high face value. The technical expertise of data collectors may
be less important when using this technique than it is to ensure that the
person is respected in the community and has certain social skills. If an
agenda for a community forum is prepared well in advance by the evalu-
ator, and basic rules are explained to the moderator to ensure that all
partcipantscontributetotheforum, thismethodmayyieldtheinformation
a manager needs to assess the program or to perform troubleshooting.
These meetings can take on a momentum of their own to a point where the
moderator merely needs to play a note-takdng role.

The tradeoffs between these three constaints are not always obvious. As
Table 7-2 suggests, however, the availability of personnel can be more
constraining than a time limit or the lack of money, which can sometimes
be overcome through the efficiency and imagination of the field workers.
Without appropriate personnel, even a sopliisticated and elegant method-
ology will lose its force.
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Simplified Evaluation Designs

As already pointed out, it is important to use control groups and to control
for confounding variables through evaluation designs, but such control is
not always possible. In such cases, the evaluation design may have to be
simplified It may be necessary to eliminate control observations, take
information at fewer points in time, or collect information on fewer v'ari-
ables. Although these simplifications may weaken the evaluation design,
the information obtained may still ensure rational decisionmakdng.

Wnen evaluation designs are too detailed to implement, a careful and
thoughtful appraisal should be performed to anticipate the risks of elini-
nating controls. Often the personnel associated with a pIogramL klnow

enough about the conditions that exist in the host country to help the
evaluator determine whether the threats to validity discused in earlier
chaptersneedtobeconsideredinthecurrentevaluation.Forexample, other
programs may interact >- it one's own program and thereby produce an
impact that should not be attibutable to that program alone. However, it
may not be essential for the manager to know about this interaction at a
particular point in the program cycle. He may be more concemed with
determining whether output are being delivered on schedule and antici-
pating problems that could underine the program.

Knowing the impacts that are due to the program alone rather than to
such interactions may also be less important to policymakers. he fact that

a successful outcome occurred may be the important finding for them
Ultimately, the most important goal for program evaluation may be to
promote national development and ensure that well-managed programs
are in operation.

Using Triangulation to Strengthen Reliability and Validity

The degree of confidence in the findings of rapid assessment methods can
be greatly increased by comparing estimates obtained from different meth-
ods of data collection. The systematic use and comparison of independent
data collection methods is known as "triangulation' (Denzin 1978; Ianni
and 0rr1979). Here,the evaluatorassessesthepotentialbiasesinparticular
methods of data collectio and other independent medtods that are likely
to offsetthese biases. For example, estimates of household income obtained
*from direct questions may tend to underestimate income either because
respondents do not wish to admit they have illegal or socially disapproved
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sources of income, or because the respondentmaybe unaware of, or forget
to report, some of the many informal sources of income received by many
families. This particular bias could be offset by direct observation (in the
street or in the house), by asking families to keep a diary or by more
intensive contact with the families through participant observation

At the same time, one should not rely exdusively on direct observation
or onin-depth informationfrom a small number of householdsbecause the
sample of respondents or observations maybe biased. In this case, a small
but carefuUly selected random sample of households could greatly
strengtien the relabflity and validity of the data.

The effective use of tiangulation must satisfy the followng conditions.
First, the potentialbiases of each method must be identified. Second, other
methodsthatdonotsharethesamebiasesmustbeselectedandused.Third,
the different methods must be independent of each other so as to provide
independent estimates. Fourth, procedures must be established for com-
paring the estimates obtained through different methods and for explain-
ing any observed diferences. To do so, it may be necessary to allocate time
and resources to further fieldwork, to help reconcile the differences. While
it is interesting to know that participant observation gave a higher esti-
mated household income than did surveys, it is much more useful to be
abletoexplainwhythisdifferenceoccurredandtoprovideabetterestiUate
of true income that combines both sources of data.
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Quasi-Experimental Designs
for Estimating the Size
of Project Impacts

Despite tie fadt that most international development assistance has long
beencommitted to imprvingthe long-tenm economic and socialconditions
of program beneficdaries and that organizations such as the Operations
Evaluation Department (OED) of the World Bank have been evaluating
project inpacts at least since the late 1970s, the primary concern of govem-
ments and donor agencies until recently was the shsor- and naedum-tenm
aspects of design and implementation (see Chapter 6). Now, however, more
attention is being given to the long-term effects of development assistance:
whether the investments have achieved their intended impacts and
whether they have benefited the intended target groups. This shift is
particularly evident in the growing concern with long-term environmental
impacts, the involuntary resettlement that takes place dunng the construc-
tion of power projects and irrigation schemes, thie impact of development
assistance on the poor in general and on poor women in particular, the
decrease in HIV/AIDS prevalence, and the sustainability of development
programs.The efficiency of development portfolio management is anotier
focus of attention.

227
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Assessing the Impacts of Development Projects

To deal with these issues, governments and donor agencies need to know
more about the impacts of development assistance, especially where the
poor and vulnerable are concerned. Some are already taking measures to
collect such information. The World Bank, for example, conducts evalua-
tion studies to assess the extent to which resettled populations are at least
as well off after resettlement as they were before.

To respond adequately to concerns about the impacts of development
programs it is necessary to determine (a) whether the desired social and
economic changes have occurred in the intended target populations, (b) the
extent to which these changes can be attributed to the development projects
rather than to other independent factors (such as general changes in the
economic environment or the effects of other programs or policies), and (c)
the direct and indirect impacts on other population groups.

According to much of the evaluation literature, these kinds of assess-
ments should use a randomized evaluation design (Boruch and Woftike 1985)
or a quasi-experimental (QE) design (Cook and Campbell 1979; Rossi and
Freeman 1993). In practice, however, few major development projects have*
followed a "metiodologically rigorous' quasi-experimental design. In-
deed, a growing body of researchers would argue that these designs are
unrealistically complex, slow, and expensive, and that thert are more rapid
and econonical ways of performing such assessments capable of providing
all the essential information policrmakers, planners, and managers might
need.

In this chapter we examine current views about the practical utility of the
conventional QE designs for evaluating project impacts. We discuss the
rationale for quasi experimentation, the main QE designs, and the way they
have been used in developing countries. We examine ten QE designs that
the literaturewould classify as 'methodologicallyrobust" and three widely
used designs that are simpler and more econon-icalto use,butmethodolog-
ically "less robust' because they do not control for some of the major factors
likely to affect the validity of the findings (fable 8-1).

These simpler and more economical designs offer innovative solutions
to the problem of how to integrate quantitative and qualitative techniques
so as to provide the greatest degree of methodological rigor possible in
real-life situaions. In particular, they try to compensate for the lack of
baseline data on the characteristics of project beneficiaries and control
groups before the projectbegan.
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Table 8-1. Thirteen Impact Evaluation Designs Classified
into Methodologically Robust Quasi-Experimental Designs
and Simpler and More Economical Designs

Metfho&dltrgicly robust quasi-expmentadesigns
1. Pretest and posttest on project and control groups: the basic quasi-

experimental (QE) design.
2. Partitioning variations in the intensity of an intervention: basic QE design

but with multiple intervention groups.
3. Controlling for the influence of multiple interventions on outcomes: basic

QE design but with additional groups to represent nonproject interventions.
4. Nonequivalent control group with multiple pretests: extending basic QE

design to include multiple pretest observatioms
5. Nonequivalent control group with multiple pretests and posttests.
6. Controlling for test-intervention interactions: adding control and

intervention groups to basic QE design.
7. Controlling for selection effects: multiple levels of intervention and control

groups.
8. Controlling for historical effects: 2 pre-and posttest measurements on

intervention and control groups.
9. Interrupted time-series anlysis with a nonequivalent control group.

10. Intermpted time-series analysis without a control group.

Simpler and more economiozl designs
11. Comparison of project group before and aTter the projectintervention

without a control group.
12. Ex-post comparison of project and control groups without a pretest
13. Pretest and posttest on experimental group combined with ex-post

comnparison of project and control groups.

a. This could be considered a less robust design as it does not include a control group.
However, if suffident observation points are induded, it i- often possible to use econometric
or multivariate analysis to provide a reasonable degree of controL

Like other designs, these simpler ones have their strengths and their
limitations. They can certainly answer many questions of concern to poli-
cymakers and planners, but in some cases a QE design is still more appro-
priate, especially where information is required about the impacts of
projects on nonbeneficiary groups, or about the precise costs and benefits
of alterative intervention strategies. Nevertheless, the simpler designs,
particularly when they use multiple surveys of different groups and com-
bine quantitative and qualitative methods, can provide most of the infor-
mation policymakers and planners need for their decisionmalkng.
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Numerous evaluations are cited to show t1hat quasi-experimtal designs
are in fact quite widely used, especially for questions concerning education,
population, and health. In most cases they are used where the evaluation
design is relatively simple, with a limited number of clearly defined treat-
ments, and some easily measurable impact indicators. However, impact
evaluationshavealsobeenusedwithmorecomplexprojects,three of which
are descnbed here: the West Africa River Blindness Control Program, the
EDURURAL Primary Education Program in Northeast Brazil, and three
components of the Bolivian Social Investment Fund.

As this chapter explains, simpler and more economical evaluation de-
signs are quite satisfactory for most purposes, but in certain situations a
more rigorous quasi-experimental design may be the only way to obtain
the necessary information. Although it may take some ingenuity to apply
the QE designs to many real-life situations, there is evidence to showr that
they can be used and can produce policy and planning information that
justifies the investment of money and time.

Using Quasi-Experimental Designs in Evaluating Social
Development Programs

Quasi-experimental designs assess the impacts of project interventions by
measuring the changes that have taken place in the social and economic
conditions of project target groups and by systematically isolating the
effects of other factors (other projects; changing social, economic, and
political conditions; climatic and other natural changes, and so on) that
mighthave contributed to the observed changes. A QE design canbe used
to assess the overallimpact of projects on targetgroups,identifythe groups
thathave been mostand leastaffected, andidentifytheinputs thatproduce
the greatest impact at the lowest cost. The QE design can also provide
information on the interaction between project interventions, beneficiary
characteristics, and external factors, and the part they play in the impact of
a project

QE designs allow the evaluator to observe not only the group in which
the intervention has been introduced, but also a control group. Pre- and
post observations are taken in both groups. The assumption is that other
unknown and unexplained factors, in addition to the interventions, may
also contribute to changes in the project area. In a well-designed and
executed evaluation, the control group detects and adjusts for changes
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that are unrelated to the project, while the intervention group detects
changes due to the project Therefore, changes in the intervention group
minus those in the control group should reveal impacts attributable only
to the intervention.

Of course, in experiments in the natural sciences individuals are ran-
domly assigned to intervention and control groups. In most QE assess-
ments of development projects, individuals are assigned to groups on the
basis of operational selection criteria (such as geographical location, low
income, malnutrition, female-headed household, or lack of assets). Thus,
the two groups will nothave the same, or even very similar characteristics.
QE designs therefore use additional "controls" to help evaluators distin-
guish between effects due to an intervention and those that are due to
factors unrelated to the project

THE MAIN DISADVANTAGES OF QE DESIGNS. Whether the QE design is
useful when the "intervention" being evaluated is a development project
is a subject of considerable debate. First, because observations are taken
before and after the intervention, many evaluators complain that QE de-
signs take too much time to arrive at a judgment about the impact of an
intervention. Although in some cases, such as population programs, these
costs and delays are considered worthwhile, in others, such as agricultural
programs, they are sometimes said to be unjustified. Second, QE designs
can be quite complex and may require multiple control and intervention
groups in order to capture project effects. Therefore, considerable expertise
may be needed to design the evaluation and to analyze and interpret the
results. Third, even though observations are taken before and after, some
QE results may remain open to alternative explanations, because when the
client population is nonrandomly assigned to either receive or not receive
an intervention, it can be argued that the differences between intervention
and control groups, rather than the intervention itself, may explain an
impact The interpretation of results is further complicated by exteral
events such as natural disasters, changing employment opportunities,
election campaigns, and projects organized by o ther agencies-al of which
may have different effects in project and control areas. Another complaint
of planners is that the results of a project in one location may not be
applicable to other locations.

Researchers who have worked in the agriculture and rural development
sectors also cite the very expensive, and largely unsuccessful, attempts to
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introduce large-scale and rigorous impact evaluations in the 1970s. In a
number of countres, of which Nigeria is a prime example, large farm-
systems research programs were set up to provide a solid empirical basis
for evaluating the economic and social impacts of agricultural investments.
While huge amounts of data were generated over many years and at great
expense, in the opinion of many experts these efforts produced almost no
useful results. One of the biggest problems was that it was virtually im-
possible to obtain reliable estimates of farm income.

In practice, a combination of financial, adminstrative, technical, and
organizational factors have limited the use of the methodologically more
robust QE designs in the evaluation of most major social development
projects. Recently, a World Bank task force report concluded that owing to
data limitations, budgetary constraints, and local research capacity it is
seldom possible to use the more robust (and more expensive and time-
consuming) evaluation designs in assessing project impacts.2 Furthermore,
the simpler and more economtical designs can usually provide the informa-
tion required by operational staff and policymakers. In most countries and
sectors, there is relatively little demand for the more sophisticated kinds of
information generated by the robust evaluation designs. The Operations
Evaluation Department of the World Bank has conducted some sixty
impact evaluations of Bank-financed projects, mainly in the fields of agri-
culture, irrigation, and education? AlU of these studies used one of the three
simpler and more economical evaluation designs (Designs 11-13) de-
scribed below. Three examples ae provided to illustrate these evaluations.4

The authors of all of these studies were fully aware of the limitations of
the existing data sources and made every eff;ort to strengthen the data base
through the use of innovative, multimethod designs. Maximum use was
made of existing data sets such as national censuses, state or national
migration surveys, satellite images, land sale records, and consumer price
surveys, specially commissioned tracer studies (on families who did not
move or who left the project); and interviews with key informants such as
local officials, community leaders, and religious leaders. OED emphasizes
the importance of involvingbeneficiaries in allstages of the evaluation and
was one of the first parts of the World Bank to introduce beneficiary
assessment techniques.

1TH CASE FOR QE DESGNS. The arguments for and against the use of QE
designs are examined in greater detail later in this chapter- The important
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point to note here is that simpler and more economical designs are usually
unable to assess the impact of projects on nonbeneficiary groups (such as
families who were not resettled or who did not remain in squatter upgrad-
inghousingprograms). Because these excluded groups are often the poor-
est and mostvulnerable in society, thislack of informationmakes it difficult
to fully assess project impacts on all affected population groups.

Also, the simpler designs provide little information about the extent to
whidc changes can be attrbuted to the project, which project components
are the most and least effective, and how project components interact with
beneficiarych stics. Without this informatim, it is more difficult to
improve the cost-effectiveness and efficiency of future project design. In
many cases, however, these kinds of problems can be overcome in part by
in-depth case studies and technical studies.

The extentto which these limitations wouldjustify the additional invest-
ments of time, money, and human resources required for a QE design will
depend on the individual case.

Sectoral Diferences in the Use of QE Designs

Attitudes toward the use of QE designs vary considerably from one sector
to another. Evaluation practitioners in thie fields of rural development,
agriculture, and to a large extent housing and urban development make
little use of QE designs (and often claim that these methods are not appli-
cable in developing countries). The designs are frequently used, however,
in the fields of health, nutrition, population, water supply, sanitation, and
education.

A case in point is an assessment of a population program in Barbados,
which had developed contraceptive counseling strategies to delay second
pregnancies (Bertrand and others 1986). In Colombia, QE was used to
determine whether a combined delivery of antiparasitic drugs and contra-
ceptives, in comparison with the contraceptive alone, inceased contracep-
tive acceptance (Gomez 1985). And in Peru, the country's Population
Council (1986) used QE to identify the optimal nLumber of doctor's visits to
forty slun clinics in Lima to insert IUDs, deliver gynecological services,
and treat contraceptive side effects.

QE has also been frequently used by educators and public health agen-
cies. During 1979 to 1981, for example, the Mit Abu El Kom rural recon-
structionprojectinEgyptusedaQEdesignto detemiinewhetherimproved
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living conditions contributed to increased awareness of the health im-
plications of better sanitation arnong project recipients, and to assess
whether beneficaries and nonparticpants differed in their final attitudes
and behavior toward the health project (Weidner, Nosseir, and Hughes
1985).

In Colombia, QE helped researchers determine whether the earnings of
trainees increased after they participated in a national i-ervic taining
program (Jimenez, Kugler, and Horn 1989); and in Nicaragua, QE demon-
strated that radio-based mathematics instruction was an effective educa-
tional method (Searle and others 1978).

Although housing projects are often considered too large and complex
for a quasi-experimental approach, it has been successfully used in a
number of such cases. In Chile, during the early 1970s, the designers of a
new suburb in Santiago used a QE to investigate whether social participa-
tion couIld be enhanced through architectural designs (Valadez 1984). In
El Salvador, Large-scale QE designs were used to evaluate sites and ser-
vices housing projects (Bamberger, Gonzalez-Polio, and Sae-Hau 1982),
and in the Philippines to evaluate squatter upgrading pro,;ects (Philppine
National Housing Authority 1979a, 1979b, 1980,1981).

Health professionals have been among the largest group of QE users,
perhaps because of the laboratory training of manyhealth speialists or the
large-scalesodalexperimentsdesignedbyhealthprofessionals,suchasthe
Salk Vaccine Field Test of 1954 (Meier 1978). In a more conventional use of
experimental techniques in developing countries, the EgyptianMinistry of
Health compared the benefits of three oral rehydration salt protocols to
assess their effect on mortality (Kienan and others 1985). Another QE
revealed that the repetitive training of mothers, health providers, and
pharmacists improves the ability of mothers to man>age their childres
diarrhea episodes (Goma and others 1988; Kaelman, Nagaty, and Ajello
1986).

In the Philippines, the results of a QE demonstrated that four of several
interventions in a comprehensive health education program exhibited the
greatest community acceptance. These interventions consisted of purifying
drinking water, improving kitchen sanitation, consuming food from
Iitchen gardens, and storing limited quantities of food (Hi, Woods, and
Dorsey 1988).

Whenever policymakers want to use QE to compare the benefit of a new
technology with that of a traditional one, they need to pay particularly close
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attention to the timing of the before and after studies. It takes time for users
to become accustomed to, and to accept a new technology. Consequently,
the ex-post study should notbe conducted too soon. At the same time, if the
ex-post study is delayed too long, the control group is likely to have begun
using the new technology (Loft, Anderson, and Madsen 1989).

Identifying Intervention and Nonintervention Populations:
The Basic Quasi-Experimental Design (Design 1)

As already mentioned, quasi experimentation provides alternative expla-
nations for a program effect and by controlling for them makes it possible
to assess whether social change should be attributed to an intervention or
to external factors unrelated to the project In QE designs, individuals are
not randomly assigned to intervention and control groups, so there is
always a possibility that dhanges attributed to the project intervention are
due (at least in part) to initial differences in the demographic, economnic,
social, or geographical characteristics of the project and control groups.

Throughout this section we use a shorthand notation to describe quasi-
experimental designs (see Campbel and Stanley 1966; Cook and Campbell
1979). 0 refers to a point in time at which an observation is madei X
symboizes the point at which an intervention is introduced into a group.
Subscripts to 0 indicate the order in which observations or interventions
occur. The intervention (project) group is identified as I, while the control
group is identified as C.

TIhe first step of control is to identify the individuals who receive a
program's interveritions and those who do not. Ideally,both groupsshould
have as many relevant dharacteristics in common as possible, beside the
fact that one group has the intervention and the other does not

An important implication of this firstprinciple of control is that program
planners must make several decisions early in the development of an
intervention about who is exposed to it, how to identify and monitor both
intervention and control groups over time, when one group should receive
the intervention, and when to expect an outcome.

In Design 1 (which can be considered the basic quasi-experimental
design), Oi refers to observations made in both the intervention andcontrol
groups before the intervention X has been introduced. These observations
form the pretest; 02 is the posttest, since observations occur in both groups
at the same time but after the intervention X has been introduced. 02
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Design 1. Quasi-Experimental Nonequivalent Control Group:
The Basic Quasi-Experimental Design

Intervention: Oi X 02

Coant& Oj 02

observations are made when sufficient imehas elapsed for an impact to be
expected from the project If the intervention group has a similar distribu-
tion of characteristics as the control group C and if the values in the first set
of observations in both groups are the same (lOt = CO), then a trend can
be identified that is independent of the interventionv

D,d = CO2- CO1.

This relationship can be used to assess changes in the control group that
are due to local nonproject influences (such as changing employment
opportunities, income variations, availability of water for irrigation, and
prices of agrictural inputs).Thesechangesarepresumedtohaveoccurred
regardless of the intervention. The trend indicates the direction and mag-
nitude of local influences that should not be atbibuted to the interventiorL

Suppose that a campaign promoting extendedbreast-feeding was intro-
duced into one region of a nation, and that a second region, where no
promotional activities took place, was left as a control group. Although
managers expect the average length of breast feeding to increase among
mothers in the target group, they also need to determine whether the
average length of breast-feeding has changed in the control group. Any
such change in the control group should be subtracted from the outcome
measures of the intervention group in order to identify the net changes due
to the programL

An intervention outcome can be measured as

Intervention Outcome= IO2 - IO1 - Dtd.

To exclude local trends, Dtrnd is subtracted from the difference between
the pretest and posttest observations of the intervention group. The result
therefore indicates the change after influences extemal to the project have
been eliminated. The above formula could be used to assess the impact of
a child survival project Suppose that infant mortaRty in the project area
was initially 106 per 1,000 livebirtha and dropped to 85 per 1,000 atthe end
of the project Also assume that Dtid in a control area exhibits a decline
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in infant mortality of 10 per 1,000. Therefore the project impact could be
estimated as 85 -106 - (-10) = -11, or a decline in the infant mortality rate

of 11 points.

El Saivador LUsing the Basic QE Design to Assess the Impact ofa Low-Cost
Housing Project on Income

One of the principal objectives of a sites and services housing project in El
Salvador during the 1970s was to increase the incomes of participating
families. To test this impact, a sample of 196 future project families was
randomly selected from among all successful applicants; and a control
group of 300 families was selected through a stratified sample drawn from
the three main types of low-income settlements Future project families and
the control group were interviewed in 1976, a few months before the project
began to obtain baseline information on the social and demographic char-
acteristics and economic conditions of the households. Families were again
interviewed in 1978, soon after the project group had moved to their new
houses, and again in 1980, when the project was fully established. In order
to assess the project impact on household income and employment, aver-
age household income was computed for the project and control groups in
1976 and again in 1980 (the estimates made in 1978 will notbe used in this
example, although having three observation points rather than two greatly
strengthens the evaluation design). Table 8-2 shows that in 1976 future
project households had an average monthly income of 335 colones com-
pared with 258.3 for the control group. Between 1976 and 1980 the income

Table 8-2. Monthly Average Eamed Income for Families Particpating
in a Housing Project in El Salvador and for a Control Group, 1976-80
(colones)

Whe project
BeJoreproject under woyfor

beins 2-Syears Chage (29760)
Participants (1976) (1980) Absohlte Percent

Participants 335.0 569.6 234.5 70.0
Control group 258.3 451.0 1727 74.6

Source: Bamber&er, Gonzalez-Polio, and Sae-Hau (1982).
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of project families had increased by 234.5 colones (70 percent), while the
income of controlhouseholdshad increasedby 172.7 colones (74.6 percent).

This example clearly demonstrates the importance of a control group. If
only the project group had been studied (as is often the case), it might have
been assumed that the project produced a very significant impact on
household incomes, which ilcreased by 70 percent over a four-year period.
Once it is known that the incomes of the control group increased by 74.6
percent over the same period, itbecomes clear that the project had no dlear
positive impact on incomes, and that in fact it may have had a slight
negative effect

Partitioning Variation in Types of Intervention and Ihtervention
Intensity (Design 2)

The simple quasi-experimental control group desigrLcan also be expanded
to assess situations in which different kinds and combinations of services
are offered or where interventions may be offered at different levels of
intensity. This would be useful in a site and service housing prpject, for
example, where it is important to know how much of a house should be
built by the project and how much should be left to the partidpants to
finish. This design could also be used to compare different methods of
teaching literacy (see the example of a cost-effectiveness analysis of alter-
native methods of using educational television in the Philippines cited in
Chapter 4) or in promoting public health and providing medical services.

When evaluating an intervention with varying intensities, one should
evaluate alternatives independently, as in Design 2. This approach is re-
ferred to as partitioningan intervention.

In Design 2, an intervention has been partitioned into three intensities:
X1, X2, and X3. "Intensity" can refer to an intervention with systematic
increments in housing construction or in the number of yearly household

Design 2. Partitioning Variations in the Intensity of an Intervention

Intervention 1: Oi Xi 02

Intervention2: 1 XZ 02

Intervention 3: 01 X3 02

Control: Oz 02
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visits by a health worker. For example, X1 could be quarterly visits, Xz
biannual visits, and X3 annual visits.

Egypt Evaluating a Diarrheal Control Project That Offers Various Levels
of Treatment

In Egypt, the impact of different ORS (oral rehydration salt) protocols was
recently evaluated in a trial community intervention in diarrheal disease
(ICelman and others 1985). The intervention consisted of improved training
for health personnel, the distribution of Oralybte rehydration salt, instruc-
tion for mothers in the early detection of dehydration and the management
of ORS, and the differentmethods of distributing the salt and sugartostores
and homes. The objective of the study was to determine the way in which
differentOPSprotocols inprovedcasemanagementindiarrheal diseases The
tedhniques employed were (a) a static-group comparison between treatnent
levels involving referral and (b) a pretest-posttest control group design for
mortality. Measurements were taken before and after the test to assess
changes in morbidity and mortality in the treatment and control groups

The researchers found statistically significant differences in referral and
treatmnent between different methods of service delivery. The results were
affected by age, however, and by the general health of each family. It was
found that the availability of ORS through "improved" regular services
(control 2) had a greater effecton service utilization than other protocols
involving mother and staff training.

Peru and Barbados: Assessing the Appropriate Intensity of Medical Visits

In Lima, Peru, a study was conducted to assess the differential impacts on
reduced fertility of one, two, and four medical visits during the first month
following the insertion of an intra-uterine device (IEU) and the provision
of gynecolagical services (Peru, Population Council 1986, cited in Dennis
and Boruch 1989:294). Clinics were randomly assigned to one, two, and
four visitsfrom a doctorduring a one-month period, and observationswere
made on how this affected the behavior of women who had received the
IUD and received gynecological services. A similar study was conducted
in Barbados (Bertrand and others 1986) to compare the impact on delaying
second pregnancies through the provision of one to three follow-up vis-
its by a nurse to provide advice on postnatal care, hygkne, and contra-
ceptive use.
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Creating Protective Barriers to Control for the Influence
of External Factors (Design 3)

As discussed earlier, the second principle of "control" ensures that other
interventions extraneous to the project do not influence the outcomes.
Ideally, a programr site should be located in a place where one category of
intervention will not affect another. For example, it is difficult to assess the
inpact of the promotion of community participation on a household's
willingness to use its own labor in house construction if at the same time
the families are offered subsidized buildg materials and technical ser-
vices. The successful completion of housing could be due to these subsidies
rather than to the promotion of commuiity partidpation (see Keare and
Parris 1982).

In other words, program planners should ideally avoid locations in
which other activities target the same outcome. If this separation is not
possible, the evaluator may still be able to isolate exteral factors and to
estimate the influence of project interventions. Design 3 shows four groups
that share similar characteristics: two of the groups are exposed to the
project (one in isolation and the other is exposed to both the project and
another independent intervention); one is exposed to an altemative inter-
vention; and one is not exposed to any project and serves as a controL

A project's intervention effect in the presence of another intervention
unrelated to the project can be estimated as follows. Suppose that the
independent (notproject-related) intervention is ahealtheducationproject,
X, and the target intervention is a water and sanritation project, Xh Both
projects are intended to reduce the frequency of diarrhea. The-nonprc4ect's
intervention effect can be estimated as the difference in the dependent
variable, in this case the frequency of diarrheal disease (E) at ti. In its
simplest form, Des'ignS 3 assumes that the first set of observations, OL were
equal for all groups. In the following notation, E refers .o an effect or
outcome, lis the intervention, and C is the controL 0 is a set of observations,

Design 3. Controlling for the Influences of Multiple Interventions
on Outcomes

Nonprojectinteirvention: 01 Xa 02

Projectintervenion: °1 Xb 02

Combined project and nonproject ittenrention: Oi XaOb 02

Control: 01 02
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and the subscript refers to the sequence. The effect of the health education
can be estimated as follows:

Ea = (iOz- CO2).

The effect of the water and sanitation project can be estimated in a similar
way:

Eb = (1I2A- C0 2).

The effect produced when both the education and water and sanitation
projects are both present (CXa+b) in the same environment is

Ea+b = (1302- CG 2 ).

In this tiird intervention, the effect of the target project, X},, can be
estimated as follows:

Eb'= (Ea+b -Ea)-

However, it is difficult to determine whether the influences of two
programs are additive, multiplicative, or dirnig. Itisnot always possbIe
to detemine what influence Xa has had on X,. Hence, Ebw may be an over-
or underestimation of the impact of X, when it is implemented alone.

If the influence of one project on the other is interactive, so that one
intervention enhances the other (Xab), then the effect of Xb alone can be
estimated as XabfXa.

For a discussion of statistical procedures for the analysis of interaction
terms, the reader should consult one of the standard statistical texts on
multiple regression and analysis of variance (see for example, Blalockc 1979,
for an easily understandable introduction; or Hays 1977, for a more ad-
vanced diccussion). The exarnples given above, and in the following sec-

oions represent the simplest caze in which the characteristics of the control
and experimental groups are very similar at the time that the project
interventions occur. Frequently, however, significant differences will be
found between these groups, particularly where the project is intended for
groups with certain dearly defined economic, demographic, or social char-
acteristics. In these cases it will normally be necessary to statistically adjust
for these initial differences through the use of multiple regression or other
forms of multivariate analysis. These procedures are widely available
through statistical packages such as SPSS and SAS. The manuals for both
of these programs provide an introduction to the use and interpretation of
the statistical procedures.

In addition to these kinds of statistical procedures, useful information on
the pattems of interaction between projects and external factors can often
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be obtained from in-depth case studies conducted on a subsample of
subjects covered in the sample surveys. Examples of this application of case
studies are provided later in his chapter in connection with the evaluation
of the River Blindness Resettlement Programs in West Africa (McMillan
1987,1993).

Eliminating Alternative Explanations for Program Results
(Designs 4-10)

in intemational development programs, participants are rarely selected
randomly. Candidates for intervention and control groups are most often
selected for logistical, economic, or political reasons. Therefore, an evalua-
tor should always assume that extraneous influences will affect partid-
pants in both the control and intervention communities. These influences
may affect the accuracy of the evaluation and need to be exduded from the
analysis. In the following sections we discuss several factors of this kind
(see Box 8-1 for a list, whidh is derived from Valadez 1991).

The principal task of the evaluator is to assess a project's achievement in
relation to its objectives. Whenperformingtbis task, he orshe is responsible
for the intemal validity of the evaluation design. This mneans the condu-
sions about the impact of a specific intervention must be free of alternative
explanations. Only after internal validity has been ensured should the
evaluator tryto determinewhefhierth conclusionsarevalidforotherprogram
sites. This latter form of validity, as explained earlier, is extenud vality.

Effects of History on Internal Validity

Two types of historical influences ought to be considered when designing
a QE. The f: orne concerns historical factors shared by both the interven-
tion and control communities; the second concerns local historical influ-
ences that affect either the intervention or control communities, but not
both. The following are examples of historical events that hadc to be taken
into consideration in the design of a number of the evaluations cited in this
chapter:

In the Polonoreste Resettlementprogram in Brazil, the planned settle-
ment program was completely overtaken by the interests of state
politicians wanting to promote immigration from other regions of
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Brazil, and by the deepening depression throughout the country. The
combined eff-ect of these factors meant that unplanned settlements
grew at three to four times the rate of planned settlements. As a result,
the original plan for assessing environmental impacts such as cultiva-
tion patterns, land occupancy, and occupancy and deforestation had
to be changed (World Bank 1992d).

a In the evalL lion of the River Blindness resettlement programs in
Burkina Fas- it was found that the impacts on the socioeconomic
conditions of the settlers depended more on their patterns of interac-
tion with local communities than it did on the intensive rice cultivation
methods introduced by the project. Host comrmunities varied consid-
erablyin theirdegree of hostilityor receptivity tosettlers. Localhistory
had even more impact on the conditions of women, as little provision
was made for them under the project (McMillan 1987,1993).

M ln the Maharashtra Irrigation Resettlement Project in India, the impact
of the project was affected by local history as the result of a change in
the property legislation affecting the definition of land titles. This
significantly changed who was eigible for resettlement. Consequently
project impact was significantly affected by whether a community was
resettled before or after this new law went into effect (World Bank
1993b).

MEASuRiNG TRENDS. To minimize the influences of shared history, both
intervention and control groups should be included in the QE design. If
both groups are equally af'ected, the resulting differences between the
control and intervention groups in the posttest should be due to the
intervention. As already mentioned, the effect attributable to the historical
influence can be measured. as follows:

Dt,, = CO2 - COi.

Dtrend is the difference between pre- antd posttests of the control group.
If the historical influences were not present, presumably the two observa-
tions, CO1 and C02, would r,ot differ.

The impact of the intervention is the difference between 01 and 02 in the
intervention group minus the influence of the historical trend. This out-
come is presented as follows:

Outcome = IO2- IO1 - Dted.
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Box 8-1. Factors Affecting the Accuracy of Explanations
of Program Results

7hweat to Validity Measurnent Probtean

History Results attrbutable to national trends

Local history Local sodal, economic, political events
within either the treatment or control
group that explain differences in impact
measures

Maturation kesults attributable to internally
motivated changes in participants

Testing: preferred Response due to perception of testing
instrument

Testing: test wisdom Response due to low retest reliability

Instrumrnentation Results attributable to change in the
measuring instrument through
interviewer improvernent instrument
modification, or instrument deterioration

Selection: control versus Results attributable to the diverging
study group variation characteristics of the study populations

rather than to the program

Selection: inadequate Inability to determine whether or nota
predictor variable variation variable explains program impact

Selectionbias in Group assignmentprocedureassociated
epidemiology with the impact

Regression to the mean Extreme values of the pre-
implementation group gravitate toward
the population mean

Attrition or mortality Results attributable bo dcange in the
composition of program participants

Diffusion Results due to contamination of control
group by program intervention

Rivalry Results attributable to the control group,
improving its own condition instigated
by competitive rivalry with the treatment
group

In this QE design, as in previous examples, the evaluator should try to
ensure that the control and intervention group do not differ in any mean-
ingful way in their pretest scores:

co, = lol-
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Box 8-1 (continued)

Threat to Validity Measurement Problem

Compensatoryequalization Intervention introduced into the control
group, thus eliminating potential for
comparison with treatment group

Resentful demoralization Conditions worsen among control group
participants demoralized from knowing
they were not permitted to receive the
intervention

Political indifference Managers impede or do not implement a
program beause it is perceived as irrlevant
or deleterious to their own priorities

Political interference Actions of political actors impede
program implementation and thereby
change the program model in ways that
managers cannot control

Seasonal ycles Results attributable to seasonal variation
rather then the intervention

Interactions: selection Results attributable to increasingly acute
maturation differences between the treatment and

control groups

Interactions: selection history Initial differences between participants
are obscured because participants enter
program at different points in time

Interactionbetween Program impacts are influenced by the
treatments sequence in which activities are

implemented

Interaction of setting Program impacts and treatmnents are
influenced by variations in
environmental, administrative, and
demographic conditions of the site

Interactior. of suection Program impacts associated with the
and treatment characteristics of local populations

Interactions of history Program impacts associated with the
and treatment historical conditiens in the site area

MULTIPLE P:rEESTS. When historical trends are expected to have an
influence before an intervention occurs, the evaluator should attempt to
perform multiple pretests in both the intervention and control groups
(Design 4) in order to measure the trendsbefore thebeginningof theproject
With multiple pretest designs, it is also possible to assess the regularity of
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Design 4. Nonequivalent Control Group with Multiple Pretests

Intervention: 01 02 X 03

ControL 01 02 03

a trend by measuring it in both the intervention and control groups. A trend
in the control group may not be replicated in the intervention group.
Having the three observations in the control group can provide data for
judging whether the trend is stable over the three time points. This infor-
mation can be important when an apparent trend may in fact be the result
of seasonal variations or short-term economic or political events. The
evaluator can have much greater confidence in the existence of a trend if
the observations are consistent over three or more observation points.

For some projects, the effect of history can be modeled formally and
thereby neutralized by including it as a coefficient in the analysis. For
example, the rate ofincreased demand for educated workers or the inflation
rate could be reflected as coefficients in statistical equations used for the
analysis. Although it is beyond the scope of this chapter to discuss such
modelng, the evaluator should be alert to the effects of history and seek
expert consultation while planning the evaluation.

Controllingfor the Effects of Maturation on Internal Validity (Design 5)

Maturation in the target population makes it difficult to evaluate programs
accurately whenever the change in an impact indicator can be explained by
learning, fatigue, boredom, or any other biological process unrelated to the
intervention. If subjects in either the intervention or control groups are
more experienced, more cynical, more exhausted than their counterparts,
these circumstances could explain the presence or lack of a project's effect.

Maturation can be analyzed by stratifying the data by the suspected
maturation factors. Suppose that the results of an evaluation of a health
education campaign, which (among other things) encourages child-spac-
inbghavebeen called into questionbecause the average number ofprevious
births to mothers in the intervention and control groups differ. The problem
is that women who have more children may wait longer until they have the
next one. This issue could be investigated by stratifying mothers in both
the intervention and control groups by the number of children to which
they have already given birth. Statistical tests could then exanine whether
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the child-spacing intervention exhibits different effects across the different
strata of mothers.

Another type of maturation may explain why some intervention effects
are not sustained over time. For example, a project that introduces primary
health care facilities into low-income communities may appear to be pro-
ducing an effect through a continued low diarrhea mortality rate (DMR) in
comparison with a control area. Nevertheless, by including additional
observations, as in Design 5, it is possible to detect whether either group
exhibits a diminishing or increasing trend in diarrhea mortality before the
intervention and whether any effect is sustained over time.

The advantage of this design is made dearer in Figure 8-1. Multiple
pretests (three in this case) indicate that the control group was already
experiencing a declining DMR before the project intervention following
time-point 3. This maturation effect would not have been evident with only
one pretest At 03, the intervention and control groups appear to have
commensurate disease rates, which suggests that they are comparable.

The multiple pre- and posttests facilitate the interpretation of the dimin-
ishing difference in DMRbetween the two groups. By the sixth observation,
no difference exists between them. Figure 8-1 suggests that the reason may
be maturation witiin the control group. Mothers are becoming more skilled
at controlling the hygiene of their families.

Controllngfor the Effects of Testing Threats (Design 6)

Whenever the act of measuring affects the variable being measured, an
evaluation has a "testing" problem. Such problems occur when the testing
instrument itself influences the responses of informants rather than the
interventio. Examples include: test wisdom, preferred, response, and test-
intervention interactions. A dramatic example comes from a child-feeding
program in Ghana (visited by one of the authors). Poorly nourished chil-
dren may have discolored hair, and it was observed that mothers dyed

Design 5. Nonequivalent Control Group with Multiple Pretests
and Posttests

Intervention: 01 02 03 X 04 05 06

Control: 01 02 03 04 05 06
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Figure 8-1. Example of Multiple Pretests Used to Control
for Historical Trends
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black their children's reddish hair to make them appear well noutished
once the nutritional testing program had begun.

Since the third type of testing problem, test/intervention, can be con-
troled in QE designs, it is discussed here. This testing problem occurs
whenever pretesting interacts with the intervention and affects the impact
of the intervention. For example, when families in a control group are
interviewed, they may think they are being preselected for a housing
project, and this may affect their decisions to move or to invest (or not
invest) in housingimprovements. Similarly, askingmothers what they feed
their childrenmay encourage themto change to whatthey considersocially
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Design 6. Controlling for Test/Intervention Interactions

Intervention 1: 01 Xa 02
Intervention2: Xa 02

Control 1: Oi 02
Control 2: 02

acceptable foods, even before they have received the health educational
inputs through the project. Some evaluators use a Solomon design to
control for such interactions. In this design a pretest is perforned with one
set of interventions and control groups andnot with a second set InDesign
6, for example, both theinterventionrandcontrol groupshave the necessary
pretest But a second set of intervention and control groups having orly a
posttest is also studied.

Assuming the four groups are equivalent at the time of the pretest, one
can measure the test-intervention interaction as follows:

3 The effect of the pretest on posttest observations is (ClO2 - C202).
* The effect of the pretest ininteractionwiththe intervention onposttest

observations is (Ii02- 1202).
* The effect of the intervention is assessed by eliminating the effects of

intervention in addition to any trends. The following fonnula takes
all these influences into account [(10G2 - hOt -(1102-1202)] - [C102
- C101 - (C202 - C 1 02)].

Controllingfor the Effects of Selection Threats (Design 7)

In QE, selection may become a problemt whenever differences in the sub-
jects rather than the intervention can explain the outcomes. In such cases,
the difference between the outcomes may be attrbuted to one group being
older, to a different cultural background, to the enriched soil of their land,
to more efficient transport, or the like. Such selection problems confound
the intexpretation of the outcome. In the case of the Maharashtra Irrigation
project referred to below, the families who were resettled were those with
established land rights, while families who were not resettled either had
shared land rights or were landless. It is likely that the project group
(resettled families) had a number of significant initial differences from
those not resettled, and that these initial differences may have at least
partially explained differences in outcomes.
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Design 7. Controlling for Selection Effects

Intervention:

Educational Level I °1 X 02
Level I 1 X 02
LevelIm 01 X 02

Control

Educational Level I O1 02
Level II A1 02
LevellMl 0 02

The influence of dissimilar characteristics of the partcipants and control
group could be examined a.Ld possibly eliminated by stratifying the data
according to the confounding variable. For example, one could assess
whether uneducated and educatedpeopleinaninterventiongroup display

equivalent outcomes in relation to the control group.
Design 7 displays both the intervention and control groups stratified by

three levels of education. If the analysis indicates that project effects vary
across the educational strata, education would be considered a confound-
ing variable A variable confounds at analysis when tat characteristic as
well as the intervention can affect the outcome variable. In this example,
the evaluation could report the results for each stratum in order to exhibit
the influence of educational level on a project's impact.

Table 8-3 contains hypothetical data for Design 7. Notice that the crude
infant mortality rate in the intervention group is about 12 percent lower
after the intervention. Whe-n the data are stratified by the education of
mothers, the imorovement changes. The group with the highest level of
education (Level ID) experiences a 28 percent reduction. The other groups
are less affected. In the control group, infant mortality remains stable
among individuals at Level Il: education. Therefore, the reduced infiat
mortality shouldnotbe attributed to the project alone. Educationlevel also
plays an important role.

SELECrIONqArupRxmoN mrrAcrbow. Selection maturation refers to
those instances in which initial differences between intervention and con-
trol groups continue to increase over time. The presence of selection mat-
uration is not readily detected without multiple pretests. Refering to
Figure 8-2, suppose that two communities are selected on the basis of their
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Table 8-3. Stratification of Infant Mortality Rates within IntervenEon
and Control Groups

Groups Pretest Postfest

Interventiongroup
Level I (n = 80) 75 73
Level II (n = 100) 66 62
Level I (n = 90) 60 43

Total (n = 270) 67 59

Controt group
Level I (n = 50) 73 70
Level II (n = 90) 69 67
Level m (n = 40) 60 60

Total (n = 180) 68 66

equivalent educational level at time point 1 (ti). Had an earlier set of
observations been taken at fo, it would have been possible to see one of the
communities accelerating its educational level faster than the other. This
community continues this trend over time. In Figure 8-2, the control com-
munity continually increases its educationallevelfrom t through t2. There-
fore, at t2no significant difference results from a comparison of control and
intervention groups. This result is not due to an ineffective intervention.
Rather, it is due to "selection maturation,' which prevents a conventional
evaluation from detecting the improvement

Design 4 (presented earlier) indudes two pretest observations and could
be used to inspect the intervention and control groups for the presence of
tiis influence. Design 5 could also be extended to include additional
pretests since a simple regression effect could occur at any point in the
pretest series. In Design 5, an additional pretest measure could clarify
whether 0i is a simple regression effect (that is, whether the community
scored unusually or atypically low or high values on an outcome variable
and will tend to return to normal levels during the next observation), or
whether a selection-maturation effect exists.

Although another set of observations would be valuable, funds are
usually difficult to obtain for such pretesting. Data collected by other
projects in the area can sometimes be used as a pretest in one's own
evaluation. Sometimes it is possible, through interagency cooperation, to
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Figure 8-2. Graph Exhibiting a Selection Maturation Effect
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obtain information from. another agency. In our experience, managers of
other projects are often willing to help a colleague in need.

Controllingfor the Effects of Selection-History Interaction (D5ig 8)

The problems produced by a selection-history interaction are similar to
those produced by selection maturation. That is, local historical conditions
in eitier the intervention or control group, such as the implementation of
another development project, may have a continuing impact on the out-
come variable used to assess the project

The logic followed in the above section can also be applied to design
controls for a selection-history effect Design 8 includes multiple posttest
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Design 8. Controlling for Historical Effects

Intervention: ° 02 X 03 04

Control: Qi 02 03 04

observations to assess population characteristics and their trends both
before and after program inplementation. Such a design not only permits
an evaluator to detect and correct such problems before the intervention
begins, but allows one to tell whetier such selection issues continue after
the projectstarts

It would be ideal for evaluators to include more dhn two pretest and
posttest observations when feasible since some data can exhibit regression
effects and additional time points may be needed to determine whether an
increase or decrease in values at 0z in comparison with Oi is stable.

Interrupted Time-Series Analysis (Designs 9 and 20)

This section briefly outlines a QE design for identifying regular pattenis of
behavior in a target population both before and after a program is im-
plemented. The interrupted time-series analysis can be used with or with-
out a control group. The design (Design 9) involves multiple observations
before the project intervention and also multiple observations after the
intervention. The analytical strength of the design will oftenbe determined
by the number of observation points (Cook and Campbell 1979:chap. 5;
McCain and McCleary 1979). All the threats to internal validity that
may arse in the analysis of the nonequivalent control group designs are
also applicable to time-series analysis. Hence, each threat should be con-
sidered a possible alternative interpretation for an impact Consequently,
the design should ideally include a control group to make clearer the effects
of history, local history, maturation, selection maturation, and selection
history.

Design 9. Interrupted Time-Series Analysis with a Nonequivalent
Control Group

Intervention: Qi 02 03 04 05 X 06 07 08 09

Control: 0i 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09
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rime-series analyses are used to assess five types of impact evident in
longitudinal data. Although it is possible to assess any trend line with
respect to any one of these five characteristics, evaluators generally analyze
for all of them simultaneously.

1. Interventions can cause the intercept or lvel of a time series to shift. In
Figure 8-3 the introduction of a project (as indicated by the broken line)
shows a downward shift in the level of the trend line. Although the slope
of the downward trend is the same as it was before the program, the Y
intercept is lower, thus indicating that lower values will be reached sooner
than theywould have if a downward shift hadnotoccurred. The Yintercept
is the location on they axis where a trend line would connect if an imaginary
line were drawn from it to the y axis.

Figure 8-3. Example of a Shift in the Intercept of a Trend at the Point
of ProjectIntervention

Pretest Posttest

Change in the intercept
at the point of project
intervention

> Time
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2. A change in the slope of the trend line subsequent to program inter-
vention may occur in the postintervention phase of the program. The data
presented in Figure 8-4 could lead one to attribute the decreasing values to
the intervention, since the slope of the postintervention trend line differs
from that of the pre-intervention data.

3. The duration of proam effects can also be detected with time series.
In Figure 8-4, a discontinuous effect is suspected since, after an initial
decline in the values, the trend swings upward. Such an analysis assesses
whether an effect is continuous or discontinuous.

4. Seasonal cydes may affect the trend line and erroneously suggest an
intervention effect or a discontinuous effect. Such cycles are suggested by
regular patterns that are replicated over numerous observations. The ef-

Figure 8-4. Example of Change in the Slope of a Trend before
and after an Intervention

Pretest Posttest

Initial change of slope
at time of intervention

Slope changes
again at later point

>Time
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fects may be related to seasons of the year, weeks in a month, days in a
week, hours in a day, and the lik;e.

5. An intervention may have either an immediate or delayed impact,
depending on the nature of the phenomenon on which an intervention is
focused. Evaluators need to be especially sensitive to delayed effiects to
ensure that sufficient postintervention observations have been made to
allow a program's impacts to occur. One reason given for the apparent
failure of some international projects is that they have been evaluated too
soon after their implementation.

Although the evaluation design should ideally include a control group,
in practice ffiis will frequently not be possible. In addition to questions of
cost and access to data, the interrupted time-series analysis is often used to
evaluate programs (such as programs to reduce accidents from drunk
driving) that cover the total population so that it would be impossible to
identify a control group. In this case, Design 10 would be used. As men-
tioned earlier, the strength of this design wvill frequently depend on the
number of observation points taken before and after the intervention.

Manila: Using an Interrpted Time Series to Assess the Inmpact of Investments
in Housing Improvements on Food and Other Basic Expenditures

A squatter upgrading project in Manila required families to invest in
improvements to their house as part of a process of "reblocking" sectors of
the community to permit the installation of water, sanitation, and roads. A
concen of management was that increased housing e>.penditures might
have a negative effect on the capacity of poor families to satisfy their basic
nutritional requirements. In order to assess the impacts of housing invest-
ments onbasic expenditures, 100 families were asked to keep detailed daily
records of all income and expenditures during the three-month period
before ihe start cf the project, the three months of most intensive housing
investments, and the following three months (Reforma and Obusan 1981).
Figure 8-5 summarizes the average household expenditures on food and
building materials and the average earned income and receipts of inter-
household transfers over a period of approximately one year. The expen-

Design 10. Interrupted rune-Series Analysis: Without Control Group

Oi 02 03 04 05 X O6 C7 08 O9 O10
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Figure 8-5. Use of an Intezaupted Time Series to Assess the Impact
of Reblocdking Squatter Housing on Food and OtherBasic Expenditures
and on Interhousehold Transfers, Tondo Foreshore Project, Manila
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diture on building materials increases from almost noting before the
project begins to more than 1,300 pesos per month during the two months
after the start of the projecc. Labor market earnings drop during this same
periodas familyremberswithdraw from thelabor marketto workontheir
houses. Expenditure on food drops slightly but mnudh less than might be
expected given the decline in earings and the sharp increase in housing
investments. One of the main reasons for the relatively stable food expen-
ditures is that families received significant support from friends and rela-
tives in the form of income transfers.
This example illustrates the benefits of a longitudinrl study with continru-
ous observations for periods before and after the prcject intervention.
Given the fact that all of the income and expenditure items are fluctuating
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widely from one month to another, it is apparent that twelve monthly
observations can provide a much more reliable picture of what is happen-
ing than could be obtained from only two or three observations.

Three Simpler and More Economical Evaluation Designs

Despite a wide variety of relatively powerful quasi-experimental designs,
most evaluations in developing country evaluations-for reasons of time,
cost, or convenience-use one of the following simpler and more econom-
ical designs. One of the important lessons is that impact evaluation requires
creativity and flexibility. Researchers must draw on all available data and
mustoften develop supplementary measures to fill ininformationgaps and
to assess effects on nontarget groups.

In several cases the evaluation was not originally planned in the way
described here, and the original survey often had more limited objectives.
However, the ex-post imnpact evalua$on study was able to. use existing
n'aseline data to approximate a pretest posttest comparison on at least part
o3 the affected population. For example, in the Khao Laem Hydroelectric
Project in Thailand, the original study was conducted for planning pur-
poses and to obtain beneficiary views on the proposed program design. It
was not envisaged that the survey would subsequently be used as the
baseline for an impact evaluation.

Before and After Comparisons of the Project Population zoithovt a Control
Group (Design 12)

Some future project beneficaries are interviewed or observed before the
project begins to assess their status in terms of the variables that the project
is intended to influence (income, literacy, height and weight, housing
quality, and the like). The observations are repeated at some interval after
exposure to the project. Differences in the key indicators (dependent vari-
ables) are assumed to be attributable to the impact of the project. This is
illustrated in Design 11.

Design l. Comparison of Beneficiaries before and after the Project
Intervention

Projectgroup: 01 X 02
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In its simplest form, this is a weak design because no attempt is made to
control for the effects of external events or even maturation. It is therefore
extremely difficult to attribute observed changes to the project.

Philippines: Assessing the Impacts of Nutrition and Health Interventions
on Child Morbidity

An evaluation was conducted to assess the pilot phase of a child health
program in the Philippines consisting of nutrition and health interventions
offering a variety of services, including water purification, oral rehydra-
tion, child growth monitoring, immunizations, breast-feeding, and the
treatnent of parasitic infections (Hill, Woods, and Dorsey 1988).

Two community sites in metropolitan Manila and twenty additional
study groups in rural and suburban areas were selected on the basis of their
health needs and family commitment to participate. A questionnaire was
administered containing eighty-five items about socoeconomic status,
education, health, behavior, and nutrition.

Nineteen groups (237 households) completing six months of continuous
enrollment were evaluated with regard to household practice and disease
duratiorL Significant improvements were found with respect to the purifi-
cation of drinking water (7.1 to 74 percent), kitchen sanitation (1 to 64
percent), food consumption from the household garden (19 to 62 percent),
and storage-days of food supply (33 to 50 percent). Diarrheas/fevers over
a two-weekperiod among children under the age of six decreased from 1A
to 9.42 episodes; days of infection also declined, from 5.95 to 2.78.

The problem with this design, however, is that the inclusion criteria
shifted household selection toward those willing to particpate, who were
therefore more likely to achieve the program objectives.

Lsing a Before-and-After Survey ofResettled Households to Evaluate the impact
of a Major Power Project: Th7e Khao Laem Hydroelectric Project in Thailand

The hydroelectrc project called for the involuntary resettlement of forty-
one affected villages with a total of 1,800 families and 10,800 people5 The
project was implemented between 1980 and 1985.

EVALUAnON METHODOLOGY. The Operations Evaluation Department of
the World Bank used evaluation Design 11 to assess this project A survey
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of 50 percent of the intended beneficiaries was conducted by the
Chulalongoan University in 1978-79 and was used in project planning.
Resultswerediscussedwithfamilies andwere usedindesigningthe project
and planning its implementation. Although this was originally intended as
a planning study and was not envisaged as part of an impact evaluation
design, the OED teamwas able to use it as abaseline study of the beneficiary
population. It was possible to stratify the sample to also include some
groups not eligible for resettlement.

Afollow-up survey was conducted in 1989-90 with200 resettled families
who remained in the project No formal control group was used either
before or after movement, although evaluators consulted a number of
national surveys on things like income, contribution of agriculture to
household income, and migration patterns. One justification for not using
a control group is that the crteria used by the World Bank and the Thai
goverrnment for evaluating forced resettlement projects is that resettled
families should be at least as well off as they were before the project.

Quantitative surveys were combined with qualitative interviews in
which families were asked to assess whether they considered their condi-
tions were better, the same or worse than before being resettled. While
quantitative surveys showed thatmost families were betteroff, the majority
of famlies considered they were worse off.

No information is available on families who didnotmove to resettlement
areas or on the 30 percent who did not remain in the prqect

ASSESMaENT OF PROECr INTACT. The project had a generally positive
inpact on affected families: that is to say, the economic conditions of most
families were better after the project Income had increased, most commu-
nities had access to better social and physical ifrastructure, families on
average spent a lower percentage of their income on food (50 percent
compared with 80 percent before the project). Most families exceeded the
Bank of Thailands recommended daily rice consumption, and fewer fam-
ilies were below the poverty line. Although there were still wide disparities
in income in the communities, the situation was no worse than before.

Seventy percent of the settlers were still in the new communities, which
is a high proportion when compared with normal intemal migration rates
in Thailand. Agriculture began to play a much less important role in
household income.
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Despite the apparent success, a high percentage of beneficiaries felt that
they were worse off, in part because families tradiUonally assessed their
well-being on the basis of agricultural output and access to land (which are
now less important throughout Thailand), and in part because of the
political protests pushing for increased compensation, which may have
raised people's expectations about the compensation they could expect.

The resettlement communities, with their substantial infrastructure in-
vestments, served as magnets, and by the time of the renewed study the
original settlers were in a minority.

Comparing Participants and Control Groups after Inplementation but withouf
Any Pretest (Design 12)

In many cases, because of the cost or timing, the evaluation does not begin
until the prcject is already operationaL A control group is selected when
the project is already in operation. It is assumed that this group will
represent the situation that would have existed if the project had not taken
place (Design 12).

With this model, the trend can be represented by CO2 (the observation
of the control group after the project), and that project impact can be
represented by

102- C02-

The problem here is that partcipants are seldom randomly assigned to
project and control groups, so the two groups will almost always be
different from the start (in terms of age, income, education, motivation, and
so on). As a result, questions will arise conceming the comparability of the
control and project groups and how closely CO2 represents what would
have been the situation of the project group. The lack of information on the
preproject situation also makes it difficult to know the magrnitude and
direction of change that has occurred in the project and control groups.

Design 1. Ex-Post Comparison of Project and Control Groups
without Any Pretest Measure

Projectgroup: X 02

Control group: 02
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Unless pretest or other similar data are available, little meaning can be
attached to the observed difference between the groups.

Comparing Planned Resettlement and Spontaneous Settlement to Assess
Environmental Impacts of the Polonoreste Program in Brazil

The purpose of the Polonoreste evaluation was to determine how-and
how effectively-the World Bank and the government of Brazil anticipated
and dealt with the principal environmental aspects and consequences of
the country's major physical infrastructure (highways and regional feeder
roads) and productive small-scale agricultural development (and directed
colonization) ani. social service (particularly public health)-activities
whose installation, expansion, and improvement were cofinanced by the
WorldBankinNorthwestBrazil 6Because many of the project components
dosed only recently, the present evaluation focuses on the environmental
impacts of the Polonoreste strategy in general.

EVALUATIONMErHODOLOGY. The evaluation was based in large part on
an ex-post comparison of the conditions in the planned settlements and in
the unplanned, spontaneous settlements. It was not possible to systemati-
cally select a control group, so most of the information was obtained from
existing secondary data. General information was available on land usage
and population densities, but since migrants came from all over Brazil it
was not possible to carry out a systematic ex-ante study. Reasonably good
data were available on land areas, forestry coverage, and land p-ices.
Satellite imaging provided information on forestry pattems.

EVALUATnON FIINGS. Although the program was designed using
sound social project planning, these efforts were overridden by the con-
struction of Highway BR-364; state government efforts to attract migrants
and a general depression in much of Brazil made migration to these region
very attractive. This put pressure on low-fertile soils and meant tat
planned migration only accounted for about 25 percent of total migration.

Satellite imaging showed that land dearing had proceeded rapidly since
1975, particularly from 1985 on, and that there was a high correlation with
rapid rural settlements and deforestation. little reforestation was at-
tempted because the prices of timber fell, and thus few farmers had any
economic incentive to replant
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It was impossible to isolate the project from macroeconomic events and
forces, includingpressurefromllargelandowners andfromstate politicians
trying to promote migration.

The World Bank promoted, financed and, legitmized the construction
of Highway BR-464more rapidly than would otherwisehave beenthe case.
This accelerated the migratior. and development and shortened the time
available for project preparation and ax-ante studies.

Without access to long-term credit, partly because of a depression, set-
tlers were unable to finance perennial crops and were obliged to cultivate
annual crops, which are environmentally more damaging.

Combining Before-and-After Comparisons of the Project Group with an Ex-post
Comparison of the Project Group and a Control Group (Design 13)

En this design information collected on future project participants before
the project begins is compared with information collected after the project
has been completed. Information is also obtained on a control group at the
time of project completion. In some cases the control data may be obtained
from the host communities in areas where families are resettled, whereas
in other cases it may be obtained from secondary sources such as the census
or state o' national migration data, and satellite imaging (sc±e Design 13).
As explained further below, this design was used in the Maharashtra
IrrigationprojecL

The design is stronger than the two earlier ones in that it permits two
independent estimates of proect impact, namely:

t Oz- IO, (changes in the project group
following project completdon)

and

IOz- CO2 (a comparison of project and
control groups after project completion).

Design 13. Combining a Comparison of Beneficiaries before
and after the Project with an Ex-Post Comparison of Beneficiaries
and a Control Group

Prqject group: 01 X 02

Control group: 0
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A few basic problems persist, however, tat could lead people to draw
some wrong condusions about project impacts. First, the control group is
likely to be different from the project group in enough respect, to mak: it
impossible to think that observed differences between the two are due
solelyto the effects of theproject Second, becausenopretestwas conducted
on the control group, it is not possible to assess how muci the members
changed over the period of the assessment

Combining Before-and-After Measures of Project Benecies
with Ex^post Comparisons of Settlers and Host Communities:
Second Maharashtra Irrigation Project, India

The Maharashtra Irrigation II was the first project to attempt a statewide
attack on the major technical and institutional bottlenecks to improved
irrigation and water management in hidia. The project called for the
construction of six extensive irrigation schemes. All had been started five
to tenyears earlier,butonly 8,000 hetares of thepotential,620,000 hadbeen
provided with irrigation at the time of the evaluation- The project was
implemented between 1980 and 1985, and the evaluation was one of several
conducted by OED in 1990. he project suffered serious implementatio
delays, and at the time of the evaluation only two of the seven dams had
been completed. The evaluation focused on the Krishna Dam, which was
one of the most advanced at the time of project closing in 1985.

EVALUAnON DESIGN. The evaluation included the following studies:

* Socioeconomic surveys, stradfied by host communities and settlers,
were conducted by the Command Area Development Authority in
1978 and 1985.

* OEO commissioned a socioeconomic survey to update information on
household income and expenditures.

* A sample survey was also conducted of villages which remained in the
catchment area. This was not an ide.1 control group in that nang of
the host villages also received some families affected by the dam.

* A tracer study was conducted in 1990-91 in eight impounded villages
to locate landless and families who had resettled themselves. It also
helped the authorties determine what compensation would be given
to the approximately 50 percent of families who were not eligible to
receive land.
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No data were available on the before-settlement incomes of the fully or
partly affected villages. As a result, the OED 1990 sodoecatomic survey
was designed to indlude four of the host villages covered by the household
surveys carried out by the Command Area Development Authority in 1975
and 1987. This enabled the surveyors to compare annual incomes over time.
To ensure that the comparison was meaningful, they adjusted the income
results from the two previous surveys to reflect 1990 prices, by using
regional price indices. The results indicate that real incomes doubled
between 1975 and 1987fortbree of thehostvillages andincreasedfourfold
for one of the host villages. Incomes have not increased further since 1987,
except in one village, where they doubled again.

A weakness ofthe original evaluation design was that it shed no light on
the situation in families who were not eligible for replacement land or a
house-plot and who had resettled out of the catchment are Even so, the
OED impact study had invaluable side effects, among them the tracer
studies that were subsequently commissioned to exanine these groups.
These studies were able to estimate for the first time the magnitude of the
group (which proved to be about 45 percent) and to assess how they had
been affectedbytheproject Althoughitwas impossible to carry outpretest
and posttest comparisons without preproject data, the design provided
valuable information showing that most of the families who were not
resettled did not appear to have been too severely affected by ihe project.

EvALUATION FNDINGS. On a per capita basis, the resettled population
was substantially better off than the host populations. Therefore, the in-
come of the resettled population must have gone up since before resettle-
ment. In contr-as those families who chose to staybehind in the catcbment
area had lower per capita income than the host villages. Although it was
assumed that the impact of the project would mainly take the form of
increased agricultural income, it was found that families rely on a variety
of sources of income and try to diversify these sources to as to reduce risk.

About three out of four resettled families said that they werebetter off in
terms of income and access to services. The 25 percent who claimed to be
worse off were mainly landless and "truncated households' thathad been
split and forced to resettle in different areas.

Only limited information was available on the situation of the approxi-
mately 45 percent of families who were not eligible for replacement land
orhouse-plot,andwhoresettledoutof the catchmentarea. The tracerstudy
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shows that 75 percent were joint families and 25 percent were landless.
Amongjoint families, groups of related families bought land with compen-
sation money in cheaper areas. Individual families moved to where they
had relatives. Only 8 percent moved to Bombay. Noneligible families
indicated that irrigation had generated a demand for labor, and it appears
that many moved to the command area on their own initiative. The study
also showed that the families who were not resettled included both poor
and relatively well-off farmers and that the impacts varied for different
subgroups.

The integration tuned out to be fairly successful in that distances were
not too large and most settlers were of t.e same tribe as their hosts. In
addition to reducing tensions, hosts were able to lobby to help settlers
acquire land and other assets.

Limitations on the Operational Utility of "Less Robust"
Evaluation Designs

While fully recognizing the reasons why many project imp act evaluations
do notuse themore robustdesigns,itisiinportantto ask: Does it realymafter
to managers and policynakers when the evaluation designs are nmetodologicaly
less robust than they could be? This section considers some of the important
operational and policy questions that can be at leastpartly answered using
these less robust designs. We then raise a number of questions that cannot
be adequately answered using these designs.

Operational and Policy Questions to Which These Less Robust Designs
Can Contribute

The following questions can be answered at least in part with less robust
evaluation designs:

- These designs can be used to provide a rapid assessment of whether a
project has produced any significant effects before investing in more
expensive and time-consuming evaluations.

* A before-and-after study of project beneficiaries without a control
group can usually provide quite precise information on whether the
conditions of resettled families are better or worse than they were
before the project Where adjustnents are made for price changes, it is
usually possible to obtain good estimates of the changes in household
income and sources of employment, expenditure, and consumption.
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Farm systems research can also examine changes in production sys-
tems and can determine whether changes and improvements are likely
to be sustainable (because they are due to improved production meth-
ods that increase productivity on the same land area) or are due to
increased land areas brought under cultivation, which may not be
sustainable.

Beneficiary assessment, and related techniques such as Participatory
Rural Assessment, are becoming widely recognized as effective and eco-
nomical tools to provide insights into the many different ways in which
projects can impact the lives of different groups. The following examples
are taken from evaluations conducted by the Operatiuns Evaluation De-
partment (OED) of the World Bank9:

* The surveys undertaken for the Malaysia Jenka Triangle projects and
for the Indonesia Transmigration pro$xts showed that households
valued schools and other opportmities for educational advancemernt
far above increased incomes, land title house or material possessions-
the lesson being that the provision of educational infrastructure can
play a vital role in successful settlement projects.

* The surveys for cotton projects in West Africa revealed that women
who were cotton prodnucers were getting no extension advice, even
Lthough insomevillages they outnumbered male cotton producers. The
lesson is that women need to ensure that they do indeed receive
extension visits.
In four irrigation projects in Mexico and Morocco, the surveys showed
that the land tenure system is continually evolving as a result of the
increased value and higher productivity of land. Hence the country
needs a flexible development strategy, particularly if the irrigation
infrastmcture hasbeen designed on the basis of a static situation.

* in Morocco, the workload increased when irrigation was introduced
and as a result daughters had less access to education than before.
Thus it became all the more important to ensure that girls would still
have the opportunity to attend school even when land productivity
increased.

Operational and Policy Quesfions to Which Less Robust Designs Are Not Able
to Rspond

A number of major issues are still beyond the scope of theRe QE designs:
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- Most of the designs provide only limited information on the conditions
of the families or individuals who were not the main beneficiaries of
the project In the case of involuntary resettlement related to power or
irrigation works, many families who wp-°' e forced to move because of
project interventions did not go to the resettlement areas. Some did not
move through choice, but many others were not eligible to be resettled
because they were landless, did not have clear title, or were joint
owners. Without preprcect information, it is difficult to make quanti-
tative comparisons of how these people were affected by the project.
In the Maharashtra irrigation project in India, the OED evaluation
established that no baseline information was available on the 45 per-
cent of households not eligible for resettlement. In the Karnataa
Irrigation project, 21 percent of the families did not move to the
resettlement areas. Despite the innovative approaches used to obtain
data on nonbeneficary families after resettlement, the studies were
hamperedby the lack of baseline data on this group, particularly since
many of these households may be worse off as a result of the project
and have been forced to move, often without adequate compensation,
financial or otherwise, for the relocation. This failing should be of
concern to policymakers and possibly to program managers.

* Similar problems arise with urban renewal and low-cost housing
projects Althoughdetailedinformationisusuallyavailable to indicate
the value of houses and infrastructure, and the economic conditions of
families in the project areas, almost nothing is known about families
who leave-either through a rational decision to sell their house and
make a capital gain or because they are either coerced into doing so or
are unable to keep up with rising taxes and service charges.

* A difficulty for many of the designs is how to assess project impact,
both positive and negative, on surrounding areas. In many cases the
inLvestments in settlementcommunities and the supportinginfrastruc-
ture development attracted large numbers of additional migrants, and
in several instances (for example Polonoreste and Maharashtra), the
proect settlers were a minority of all migrants. Most of the above
evaluation designs did not collect systematic information on non-
projectmigrants and consequently provided only a partial assessment
of total impacts of project investments. This again must be of concem
to govenmnent policymakers and international agencies who have a
say in regional development patterns. Although baseline data were
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seldom available, most of the evaluations sought to obtain information
on the nonproject populations as they evolved after resettlement (for
example, the Polonoreste project in Brazil and the River Blindness
Resettlement studies).

* Although without control groups it is possible to assess whether
project participants are better off than they were before the project, it
is difficult to determine whether they are better off than they would
have been if the project had not taken place. In view of the dynamic
changes occuning in many regions, some areas would have changed
drastically even without the project intervention. Consequently, cur-
rent evaluation designs give policymakers little information with
which to assess the return on their investments.

* Without a control group, some might assume that the observed
changes are due to the project, whereas in fact they may be due to
extemalfactors (see Table 8-2). In El Salvador, for example, the housing
project of 1976480 might be credited for a 70 percent increase in the
earned income of project families over this period until it was leamed
that the income of the control group increased by 74.69 percent over
the same period.

- The lack of control over the evaluation design means that it will often
be difficult to disaggregate data so as to determine which groups
benefit the most or the least or to evaluate the relative contributions of
different project components, or the interactions between these com-
ponents and characteristics of the target populations.

* These limitations also make it difficult to assess the replicability of
different project designs. This concern takes on added dimensions in
countries where a number of similar projects are being planned and it
would be essential to know how to improve the cost-effectiveness of
project designs.

By and large, it appears that the simpler evaluation designs can provide
usefu information on how projects have affc !d the direct proect benefi-
ciaries. Because this is the information most frequently required by many
governments and donor agencies, the designs are usually able to satisfy the
information requirements of key policymakers and planners.

These designs are usually ill equipped to assess the impact of projects on
sectors that were not eligible for compensation or project benefits, such as
resettlement, loans, scholarships, ornutritional supplements, or the impact
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on those who opted not to participate in the project or not to move to the
resettled areas. A notable contribution of many of these studies (for exam-
ple, the Maharashtra and Kamataka studies) is that they make policyinak-
er_ aware of the magnitude of the nonproject beneficiary population.
Without baseline information, however, they will be unable to assess the
quantitative impact on income and other indicators of welfare. Moreover,
because these excluded groups contain many of the poorest and most
vulnerable members of so6ety, this lack of information makes it difficult
to fully assess project impacts on all affected population groups.

Also, the weaker designs make it difficult to judge how far changes
can be attributed to the project, which project components are most and
leasteffective, howprojectcomponents interactwithbeneficiary character-
istics. In turn, this makes it more difficult to improve the cost-effectiveness
and efficiency of future project design, although these problems can in
many cases can be partly overcome by in-depth case studies and technical
analyses.

Whether additional investments of time, money, and human resources
would be justified under the circumstances, depends on the individual
case. Some guidelines for deciding when to use the more rigorous evalua-
tion designs appear at the end of dtis chapter.

Ways to Strengthen Less Robust Designs

Several methods can be used to strengthen these designs and thus to
improve the quality arid usefulness of the findings. Many of these methods
are described in more detail in Chapter 7.

MULTUETHOD DESIGNS WITH SPECIAL SURVEYS FOR PARTICULAR POPU-

LATIONS. Since projects have different effects on different groups, it is
important to design surveys, or other methods of data collection, to target
each of the affected population groups.

USiNG RECALL TO EsrMATE THE PREPRoJEcT sTuATIoN. Respondents can
be asked to recall their income, housing conditions, expenditure patterns,
birth control practices, or other behavior at one or more points in the past
However, one would have to assess the reliability of the recall data. Accu-
racy is affected by many factors, including the length of the recall period
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and the complexity of what is being recaled. It may be easier to recall the
type of housing one lives in than to recall income from multiple sources or
consumption pattems. The sensitivity of what is beig recalled is also import-
ant. Mothers may not wish to admit to socially disapproved child-rearing
practices or eating habits. The willingness of respondents to provide the
correct information can also be an impediment Families may exaggerate
the improvements in their living conditions to please project staff.

If recall is to be used on a regular basis, it is worth assessing its validity.
Families can be interviewed at one point in time and asked for information
about income, consumption, behavior, and other topics of interest The
same families can then be re-interviewed at different points in the future
and asked to recall this information. The differences between recall and the
original information can be used to assess the reliability of recalL A more
systematic assessmentwouldrequire alargersample in order to assesshow
the reliability of recall is affected by factors such as age, sex, education, and
income.

It is sometimes possible to conduct independent checks on recall. For
example, information on wage rates could be obtained from employers,
housing conditions could be checked with landlords orneighbors, and data
on income could be obtained from organizations sucm as credit uimons.

USING SECONDARY DATA. Secondary data can often be used to estimate
conditions in the preproject period or used as a controL Potential sources
include:

* Public health records on infant mortality, incdence of different infec-
tious diseases, number of women seeldng advice on contraception, or
condom consumption.

a Household income and expenditure surveys.
* Labor market surveys on employment, labor force particpation rates,

and wage rates.
* Records of cooperatives, credit unions, and otherfinancial institutions.
* Specialized surveys conducted by universities, consulting groups or

NGOs. Itis frequentlypossible to locate studies thatwere carriodoutin
the particular communities where the evaluation is being conducted.

* School records on attendance, repetition, examination performance,
and the like.
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Satellite images can be used to study deforestation, settlement pat-
terns, land areas under cultivation, and other large-scale envirornmen-
talimpacts.

USING MULTIVARIATE ANALYSIS TO STRENGTHEN COMPARABILrTY OF
INERVENTTON AND CONTROL GROUPS. Multivariate analysis can be used to
statistically control for differences between project and control groups on
variables such as age, income, education, demographic characteristics of
the household, time living in the present residence, or time in employment
In this way it is possible to eliminate altemative explanations of apparent
project effects. When used with an ex-post comparison, this analysis can
also be used to estimate preproject conditions. For example, in an assess-
ment of job traming programs it is possible to calculate how eanings are
affected by age and tme on the job and hence to assess the likely earnings
of job trainees prior to the training.

Jimenez, Kugler, and Hom (1989) conducted an analysis of this kInd to
assess and compare the effectiveness of long and short courses offered by
the Colombian Apprenticeship and Vocational Training Service (SENA).
The evaluation compares the overall efficiency of long courses (averaging
2,000 hours or more and induding apprenticeships and promotional and
complementary courses) with that of short-qualifying ones (200 hours or
more per course). The benefits of SENA training were calculated using
ordinary least-squares regression with a view to estimating an earnings
function. Since the data were not longitudinal, 2,433 individuals (cases and
controls working under the same supervisor) were surveyed. SENA and
non-SENA trainees were compared to determine differences in pre- and
posttrainingaverageearnings. Fourindependentvariablesthatcouldaffect
earnings (formal schooling, job-related experience, SENA training, and
socioeconomic status using father's education as a proxy) were incorpo-
rated in the four training models.

The apprenticeships and complementary courses produced an incre-
mental differential n earnings between SENA and non-SENA participants
at any level of schooling and years of job-related experience (complemen-
tary effect between trainig/formal schooling and training/experience).
The eanings differential from promotional courses were also positive, but
inversely related to schooling and experience. Low, positive differentials
in short qualifying courses were associated with a small number of years
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of experience (at any schooling level) but turned negative as the job expe-
rience expanded.

It was also found that social retums to publicly subsidized job training
in Colombia exceeded the rate of return to capital investments in Colombia
(10 percent). Inal thelong-term courses, social retums exceeded 20 percent
Only with the exception of promotional programs, the rates increased with
additional years of formal schooling. These results support longer versus
shorter modes of training (higher retums for longer ones). Promotional
courses oriented to older, experienced workers even exceeded the average
return of 29 percent to higher education.

Other examples of the use of multivariate analysis to evaluate educa-
tional programs include the evaluation of rural primary education in Brazil
(Harbison and Hanushek 1992) which is discussed later in this chapter, and
the assessments of diversified secondary education in Colombia and Tan-
zania (Psacharopoulos and Loxley 1985).

Panel studies on small subsamples can be used to observe patterns of
change overtime. These were used effectively in the River Blindness studies
described later in this chapter (McMillan 1987,1993) to yield information
on the adaptation process of new settlers and their interactions with host
communities. They also helped assess the development of sources and
income and employment (such as trade) not covered by the original project
designL Panels can also be used to study the development of new urban
settlements. Many evaluations have emphasized the need to assess project
impacts over a much longer period of time as short and long term impacts
can be quite different-particularly when population densities begin to
mncrease and new settlers have to adapt without the range of services
provided to original settlers.

ThIANCULATiON AND MULTIMErHOD APPROACHES. The validity of esti-
mates can be tested by comparing them with estimates obtained from
independent sources. Qualitative methods such as interviews with key
informants, partcipant observation, in-depth case studies, and direct ob-
servation can be used for this purpose. A useful and simple method is to
meet informally with a small but diverse group of respondents or families
and ask then how their lives and those of their neighbors or workmates
have been affected by the project or by other events. It may be found, for
example, that even though families are better off with regard to certain
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quantitative indicators (such as income), households may not believe that
they are better off. They may feel more insecure, their expenditures may
have increased in ways not recorded in the survey, or the level of comnmu-
nity conflict may have increased because they have had to share (suppos-
edly "cost-effective') services such as water and sanitation. Typical
findings that would not be detected in formal surveys might be that much
of the increased income is lost in bribes or other forced payments, poor
families may be forced to leave a project (even though no title change is
recorded), or the costs of services such as water mayhave increased because
of payments to community leaders. In other cases, families may be more
concerned about the quality of life than about an increase in income.

Secondary data (discussed above) provide another useful means of
conducting consistency checks.

RAPID ASSESSMNT METHODS. These methods, discussed in detail in
Chapter 7, make it possible to obtain irformation rapidly and economically.
If used properly (that is, in full knowledge of the inherent limits of small
samples that are not randomly selected), they offer a means of broadening
the coverage of samples. These methods can be extremely useful, for
example, in studying populations who are not primary project benefixciar-
ies, butwhose lives may be significantly affectedby aprojectand whowere
not covered by the survey activities of the project agency. The Maharashtra
Irxigation ProjectX cited earlier in this chapter, illustrates the use of these
methods. Kumar (1993) provides a useful overview and critique of these
methods, together with eight case studies illustrating the main methods.

Applying More Robust Impact Evaluation Designs in Assessing
Major Development Projects: Three Examples

In the following examples, rigorouts QE designs have been applied in the
evaluation of large and complex development programs. Al three evalua-
tions demonstrate the importance of following a Multimethod approach
and of worling within abroad economic, political, and social context so as
to gain a better understanding of the way in which the project interacts
with the environment in which it is implemented. As the evaluations also
show, while such exercises provide useful information about program
impacts they can never achieve the methodologicalrigor that the textbooks
suggest.
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Evaluating the Impacts of Water Supply and Sanitation, Primary Health,
and Education Programs Financed under the Bolivian Social Investment Fund

The Bolivian Social Investment Fund (SI) was a follow-up to the widely
publicized Emergency Social Fund (ESF) (Jorgensen, Grosh, and Shacter
1992) started in 1985 with a view to disbursing funds for social and
economic projects as rapidly as possible to protect low-income communi-
ties during the harsh economic reform programs being introduced at the
time.10 The SIF provides financing for social and economic projects in the
areas of health, education, employment, and infrastructure The evaluation,
which is part of a multicountry study of the impacts of World Bank-
financed projects, focuses on one geographical region of Bolivia (El Chaco)
andseeksto evaluate theimpacts of thehealth, education,andwatersupply
and sanitation projects being financed under SIP. Interestingly, a different
research design was used for each of the three subprojects so as to reflect
their different characteristics, the proportion of the populatior to be cov-
ered by each project, and the stage of development of each project at the
time the evaluation began.

FORMAL EDUCAflON: QUASI-EPERIENTAL DEIGN. Schools in each of
the four supervisory districts were ranked on the basis of indices of "infra-
structure," "overcrowding," and ."equipment," and schools that would
receve high priority in the deliberations overSIF financing were identified
on thebasis of a composite score derived from these three indices. Because
there were not enough resources to extend the project to all schools in the
El Chaco region, a randomizationprocedure was used thatmadeitpossible
to randomly select a control group in each district

PRIMARY HEALTH CARE: ECONOMC CONTROL- The health subproject
will provide materials and equipment and help rehabilitate the physical
ifrastructure in at least 90 percent of the ninety-three health centers in the
region to bring them up to basic standardsln view of the high intended
coverage, it is not possible to use QE design with random assignment and
a control group. Because different centers will receive different levels and
combinations of services, depending on what they need, econometric anal-
ysis will be used to examine the relationships between inputs, exogenous
characteristics, and outcomes. A two-stage random sample willbe selected
with information drawn from ahousehold survey, a community question-
naire, and a health facilities questionnaire.
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WATER AND SANITATION: A MATCHED COMPARISON. The SIF supports
twelve basic water and sanitation projects to improve the quality of water,
quantity of water available, and the proxinnityof water. Because the projects
had already been selected, it was not possible to randomize the selection of
project sites. A number of areas not affected by the project will serve as
controls. Because the El Chaco region is fairly homogeneous, this should
provide a satisfactory basis for comparison. The information for the study
will be taken from a household survey and interviews with community
leaders to determine the present quality of water and sanitation. Both
project and control groups will be studied before the project begins and
after services have been introduced.

Assessing the Resettlement Components of the West Africa River Blindness
Control Program

This is a longitudinal impact evaluation that includes many of the
elements of a robust evaluation design. 1 It also describes a fairly typical
situation in that many of the important elements of the final evaluation
design were not included in the original desgn, since the sponsoring
agency had a more limited set of operational objectives. The case is also
typical in that the sponsoring agency did not wish control groups to be
included in the origial evaluation design (a situation that was found in
some of the evaluations of involuntary resettlement projects discussed
eariier in this chapter).

In 1976 Purdue University received a USAID contract to collect field data
in order to document farming systemns in several West African countries.
In Upper Volta (as Burkina Paso was then called), Purdue provided tech-
nical assistance to the Autorit6 des Am6nagemnents des Vall&es des Volta
(AVV), the national agency charged with helping farmers settle in land
cleared of onchocerciasis under the regional disease control program. The
purpose was to help monitor the program at the farm level Part of the
understanding was that Purdue would be able to use the data in a regional
comparative analysis, and that some Ph.D. candidates would be able to
conduct their dissertation fieldwork in villages where the settlers came
from, and in villages dose to new settlements.

About 25 AWV staff were trained and the existing survey work done in
1975-76 was expanded into a systematic survey of resettled families in 1977,
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1978, and 1979 to show whether they applied the AW extension recom-
mendations, and with what effects (Murphy and Sprey 1980). At this point
AVV did not agree to have a sample of control households included. The survey
was repeated annually for several years and was used by AW to improve
their settlement, extension, credit, and research programs, The monittoring
unit also kept track of settlers' involvement in local markets, prices, evi-
dence of increases in income and well-being, and any indication of where
surpluses were being invested-whether in the new villages or in the
villages of origin.

From 1978 to 1980 Purdue supported Della McMillan's anthropological
dissertation fieldwork in villages that many of the settlers had come from,
and AVV allowed her to collect data from some of the recently resettled
families. After completingherdissertation,shewas able to continue visiting
the villages periodically over the next ten years. The resulting studies are
among those referred to later in this section.

By the late 1980s the World Ban's Onchocerciasis Unit, working with
otherdonors, decded to document whathadhappened underthe program
with a view to providing some lessons on settlement and institutional
issues to a number of countries becoming involved in river blindness
control. DeUla McMllan, whose fieldwork had been connected with this
project, was hired by one of the research contractors and this, combined
with the fact that the original tedhical adviser to AW was on the research
steering committee,led to afollow-up studyusing the survey datacollected
in 1977-79. If ithad notbeen for the involvement of these two people in the
later study-both of whom were familiar with the origina research program
(and had access to the original sample lists through their own personal
files)-the earlier field material would probably never have been used.

EVALUAON DESIGN. The initial research design was built around Farm
Systems Research, which sought to study in detail the impacts of the project
on agricultural production systems and outputs. The research was based
on a set of interrelated longitudinal studies beginning in 1978 (the year
before families moved) and continuing in 1979 (the first year after the
move). As explained above, anthlopological field studies were included
during the 1978-80 period because of Della McMillan's thesis work, and
with a follow-up some ten years later. In the later 1980s the World Bank
and other interested donors decided to commission follow-up studies to
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assess the longterm impacts of the river blindness control program, and a
fortunate coincidence made it possible to include a comparative study over
time, using the 1977-80 studies as a reference point

The original study consisted of three main parts:

* Amonitoringquestionnaire was applied to asample of 132 households
in 1978 and 313 in 1979 to compare households who moved to new
infection-free areas with families from the reception areas into which
they were moving. Families were followed trough two agricultural
seasons with weekly interviews conducted with male household
heads. Twokeyvariables in the sample designwerefamnly size (number
of workers and dependents), which determined the amount of land
given, and years in the AVV, which determined access to animal tractiorL

* One hundred and forty-me households were reintenriewed in three
study sites in 1988 and 1989 (household head and one wife inter-
viewed). The sample was stratified to include tractor owners, farmers
using animal traction, and those only using their own labor. The
sample was also stratified to represent major ethnic groups. It proved
possible to include 60 of the 144 families who had been interviewed in
1979, and 20 of these were selected for intensive longitudinal study.

* Special studies were conducted onhousehold expenditures and revenue
(all membes of 56 households), pastoral production systems (30 house-
holds), all large markets in the affected areas, special issues for women
taken from the farming systems sample, and immigration patterns
(sample of migrants and interviews with heads of host communities).

More intensive case studies were conducted on a subsample of house-
holds from one of the main recruitment zones- The first year of the study
was conducted in the village from which settlers were recruited and the
next year in the new area to which they had moved. The in-depth case
studies revealed a number of areas in which project effects were signifi-
candy different from those assessed by the monitoring study. A selection
of results follows.

* Income. The statistical survey examined net income from the sale of
cotton, because it was assumed, on the basis of prEliminary findings,
that tiere was no significant income from cattle or off-farm earnings.
The case studies, however, indicated significant income from the sale
of cattle and also from trade. The estimates of income from these
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studies were 8 to 23 percent higher than the statistical estimates and in
the fifth year were as much as 40 percent higher.
Grain production. Case studies found much greater increases in produc-
tion becaus&they monitored the activity of settlers up to the fifth year,
by which time they had paid off loans in cereals and were able to
increase production. The case studies also covered all land, not just
official land, and noted that the increase in income was related to the
increase in land area rather than to increased productivity resulting
from imnproved technology. In ad.dition, much of the increase was due
to the increased provision of land for wonen outside the project.

FINDINGS OF THE EVALUATON. The following are some of the main find-
ings of the evaluation.

* The outcome of the resettlement depended largely on positive and
negative links to the local social and economic envirorunent, and
projects were not independently sustainable.

* The project was designed around the planned and carefully controlled
production of cotton and sorghum, in which intensive cultivation of
assigned land areas would be developed. In fact, families tended to
drop these intensive cultivation methods once they had been in the
project for a few years and project supervision was less intense. In-
creases in output were due more to increases in the area of land than
to improved technology. Much greater increases in production oc-
curred after several years, once settlers had paid off their loans (in
cereals) and were able to increase production. Much of the increase
could be traced to women cultivating land outside the project area.

a Significant income was obtained from the sale of cattle and also from
trade, but neither of these activities was covered by the project Suc-
cessful projects must promote diversified economic opportunities,
including off-farm employment.

* In many project areas, settlers were not able to fully exploit local
marketing and nonfarm opportunities because of the resistance from
local tribes. This was particularly true in areas where gold was discov-
ered and substantial opportunities for trade had opened up but the
areas were monopolized by the local tribes.

e Infrastructure, particularly roads, proved to be a key factor in devel-
oping new economic opportunities.
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* Economic opportunities for woanen were the key to the success of
many settlements, but tis was largely outside the scope of the original
program. There was inadequate planning for women, as already dis-
cussed. The project thus ignored traditional pattems of giving women
land to cultivate. Once families became established, they began to give
land to women. They also received traditional gifts of grain, which they
both sold and planted. Women also acquired animals, again outside
the project and not captured by the statistical surveys.

* Resettlement projects need to have a long time perspective and to plan
for what will happen with the anrival of second-generation settlers and
increased demand for land and services. A population increase will
put greater pressure on the land. If intensive cultivation systems have
not been adopted, then the demand for new land, combined with the
lack of concern for conservation, can lead to ecological problems.

* Many of the most successful commLunities were those in which settlers
left the planned settlements and moved to new areas where the eco-
nomic opportunities were greater, the controls were fewer in number,
and there were fewer problems with local tribes.

* Projects need to adapt to local customs and land tenure systems.
Planning needs to take into account all major stakeholder groups,
induding local communities-and not just settlers.

* The long-term sustainability of isolated settlements is higbly question-
able. Success depends on integration into areas with high economic
potentiaL

Evaluating the Performarnce and Impacts of Rural Education in Northeast
Brazil: the EDURURAL Program

Probably the most rigorous evaluation of any large-scale education pro-
gram in a developing country was the five-year evaluation of major invest-
menits to improve access to, and the quality of, primary rural education
programs in a number of states in Northeast Brazil (EDURURAL) *13

It is widely assumed that one of the largest problems facing primary
education in most developing countres is that countries lack the resources
to provide access to essential educational inputs such as qualified teachers,
textbooks, and basic dassroom equipment Since empirical evidence has
shownvthatstudentswhohaveaccessto these inputs tendtoperform better,
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it is frequently assumed that more investment in these facilities will lead to
improved educational outputs such as a lower dropout rate, higher scores
on aptitude tests, and ultimately higher earnings and a better standard of
living. However, researchers do not often have the opportunity to examine
scientifically collected data to determine whether these theoretical benefits
are in fact achieved in real situations in poor countries, particularly in
remote rural areas.

The evaluation component of the EDTJRURAL project took advantage of
a p rogram of major and sustained investments in primary education inputs
in selected municipalities throughout the nine states of Northeast Brazil to
address two evaluation questions:

• Did the specific education interventions accomplish their goals? More
specifically, was the package of improved inputs (that is, the better-
paid teaches with more years of schooling> better instructional material
for the teachers, teaching and curriculum design available to teachers,
drinking water and electricity in schools, basic naterials such as text-
books, chalk, pencils, and so on) responsible for the improvements?

* What are the implications of the project for education and education
policies ? Does the provision of these inputs improve the quality of
education by reducing the number of dropouts and repetitions, irn-
proving tests schools for mathematics and Portuguese and increasing
access to education?

BACKGROUND AND oBjECIvEs. The massive educational investments in
primary education in Northeast Brazil in the late 1970s and early 1980s,
combined with the desire of the government to assess the effectiveness of
these investments in improving the economic conditions of the largely poor
population of the region, provided a unique opportunity to conduct a
systematic evaluation of a significant education intervention. The World
Bank, which was the principal source of funding for this program, cooper-
ated with the national and local governments in the designing and im-
plementing the evaluation.

The size of the investments, the large numbers of children affected, and
the willingness of the government to continue the evaluation over a long
period of time probably make this the largest and most systematic evalua-
tion of primary education in any developing country.

The evaluation addressed the following policy questions:
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* Does amajor investment in educational resources actuallyimprove the
access of children in poor and remote areas to better educational
inputs?

* Does improved access lead to higher acadernic achievement, as mea-
sured on tests in mathematics and Portuguese?

* Does access to a better education actually improve the performance of
the educational system as reflected by key indicators such as reduced
dropout and repetition, and improved promotion?

* Does improved performance provide greater numbers of students
with access to the educational system?

EVALUATION DESIGN. Data were collected at three points in time 1981,
before the project began; 1983 and 1985, during the perod in which re-
sources were being distributed and the project was beginning to have an
impact; and 1987, after the project was fully implemented.

In each state, schools were selected randomly from among those to
receive resources under the project. A control group of schools in the same
states was selected on the basis of duster sampling. For reasons of cost and
administration, the study focused on only three of the nine states, but they
included one of the poorest (Piaiu), a medium state (Ceara), and a more
advanced state (Pemambuco). Table 8-4 describes the characteristics of the
sample.

General socioeconomic data were also collected for each region. This
included information on the characteristics of the child, the family, and the
community. Specific tests of student achievement in mathematics and
Portuguese were also developed and used.

Table 8-4. Sample Design for the EDURURAL Evaluation

1981 
Item EDURUIRAL Control 1983, 1985,and 1987

Counties 30 30 Similar samples
Schools 397 189 were taken in
Teachers 463 231 subsequent years

Students
Second grade 3037 1681
Fourth grade 1075 639

Source: Harbison and Hanushek (1992), Table 3.6 (adapted by the authors).
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A key feature was the separate collection of detailed, disaggregated costs
of school inputs. On each occasion samples were taken of second- and
fourth- grade students in the same schools, so that it was possible to
reinterview many of the students.

ANALYSIS PLAN AND FINDINGS. Multivariate analysis was used to control
for socioeconomic characteristics that could explain achievement and pro-
motion rates.

It is not possibIe to consider educational reform in a simple before-and-
after design, as it is a process tat must be studied over time arid that is
greatlyinfluenced by te political and economic environmentin which the
program is developed. Table 8-5 shows the complexity of the analysis as
there are considerable changes in outcome, depending on the comparison
years. In this table a series of quality indicators were combined to provide
an indication of the direction of change. In the case of Ceara, the state
illustrated in this table, when 1983 is compared with 1981 it is found that
for the EDURURAL schools, there was a 46 percent improvement in the
quality variables, there was no change in 8percent, and 46 percent declined.

Table 8-5. Distribution of Quality Indicators by Direction of Change
for EDURURAL and Control Areas in Ceara, 1981,1983, and 1985

Perc=tage of Variables

Direction of Change EDURURAL Cntrol Total

1983 > 1981 46 58 42
1983 = 1981 8 8 12
1983 < 1981 46 33 42
Total 100 100 100

1985 > 1983 75 63 83
1985 = 1983 *8 0 4
1985 < 1983 17 38 13

Total 100 100 100

1985 > 1981 63 58 67
1985 = 1981 21 8 21
1985 < 1981 17 33 13

Total 100 100 100

Source: Harbison and Hanushek (1992), Table 73.
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These changes were less favorable than they were for control areas: 58
percent of the variables showed signs of an improvement.

In contrast, when 1985 is compared with 1981, the EDURURAL areas
experienced an improvement on 63 percent of the variables compared with
only 58 percent for control regions.

It can be seen that in general EDURURAL quality indices were higher
than for the selected control areas in two out of the three comparisons; but
in two of hiree cases they were lower than for all rural schools in the regiorL

The second question is whether these higher quality indices are reflected
in higher educational achievement. Table 8-6 presents achievement scores
in EDURURAL schools as a proportion of achievement scores in control
schools. It can be seen that in 1981, before the program began, the EDURU-
RAL schools had significantly higher achievement scores than did the
control schools. For example, second-grade EDURURAL schools per-
formed 13 percenthigher in Portuguese and 21 percent higher in math. The
EDURURALschoolsperformed evenbetterin 1983onbothportuguese and
math but suffered a significant decline in 1985. For fourth grade there was
a significant decline in EDURURAL relative performance throughout the
period.

This shows the importance of a control group and of computing the data
at as many points of time as possible. If the study had only been conducted
in 1983 and 1985, it would have given the impression that the project had
a very positive effect, but the inclusion of the 1981 reference points suggests
a different conclusion.

Table 8-6. Mean Educational Adhievement in EDURURAL Schools
as Proportion of Control Schools, Ceara State, 1981-85

Area of Acievement 2981 983 198

Second grade
Portuguese 1.13 121 1.05
Mathematics 121 129 1.05

Fourthgrade
Portuguese 1.12 1.04 1.01
Mathematics 1.31 120 1.04

Source: Harbison and Hanushek (1992), Table 7-7.
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Results with respect to program efficiency were even more disappointing
and the impact on student promotion was very limited.

Conclusion

The authors of the EDURURAL study conclude:

In simplest terms we find very little appeal to a simple quasi-experimental
design methodology. Major projects which run over a period of time will
always be confounded by outside factors and purposeful behavior of the
participants. It is difficult to imaginebeing able to collect sufficiently large and
randomly drawn samples to allow uncomplicated comparisons of mean rela-
tionships.

Moreover, simply collecting readily available data on basic resources
does not allow assessment of effects. It is necessary to know how to weight
any differences in resources. And for this, there is no substitute for investi-
gations into the fundamental educational relationships that lie behind
student performance.

_finaly, as seen from the previous analyses, accounting for changes in
samples of students and schools over time can have important effects on
the interpretation of any data. As projects evolve, both schools and students
disappear, sometimes tobe replaced bynew observations. Unless sampling
is perfect, these changes can lead to misleading evaluations.

PRoDLEMs A number of difficulties confounded the evaluation process:

* Schools disappear over time as a result of drought, elections and the
resulting political changes, and economic changes in a fragile environ-
ment. A total of 611 schools dosed between 1981 and 1983.

* Even when schools remain open, not all of them continue to have a
fourth grade. Between 1983 and 1985 there were 100 schools without
a fourth grade.

* There were also significant differences between states with respect to
closings.

* Even when schools remained open, it proved harder to match students
than had been expected.
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* It also proved to be extremely difficult to match general socioeco-
nomic data to particular schools and communities at given time
periods because of the fact that different sources of data have to be
matched up.

Keeping Quasi-Experimental Designs in the Evaluation
Repertoire: When and How to Use Them

While the immediate concern of most managers, planners, policymakers,
and donors is to monitor project implementation and improve perfor-
mance, there are a number of situations in which policymakers require
detailed and precise information on the impacts of development programs
on all affected groups. Most development programs are intended to im-
prove the quality of life of beneficiaries in some way (or, as in the case of
involuntary resettlement, at least to ensure they are no worse off as a result
of the prqect). Consequently, there are occasions when governments and
donor agencies are required (by their own management or by external
groups) to provide an assessment of the real impacts of development
policies and programs. This maybe part of a portfolio review (for example,
when a new multiyear lending program is being negotiated) it or may take
place when critics are complaining about the potentially negative impacts
of development programs in areas such as environment or resettlement, or
when there is a need to ensure that development programs are reaching
and benefiting the intended target groups.

tnder these circumstarces, among others, borrowers, executing agen-
cies andfinanciers may require thebestpossibleinformationabout whether
these benefits have been produced, how much they cost, which groups
have benefited most and least, and what factors affected the outcomes.
When such information is required, a more complex and robust evaluation
design than conventional program monitoring is normally needed to ob-
tain it These more rigorous evaluation designs may be justified in several
circumstances.

A recent review of development program evaluations (Dennis and
Boruch 1989) concluded that QE designs arejustified when decisionmakers
perceive the need to improve present practice and settle disagreements
about which policy alternative best addresses the need. Field experiments
are useful when decisionmakers need to justify new policies and when
older ones are imperfect.
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Quasi-experimental designs are required when it is necessaxy to assess
the changes tat a project or program has produced in the welfare of the
affected populations. Most development projects are justified on the
grounds that the affected populations willbe better off than they wouldbe
if the project had not taken place. The purpose of QE designs is to determine
precisely what impact has been felt by different groups.

In sum, more rigorous, time-consuming, and expensive impact evalua-
tiondesigns may bejustifiedunder one or more of thefollowingconditions

* When it is essential to understand the impacts (both positive and
negative) of large-scale social investments. In many cases the impacts
will be difficult to measure and may affect widely dispersed popula-
tions over a long period of time. In such cases a more rigorous
evaluation designmaybe requiredto ensure thatalipotentialaffected
groups are identified and the impacts of the project on teem studied
systematically over along period of time. Cases in point are irrigation,
power, and urban renewal/housing projects tat cause major disrup-
tions and important changes in the lives of many people. In situations
such as this, a strong case can be made for conducting a broad,
longitudinalimpactstudycoveringanumber of differentprojectsand
with a design that takes into account the impacts on all affected
groups. The value of such an evaluation would not be judged, as it is
now, in terms of the immediate information needs of the policymak-
ers and planners associated with a particular project, but in terms of
the information it would provide to the development institutions and
all concerned national agencies concerning the costs and benefits of
these major investments.

* When large social investments are plann-ed in a country or sector and
there are serious disagreements about he benefits of the programs or
about the most effective way in which they should be implemented.
In these cases a carefully planned impact evaluation may improve
one's understanding of potential program benefits and may improve
cost-effectiveness by identifying the most efficent delivery systems
The EDURURAL program in Brazil is one example. Others can be
found in the fields of population and the delivery of public health and
primary health care services

* When decisions have to be made concerning major new investnents
in continuing or modifying a program, the cost of the evaluation may
be justified in terms of the money saved in selecting the correct
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investment altemative. Acase in point was he ExperimentalHousing
Allowance Program in the United States, where it has been estimated
that the investment of several million dollars in a rigorous evaluation
of the merits of different kdnds of incentives forfamilies and entrepre-
neurs to invest in housing improvements, may have saved the gov-
ernment several billion dollars per year.

The key point is tat the justification for a rigorous impact evaluation
will often depend not only on the benefits to policymakers or planmers
concerned with a pardcular project or program, but also on the usefulness
of theinforLnation toawideraudience.Insomecasesthismayinvolveother
countries and agencies considering similar projects, whereas in other cases
it may be of interest to the intemational developmentcommunity to assess
more carefully the impacts of the policies and programs they are support-
ing. As we have shown, a number of important developmental questions
cannot be fully answered through simpler and more economical evalua-
tions, particularly questions concering the impact of programs on the
groups who are not the primary beneficiaries or clients of the concerned
agencies and about whom information is less easily available. We have also
shown that experience, although often quite lmited, is available to guide
the desig and implementation of such evaluations.

Recommended Reading
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and testingPrrjects in Developing Count-ies: Threshold Conditions." Evaluation
Review13(3):292-309.
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designs have been used in developing countries, together with a discussion of
the conditions under which these designs are potentially feasible and usefuL

Freeman, Howard, Peter Rossi, and SoLia Wright. 1979. Evaluating Sodal Projects in
Developing Countries. Paris: Organization for Economic Cooperation and Devel-
opment

Chapter 4 presents examples of impact assessments in developing countries.
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One of the best and most comprehensive descriptions of how rigorous quasi-ex-
perimental designs can be applied to large-scale development projects. It shows
dearly how policy questions are defined and how a research design can be
developed to answer them. It also stressed the many political, economic and
tedhnical factors which limit the implementation and interpretation of a lage-
scale evaluation

McMillan, Dela, Jean-Baptiste Nana, and Kimseyinga Savadogo. 1993 Settlement
and Dcement in the Rier Biundness Zone. Case Study: Burkina Faso. Techrical
Paper 200. Washington D.C: World Bark

Detailed, but easily understandable explanation and assessment of the research
medthdology. The study is partcularly useful for understanding how case
studies can complement quantitative survey methods. It also demonstrates that
most major development projects require a complex evaluation design with
mnany specially selected subsamples and with longitudinal studies that can
observe the prcesses of change over a long period of time.

World Bank. 1993. Early Expriene with Involuntry Resettkment Overview. Opera-
tions Evaluation Department. Report No. 12142.

An overview of the findfings of the first studies on involuntary resettlement in
Thailand, India, and Ghana. This provides a review of the issues arsing in these
programs and shows how the findings of evaluation studies can be used. Refer-
ences are given to the more detailed countries studies for readers interested in
the details of how each evaluation was conductedL

Notes

3L In the case of the World Bank this latter concern was reflected in the 1992
Effective rmpLement a on Key to Deveopment Impact (the Wappenhans Report).

2. Internal World Bank report Draft, June 14,1993.
3. The OED impact evaluation reports are listed in the OED catalogue of publi-

cations that is published annually and is available through the World Bank book-

stores.
4. The studies cited are the Maharashtra Irrigation Project in India, the

PoIonoresteResettlementProjectinBrazil,andtheKhaoLaemnHydroelectricProject
inThailandr

5. For more information on this evaluation see World Bank (1993).
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6& For more details on the evaluation see World Bank (1992d).
7. For more information on this evaluation see World Bank (1993).
& The impact evaluation of the Karnataka Irrigation Project probably had a

better control group as it induded a sample of households affected and not affected.
by the dam. A tracer study was also conducted to identify and study families who
remained in the area. See Operations Evaluation Department (1993) Report 12132.

9. Personal communication from Dennis Purcell, December 6, 1993.
10. The information for this section was obtained from internal World Bank

progress reports as the evaluation is sill under way and no formal documentation
is yet available.

11. Acertain numiberofschoolshad alreadybeen selectedforSIF financingbefore
the evaluation began. These were excluded from the evaluation design and the
number was not large enough to have a significant effect on the outcome or
interpretation of the evaluation.

12 For more information n this evaluation see McMillan (1987, 1993); and
McMllan, Nana, and Savadogo (1993). For a description of the River Blindness
Resettlement ProgranL For a general description of the River Blindness Progran,
see Wigg(1993).Theauthorswould like to thankJosetteMurphy,whowas technical
adviser to AW, the national agency during the early years of this study, and who
maintained contact throug,hout the ten-year period in which longitudinal studies
were being conducted, for providing important background information and for
commenting on the text

13. For a detailed discussion of this evaluation, see Harbison and Hanushek
(1992).
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Quantitative Survey Methods

The purpose of a sample survey is to collect standardized informaion from a
carefuly selected sample of respondents. It is carried out by means of a
structured instrument such as a questionnaire or observation guide. Sample
surveys are appropriate when the research design calls for comparable
information about a relativeiy large number of subjects. The information
may be used to compare different groups at a given point in time, to
estimate changes over fime, to compare actual conditions with the goals
established in the project design, or to describe conditions in a particular
community or group. Unless all data are collected in a sufficiently uniform
and precise way, it wil be impossible to make meaningful comparisons
between groups or between points in time.

Definition and Uses of Sample Survey Methods
in Evaluation Research

Defnition and Uses

The required information may be in the form of interual data (number of
household members, household income, educational level and school at-
tendance, number of vaccinations received by each child in the household);
ordina data (rarnig of housing quality on a 10-point scale; opirnions on
whether conditions in the community are better, the same, or worse than

293
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five years ago); or nominal data (respondents are asked to explain why they
migrated to the city, what they think about the main problems facing the
community, or what types of illnesses children have had during the past
two weeks).

The following studies illustrate some of the ways in which sample
surveys are commonly used in evaluation research:

* An observation guide was applied to a sample of plots in a sites and
service housing project to measure the progress of house construction
and to identify groups whose rate of house construction is falling
behind schedule. The enumerator (one data collector) had to indicate,
on the basis of direct observation, how many rooms were built, what
building materials were used, the total area constructed, and whether
there were any building materials on the plot (Senegal Bureau
d'Evaluation 1979).

* A questionnaire was administered to a sample of families to determine
whether they had received and understood information explaining
how to prepare and administer oral rehydration therapy. The ques-
tionnaire also included information on the social and economic char-
acteristics of households so as to determine the education, family size,
and income of households that were not receiving adequate informa-
tion (see Valadez, Vargas, and Sell 1989).

* A questionnaire was administered to samples of heads of households
who wereandwerenotmembersof afishingcooperativetostudytheir
opinions of the cooperative and to estimate the impact of the cooper-
ative onhousehold income (Nucleo de Acoinpanhamento eAvaliacao
1983) and nutritional status.

Sample surveys are often used in experimental or quasi-experimental
designs in which the same information must be collected from a sample of
project participants and a control group at two or more points in time to
estimate changes in a set of indicators of project impacts. For this kind of
rigorous analysis, the survey instrument must satisfy a number of condi-
tions. First, the concepts to be measured must be clearly defined. Second,
the indicators must be vaLid measures of the concepts being studied. A
mother's report on the number of incidents of diarrhea among her children
in the past six months will not be reliable information in areas where
diarrhea is common and easily forgotten. Third, the questions must be clear
and unambiguous so that the information will be reliable and consistent,
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and not subject to different interpretations by different respondents or by
different interviewers.

Finally, information collecting mustbe supervised to avoid deliberate or
unintentional distortion by the interviewer. Sometimes an interviewer will
force certain responses by.asking the question in a biased way-for exam-
ple, "Wouldn't you agree that conditions in this community have gotten
worse over the past few years?" In other cases the interviewer may assume
certain answers without asldng the question. If the family looks very
poor, for example, the interviewer may not bother to ask if they own a
television set.

Even when less statistical rigor is sought, it is still essential to esure
that the information is collected in a precise and uniform way to per-
mit comparsons between respondents, households, organizations, or
communities.

Appropriate and Inappropriate Uses of Quantitative Survey Methods

For many researchers, evaluation is synonymous with quantitative sample
surveys, whether they are considering the impact of a project on the
physical environment, the efficency and effectiveness of community par-

ticipation, changes in employment and income, or the reasons for high
default rates on loan repayments. Not allproect evaluations require struc-
tured questionnaires to be applied to large samples of subjects for the sake

of precision and statistical rigor. In some cases, quantitative survey meth-
ods are not even appropriate, and certainly have their drawbacks when
used to evaluate community participation and organizational behavior. A
questionnaire may inhibit people from speaking frankly about the political
tensions and personal rivalries that often occur in community organiza-
tions. Also, the activities or processes being studied (how a communrity
decides whether to particpate in a donor-sponsored project, the organiza-
tion of self-help house construction, or the maintenance of handpurnps and
deep tubewells in an irrigation prc4ect) comprise a series of events and
involve many different actors. Any attempt to simplify such activities or to
classify ihem in a predetermined category may force the researcher to
ignore available evidence. Complex activities cannot easily be dissected
into separate and quantifiable events without losing sight of how they
function. Each activity is unique and must be described and understood
withintheparticular contextinwhichitoccurred. Inimanygroup siftations
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it would be difficult to know beforehand what should be described. For
many studies of community organizations, the most effective methods will
be direct observation, combined with conversations with residents and
project field staff.

In an analysis of changes in the quality of the physical environment, the
required information (types of improvements made to the house, water
supply, quality and deanliness of the streets) can often be obtained from
direct observation without having to ask any questions. Table 9-1 summa-
rizes conditions under which sample surveys are appropriate.

Developing the Survey Instrument

Exploratory Work to Understand the Issues to Be Studied

Before preparing a first draft of the questionnaire, evaluators should
conduct an exploratory study to idztify the communities and the issues

Table 9-1. Types of Evaluation Studies in Which Sample Surveys Are
and Are Not Appropriate

When Sam piSurayqs Whm Surves
AreAppropriate Are Ulsualy Not Appropriafe

- A project affects large numbers of l A proect affects smal numbers of
beneficiaries. beneficaries.

* Policymakers require accurate * Policymakers are mainly concerned
estimnates of project impacts. with project-outcomes. (Were houses

* Statistical comparisons must be completed on time and within
made between groups. budget? How many people use the

* Implementation procedures are healthcinics?)
thoroughly tested and areexpected * implementaijon proceaures are new
to operate well, thereby justifying and untested, and it is likey that the
investrnent in the evaluation of way in which the project is
impacts. implemented will affect outcomes

* The target population is and impacts.
heterogeneous and it is difficult to * The purpose of the evrluation is to
isolate the influence of factors study and evaluate the operation of
unrelated to the project. community organizations.

The purpose of the evaluation is to
assess easily observable changes in
the quality of the physical
environment.
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to be studied. Patton (1982) calls this process designing "thoughtful
questionnaires."

The exploratory study should begin with a review of existing reports and
studies relating to the communities and to the project Frequent visits
should also be made to the target communities to become acquainted with
the areas and the residents. The aimnis to understand attitudes to the project,
anticipate potential problems, and estimate impacts on beneficiaries and
the surrounding areas. Lawrence Salmen (1987) has pointed outthe import-
ance of this kind of preliminary study and some of the problems that can
arise when project management is not familiar with the areas or their
residents.

On the basis of these contacts, the evaluator should identify all the
potential stakeholders likely to be affected by, or to have an interest in, the
project They may include the principal socioeconomic groups in the com-
munity, community organizations and religious and other outside organi-
zations involved in the community, political parties, local and central
govenment agencies, and the donors. The evaluation design should assess
how each of these groups will be affected by the project

Information useful for developing evaluation designs can often be col-
lected through informal meetings with the agencies involved in the project
and with interest groups involved in the project or the community (such as
university researchers, business, politcal, and religious groups). Other
useful sources of information may indude journalists, police, storekeepers,
and door-to-door salesmen- Group discussion can often be enlightening.

It may also be helpful to select a small sample of families and to prepare
short, descriptive case studies relating to the main concepts to be investi-
gated in the project Box 9-1 illustrates how case studies were used to
evaluate the impacts of one housing project on household income. An
important conceptual issue was to understand how to define a '¶ouse-
hold,t' as this was to be the basic unit of analysis. The study concluded that
many community residents had quite different concepts of the household
than did the evaluators These preliminary interviews helped the evalua-
tors clarify the basic concepts and avoid what could have been serious
confusion during later stages of the study.

There is more agreement on the definitions of other basic concepts. For
example, the World Bank Living Standards Measurement Study (Chander,
Grootaert, and Pyatt 1980) spent several years developing the concepts and
analytic instruments needed to collect comparable data on livingstandards
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Box 9-1. Using Informal Case Studies to Understand the Key
Concepts to Be Used in an Evaluation Survey: Understanding
the Concept of "Household" in Cartagena, Colombia

"We interviewed a man living in a poorly built shack. He had arrived in
Cartagena not long ago, was not interested in creating or using a social
network instead he considered his most precious asset to be a large machete,
which he proudly retrieved from under his bed. In that house he lived with
his female companion, his brother and sister-in-law, andwith theirrespective
children. However, no meaningful socioeconomic interaction seemed to exist
between the two brothers. Aside from the large machete, the only possessions
in the house were two old beds and two kitchen stoves, one for each brother
and his farmily. The patterns of food preparation and consumption therefore
appeared to bebetter indicators of theboundaries of each household than the
housing stnucture itself. After repeated field experiences itbecame dear that
sharing fci from the same olla (pot) is an important factor in the definition
of the household group. For poor families, eating is a basic survival strategy
and great importance is placed on who pools resources. Households are dear
in their own mind about who does and does not use the olIa and this seemed
to be a good indicator of membership in the primary economic resource
pooling group."

Source Bamberger, Kaufmann, and Velez (1984).

in a large number of developing counties. In another example, Grootaert
(1982) defined three approaches for measuring welfare, each of which
implied different data and analytical requirements:

* A true index of welfare can be developed that incorporates measures of
the consumption of goods, leisure,household composition, and access
to public services. These data permnit an analysis of the allocation of
time between work and leisure; domestic work and paid work outside
the home; and study, work, and leisue. The data and analytical
requirements make this an expensive and complex tool, with the result
that few developing countries make much use of it.

* Total household expenditure can be estimated. Here, welfare is assumed
to be equivalent to the total value of the consumption of goods and
services by the household. This means the true market price of all
goods and services consumed by the household must be estimated and
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then adjusted for differences in household size and age composition.
This is an analytically simpler approach.

* Full household income can be estimated by calculating the true market
value of all goods and services consumed by the household as well as
the value of services obtained from household capital goods (such as
a house or a car). One problem with this approach is that it is not easy
to estimate the full value of publidy provided services, nonmarket
services, and leisure.

The Choice of Survey Instrument

Although the most widely used survey instrument for most kinds of
evaluation studies is the questionnaire, a number of other tools are avail-
able, some of which are more appropriate for particular kinds of studies,
as explained below (also see Table 9-2).

A questionnaire is a set of questions administered by an interviewer to a
sample of respondents. The responses are recorded by the interviewer for
subsequent analysis. Although questions can be formulated inmany ways,
a drawback of the questionnaire is that the analysis and interpretation are
based solely on the written record made by the interviewer. Often the
persons doing the coding and analysis have not been involved in the
interview process and may never even have visited the areas where the
study was conducted.

An attitude scale is a specialized form of questionnaire designed to mea-
sure the strength of the respondent's feelings or opinions about a certain
topic. The two most common forms of attitude scale ask respondents how
strongly they feel about a particular subject (Thurstone scale) or whether
they agree or disagree with a series of statements that have been selected
to measure different strengths of opinion on a particular subject (Lickert
scale). These two methods are described later in the chapter.

A well-designed attitude scale permits more rigorous statistical compar-
isons between groups or between the same people at different points in
time. Questions can be carefully tested to ensure that they are reliable (the
same response will be given if the question is repeated or if it is asked by
different interviewers) and valid; that is, they are good indicators of the
characteristics being studied. Attitude scales have practical and theoretical
drawbacks. On the practical side, they are expensive and take time to
construct, which makes them inappropriate for most small-scale studies or
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Table 9-2. Main Kinds of Survey Instruments and Their Strengths
and Weaknesses

Instrument Advatntages Disadvantages

Questionnaire Flexible and can be applied Analysis relies on written
in most surveys. record only.

Easy to use by inexperienced
interviewers.

Attitude scale Assess intensity and Expensive and complex
extremeness of opinions, to develop.

Rigorous comparisons of Only measure
attitudes between groups unidimensional variables.
and over time Agree-disagree formula

produces bias.

Observation Study variables on which Observation can be
guide subjects are unable or misleading if not combined

unwilling to answer with questions.
questions. Difficult to interpret

Consistency check on meaning of what is
questionnaire responses. observed.

Observe behavior as well as
verbal responses.

Telephone and Cheap and rapid way Most people in developing
mail surveys to obtain information. countries do not have

Can prepare respondents telephones.
for written survey Sampling bias, because only
or interview. covers telephone

Obtain access to people too owners/users.
busy for personal
interview.

Cheapness permits wider
geographical coverage.

Written test Gives respondents time to Difficult to use where
provide more detailed data. lteracy is low.

Ensure respondents read
and understand questions.

even for quite large studies that are orly to be conducted once. When, as
often happens, attitude scales are constructed without following the re-
quired procedures, the data are of questionable value. Attitude data can be
useful in the health sector, however, where studies of knowledge, attitudes,
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and practices may be essential to managers trying to determine whether
public health interventions have altered a population's perceptions of
essential hygiene or preventive practices that reduce their risk of illness.
Many AIDS programs are designed to influence the attitudes and practices
of people with regard to both the disease and the people who are infected.

As for the methodological difficulties, most scales can only measure a
unidimensional variable where all respondents can be given a single score
reflecting the strength of opinion for or against a particular subject. In
reality, people often have complex, multidimsional opinions. For exam-
ple, most people would not simply rate a housing project "good" or "bad"
but would respond favorably to some aspects and unfavorably to others.
There is a danger that the statistical procedures for selecting scale items
may eliminate many of the most interesting questions ard create a scale
that is statistically reliable but that has limited utility.1

An observation guide consists of information to be gathered by the re-
searcher through observation rather than questions. For example, the data
collector may note the building materials used in a sample of dwellings,
assess the cleanliness of the streets, or evaluate how well playgrounds and
commuity centers are maintained. He may also observe health workers
delivering services to their community in order to assess the adequacy of
their technical competence (Valadez and others 1989). An obsenration
guide can also be used to record the frequency of certain actvities, such as
the number of people entering a commnunity center or the number who
speak in a meeting, or to descrbe how a meeting or work group is organ-
ized, the decisionmaldng procedures, leadership styles, the effidency with
which labor is used in a community construction project, the number of
children vaccinated by health workers, or the proportion of mothers who
know how to prepare and administer oral rehydration therapy. The utility
of an observation guide depends on how dearly the observational catego-
des are defined. Some instrumets leave too much to the judgment of the
observer, with the result that different observers may classify the same
phenomenon differently (Valadez, DiPrete, and Weld 1990).

Telephone interviews and mail suraeys are widely used in industrial coun-
triesbuthavemorelimited applications indevelopingcounfties (see Babbie
1973; Nadhmias and Nachmias 1981). The obvious limitation of the tele-
phone interview is the smaller number of telephones in these countries
particularly among the groups of interest in most evaluations. The
advantage of the telephone survey is the speed and low cost with which
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data can be obtained, particularly when respondents reside in differnt
cities and a personal interview would cost too much in money or in time
to carry out

One of the advantages of the mail survey is that it permits respondents
to provide more detailed information, some of which they themselvesmay
be called upon to colect and organize. For example, banks might be asked
about the number and size of smallbusiness credits, businesses about how
credits have been used, and cooperatives about the kinds of loans they have
given. In counties with poor mail service, messengers could deliver and
collect the surveys. One drawback of mail surveys is that they depend on the
goodwill of potential respondents to fill out the questionnaire and return
it. Since ro interviewer is present, the is often no incentive to complete
thea Therefore, the return rate of mail surveys is generally quite low.

Telephone and mail surveys can be effectively combined with personal
interviewss. For example, the respondent could be contacted by phone to
explain the purpose of the study and agreement obtained to complete the
mail survey. Once the information from the mail survey is obtained, there
could be a follow-up telephone or personal interview.

Written tests can be used to assess the effects of a prject on skils or
knowledge. Such tests are used to measure changes in literacy or knowl-
edge of subjects taught in school (see Fairweather and Tomatsky 1977)- In
the Philippines, tests of reading skills and of knowledge of mathematics
and science were used to compare the effectiveness of educational televi-
sion with increased access to textbooks and improved teacher training.

Participants can also be asked to keep diaries orwriftenaccounts of income
and expenditures, persons contacted during the day or week, or use of time
(see Grootaert and Chung 1980). Reforma and Obusan (1981) asked a
sample of 100 households in Manila to keep daily records of all income and
expenditures over a period of two years when families were upgrading
their housing.

Defning the Content of the Survey Instrument

A questiormaire should only include those questions tat are specifcally
required for the purposes of the evaluation. Any questions that sound
"interesting"buthaveno specificpurposeshouldbeeliminated.Fourkinds
of information are normally required for an impact evaluation (Table 9-3).
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Table 9-3. Typical Questions Required for an Impact Evaluation

rind of Queso Purpoep

Classification To assign the interview data Particpant or control group
to the correct group in the Servicesreceived
analysis Fimt or repeat interview

Exposure to To measure the intensity Wlichserceswere
teatmnent with which subjects were received (attend school,
variables exposed to the project services piped water in house,

vaccinated)
Amount of services received

(volume of water, size of
loan)

Outcome To measure the immediate Immedaeproducts
variables prodcts produced by the Number of houses

project the sustaind outputs constructed
after a certain number of years Number of loans approved
and; the impacts produced as a Numberof patients treated
consequence of the project Sustinedoutputs

Condition of rads, houses,
etc. after (say) five years.

Number of firmers
receiving irigated water
after (say) five years

Socioeonomic profles of
actual and intended users
-mpacts
Changes in income, school

attendance, health etc.

Intervening To identify and evaluate the Income% education, sex of
variables effects of other interventions participant or household head,

and of socal and economic householdsize-and
characteristics of the target composition, and assets of
and control groups on household or enterprise
participation in the project
and the direction and intensity
of changes produced

CLASSEFICATION OF NOMINAL DATA. Respondents may be classified ac-
cording to whether they are project partcipants or belong to the control
group; or by the types and levels of seavices (shallow or deep tubewells,
clinics, water supply, credit) they received before and after entering the
project Where a longitudinal design is being used, it is also important to
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know whether the respondent is being interviewed for the first time or
whether it is a repeat interview. Frequently the analysis of the results is
impeded bytheomission of some of theseseeminglyobviousclassification
questions.

ExPoSURETO TRETMENT VARIABLES. Not all project beneficiaries receive
exactly the same package of services A family living dose to a paved road,
having piped water, and sending their chidren to the community kdnder-
garten will obviously receive morebenefits froma prqect than a famly that
lives half a mile from the nearest paved road, has to queue up to get water
from a communal standpipe, and still has dhildren on the waiting list for
kindergarten. It would be misleading to put both families in the same
category of "project beneficiaries.- Therefore it is important to record the
services received and the frequency or amount of services (how much
credit,howmanyvisitsbythecommunitypromotor,howmuchwater,and
so on).

A more difficulttaskis to assess the qatyof theservices. Onepossibility
would be to ask a panel of experts or the project paricipants to rank the
quality of the services. For some services-for example, potable water-
there are well-established testing procedures for mesuring quality. Lot
quality assurance sampling (Valadez 1991) is a rapid method based on
industrial quality-controlprocedures

OUTCOME VARILs. Projects are intended to produce a certain set of
outcomes or effects. These outcomes can be classified into three broad
categones:

* Immedite products, such as houses constucted, smal business loans ap-
proved, deep tubewelLs completed, or the number of cidren reciving measle
vaccinafions each week Normally, these products are dearly defined in
t'he loan agreement or the prqect documents.

* Susfabiecdoutputs orcontinued deliveryof serices oera longperiodoftimea
The questions to ask here are whether the houses are well maintained
and still occupied; whether the tubewells are maintained and operat-
ing and user charges being paid; whether the clinics are well main-
tained and staffed; what proportion of children under three years of
age are covered by preventive services; and how many patients they
are treating. It may be important to know who is using the services
because many projects are coopted bycertainwealtlier ormore influ-
entialgroups.
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Projectimpacts. The design of most projects assumes that the sustained
delivery of outputs will generate certain benefits or impacts, such as
improved income, health, or employment, or cheaper and faste trans-
portation of gmods. These assumptions mustbe evaluated.

Table9-4 illustrates indicators used tomeasure six commonrimpacts. For
example, many projects seek to incease employment or the income of
beneficir households. One indicator of project impact would be the
changes in total household income Other general indicators indude the
number of people working and the labor force particpation rate of certain
gro -p, such as women or young adults.

INTERVENiGVARABUS. Intervening variables are factors (such as char-
acteristics of households, communities, small businesses, or farms) that
affect participation in the project or the level or cinds of products, outputs,
or impacts produced. For example, the level of education will often affect
participation in a community improvement or a small business credit
program. Similarly, household characteristics such as income, number of
household members, length of time living in the community, and religion
tend to affect partcipation and outcomes. Maternal education is known to
be associated with infantmortality.

The evaluation design should take into consideratin the influence of
intervening variables. The choice of intervening variables to be inluded in
the questionnaire should be determined by a review of previous studies
and by the results of the preparatory studies referred to earlier.

Thmslating the Content Areas into Measurable Indicators

The questions to be included in the survey instrument are derived directly
from the concepts being studied. If the concept to be studied is project
impact, it can be defined in terms of a number of content areas such as
income, expenditures and consumption, health, and attitudes to the poject
The concept of income is disaggregated into a series of elemnents labor
income, profits from own business, rental income, and transers or gifts
from relatives and friends.

In addition, each element must be translated into a set of measurble
indicators or questions. Eamned income, for example, might be estimabed
through questions on hours worked, wage rates (per hour, day, or week),
overtime rates, and other bonuses. One of the main impacts of many urban
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Table 9-t Examples of Six Microeconomic Project inpacts and Some
Indicators That Could Be Used to Measure Them

TypE ofIuct n

Employment Total fimily income
and income Sources of income

Incomestability
Type of employment
Number of people working
Labor force participation rate of particular groups
Proportion of self-employed
Prportion working in formal and informal sectors

Demographic Family size and stability
characteristics Agecomposition
of the family Education of household head and of mothers

Proportion of children attending school
Civil status of household head
Geographical mobility

Housing costs, quality, Sale or rental value of house
and value Construction quality (ranked on scale)

Housesize
Access to sercs

Healfh Infant and maternal mortality rates
Cause specific mortality rates and leading causes

of death
rune lost from work or school due to illness
Access to medical services
Amount spent on medical services
Anthropometc measures of weight and height

Consumption patterns Amount spent on housig
Amountspenton food
Amount spent on dothing
Amount spent on transportation
Amount spent on health
Amount saved

Community Numbr of commurity organizations in which
participation family participates
and attitudes Number of friends in the community or project

Political, social, and religious organizatiors
Participation in mutual help programs
Satisfactionwith the community
Satisfactionwith social, economic, and political situation
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projects is increased rental income. If the questionnaire induded orly
earnedincome, theevaluation wouldhave completelymissed thisimport-
ant effect

Table 9-5 illustrates how the conceptual framework for the World Bank
Living Standards Measment Study (discussed above) was translated
into a set of measurable indicators. Three altemative models had been
proposed for estimating welfare, and the table shows the information
requirements for each model The table identifies the variables, states the
level of data collection (individual, household, community, district, re-
gion), and explains the analytical purpose.

A survey instrument could fail to validly assess project impacts for any
one of the following reasons:

* The wrong content areas were selected: perhaps the project did not
affect income, althoogh it may have had ot her impacts not covered by
the survey.

* The elements selected were not good measures of the content areas:
-perhaps wages are not a major source of income in areas where most
people are self-employed.

* The indicators did not adequately measure the principal elements
hourly wage rates may not be a good estimator of labor market
earnings in situations where bonus payments are large in relation to
basic hourly wage rates.

* If respondents are unable or unwiling to respond accurately to the
questions, the data obtained will be biased or incomplete.

The above example shows that the design of a survey instrument must
foIlow a precise logic and that each question must be directly related to a
particular element of a carefuly thought out content area. Care must be
taken not to includeseveral questions for each element in an effort to collect
all the potentialy important information. There is a limit to the patience of
the respondent and to the time he or she is prepared to give to the
interviewer. Every additional question increases the risk of tiring or annoy-
ing the respondent or of having someffing interrupt the interview before
it is completed.

Ways of Asking Questions

There are many ways to ask a question, and an important function of the
pilot study (see following sections) is to help find the best way to obtain the
information.



Table 9-5. Data Needed to Measure Welfare: The World Bank's Living Standards Measurement Study

Variable Level of Colleclont Anialytical PUrpose

Basic welfare measures
Expenditures Household Basic welfare measures to be deflated with price index and

equivalence scale
Household composition Individual Equivalence scales, general analysis
(age, sex)
Prices Community Price index (by region, urban/rura! or socioeconomic group

Sources of welfare
Ca Income by source Individual Causal analysis of welfare; earnings functions; labor force

and household participation In the household context
Costs/outputs Household Causal analysis of welfare; farm production functions
of the household enterprise
Opportunity wage rates Community Imputation of value of time for construction of income

variables; analysis of labor force participation decisions
Time use: Which tasks Individual Imputation of value of time for construction of income

Average duration Community variables
Asset holdings and purchases Household Accumulation and potential for income growth; eamings

functions; separation of short-term variations; definition of
socioeconomic groups

Changes in asset holdings over time Household (retrospective Trends in accumulation
questioning)

Gifts, remittances (donor location, Household, community Vulnerability; modeling of networks of social support
relation to recipient, income level,
recipient motivation, stability)



Variable Level of Collectionl AtialyticaI Puirpose

Labor mnrket
Schooling, work experience Individual (retrospective Earnings functions; separation of short-term and long-term

questioning) variations
Employment status, sector, occupation, Individual, household Earnings functions; labor market segmentation; labor force
hours worked, formal and Informal participation decision analysis; definition of socioeconomic
sector identifiers groups
Demand for labor Community, district, region Identification of work opportunities; modeling labo.r force

participatfon decision
Perception of labor demand Household Information bottlenecks (contrast with objective data);

modeling labor force participat'on decision

Othler
Housing physical characteristics, Household Hedonic rent equations; construction of income variables;

Qi amenities, type of tenure, location short-/long-term variations; definition of socioeconomic
groups

Changes in housing conditions Household retrospective Trends in quality of housing
questioning

Entitlements Household Flagging high risk groups; Identification of potentially poor
Changes of location Household (retrospective Studying migration decision

questioning)
Other demographic and socioeconomic Individual, household Definition of socioeconomic groups; m.iscellaneous analysis
characteristics
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AsKING vERsUS oBsEviNG. Many kinds of information concering the
size of the house, quality of construction materials, number of rooms, the
existence of certain services, and so on, can be obtained by direct observa-
tion. However, observation can be misleading. For one thing, it cannot be
assumed that the house belongs entirely to the family being interviewed.
Similarly, itshouldnotbeassumedthatservicesdonotexistsimplybecause
they are not where the observer expected to find them-the water tap may
be located at the rear of the plot, or it may be locked in a box to prevent
other people from taing the water without payin& (Observation tech-
niques are discussed more fully in Chapter 10.)

OPEN VERSUS CLOSED QUESONS. "If every time it rains the streets are
flooded for several days, causing health problems, what do you think
shonid be done?" This is an open questim, since no answer is suggested and
the interviewer will carefully note what the respondent says. It could also
be formulated as a dosed question, with the respondent being asked to
select from among a number of predetermined alternatives:

"If every time it rains the streets are flooded for several days, causing
health problems, which of the following do you think should be done?'

* Organize a commurity meeting to develop solutions.
* Ask the communiity leader to solve the problemr
* Writee thiistryof Health.
* Organize local families to dig a drainage ditch.

Openquestionsallowthe respondent to answerinhis orherownwords,
rater thanrbeingforcedbto choose among altematives that may not indude
his or her true opinion. There are advantages in using open questions when
asking aboutsocialbehavior thatisdisapprovedof Bradburn and Sudman
(1979) foundthatrespondentsreportedhigherlevels of drining and sexual
activity in response to an open question than when they were asked to rate
the level of activity on a scale that included the categories "never," "once a
year or less,' "once a month,' "once a week," "several times a week," and
"daily." The multiple-choice question makes it easier for respondents to
choose the "never" or"once-a-year' categories, whereas the open question
permits them to admit to a higher (and hopefully more accurate) level of
activity.

A disadvantage of the open question is that the results are harder to
analyze than are standardized responses, and the interviewer's way of
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recording responses may introduce unanticipated and therefore uncon-
trolled biases. There is also the danger that some of the responses may be
too generaland therefore difficultto interpret Converse andPresser (1986)
cite a study on work satisfaction in which a frequent response to the
question, 'Teople look for different things in a job; what would you most
preferinajob?" was "thepayf This responseleaves itundearas to whether
respondents were concerned with 'high pay' or 'steady pay.' This ambi-
guity could have been resolved through the use of a closed question that
included both "high pay" and "steady pay" as options.

Closed questions are relatively easy to analyze and have the advantage
of making the respondent choose among the alternatives of interest to the
researcher. For example, if a researcher wants to know whether the expec-
tation of a better job was a primary reason for migration, this can be
included as one of the alternative responses. With an open questio, on the
otherhand,thefactthatterespondentdoesnotmentionemploymentdoes
not necessarily mean it was not a factor in the decision to migrate.

There is always the danger with closed questaons that inportant re-
sponses may be left out, and that the respondent will then be forced to
choose among meaningless or unimportant altenatives. This risk can be
reduced by a follow-up question in which the respondent is asked, Are
there any other reasons (factors, points) you would like to mention that
werenotincludedinthelist?" Theinterviewershouldalwaysaskfollow-up
questions or use probes whenever the answeis are not dear orit is felt that
the respondent has other things to add.

TE IMPORTANCE OF TIE -No OPIION" OPION. Whenever dlosed ques-
tions are being used, the response options should indude a "no opinion"
category. Earlier studies have shown that when respondents are encour-
aged to admit that they do nothave an opinion, this can reduce by as much
as one-third the number of respondents who will give their opinion on the
topic being studied . Many people seem to feel that they should have an
opinion, so it is important to show respondents that it is quite legifimate
not have an opinion. Rather than simply induding "no opinion" as one of
the options on the list, it is better to have a screeing question such as

* "Here is a question abouit another country. Not everyone has an
opinion on this. If you do not have an opinion just say so."

* "Could you tell me whether there is any kind of cooperative organiza-
tion to which families living in this community can belong?"
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*'Mhere have been a number of articles in the local newspapers on the
problem of teenager alcoholism. Could you tel me whether you have
thought about this issue?"

Another point of some concem is whether a question that asks respon-
dents to rate how strongly they agree or disagree with a particular state-
mentshouldincludeaneutalposition("neitheragreenordisagree"). Some
researchers look upon "no opinion" as wasted data and prefer to force
people to choose Others feel that the data are meaningless when respon-
dents are forced to have an opinion on a topic they know or care nothing
about The "don't know" category is more complex. One could argue both
for including and excluding it as a response op tion. The reasons for includ-
ing it are identical to those stated for listing "no opinion." However, the

reasons for exduding it are also compelling. In surveys that are intended
to test people's knowledge, it is often important to have the respondents
themselves condude that they don't know the answer to a question rather
than give them an easy way to avoid responding. For example, answers to
open-ended questions such as "How manypolio vaccinations should your
child have before his first birthday?" lead to different policy conclusions,
depending on whether mothers overestimate or underestimate. Children
are more at risk to polio if their mothers underestimate.

Sometimes impatientinterviewers willmarka response as "don'tknow'
rather than give a mother the time to coRlecther thoughts and try to answer
to the best of her knowledge. hn the experience of one of the authors, it is
better to instruct interviewers to write "don't know" next to a question
when the interviewee condudes that he or she does not know the requested
information. This simple step has tended to reduce the number of "don't
know" responses.

SELF-ADMsERED QUESoNNAIRES. Sometimes, the respondent is
asked to complete al - r part of the questionnaire himself When literacy is
not a bamer, the self-administered questionnaire can be useful for collecting
detailed information, particularly when the information has to be obtained
over a period of time, say, when families are asked to keep records of their
dietary intake, incomes, and expenditures or the way they use their time.
Self-administered questionnaires are also often used in attitude studies.
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MeasuringAttitudes

Many evaluation studies need to assess respondents' opinions about the
way they have been affected by a project and also the intensity of those
feelings. Such assessments are particularly qseful for p!ojects designed to
change attitudes toward the efficacy of community organization, for exam-
ple, as a way to resolve problems. These attitudes may include the willing-
ness to cooperate with people from other cultual groups; the willingness
to accept responsibility for maintenance of infrastructure; and views about
how conditions of life will change over the next few years.

There is considerable disagreement about the utility of measuring
attitudes. Mosteconomists donotattempt to measure attitudes directybut
instead use indicators such as increased rental value of properties to assess
satisfaction with improved services. Some sociologists and social psychol-
ogists who study attitudes argue that it is essential to understand how
people feel about a project or other major change in their environment in
order to understand and perhaps predict how they will react Information
on attitudes mayhelp managers and policymakersunderstandwhy certain
groups have been less enthusiastic than expected and how to modify the
project design or implementation to make it more attractive.

An attitude scale is a specialized form of questionnaire designed to
measure the direction and intensity of feelings or opinions about a certain
topic. Ihe two most common attitude scales (Thurstone and Lickert) ask
respondents either hoiw strongly they feel about a particular subject or
whether they agree or disagree with a series of statements selected to
measure the degree of intensity of feelings.

A Thurstone scale consists of a series of statements relating to the attitude
being measured (for example, opinion of the utility of cooperatives). A
group of judges znigtbe asked to rankeach statement to indicate its degree
of favorableness (to cooperatives). A rank of 1 might indicate the statemnent
was extremely favorable to cooperatives and a score of 11 might mean the
statement wa'. extremely unfavorable. An average score would then be
computed for each statement and a set of low-, medium-, and high-ranked
statements woul d be selected for the scale. Respondents would be asked to
indicate the items with which they agree and disagree, and the score of each
respondent would be calculated as the mean of the items with which he or
she agreed.
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A number of studies have challenged the validity of "agree-disagree"
questions of the kind used in the Thurstone scales. Lenski and Leggett
(1960) found tat about 10 percent of their sample agreed with both of two
mutually contradictory statements. Many researchers believe that a pro-
portion of respondents tend to agree with whatever statement is presented
in the survey. Schuman and Presser (1981) found that the lower the educa-
tional level of a subject, the more likely he/she is to agree with statements
given to them by the interviewer.

To construct a Lickert scale, the interviewer again selects statements that
represent different degrees of favorableness to the subject being studied,
but the respondent is now asked to indicate how strongly be or she agrees
or disagrees with each statement Sometimes a 5-point scale is used ("agree
strongly," "agree," "neither agree nor disagree," "'disagree," and "disagree
strongly"). Other researchers prefer a 7- or 11-point scale in which one
extreme represents "strongly agree" and the other extreme represents
"strongly disagree." A score is then computed for each respondent by
multiplying the rank score for each item by its degree of favorableness.

It takes careful preparation to construct an attitude scale, particularly for
test items that are to be administered to a large number of respondents. The
final items are then selected using rigorous statistical criteria. If these
procedures are not used, the validity and reliability of the scales are likely
to be low and the results misleading.

An alternative approach is to show the respondent a picture (for exam-
ple, a group of people in a meeting) and to ask what he or she sees:

* "Who are the people in the picture?"
* "Ifthese were people in a comuminity meeting what do you thinkthey

might be discussing?'
* "Do you think the people listening agree with what the speaker is

saying?"

Despite the methodological difficulties, attitude measurement is an im-
portant area of research Participants often judge the impact of a project in
a different way from the outside observer. Because the primary objective
of the project is to improve the quality of life of the project beneficiaries, it
is important to know what they feel about what has happened.

T-HE ORDER OF QUESTIoNs. Respondents tend to interpret a 'articular
question in the context of the questions that preceded it Turner and Krauss
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(1978) have found that respondents are less likely to say their taxes are too
high after being asked about a number of items on which government
spending should be increased; and Cowan, Murphy, and Weiner (1978)
report that subjects previously asked about their attitude toward crime are
more likely to tell whether they have been victims of crimes. Similarly, if
respondents have been asked a number of questions about the problems of
finding jobs, and are then asked to identify the mot serious problems
facing the community, they tend to refer more frequently to problems of
employment.

Although there are no well-defined guidelines, it is clear that the re-
searcher must think carefully about the order of questions and must avoid
introducing earlier questions that might prompt respondents to answer in
a certain way.

Selecting and Training the Interuiers

Regardless of how well the questionnaire has been designed, it may fail to
collect accurate and complete information if it is administered by poorly
selected or trained interviewers. Problems may arise if the interviewers are
not motivated, if they are notwell trained, if they do nothave the necessary
professional training or experience to understand the subject of the study,
or if they are unable to establish rapport with the respondents. The follow-
ing are some of the points to consider in selecting interviewers:

* Is it better to use students or rather older and more mature people? It is often
easier to locate and contract students, tley are also more flexible in
theirworldnghours andmaybemorewillingtoworkindifficultareas.
At the same time, community leaders, businessmen, or older commu-
nity residents may be reluctant to discuss personal or business affairs
with someone much younger than themselves.

* Is it better to use male or female interviwers, or a combination of both?
Mothers may be reluctant to discuss childrearing orfamily affairs with
a male interviewer, and malerespondents may be unwilling to discuss
politics or other assumed masculine subjects with a woman. In many
kdnds of studies, a team consisting of a man and a woman can be
effective. Community residents usually discuss different things with
male and female interviewers, so this approach could produce a more
detailed response. Care should be taken notto make too many assump-
tions about how people will respond to male and female interviewers.
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In some cases, males may speak about their problems more freely with
a woman because they may not feel the need to keep up a "macho"
image with a woman. This is not always the case, however. One public
health study found that mothers in rural Costa Rica preferred a male
interviewer since they had grown accustomed to speaking with men
about their own health.
Are interviewers required to have any specialized skills or knowledge? It is
oftennecessaryorusefultocontractinterviewerswithcertaintechdical
or professional backgrounds. For example, nurses may be usefuL for
studies on health or child rearing, architects or engineers for studies
on housing, and accountants or economists for studies on smallbusi-
nesses or employment generation programs. In other cases, it may be
necessary to contract people with special research or interviewing
skills, such as sociologists, psychologists, or anthropologists, How-
ever, the personality and motivation of the interviewer often seem
more important than professional training. According to Salmen
(1987), professional training does not seem to affect a person's ability
to conduct partidpant observation studies, and an economist, archi-
ect, or socialworker could do equally welL The most important factor

is their interest in living in a community they are not familiar with and
getting to know the people living there

Interviewer training is an important, but often ignored aspect of the
research process. A common problem is that different interviewers use
different criteria for deciding who to interview and how to treat non-
response or for interpreting some of the questions. This kind of confusion
can drastically reduce the reliability and comparability of the survey re-
sponses.

Training should normally cover the following points:

* The purposes of the study and how the results will be used.
* The procedures for selecting respondents and for dealing with situa-

tions where the respondent cannot be located or cannot be inter-
viewed.

* The concepts being used in the study (such as the household, house-
hold member, income, employment).

* The way to ask each question, to classify replies, to handle those who
fail to respond, and to determine what kinds of follow-up questions
are required.
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* The fact that interviewers should practice administering the question-
naire to each other and should then conduct some practice interviews
with the kinds of subjects included in the survey.

* How interviewers can be selected on the basis of their performance
during training.

It is important to prepare a complete interviewer's guide explaining in
detail how each question should be asked, how responses should be
recorded, and what linds of follow-up questions are required.

Testing and Administering the Questionnaire

Once a list of questions has been developed, a draft questionaire should
be prepared. This draft is tested in a pilot survey or pretest to determine
whether the questions are dear, what length of intrview is appropriate,
whether respondents would be willing to reply, which questions are awk-
wardlyphrased and difficult for interviewers to ask, andwhichare difficult
for respondents to understand. A long questionnaire will sometimes take
at least three months to compile from the time the first draft is completed
to the actual interviews. Itis also a good ideaforpilot interviewers to work
in pairs, with one conducting the interew and the other observing.
Enterviewers should meet at the end of each day to exchange experiences
and to assess the strengths and weaknesses of the questionnaire.

Before theformalsurveybegins, itis oftenrnecessary to establish contacts
in the community. In some cases tie research director may be required to
meet with conunuriity leaders or local govemment authorities to explain
thepurposes of thestudy andto seektheirpermission andsupport.In some
commuriities in El Salvador, residents had been advised not to respond to
interviews if the study did not have the approval of communiity organiza-
tions. Although contact with community organizations may cause some
methodological problems, it is important to be aware that many "interest-
ing" communities are continually invaded by interviewers, most of whom
take up a great deal of residents' time without offering anytiing in returrL
The researchers have an obligation to explain the purposes of the study to
the community and to try to ensure that the results will be used to help the
community. A good practice,but one that is rarely followed, is to meet with
the community leaders to discuss the results of the study once it is com-
pleted. It isaLco wise to cite thereasonsfortheinterviewinanyintroductory
remark at the beginning of each questionnaire.
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Procedures must also be set up for supervising and guiding the inter-
viewers.hInte earlystagesofthestudy,theinterviewersareboundtomake
anumber of mistakes and willneed constant assistance. Supervisors should
thereforemeetwithinterviewerseveryevenmngormorningtodiscuss their
experiences and to advise on how to solve problens. In a comLplex survey,
it may be necessary to have one supervnsor for as few as every five
interviewers. The supervisor should, among other things:

* Revisit a sample of households to ensure that the interview was
conducted with the right person and to reconfirm some of the basic
information. There will always be a few interviewers who are lazy,
who make up some of the ifonnation or in extreme cases who falsify
the entire interview. This can only be detected by spot checks of tiis
kind.

a Be in the communty most of the time to provide advice.
3 Accompany the interviewers during a few interviews to discuss inter-

viewing techniques and problems.
* Carefuly review all completed interiews and provide immediate

feedback the next day.

A careful record must be kept of what happens during each scheduled
interview. The record must indicate whether the respondent was located
andinterviewed,whatprocedureswereusedifhe orshecouldnotbefound
or interviewed, and what problems arose in the interview. An accepted
convention is to visit ahousehold where no one is currently at home at least
twice before selecting an alternative. Neighbors often know the where-
abouts of a resident and when he or she will return home.

The Importance of a MultimethodApproach

To avoid the problems that can arise from a mono-method bias, the ques-
tionraire should be complemented by other data collecting procedures,
which can help to check the reliability of the information and to interpret
its meaning. Unstructured interviews shouldbe conducted during the pilot
study to identify the key issues and to detemine how respondentsperceive
them (see Box 9-1). During the application of the survey, informal contacts
should be maintained with the community to obtain feedback on how well
the community understands and responds to the questions (see Box 9-2).
Intensive unstructured follow-up interviews can also be used with a small
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Box 9-2. Using Qualitative Data to Complement Survey Findings:
Survey of a Fishing Cooperative in Natal, Brazil

A rapid evaluation of a fishing cooperative in Brazl not only presented
a statistical analysis, but also included the following verbatim comments
of fishermen to help the reader understand the meaning of the statistical
findings.

"The majority of the fishermen here don't own their boats,butare hired by
a boat owner. He gives us everything we need, and when we return every-
thingis for hinm."

"Wen the cooperative arrived they said that they were going to help us
by providingmaterials and buyingourfish,butthis hasn'thappened. Wego
on suffering and have to buy smaller quantities of everything elsewhere at
higher prices and we stUll have to sell our fish at lower prices."

"The cooperative has to offer us something more attractive if we are going
to believe in it This cooperative decides things without consulting with us
fishermerL They even dose the doors of the room where the fish are washed
and we are not allowed to enter."

Sourc Nudeo deAcompanamento e Avaliacao (Natal Braz) (1983).

number of respondents to check the consistency of the survey responses
and to help interprt the results. Case studies can be prepared on a few
respondents to explain the survey findings in more detaiL

Direct observation should also be used to provide an independent check
on some of the information being obtained (see Box 9-3).

Once the results of the analysis are avallable, informalinterviews should
be conducted with key respondents to discuss the findings and to help
interpret then The following are typical examples of issues that might be
covered in the follow-up interviews:

* When families received financial support to build their houses, where
did this money come from? Was it a loan to be repaid? Wlhat did the
giver expect to receive in return for his or her support?

* Why did households headed by females make less use of building
material loans thani households headed by males?

* Many families claim that they are better off living in the project than
theywerebefore. However, theirhealth status does not seem tobe any
better than that of families in the control areas. Why do particpants
believe they are better off? Has their quality of life increased in ways
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Box 9-3. Examples of the Use of Indicators That Can Be Obtained
by Direct Observation

In their classic study, Webb and his colleagues suggested a wide range of
"unobtrusive measures' that could be used as indicators of more complex
processes or events. Examples of such indicators might indude

* The amount of wear on steps as an indicator of the use made of a
community facility-

* Analysis of garbage dumps as a source of infbrmation on consump-
tionpatterns.

* The number of tin roofs or tin utensils as an indicator of wealth.
* The quality of dothing washed and left out to dry as an indicator of

consumption patterns and wealth.
* Types of commodities on sale in local stores as an indicator of the

economic level of the commurnity.

that were not captured by the survey, or is their satisfaction experi-
enced in ways unrelated to health?

Measurement Issues in Sample Surveys

Given the practical difficulties of rehturing to the field once survey data
have been collected, the validity and practical utility of a quantitative
evaluatio will be determined to a large degree by the way in which the
datawere collected. If concepts were badly defined or if the indicators were
measured incorrectly, the results of the study will be by and large invalid.
The analysts, report writers, or policymakers may not always realize this
when they are using the results to plan future prc4ects. This section dis-
cusses some of the methodological and conceptual issues that arise in
defining and measuring some of the mostcommon indicators used in social
sector evaluations.

Measurement Issues Relaed to Enployment, Income, and Consumption

Changes in employment, income, and consumption are widely used as
indicators of the economic impact of projects. Problems of comparability
frequently arise from the considerable variation in the way that concepts
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such as employment are defined. Analysts sometimes collect employment
data only on the household head (however that is defined), on the assump-
tion tat ths-person is the principalearner. There are also differences with
respect to the minimum age at which household members are included in
the labor force, the kinds of econonmic activities that are defined as employ-
ment, and the number of hours or months that someone must work to be
classified as apart-time employee (Mehran 1980). The reference period over
which employment data are collected may also vary. If the reference period
(day, week, or month) is short, the data may be more accurate, but seasonal
employment, particularly in agriculture, will be a problem. If a longer
reference period is used (for example, a year), it then becomes difficult to
estimate rates of labor force participatiorL It will also be difficult to decide
how to treat unpaid household labor, traditional fonns of marginal labor
(suchl as scaring away birds from growingcrops), and unpaid apprentes.

Some of the most serious biases relate to female employment and
women's contribution to household income and to gross national product.
Women2 household labor and much of their contribution to fa manage-
ment and agricultural production are frequently undervalued because it is
not remunerated. This has had serious implications for the way in which
projects are designed. That is to say, the role women play in farm manage-
ment or in small businesses is often underestimated, with the result that
creditand technical assistance programs are often designed on the assump-
tion that they will be used mainly by men.

Similar problems arise in estimating household income and expendi-
hires. The average household income in a community is subject to both
short-term and long-term fluctuations. Therefore, the estimation of project
impact through the comparison of income at two points in time can be
misleading. Figure 9-1 illustrates the difficulties of comparing two time
periods to assess the impacts of a housing project on income Income is
subject to both regular seasonal trends (in Figure 9-1, income tends to be
higher around December, perhaps because of the coffee harvest or an influx
of tourists, and lower around June) and also to annual fluctuations related
perhaps to the climate or to fluctuations in the international economy. For
example, incomes were generally higher in year 3 than in years 4 and 5.
Thus, depending on the time periods se1ected for the comparison, a project
may appear to have had either a positive or a negative impact

The income of individual households is also subject to considerable
fluctuations from month to month, and even from day to day. The problem
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is furither compounded by the fact that many households receive income
from several wage-earners, all of whose incomes are subject to the kinds of
fluctuation described earlier.

Many low-income households receive a significant proportion of their
household income in the form of transfers from relatives or friends. Trans-
fers have been found to account for up to 50 percent of the total household
income of certain groups of families (Kaufmann and Bamberger 1984).
Transfers are either ignored or not well measured in many household
surveys, which therefore significantly underestimate total income. Trans-
fers are difficult to measure because famiies tend to consider them a form
of social rather than economxiic exchange and may not mention them in
response to questions about income (Bamberger, Kaufmann, and Velez
1984).

Often the resp ondentmay wish to deliberately provide false inf ormation
on income In some cultures, the husband may not wish his wife to know
how much he eans, and he may understate his true income if the interview
is conducted in his home. In other cases, the respondent may deliberately
distort the household income in order to fall within the income eligibility

Figure 9-1 Long-Term Trends and Short-Term and Seasonal
Fluctuations in Household Income in the Years Following the Start
of a Housing Project

Average monthly household income

Income trends during
high-earnings seasonA_

/ '

Inoome trends during
low-eamings season

Years 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Project begins in year 0
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limits established for a certain type of project In addition, families may not
wish to mention certain sources of income that are either illegal or scxially
unacceptable. Megal beer brewing, prostitution, illegal fishing, and oper-
ating a business without a license are all common examples of sources of
income thatarenotreported. Itisalso difficultto obtain reliable information
on rural landholdings in countries that restrict the amount of land a family
can own. Chambers (1983) cites Panse's law, which states that "the average
size of landholding in a village increases with the length of residence of the
investigator." In other words, when the investigator firstvisits the commu-
nity, it is easy for farmers to convince him or her that they own relatively
little land and consequently merit special consideratiorL Once the re-
searcher has spent more time in the community, however, it becomes
possible to piece together the information on the ownershtip of different
parcels of land and to find out who the biggest landowners are.

Measurement Issues Related to Basic Demographic Data

Evaluationstidiesfrequendycollectbasicdemographicinformation onthe
household and community. Such variables may be used as indicators of
project impacts (for example, better housing may affect geographical mo-
bility or school attendance) or to explain variations in project outcomes (for
example, projects may have different impacts on households headed by
males and those headed by females, on large and small families, and on
families with different educational levels).

Considerable confusion has arisen about how to define a household and
a household head.4 Most counties make some reference to food sharing,
but vary greatly when it comes to definingwhere household members live.
In many coumtries, household members must 'live together in a single
room or group of rooms" (as in Bangladesh) or "use the same kitchen or
cookery pot" (as in Mexico). But in many African countries the geograph-
ical definition is more complex, as in the case ofBotswana: "Living together
means living at any one of the customary lving places of the household.
This frequently includes a set of huts in a village, another set of huts at a
separate land area where crops are grown and a third set of huts at a
separate cattle post" (Wahab 1980:22).

Low-income households have been described as "fluctuating coalitions"
in which members constandyjoin and leave in response to changes in their
economaic conditions. In Cartagena, Colombia (Kaufmann and Bamberger
1984), more than 10 percent of household members have been classified as
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'temporary," and in El Salvador (Nieves 1979) and Kenya (Nelson 1978)
chdren are transferred from one household group to another either to
leave mothers free to work or to tansfer the children to an economically
more stable family group. Such factors can make it difficult to decide who
is a household member and even how the household unit should be
defined

Households in many countries experience regular seasonal fluctuations
as members return to the rural areas for harvesting or special ceremonies,
or as men return to the city during the months when the demand for labor
goes up (for example, during the dry season, when most construction work

takesplace, or duringthe tourst season). Care mustbe taken when making
comparsons over time to ensure that measurements are made in the same
month of each year.

It is often difficult to establish who is the household head because a
woman may be reluctant to admit she has been abandoned by her spouse
and prefers to state that her husband is temporarily working elsewhere, as
a truck driver, for example. Care must be taken not to count someone whc.
has permanently left the household as a permanent household member, let
alone thehouseholdhead. Wahab (1980) citesssimilardefirdtionalproblems
from a number of countries. In Botswana, for example, a widowed mother
who builds her hut dose to her daughter and who receives food from the
daughtermay be classified either as forming anindependenthousehold or
as part ofher daughter's household, depending onhow the mother classif-
ies herself. Simlar ambiguities may arise in situations where a mnan is
supporting one or more women and their children.

Many households contain people who are living there illegally and who
will not be reported in the survey. A common example is a subtenant who
is there without the permission of the landlord. In other cases, relatives or
friends may be living in the city illegally without a work or residence
perIllit

Cultural factors, too, may affect the reporting of who lives in the house-
hold. In some cultures a child is not considered to have been bom until it
has reached a certain age and has been named. Untl then it will not be
reported. During the testing of a questionnaire in Mombasa, a male house-
hold head was asked how many of his children were living in the house.
He named four, all of them boys. Since a number of young girls had been
observed in the house, he was asked if he had any other children. "Do you
want me to include the girls as well?" he asked!
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Attitudes toward Projecfs and Their Organization

See Chapters 4 and 5 for a discussion of measurement techniques and
issues.

Measuring Project Impact on Health

Poor health and nutrition affect employment, income, education, and also
the achievement of other objectives. Matorell (1982) identifies eight sets of
indicators that between them provide a comprehensive assessment of the
health status of a particular community:

Antkropometricmeasures of heightandweightforchildren of a particular
age are sensitive indicators of malnutrtion and can indicate wasting and
stunting. Growth charts are available in most nations of the world for
assessing infant growth and development These indicators can also be
used to identify malnourished women who may have rsky births. Al
thoughthemeasurementsmayseemeasyto carryoutandreasonablyvalid,
the workneeds to be caretalysupervised (Valadez and others 1989). These
neasures can provide an indication of health and nutritional im-
proveirsents in areas affected by prc4ects, but they must be adjusted for
seasonal fluctuations.

Birth weight is a good indicator of the health status *of both dhild and
mother and is also a good predictor of infant mortality.

Vaccintion status can indicate the risk of the population to disease that
can be prevented through vaccination, such as polio, diphtheria, tetanus,
measles, and tuberculosis.

Measures offood and nutrient intake are often required to assess access to
adequate food supplies and nutritional status. ThiL is an importantindica-
tor for evaluating nutrition programs or any progirm that seeks to raise
disposable income. Various estimation procedures can be used. On the
national level, it is possible to use national or regional data on food
production, sales, or purchases. At the local and project levels it is usually
necessary to conduct studies of household food purchases or consumption
by particular indiLviduals. The latter are important when the purpose is to
study food consumption by particular groups, such as women or young
childrerL

Breast-feedingis anotherimportantindicatorofnutritionalstatus. The age
atwhich breast-feeding ceases is also the time at which the infantbecomes
exposed to many kinds of infections.
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Biochemical analysis can be used to study nutritional status, to assess
health, and to identify the incidence of viral and parasitic infections Un-
fortunately, these methods can only be used to a limited extent because of
their cost, the difficulty of coUecting the samples, and the scarcity of trained
personneL The simple analysis of stool samples can be one of the best
indicators of the impact of sanitation and water supply projects on the
transmission of parasites. Sometimes sophisticated analyses may not be
essential For example, blood in the urine may be used as an indicator to
assess the proportion of residents with schistosomiasis.

Inftrrmation on illness is a useful indicator of health status, but the infor-
mation may be difficult to obtain from a sample of the population being
studied. Most families in developing countries are.unable to provide reli-
able iformiation on their illnesses, the treatment they have received, or
even on basic facts, such as the incidence of diarrhea. Absence from work
or school due to illness is sometimes used as an indicator of health status,
but that information can be misleading. For example, someone who is
self-employed is much less lkey to take time off work when he or she is
sick than a person who is working for a large company that pays sickness
benefits.

Community information can be useful in assessing changes in health
practices as a result of projects (for example, whether drinling water is
taken from the new well; how garbage is disposed of).

The health impacts of some development projects may be almost im-
possible to assess, particularly in new housing or water and sanitation
projects. First, health status is affected by so many different factors (climate,
income, food supply, employment, public health policies, and education)
thatitisoftenwell-nighirnposslbletosaywhich observedchangesinhealth
status are the result of the project

Second, the cost of collecting reliable health data on sufficiently large
samples is often prohibitive. Yet large samples maybe required to estimate
changes in infant mortality or to compare anthropometric indices for
different subgroups.

Third, data collection will often require the cooperation of the families
being studied (children have to be brought to a health center to be weighed
or stool samples have to be collected). Although such cooperation may be
feasible in the project areas, it may be impractical in the control areas.

Fourth, a number of problems affect the collectio of stool samples. In a
community with a high level of illiteracy, it is quite difficult to ensure that
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the samples are being collected from the right child. One health worker
reported in El Salvador that if the child being studied did not have a bowel
movement, the mother would collect a sample from another of her children

"to help the doctor with the study." Another problem is the poor quality of
the analysis in understaffed laboratories.
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Notes

1. Manystatisticalproceduresare designed toselectscaleitems thathave a strong
statistical correlation with a single criterion variable. For example, the frequencyof
attending community meetings may be used as a criterion variable indicating
degree of communrityparticipatiorL A questionwouldbe considered an acceptable
scale item if it has a strong negative or positive correlation with the frequency of
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attending community meetings. However, people may turn out to have various
attitudes toward community participation. For example, they may have certain
attitudes about the importanceof attendingccommunity meetings; others about the
effectiveness of community organization in producing different kinds of social,
economic, and physical improvements in the community; and saill others about
whether community organizations should be organized along political party lines.
Many questions that are not highly correlated with attendance at community
meetings may be good indicators of people's attitudes toward the efficacy of
community organizations in achieving certain kinds of oommunity imp rovemenits.
If all items were assessed in terms of their correlation with attendance at meetings,
many potentially good indicators of other dimensions of cornmunity participation
might be rejected. Statistical procedures do of course exist for the construction of
multidimensionalscales,but these make theprocessofscaleconstructionevenmore
complex, time-consuming, and costly.

2. Visaria (1980) describes the way in which these concepts are defined in
householdsurveysinAsia, andWahab (1980) describeshow the conceptsof income
*and expenditure have been defined in household surveys in a sample of twenty-
three countries around the world.

3. In fact Mebran (1980) cites studies to show that the earings of the household
head represented only 26 percent of total houdehold income in urban Iran in 1976
and 33 percent in Trinidad and Tobago in the same year.

4, See Clark (1993) for a review of the literature on Kenya; and Buvonic, Youssef,
and Elm (1978) for a more general discussion of issues related to female headed
households. Wahab (1980) describes the way in which households have been
defined in surveys in twenty-three developing countries.

5. Si illivan, Cochrane, and Kalsbeek (1982) show tat the size of sample required
to estimate infant mortality rates for particular education or income subgroups
wherebirthrates and infantmtortalityrates areverylow (crudebirthrate=30/1,000
and infant mortality = 75/1,000) could be as high as 41,160. At the same time, the
requiired sample size could be as low as 1,267 where the crude birth rate is 50/1,000
and the infant mortality rate is 150/1,000.
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Qualitative Methods for Collecting Data

As mentioned earlier, quantitative surveys, with their links to pcsitivist-
behaviorist paradigmai, have come under increasing scrutiny in recent
years. Much of the crtcism comes from researchers who believe that
greater weight should be given to qualitative methods. This chapter exam-
ines qualitative methods and the ways in which they complement quanti-
tative methods in most inds of evaluation research.

Comparing Quantitative and Qualitative Methods

Qualitative methods have been described as "a particular tradition in social
science that fundamentally depends on watching people in their own
terricory and interacting with them in their own language, on their own
terms" (Kirk and Miller 1986:9). They differ from quantitative methods in
atleast tworespects. First,theirgoalis tounderstandrealityasitisconstrued
by the persons being studied. Second, they encourage researchers to try to
understand the meaning of paricular activities or beliefs in the context of
the culture being considered. Qualitative methodologists are strongly op
posed to isolating a particular eveni (or "social fact") and studying it apart
from the context in which the action occurs.

Qualitative miethodology bas its origins in the ethnograpzic branches of
anthropologyandurbansociology. Some of thefoundingfathers areFranz
Boas, Margaret Mead, and members of the Chicago school of sociology

329
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(Burgess, Park, Whyte, and Anderson). For thepurposes of -this discussion,
ethnographic techniques are considered part of qualitative methodology,
and there is no need for a separate discussion of ethnographic methods of
collectingdata. A distinction that could be drawn is that the unit of analysis
of anthropological ethnography is society or culture, whereas most quali-
tative evaluation studies focus on a much smaller unit such as the commu-
nity, family, or individual. However, many urban ethnographic studies have
also focused on small groups such as a gang or even a category of person.
Therefore, no firm distinction can be made between these disciplines.

Although some writers have recommended that quantitative survey
methods be virtually abandoned, our position is that evaluators should use
both quantitative and qualitative methods. The deciding factor is the
question being asked. Many qualitative researchers say that the goal of the
social sciences should be to understand the world as it is perceived by the
individuals or groups being studied.+ The erstehen approaci, which has
always emphasized living with, andseeking to understand, the pattems of
thought and feelings of the populations being studied, has wide support in
antrlopology (Gans 1967; Lewis 1961; Liebow 1967; Lomnitz 1977; Nelson
1978; Peattie 1968; Stack 1974; Whyte 1955).

Lofland (1971:1-2) observes:

To live in the modern world is to know about very many more categories of
humanbeings than one knows directly.... But in only knowing about-rather
than directly knowing-them, a fuller portrait corstructed from such a dis-
tance islikelyto containsignificant oversimplifications, distortions, errorsand
omissions. In being constructed from a distance these portraits more easily
serve the particularpurposes of the people constructing them. If a measure of
dislike and distrust exists, portraits of people only known about are likely to
reflect these feelings. The less known about an object, the more inventive one
can be-and must be-in constructing an image of it...

[Elven the most cynical and exploitative of us, surely recognizes that to know
about-to know through stereotypes and typifications-is not enough. We
want a more direct sense of what other people are about and what their lives
are like than is provided by casual and unexamiined typifications

In order to feel that one understands what is "going on" with others, most
people try to put theemselves in the other person's shoes.

The fullestcondition of partcipatingin the mind of anotherhumanbeing
is face-to-face interaction. Face-to-faceness has the irreplaceable character
of nonreflectvity and immediacy that funishes the fullest possibility of
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truly entering the life, mind, and definitions of the other as this other
conceives it.

Although many social scientists agree that an anthropologist requires
intimate face-to-face contact to understand a community's customs and
beliefs, few of the studies designed to evaluate development programs
have made use of participant observation or related qualitative techniques.
On tIe whole, economists and sociologists rely on quantitative analysis of
information from sample surveys and from secondary data in their pro-
gram evaluation and policy research. By doing so, however, they overlook
many important insights of direct interest to planners and project manag-
ers. Salmen's (1983,1987) work in Bolivia and Ecuador showed that house
ownership (which housing economists frequently use as a dichotomous
variable in regression analysis) had a positive effect on a person's self-re-
spect, dress code, and wiliUngness to invite outsiders to vLsit These turn out
to be important topics that should be considered in a survey evaluating the
impact of a housing project Furthermore, these kinds of findings fronm
qualitative studies can play an important role both in the formulation of
the hypotheses to be tested in the quantitative surveys and in the interpre-
tation of their findings.

Qualitative methods can also be justified on ethical grounds. Develop-
ment programs are intended to have an impact on the lives of large
numbers of people. The programs are based on a set of explict or implicit
assumptions about the needs of the population, about how they will
respond to certain types of interventions, and about how their lives will be
affected. Because manyprograms produce major changes in thelives of the
population (not all of which are positive), planners have a moral obligation
to understand how the population feels about these programs and how it
is affected by them. Not to try to understand the point of view of a
community resident (who will perhaps suffer if the project does not go as
expected) is tantamount to ignoring democratic principles of social partic-
ipation. Although quantitative methods can descbe some of the behav-
ioral changes that occur, they usually cannot reveal how people feel about
these changes. Direct face-to-face contact with the affected population may
often be the best way to find out In other words, in order to understand
the ways in which people respond to and modify a project, one must also
understand the ways in which they experience it

From a purely methodological point of view, qualitative methods can
also be used to cross-check information obtained from quantitative sur-
veys.Manytypes of surveyshavea,tendencytoproduceinformationbiases
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and systematic errors of measurement, or to use a restrictive set of prede-
termined responses. The response categories may be too narrow and may
not reveal the answers respondents would have given if they had greater
room for choice. The former type of problem may be traced to the inherent
"reactivity" of some surveys. For example, an informant may be reluctant
to confide in a stranger (the evaluator) and be unwilling to offer frank
responses to structured questions.

Such reluctance may also be rooted in local cultural factors. In the town
of Posadas, Argentin an important nutritional supplement for the squat-
ter population is the fish from the Rio Parana, whicl is a source of protein.
Even so, local laws do not allow people to fish for itwithout a license. This
ordinance was passed because the fishery is a tourist attraction and hence
an important part of the regional economy. But the impoverished squatters
are unable to afford licensing.

Before 1978 field res'archers interviewel squatters about their source of
food using structured questionnaires. The variety of answers obtained did
not mention fish. Ink an attempt to cross-validate this conclusion, Valadez
(1978) went to the barrios of Posadas and watched the people. He then
approached one of several people he saw carrying a line of fish. First, he
introduced himself in the manner of an interviewer or survey researcher.
Then, he asked the wm,anwhether or not he fished The squatter said he never
did and never ate fish. He then disappeared into his house with the fish.
Clearly, this individualhadno intention oftefling aperfstranger thathe
had justbroken the law and that heintended to continue brealing the law.
This incident demonstrates the problems that can arse with questionnaires
thatdo not take into account culturalfactors and thus could bias the results.

Partcipant Observation

A Malay proverb states,

The onlooker may be in his most sympathetic state
But the shoulder 'neath the burden is the one to feel the weight

The Method and Its Objectives

Particpant observation requires the field researcher to become a member
of the subpopulation being studied. He or she participates in its activities,
observes how people behave and interact with each other and with outside
organizations, and tries to become accepted as a neighbor or participant
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ratherthan as anoutsider. Althoughsomesocialscientistssuggestthatsuch
observers can collect information unobtrusively and systematically
(Bogdan 1972), this activity is likely to alter the behavior that is being
observed. This phenomenon is called reactEvity. Many investigators con-
sider participant observation to be more of an art than a science since there
areno hard and fastrrules abouthow itshouldbeperforned. Nevertheless,
there are principles that can reduce "reactvity or other biases.

In a standard scenario for participant observation, a field worker exam-
ines various local conditions (for example, diet, sanitation, water supply)
by participating in the daily activities of the community in which he orshe
is living. These activities enable the evaluator to study a habitat firsthand.
Typically, a day is divided into several observing and note-taling sessions.
During the former, the researcher partcipates in the life of the communiity.
During the latter, observations from the preceding session are recorded.
Information should be as detailed and as precise as memory allows. Direct
quotations should be recorded extensively. In the early stages, selective
recording should be of less concern so that everything potentially relevant
to the goal of the study can be colected.

Thethreemaincomponentsofparticipantobservationarepre-fieldwork,

fieldwork, and analysis. Pre-fieldwork involves choosing the site and,
depending on the approach adopted, contacting local authorities and com-
munity leaders. In some studies permission is obtained, whereas in others
the researcher remains anonymous. During the fieldwork stage the evalu-
ator gains acceptance in the community, establis-hes rapport, and gradually
accumulates information. A crucial step here is to develop and describe a
systematic method for obtaining and recording data. In the analysis phase
the collected information is integrated into a logical frameworkin order to
shed light on specific aspects of the population. Although these three
phases occur in a logical sequence, prelimninay analysis should begin as
soon as the researcher starts living ;n the community. This early synthesiz-
ing of information helps focus the research on key issues and ensures that
data are systematically collected to investigate a number of altemative
hypotheses about the community.

Many participant observer and ethnographic studies fail to collect and
analyze data systematically. Ethnographers typically work alone, and al-
though they may make copious notes, these are usually not included in the
research reports and are not readily accessible to other researchers. Regret-
tably, many times the researcher does not even list the questions that were
asked. Hence, the reader is asked to trust that the conclusions were based
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on a systematic study and not on the researcher's personal opinions, which
were supported by a few carefully selected quotations or events.

Many qualitative researchers are either defensive about this point or
dismiss the issue as another example of the narrow-mindedness of quanti-
tative researchers. Although one can appreciate the arguments on both
sidesof the debate, ailmethodsshouldbestated explicitlyso theycanstand
up to scrutiny. The following is a recommended set of questions that
researchers should pose in partiapant observer studies used in program
evaluation:

* What questions were asked and how were they asked?
* Whowasaskedeachquestion?(Itishelpfultoincludetablesindicating

who was asked eacu queston.)
* HowwererespondentsselectedcWasthesampleconsideredirepresen-

tative?
* How was the information recorded (tape recorder, notes taken during

the interview, notes written from memory)? How long after the inter-
view were the notes written up?

* In the opinion of the researcher, were replies honest and reliable?
Whic questions were respondents reticent about? Which questions
did they find difficult to answer?

* How were the data analyzed?
* What procedures were used to test the reliabity of responses and the

validity of the data (IGrk and Miller 1986)? Was systematic use made
of triangulation (that is, were data for the same variable collected with
different methods and then compared)?

Mles and Hubenman's (1984) comprehensive discussion of qualitative
data analysis stresses that preliminary analyses should be conducted
throughout the study to redirect the data collecdon and to identify catego-
ries of information still lacking. Such an approach also exposes the re-
searcher to continuous peer review.

Levels of Analysis

Qualitative methods tend to focus on a circumscribed field, particularly on
the behavior of a single person or family. The question often raised here is
how can a detailed description of a small unit of analysis be generalized to
a much larger unit such as a community or city. Lisa Peattie (1968:1) would
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respond that it is important to describe what is going on in urban neigh-
borhoods. She focuses on La Laja, a rapidly growing, planned city in the
interior of Venezuela: "Supposing that what is happening in La laaja is
neither unique nor isolated, and trying to understand what is to be seen in
terms of the connections which seem to appear between La Laja's life
processes and elements of the surrounding environment, the attempt is
made to come to some understanding of the surrounding environment, as
a new city, as Venezuela, or as one of the typical developing countries."

Lofland (1971), in his guide to qualitative research, suggests that quali-
tative analysis can deal with at least six levels of generality:

* Acts refer to a situation that is brief and lasts only a few minutes or
hours (for example, participation in a meeting).

* Activities take a longer period of time (days or weeks), involve a
significant amount of the actor's time, and normally involve interac-
tions with other people (for example, during the organization and
implementation of a self-help construction project).

o Meaningsrefer to thewaysinwhichactors interpretand strucure their
actions. Lofland (1971) calls them "focal concerns." He found that
teenagers define everyday happenings with the aid of six such con-
cerns: trouble, toughness, smartness, exctemet, fate, and autonomy.

* Participation refers to the patterns of involvement in different social
settings (the categories can be defined by the subjects or the re-
searcher). For example, Lofland (1966) has classified users of public
space into newcomers, customers, patrons, and residents. A similar
classification could be used in an analysis of community behavior in
meetings and in the use of public facilities. Commuriity facilities such
as a multipurpose center are often taken over by a particular group
such as women or teenagers, who could be considered the "residents"
since they control the conditions under which other community
groups ("newcomers," "customers,' and "patrons) are "permitted'
to use the facility.

* Relationships refer to the pattern of interaction between persons or
groups in an organization or community. Whyte (1955) used. these
relationships to study the organization and activities of a Chcago
teenage gang He showed that the gang had a well-defined internal
structure and that a person's position therein strongly influenced his
or her behavior in the group (see Suttles 1968 for another example).
Similarly, Lomnitz (1977) describes the organizational structure of a
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Mexdcan shantytown trough the relationships between various net-
works, the economic conditions of households, and their survival
strategies. The following kinds of analyses of relationships can be
useful in program planning and evaluation: interhousehold networks
maybe consideredawayofmobilizingfinancialandhumanresources
forprojectssuch ashousing andsmalibusiness development;conmiu-
rnty organizations can be seen as a vehicle representing the entire
community or special interest groups; and the efficacy of networks can
be studied as a community coMmunicationmechanism (see Chapter 5).
Thesettingin which key individuals live or work (such as an orgari
zation, group, community, or development project) may prove useful
to project planners and evaluators. Numerous studies have been done
on the determinants of organizational structure and the behavior of its
membFxS, (Festinger, Reicken, and Sciachter 1964; Goffman 1961;
Lomnii- 1977; Roberts 1969; Valadez 1984). These studies suggest that
the structure of an organization can explain the delivery of outputs and
otherbehavior.

Azad (1986) described a new economic setting provided by a project
affecting social and economic development programs for women in Ma-
dras,India The followingexcerptfocuses ona day in thelfe of avegetable
vendor.

Before dawn breaks. at3 am in the moing the vegetable vendorrises. At an
unearthly hour when the city sleeps, no vehicles ply, except autoriclkshaws
known personally to the vendors. While traffic rules state that the number of
passengers of autorickshaws should be a maximum of 2, drivers often cover
the meter with a dloth and carry even 7 vendors. The fare to the market is thus
minimized for the vendor. Furthermore, the Kotaval Chavadi area (wholesale
market) has of Ia tebeentespotoAknifinwaylaying, looting and petty crime
and is safely traversed only in a known rickshaw by these womenL Finaly,
vendors unarmed yet protected by their numbers can choose and buy fresh
vegetables at their leisure till about 5 am. until the first busful of prospective
buyers arrive.

At the vegetable stalls, mounds of red, green, orange and deep purple
vegetables glimmer trough the dew and water droplets sprinkled on them.
The women decide the price by experienced, shrewd glances as well as by
testing the flesh of vegetables. Once decided, the haggling begins between the
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experienced buyers and seler ... The retail vendor carries her stock and
moves to the next stall to begin the bargaing all over again. She continues to
drag and carry her purchases for fiear of their being stolen, as it sometimes
happens. Pinched, pushed, stamped upon, harangued and harassed by male
buyers and sellers, she finally spots a coolie and engages him to carry her
purchases in a gunny bag to the bus stand. Now she has to follow the coolie
swiftly who might otherwise bolt away -'ith the vegetables into one of the
numerous alleys of the area. The vendor still faces the risk of her vegetables
and coolie being run over by a moving truck, bullock cart, autorickshaw.
Finallyshe reaches hebusstandat5:30 and sipsherfirstcupoftea.Abanana,
a bun, and some betel nuts are consumed at the tea shop on the bus stand.

The setting should be analyzed whenever it is important to throw some
light on the structure of the society as a whole. In one urban shelter project,
an ethnogapher identified th-ee distinct low-income subpopulations
(Bartolome 1978): (a) a labor force living near the city center that provided
the princpal sLupport for day-labor activities in the business district of the
cty, (b) part-tine laborers living on the western outskirts of the town who
also cultivated subsistence gardens, and (c) an "underground" of smug-
glers, prostitutes, and gangsters on the eastem outsldrts. This finding had
distinct implications for program planning, delivery, and evaluation. The
first population relied on local markets for food and was most likely to be
informed aboutthe goings-on inthe cty. Thesecond onehad small gardens
to supplement their diet, and their economic and medical problems were
less likely to be known because they lived outside of town. The third
population had specific health problems related to the reported high inci-
dence of sexually tnsitteddiseases.Oncethese ueesectorsinthetarget
population were identified, it was possible to examine them individually
in order to assess the relative impactof the urbanshelterprojectacross these
tiree subcultures. This is but one example of how ethnomethodology can
contribute to evaluating urban shelter programs.

A comprehensive review of how ethnographic approadhes can be used
to plan and evaluate agricultural and rural development projects is found
in Cernea (1985). Cernea examines social and cultural factors underlying
the organization of forestry, pastoralism, fishing, and farming and
demonstrates the importance of understanding these factors in the plan-
ning and implementation of development projects.
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Static and Dynamic Analysis

A study conducted at one point in lime would be called static or cross-sec-
tional analysis, and one continued. over time would be called dynamic,
longitudinal, or phased analysis. Examples of static analysis indlude a
description of one community meeting or one workday in a community
construction project Dynamic analysis would involve repeated observa-
tions of community meetings or rorkdays over a penod of time. Dynamic
analysisleadsto abetterunderstandingof group processesbecause it sheds
light on the following kinds of questions:

Which aspects of the situation remain constant and which are transi-
tory? Is a conflict observed in the first meeting a regular feature of the
group and does it occur again in later meetings?

* How do external events affect the community (such as a local election,
or economic or by seasonal variations)?

* How do relationships change between community members or sub-
groups? Does the group learnby experience? Does the composition of
the group dhange?

Dependingon thenatureof theactivitiesbeingstudiedt dynamic analysis
can be completed in several weeks, or it can continue for several years. In
El Salvador, the communal house construction phase lasted between six
and nine months; one study continued over this period, and another,
concemed with evaluating whether group performance improved from
one project to another, continued over several years.

The Role of the Observer

At the outset, the partcipant observer must decide what roie he or she is
to play in the community. The decsion raises a number of ethical issues.

SHOULD HE OR SHE BE IDENtF AS A RESEARCHR? In some studies,
researchers present themselves as someone interested in conducting a
study of the community. They will either make a point of introducing
themselves to the community leaders on this basis (Salmen 1983) or will be
willing to explain to anyone who asks. At other times, the researcher may
enterand liveinaprojectcommunityasanornalresidentwithoutarousing
the curiosity of other residents. In a study of life in a low-income tenement
in San Salvador (Herrera and Baro 1978), the researchers simply rented a
room and conducted their observations while participating in normal
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residential activities such as queuing forwater and buying things in a local
store. They behaved in the same way as other residents, and no one ever
asked why they were living there. A much more controversial approach is
that of the researcher who gains entry by delberately misleading other
members of the group. One researcher posed as a mental patient; others
joined a group of religious mystics by pretending to share their beliefs
(Festinger and others 1964); and another joined Alcoholics Anonymous,
pretending to be an alcoholic (Lofland and Lejeune 1960). Many of the
ethnomethodologists also make a point of not informing the subjects that
they are being observed, because such knowledge can affect the situation,
especially if the subject feels self-conscous as a result Still another option
is to conduct the study in the community one is already living in. For
example, Lisa Peattie was working as an urban planner in southem Vene-
zuela and studied tie community she was living in with her family.

IDENTIFICATION WrTH THE PROJECT AGENCIS. In some projects, if the
researcher is thought to be closely involved with the implementing agency,
community residents may be reluctant to discuss their feelings about the
project Where community-agency relations are tense, the comnmunity may
even seekto avoid the researcher orforce him to leave. Itis sometimes more
advisable to work through a high-level agency that is not directly involved
in the project (for example, the Ministry of Planning, a university, or
research institution). Such an association not only provides legitimacy, but
the remoteness of this agency could make local individuals feel less threat-
ened by the researdher. Whatever the affiliation, it is useful to carry docu-
mentaryproof (such asaletter) since communityleaders or local authorities
may ask for credentials.

Where the researcher is contracted by a local agerncy, what type of
relationship should the evaluator maintain with the sponsoring agency?
The researcher may discover information that ciould be of inunediate use
to the agency (for example, dissatisfaction with aspects of the project,
crticism of agency staff, or actions the community is planning to take that
might affect the agency). Although the researcher must maintain the trust
of the community, it may be unethical not to pass on to the agency
information that couldhelp avert problems or improve the operation of the
project There is no standard solution to tdhs dilemma (see Salmen 1987).

PAvEORACrivE INVOLVEMENTiNTHE COMMuNTY. Another issue con-
cems the extent to which the observer should become involved in commu-
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nity activities Although taling sides in community conflicts or becoming
emotionally involved with one community group could jeopardize the
researcher's objectivity, there are many situations in which it is difficult not
to become involved. For example, Carol Stack (1974) needed to be accepted
by the group of low-income black women she was studying. To gain their
confidence she participated in fimily quarre3s and crises. Similarly, Lisa
Peattie became actively involved in a controversy over the contamination
of the community water supply as a result of the construction of a sewer
outlet In both of these cases the most valuable insights came as a result of
being emotionally and organizationally involved.

It may even be possible to objectively observe one's own involvement in
community activities. Herbert Gans (1967) has described such a dual role.
At some points he speifically adopted the role of researcher (attending
comnrmity meetings and conducting a survey); at other points he de-
scrail his own experiences as a new community resident For example,
he, like the other residents, peered from behind his curtains to observe
neighbors before going out to meet them.

Entering the Community

One of the first questions to deal with is whether the researcher should live
in the community or just maintain dose contact with it. In general, it is
preferable to live in the community since many aspects of community life
should be experienced rather taan observed. The researcher who uses
informants to leam about the time wasted queuing for water or the prob-
lems of getting to sleep because of quarreling neighbors and street figts
will not see these events in the same way as someone who has experionced
them personally while living in the community. Similarly, the community
members. will usually feel differently abn-At someone who lives in the
commurnity than about a frequent visitor. In some cases, however, it is
neitherpracticalnor advisabletoliveinthe community. In astudy of a slumn
community in Bangkok that was about to be relocated to a new residential
area, it would have been iimpossible to enter into the community during
the last weeks preceding its move.

Assuming the decision is made to live in the community, it is important
to choose a residence that does not identify the researcher too strongly with
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a particular faction. Also, it may not be advisable to ask the community
leader to arrange a residence as this will inevitably lead people to identify
the researcher with the leaderes faction. It is usually preferable for a re-
searcher who is worling alone to live with a family rather than by himself.
Salmen (1987) sharedhis rentedhouseinGuayaquil, Ecuador, whenhe was
evaluating a housing project there. The renters helped him gain entrance
into the community through theirrelatives and friends.

As a rule, researchers should avoid becoming too involved with the first
people they meet until they know how these individuals are related to the
social structure of the community. Community residents will tend to
associate the researcher with these people. Thus, it is important not to
inadvertently become identified with, for example, a local political group.
For similar reasons the researcher may wish to make the first visits to the
community alone rather tan accompanied by someone from the project
agency.

In general observers should plan and control their own activities and not
let informants tell them what to observe. When one researcher worldng in
southern Patagonia wanted to make an appointment with the chief of a
local agricultural group, the chief's assistant suggested that another day
would be better because more people would be in the office, and conse-
quently the context would be more interesting. In order to not offend the
assistant, the researcher accepted the advice. However, he also visited the
agricultural station several days before and after the appointment to see
what standard activities were like in comparison with those specially
planned for him. On the day of his appointment, several dignitaries were
visiting that the assistant assumed the researcher would like to meet This
visit would have been misleading if it had been used as the sole example
of typical office activities.

The field worker would also be wise to De "unassumn g" and to play
down his or her cwn knowledge so as not to inhibit local people from
sharing their ideas. The researcher should become closely involved with
co-workers so that they will have something to tell informants, who will
undoubtedly want to know all about the field worker. Casual exchanges
can provide the basis for deeper trust Holding oneself aloof can isolate the
researcher from informants and inhibit them from open communication.
The field worker should indicate he has nothing to hide
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Methods of Collecting Data

Lofland (1971) provides the following guidelines on the collection and
analysis of data.

STRUCTURINc THE sTUDY. It is always advisable to spend time settling
down in a community before addressing specific research issues and
hypotheses. En the second phase, the researcher should begin to organize
discussion around a specific issue expressed in terms of particular topics:
economic, political, or social. Each topic should be discussed separately
before seeing how they interact. There are several other ways of categoriz-
ing information-for exam-ple, by examining individuals, families, neigh-
borhoods, and the community at large. Analyses should be divided into
topics before examining pattems of interaction.

The evaluation should also attempt to compare the situations of several
groups with rspect to the general properties of the phenomenon being
studied. It is equally important to contrast different groups to show how
the phenomenon is specific to each one of them. For example, the evaluation
might compare and contrast the household economic system of several fami-
liestoasseshowfamilyfinancesaremanaged.Suchadiscussionshouldshow
the diverse range of systems as well as the average or most typical system.

SaELCTING CASES. Qualitative studies often involve the intensive study of
a small number of observations (individuals or households). A frequent
criticism of participant observation studies is that the cases are selected
randomly, and thus the findings may be biased or unrepresentative. The
choice of subjects depends in part on who is willing to spend time taLldng
to the researcher. Carol Stack (1974), in. her study of poor black families,
spent a long time 'visiting families before one woman finally confided in
her. The decision to confide was made by the woman and not by Carol
Stackl nformants are chosen in thisway with amuchhigher frequency than
many researchers would like to admit 3ecause most researchers want to
generalize (at least to a limited extent) from their cases, it is extremely
important to report how the cases were selected and how representative
they might be.

One way to select informants is to apply the princples of sampling and
to define categories ofrespondentstobecoveredby thestudy. Forexample,
an evaluation of a fishing cooperative in Brazil identified the following
groups as likely to be affected by the project owners of large fishing boats,
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owners of small fishing boats, crew foreman, crew members, fishermen (in
all of the above categories) who did not join the cooperative, and middle-
men who buy fish from the fishermen

RECORDING DATA. The dilemma for the participant observer is that al-
though she would like to record detailed information, she must also act in
as natural a way is possible with the respondents. For itis reason, note
taking may irhibit the respondent. There are a number of ways to record
data.

A tape recorder can be used without apparently affecting the informality
of the interview situation. Once the confidence of the respondent has been
gained, he or she will often not be inconvenienced by the tape recorder. A
tap:! recorder should never be used without first asking permission from
the respondent A tape recorder also raises anumber of practical problems.
It can be difficult to decipher the tape if there isbackgroundnoise orif more
than one person was involved in the interview, and the transcription of
long interviews can be quite expensive.

Brief notes can be taken. It is particularly important to record dates,
numbers, and names. With practice, notes can be taken inconspicuously.
Normally, however, notes will be written up after the interview. Inevitably
some bias will be introduced, and some parts of the interview will be
omitted. The interviews should be written up as soon as possible. This
method is particularly problematic if more than one interview has to be
written up by memory.

A unique method used by Carlos Cabarrus, a Cental American anthro-
pologist, was to take a portable typewriter to the interviewer and to type
his notes while the interview was being conducted! In these days of laptop
computers, this option should be explored further.

The Subject as InformantlObserver

A number of studies have attempted to train members of the community
as informants in order to gain access to data that may not be available to
the outsider. Oscar Lewis (196i) made extensive use of recorded case
histories. His subjects dictated their histories or their opinions onto a tape
recorder. The responses were subsequently reviewed by Lewis and dis-
cussed with the subjects. Respondents were also asked to relate everytiing
they had done the previous day.
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Similar techniques have been used in network research. For example,
Epstein (1969) asked an informant in Zambia to recall everybody he had
met during the previous few days and the types of interaction with each
person; Boswell (1971) asked an informant to provide information on all
the types of assistance that his family received in the organization of a
funeral; and Kapferer (1973) and Muller (1975) asked both spouses to
separately provide information on everyone who formed part of their
personal networks.

One of the present authors asked a number of community leaders in
Venezuela to record their versions of the history of a community junta.
Although each leader sought to present himself in a good light, the com-
parison of different histores provided valuable perspectives onsome of the
key events.

Other Qualitative Methods

UnobtrusiveMeasurament

An unobtrusive method is a nonreactive measurement of a phenomenon,
such as a physical trace or an existing record, that is intended to exclude or
reduce as far as possiible biases introduced by the observer. It is sometimes
difficult to ascertain whether information obtained through interviews is
truthful or is a response influenced by the informant's perception of the
data-gathering context In the previous example of the Posada fisherman,
the answer that he did not eat fish caught illegally was a reaction to the
interviewer. Being unfamiliar with the stranger, the squatte was unable to
assess his motives; therefore he was reticent Thus, thatparticular interview
technique was a reactive measure.

An unobtusive way to esfimate the coLtribution of the fishery resource
to the squatter diet might be to count the number of fish and to note their
sizes. In this specific case, the evaluator developed a friendship with an
aquatic ecologist studying the Rio Parana who had the confidence of the
local people. Together, the evaluator and his ally counted the catch in the
boats of all the local fishermen over several days. In order to estimate the
percentage of those fish that were transportedfrom the squatter settlement
for sale in local markets, the ecologist interviewed fishermen and noted the
number of fish loaded onto the trucks of merctants. Counting the fish was
an unobtusive measure; contacting the aquatic ecologist and interviewing
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the fishermen were examples of using "key informants." The latter tech-
nique is discussed in the next section. Noting the nunber and size of fish
sold to merchants was another example of an unobtrusive measure.

Unobtrusive measures are nonreactive since they do not require interac-
tionbetween the data collector and thepeople beingresearched. Thus, there
is no respondent bias, although, of course, the researcher may be biased in
his or her perception of the phenomenon.

There are several types of unobtrusive measures. A physical trace is
environmental evidence. Most people use this type of information in ev-
eryday life. For example, when someone finds himself in a strange city, he
might walk through the streets in order to assess the quality of housing (for
example, the relative number of derelit houses), the status of its residents
(for example, the numbers and types of automobiles), and the cleanliness
of the neighborhood (for example, the quantity of exposed garbage). Sim-
ilarly, one could appraise food marts on the freshness of the produc' and
the manner in which it is displayed. Photography can also be used to
develop a record unobtrusively. A researcher could systematically record
the different types of toilet facilities or water sources in a town with
photography. Such techniques, used togediher with systematic sampling
procedures for selecting the number of houses, streets, and neighborhoods
to inspect, could yield valuable nsights into the various phenomena under
scrutiny.

There are two types of running record: informal and formaL Informal or
noninstitutional records consist of diaries, journals, and the like. A family
testament found atthe backofan old Bible canbe usefulfor tracinglineages
and estimating mortality and fertilty rates, age at death, and other such
family data Formal running records are kept by institutions such as politi-
cal, economic, social, medical, or religious organizations.

Such records may be subject to selective-deposit or selective-survival
bias, however (Webb and others 1966:54-57). The former problem often
arises when a fee is charged for blirth registration, which may discourage
people at the lower end of the social scale from registering their infants. In
such cases, the data registered in the formal record would refer to middle-
and upper-class ciutizens Selective survival may be demonstrated with an
anecdotefrom anthropology. Aresearch team tracingmortalityrates might
refer to information recorded on tombstones, that is, dates of birth and
death. Thematerialwithwhichthemarkerismademayreflectsocialstatus;
individuals of greater means could afford the more labor- intensive mate-
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rial (that is, stone), whereas the poor might use wood. Since wood deterio-
rates more quickly than stone, the surviving record would consistpredom-
inantly of infornation for the middle and upper class.

The third form of unobtrusive measure, simple observation, consists of
observing a target population without them being aware they are being
watched. In the earlier example concerning the Argentinean fisherman, it
was possible to watch and see whether people brought fresh fish into their
homes or unloaded them from boats.

When using these techniques, the researcher must assess how "unobtru-
sive and "nonreactive" the measures are. Tax collectors in many rural
areas have found that there is no unobtrusive way to observe the number
of cattle or chickens that a family owns as many of these will vanish as soon
as it is known that a stranger is approaching the village. Similarly, anyone
who has tried to take photographs of a community unobtrusively wiLl
know how the presence of a camera (however discretely concealed) will
change behavior. In many low-income urban areas in Latin America, as
soon as a foreigner with a camera appears, children are whisked into their
houses, only to reappear a few minutes later in their best clothes in case
they are in any of the photographs!

Direct Obseroation

Direct observation can often be a rapid and economical way of obtaining
basic information on the social and economic conditions of a household or
community. Observation can also provide valuable consisecy checks on
data obtained from surveys, key informants, or secondary sources.

We will illustrate some of the ways in which direct observation can be
used to study household income. Much economic activity occurs in the
street or in public places where it can be easily observed. Most businesses
operating from a private dwelling will advertise their services by a sign or
by a display of goods or raw materials in the street By walkng along a
randomly selected sample of streets and by noting all signs of businesses it
is possible to obtain a quantifiable estimate of the minimum number of
businesses. If the same sarnple of streets is revisited at different points in
the future, it is possible to estimate changes occurring over time. This
method is likely to underestimate the numbder of businesses because some
may not be easy to detect from the street. Some of the businesses that may
be missed are those that are illegal (beer brewing, selling drugs, prostitu-
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tion) or those that are conducted on a casualbasis and that do not advertise.
The observer should be on the lookout both for businesses that are con-
ducted in a fixed place (in the house, a stall in the street) and those that are
ambulatory and do not have a fixed site. The following categories of
business are among those that can often be observed: services provided in
the home (hairdressing, baby sitting, repair of electrical and other small
devices), informal schools and other educational activities (typing dlasses),
retail stores in private houses, stalls in the street, entertinment services
(beer,gambling,prostitution),ambulatoryservices (clothing,plasticgoods,
catalog sales, lottery tickets), transport services for people (taxi, rickshaw)
and goods (water seler, help carrying goods home from the bus stop),
building materials and construction services.

Another source of information is advertsements put up in local stores or
on walls. These indicate the kinds of services offered in the community.

Other kdnds of observation can only be made inside the house of the
respondent During a formal survey, an interviewer can be trained to look
for signs of economic activity that may provide a consistency check for the
responses to the direct questions. Because most low-income houses are
small, any type of business will either be conducted in an area observable
from the living room or Iitchen in which the interviews are normally
coducted. Some of the indicators of economriic activity include raw mate-
rials (cloth, leather, wool), tools or machinery (sewing machines), items
apparently for sale (large quantities of clotes, shoes), customers visiting
thehouse (childrencoming to make payments orto pickup goods),receipts
or sales catalogs, and noise (hammering) or smell (beer brewing, curing
leather, gluing wood).

Interviewers should be carefulnot to make inferences directly from what
is observed. They should use observations to guide the conversationL
Eventually, the respondent may explain his business, especially if he is
proud of his work

Secondany Data

During the preparatory stage of any study, a search should be made to
identify the sources of published data. Secondary data may include gov-
ernment reports, theses, and other university research projects, newspaper
and magazine articles, records kept by cooperatives, and other local orga-
nizations. Careful investigation will usually reveal useful sources of un-

,J
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published government information such as the reports of public health
inspectors, credit information on small business loan programs, records of
land puriass, and the price paid for land.4

Photography

Photographs are a useful way to document physical dhanges in a commu-
nity such as improved housing or roads, or the recent development of
squatter housing. If carefully planned, the photographs can also illustrate
concomitant changes in the social and economic life of the community.
Photographs provide a more dramatic and vivid record of the physical
condition of houses or streets or the style of dress than can statistical tables
andverbaldescription.

One freque-ntly used technique is to take photographs from exactly the
same place and angle at different points in time to illustrate the progress of
a project or to show the patterns of activty at different times of day or
seasons of the year.

Because photographs are usually used to "illustrate" points made in the
text, their validity is seldom questioned, and they, too, can be instruments

of bias (Becker 1979). Authors may select the most dramatic photograph

and refer to it in the text as though it were typicaL Photographs can make

a house, community, or workplace look exceptionally poor or prosperous.
'The validity of photographs should be treated with the same caution as
issues that arise when other ways are used to select and present the data
colected.

Key Informnts

A key informant is an individual who, as a result of his or her education,
experience, or physical or social position in a community, has access to
information about the functioning of society, the habits of its people, or
their problems and requirements. It is not necessary for these informants
to be professionals. A storekeeper, policeman, or long-established resident
can be a valuable source of information.

According to Kumar (1989:2-3), key informant interviews are particu-
larly useful in program evaluation when

General, desciptive information is sufficient for decisionmaling.
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* Understanding of the underlying motivations and attitudes of a target
population is required.

* Quantitative data collected through other methods need to be inter-
preted.

* The primary purr. ose of the study is to generate suggestions and
recommendations.

* Preliminary studies are needed for the design of a compreiensive
quantitative study.

WiLth nonreactive techniques, however, informants are not questioned
about the meaning of what is observed; hence, there is a danger that the
researcher will misinterpretwhat he or she sees. Earlier, it was mentioned
that housing quality could be measured in terms of Lhe materials used for
construction. It would not be immediately apparent how to assign value to
a partcular materiaL Thatch, metal, clay, wood, or cardboard may al be
used asroofingmaterial; yet, their relative status may vary from one culture
to another To analyze such data, one must first determine their meaning
within the local community, for example, through consultation with a "key
informant" Such people, whose status affords them access to intimate
knowledge about needs, attitudes, and requirements of the local popula-
lion could include citizen leaders, clergy, and traditional doctors. Shop-
keepers and pharmacies could also be useful informants because of their
familiarity with the consumption habits in the community.

At the same time, these people should not perform the role of the
evaluator. Their role is to act as a source of information which can assist in
the measurement of the variables for a particular study- A key informant
clarifies issues or defines problems from their point of view only. Each key
informant interviewed may have a different perspective. An evaluator can
triangulate on salient issues or problems by determining where the opin-
ions of key informants tend to overlap. These opinions should be used
merely as another way of gaining some insight into the complexities of the
research context Such data cntain the respondents' biases; the difficult
chore is to separate them from reliable information.

Key informants have been used in intemational developmentprojects for
some time. Wyon and Gordon (1971) and Cassell (1974) sought out key
members of the Indian and African villages in which they worked to help
them identify the magnitude and extent of health problems there and the
causes of these problems. This source of data is now a basic component of
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a "community diagnosis" approach to preventive health care. Through key
community leaders it is possible to identify environmental problems (for
example, the condition of water and sanitation systems, house quality,
garbage disposal), life-styles, and the location of newborns or children
under five years of age The type of infonnation obtained from a particular
informant depends on the area of community life to which she or he has
special access. For example, community health volunteers who visit the
households to provide health education should be able to identify the
location of young children. Priests or prominent local women in a commu-
nity who are privileged to local gossip or confidences could be other
"experts" with whom to cross-validate such information.

There are several points to consider in selecting key informants. Accord-
ing to Campbell and Levine (1970), the idea is not to identify cross-sectional
representatives of the community. Rather, the researcher should look for
experts on certain aspects of community life who have special access to
information- In the area of health care, certain individuals are typicallywell
known in the community and rapidly identified: voluntary health collabo-
rators, midwives, health promoters, nurses, and others associated with the
extension of coverage of primary care, water, and sanitatior. If key infor-
mants are used, their area of knowledge must be clearly identified. Key
informants onl health matters may be ill-informed about agriculture or
small businesses.

The image of lkey informants in the community and the degree to which
they are accepted should be verified by asking local leaders or a sample of
the population about their status. Verification can also be done through a
standard social science tecnique-the sodograin. Here, the field worker
records who speaks to whom and how frequently. Those individuals with
whom the greatest number of people communicate and most frequently
are indeed the preferred sources of information and are often recognzed
as leaders. The sociogram is particularly useful where community leaders
do not have highly visible socal roles. For example, there may be only one
or two people (usually women in the case of information on health-related
topics) who are inquisitive and know about the prhvate lives of people. Such
women may be the first to know about pregnances and births. Through
sociograms itmaybe possible to identify the persons who havemost access
to these kinds of information.

The sociograr *. csnbe constructed in a variety of ways. Through system-
atic and unobth awLve observation the evaluator can constructapartial social
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network. An alternative is to ask individuals to list people who form their
social networks and then the amount and kinds of contact they have with
eachperson. A comparison of these lists could reveal overlapping commu-
nication networks and thereby identify key community informants or
leaders.

As with all tedhniques, using key informantshasboth its advantages and
disadvantages. The information can only be as accurate as the key infor-
mants that are chosen. Also, it may take a long time to develop their
confidence. It may be equally difficult to defend one's eventual choices of
informants. The evaluator should indude a r&ord of the criteria used to
select informants in his or her research reports

An important, and frequently ignored, issue concems potentialbiases in
the selection of key informants and in obtaining reliable information from
them. Kumar (1989:33-34) suggests that keyinformants should be assessed
in terms of their knowledge (of the subject under study), credibility
(thoughtfulness and candor of responses), impartality, and willingness to
respond and outside constraints (were the interviews affected by the pres-
ence of outsiders or other factors that might affect the wiingness of the
respondent to reply fully and impartially?).

Community Forum

A logical extension of the key informant is the communuity forum, which
means the community as a whole is consulted. This method is often quite
complicated owing to the number of people who are brought together and
to the problems of controlling the interactions between them-L

Interviewing the local community as a whole can provide valuable
insights into why a project does not work or how it could perform better.
Indeed, what may be an obvious programmatic problem to a local resident
may be overlooked by a program manager. For example, the delivery of
health services may be inadequate because the user population finds the
terrain difficult to traverse orthe division of household laboraffects when,
where, and how often a mother can bring her child to a facility. The low
particpation of residents in sell-help housing projects may be due to the
fact that they assign higher priority to other activities in their community
than to the project. A properly managed method of regular feedback from
the community could identffy or anticipate many of these problems. In
short, there are many manageriaL political, and cultural reasons why local
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communities should be considered both valuable and essential sources of
information and therefore should be included within monitoring and
evaluationsystems.

A community forum can be organized in many ways (see Kumar 1987).
The following is one suggestion:

- Before the forum, the evaluator should use ethnographic and other
techniques to understand social, political, economic, and culhtral char-

acteristics of the community that affect the manner in which the forum
is organized. These factors may determine whether the communrity
should meet as a whole, or in separate groups (for example, men and
women) and how the meeting is organized and publicized, the places
in which it is held, who attends it, and who runs it Political factors
may determine the crtical individuals who need to be contacted. A
meeting canbe eitherboycotted or canceled by a respected orpowerful
community resident who has been inadvertently slighted by an unin-
for-med evaluator.

* Local voluntary organizatiors or community organizations should
be contacted. For example, Village Health Committees often exist in
public health projects. If such committees or groups do not exist, the
help of local leaders should be sought to identify who should partci-
pate.

v The committees or groups who will participate in the forum are first
interviewed about their activities and concerns in order to obtain a
comprehensive view of the community's status and priorities.

* W=th their colaboration, the evaluator advertises a community-wide
meetingto which everyone IS invited (msofaras culturalnormspermit
universal attendance). In the event tat the community is either too
large or diverse to be accommodated in a single meeting, the cormmu-
nity should be divided into several groups or subpopulations with
separate meetings for each group.

* The forum should be advertised using traditional communication
methods (newspapers, radio, churches, informal communication net-
works). Key members of the communri-t should also be invited indi-
vidually.

d A moderator should be appointed. He or she must be a respected
person in the community and informed on the subject being studied.
It is important to select a moderator who is perceived as impartial and

- who will encourage open discussion.
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A successful forum can obtain informafion on the following topics:
whether programs are being organized and implemented as planned,
and if not, why in the view of the commurnity; whether problems that
the projects were supposed to combat still exist; and additional local
needs that should be incorporated into future projects.

A community forum has some drawbacks, however. In many culture,
communitymeetings are not used to discuss ideas; rather, leaders use them
to seekconsensus on decisions thathave alreadybeenmade. In other cases,
onlymembers of high-status groups are expected to speak in public, and it
is extremely difficult to obain the participation of lower-status groups. In
low-income urban communities, the tenants andsquatters who do nothave
the security of land tenure are not likely to express their views (Salmen
1987). Similarly, in rural areas it will often be the landowners or the
wealthier farners who speak Under these circumstances, it will usuallybe
necessary to use other techniques such as participant observation or infor-
-. al individual meetings) to understand the opinions and concerns of the
"silentmajority."

Sef-Montoring

Self-monitoring means that informants monitor teir own activity by re-
cording pertinent variables (such as hours worked, incomes and expendi-
hires, use of fertizers, particpation in community activities, diet, medical
regimes, growth, and health status) in a diary or by tape-recording their
reports. Nurses are among those who have been encouraged to record
problems at their health posts and to categorize such problems by the order
of their severity. Physicians may perform the same function for indicating
problerns hospitals. Mothers, at the local level, have been trained to keep
infant growth charts. Diaries have also been used extensively for recording
information on income and expenditures.

Another self-monitoring technique consists of supplying an informant
with a camera and asking him or her to photograph the commuunity. If the
water supply or sewerage was being studied, the informant could be asked
to photograph the various types ofpertinent technology. With such instruc-
tions, the informant would have to rely on his own understanding of the
community for choosing what to photograph. Once the film was devel-
oped, he and several other key informants couldbe asked about the relative
prevalence of each systenL
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Mapping

MIapping social networks can be valuable for studying how information
flows through a community inforially and also for defining the parame-
ters of aneighborhood, such as who knows who, who people talk to or visit.
By carefully recording such information, one can often determine which
individuals are the most frequent transmitters of community information.
Some theories of organizations suggest that power can be defined in terms
of networks. Individuals with the most numerous contacts and the most
information are considered powerful

Another type of mapping concerns te a resident?' images of and knowl-
edge about their habitat Participants could be asked to point out on a map
of the target city (or a section of it) the linits of their own community or the
areas they most frequently use. The researcher could also ask direct ques-
tions while pointing at the map: "fHow many people in this area do you
know?" or "How often do you shop in this area?" or "Identify the house-
holds in which you provide services."

Mapping techniques were used by the Bangladesh Rural Advancement
Committee in a study of the power structure in ten villages. The first stage
of the research was to "record carefully all the examples of oppressive,
exploitative and illegal activities we could find" (BRAC 1983-3). Informa-
tion that could be checked from at least four sources was used to construct
a chart indicating the relationships between individuals and groups within
the power struchtue. Profiles were then prepared on each individual in the
power structure covering their background, political, business, and offier
activities, and their landholding. Thus, it was possible to identify the power
factions within each village and how they were interconnected.

Applications of Qualitative Data

Qualitative methods can be used in many ways in the planning, control,
and evaluation of projects.

Understanding the Actual and Potential Impacts of Large-Scale Development
Plans on the Target Population

Lisa Peattie, in the introduction to "A View from the Barrio," writes:

The conceptuaIizers and planners have to operate on a large scale; the scale
of maps of regional economrLic flows, of mrigration statistics, of predictions on
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laborforceneed and supply. Butin the end, all thesegeneralizationsand plans
are summaries of what individual human beings are doing with themselves
orwillbe doing in the future. Itsometinieshelps, even for the g neral planner,
to look at what his plans and generalizations mean on a small scale, the scale
of the individual human being or the single neighborhood. The planner may
also find it mostuseful to look atwhat ishappening outside, insideand around
his plans and his control. This is an attempt to take such a look at some
large-scale social processes from the bottom, working out from a single small
case.

Planners often have little direct personal contact with the population
whose lives they will deeply affect Qualitative methods and particularly
partcipant observation can provide insight into the ways in which house-
holds and local communties perceive the projects and how they are af-
fected by them. hey can also identify projects in which the community is
iraerested. For example,

- Families in various regions of El Salvador differed in the levels of
priority they assigned to higher levels of services, as opposed to more
land area (FSDVM 1978).

D In Mombasa, Kenya, it was found that Swahili households would not
accept the more economical communal water and sanitation services
that would be shared by households front more than one compound.
Since the traditional fimily organization did not permit women to
leave the compound after dark, it was impossible for them to use the
communal facilities at night

D In the Tondo project in Manila, a partidpant observer study revealed
that many low-income households would have preferred a lower (and
more economical) level of services thanhadbeenindicatedincommu-
rity meetings. Many of these families said they had felt pressured by
community leaders (Barangay captains) to vote for a higher level of
service (Philippines Housing Authority 1979a).

Initial Community Diagnosis

Many projects run into trouble because no effort is made to understand the
social and political organization of the target areas. Salmen (1983) showed,
for example, that an upgrading project in Guayaquil, Ecuador, was never
able to start because the implementing agency was not aware the commu-
nityjunta was controlled by a political group opposed to physical improve-
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ment projects. Bamberger (1968) showed that development agences in
Venezuela tended to have limited and oversimplified perceptions of the
internal organization of urban barrios. Internal conflicts frequently made
it logistically impossible to implement the types of community-wide pro-
jects being proposed by the outside agencies.

Evaluating Project Implementation

Observational and qualitative studies can be krnducted either on a routine
basis or when rapid feedback is needed on problems that have arisen.
These studies are particularly useful for identifying the following types of
problems:

* Implementing agencies often rely on one or a limited number of
community organizations as their communication intermediaries. Fre-
quently these organizations represent particular interest groups or
have very lixdted community contacts. It is common to find that the
implementing agency is completely unaware of the limited or inaccu-
rate information that residents have received about a project.

* Projects often become a focal point of community conflicts. In some
casestheprojectwiLbesupportedby house-ownersbutnotbyrenters;
in other cases, a fishing cooperative may benefit boat owners but not
their crews. Again it is common for the implementing agency not to be
fully aware of these conflicts.

- Rapid studies are also useful for troubleshooting. In Lusaka, Zambia,
it was found that the attempt to improve cost recovery in a water
project through the use of community pressures was ineffective be-
cause of oppositiorn from the lucal political organization (Bamberger,
Sanyal, and Valverde 1982). InFlorianopolis, Brazil, the mainreasona
washerwomen'scooperativewasrnotexpandingmembershipwasthat
the founding members discouraged new members in order to keep
their own incomes high. Similar restrictive practices were identified in
cooperatives in El Salvador (World Bank 1978b).

Monitoring Project Accessibiity

An objective of many projects is to ensure that benefits are accessible to
particular target groups, usually the poorest or most disadvantaged
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groups. Because these groupsarenotvery vocaland often difficult to locate,
project managers may find it difficult to monitor their access to the project
and m2aynotbe aware theyarebeing excluded frombenefits. The following
examples show how qualitative methods can be used:

* In La Paz, Bolivia, many of the poorest renters did not have access to
the project's benefits, particularly water connections. Because most of
these families had not been covered by planning surveys, the project
managers were not aware of the problemsbeing encountered (Salmen
1987).

* A fishing cooperative project in Recife, Brazil (Nucleo de
Acompanhamento 1983), was more likely to benefit owners of large
boats than it was to benerit crews and the owners of smaller boats.

* In El Salvador, a study of the way in which the hcusing construction
groups were organized showed tl.at some of the poorest families and
households headed by females were being forced out by having to
particpate every weekend in the construction groups (World Bank
1978a).

Complementing Quantitative Studies

An exploratory qualitative study can identify issues thatshould be covered
in a quantitative survey. Simple observations can help the evaluator under-
stand the issues of concern to the community and bie ways in which these
issues are perceived and expressed. In Cartagena, Colombia (Bamberger,
Kaufmann, and Velez 1984), participant observationwas used to shed lighi.
on the concept of the "household" and to examine the functions of inter-
household transfers In Chile, Valadez (1984) found that when residents
were assigned to one of three experimental variations of plazs, those in
the most private and enclosed plazas tended to develop and maintain their
units in a newly planned city, whereas the residents who lived in the most
public and least-defined plazas neglected these public spaces.

Quantitative studies frequently produce statistical findings without
being able to explain or interpret them. For example, a study in an upgrad-
ing project in Manila found that the rate of turnover of low-income renters
in the project area was significantly higher than the tumnover rate for
middle-income renters. The survey did not permit the researchers to ex-
plainwhythis difference existed and whether the poorerrenters were being
forced to leave as a result of the project.
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In cases such as diis, observation is partcularly helpful because respon-
dents may not be fully aware of their reasons or might have difficulty in
expressing. them in an interview. An observer could study the relations
between tenants and landlords. In some communities strong social pres-
suires discourage landlords from evicting families, particularly the poorest
These :ocial pressures are usually subtle and can only be perceived once
the observer has been sufficiently accepted by the community for the
pressures tobe exercised inhis presence. On the otherhand, landlords often
use indirect or direct pressures to force families to leave. In a project m El
Salvador, landlords would not admit to using tiese pressures, and it was
necessary to directly observe how toilets were locked and water tumed off
to encourage families to leave (Femandez and Bamberger 1984).

Rapid Impact Studies

Participant observation, direct observation, and contacts with key infor-
mants can often provide a rapid and economical alternative to a full-scale
longitudinal impact study. Although lacking the statistical rigor of a large
survey, such techniques can provide general insights into the types of
impacts that a project produces in a conununity.

Case Studies

Case studies of individuals or groups can often be informative about life in
a community. Such portraits can be approached from many directions and
levels of generality, for example: "Food Supplementation ir Northem
Thailand," "Sanitation and Water Supply in Barrio Norte," "Self-Help
Housing in Cali," '"Seasons and Sickness," and "Health Education in the
Family."

The basic purpose of such studies is to thoroughly explore a single case
as an archetypal example of a situation that may be prevalent throughout
a population. A case study can provide rich information because the
intricacies of a phenomenon can be explored in ways that show how they
relate to the patterns of everyday life. Case studies must be critically
scrutinized and complemented by other systematic methods. Ym (1984)
states that a good case study must address an important issue, be complete,
consider alternative perspectives, disp!ay sufficient evidence, and be com-
posed in an engaging manner.
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Comparison of Pitfalls

Each nonsurvey technique has its drawbacks. For one thing, unobtrusive
measures have temporal and geographical selectivity problems, as discussed
above. For another, residents may respond negatively to unskilled investi-
gators stalking around and poling into backyards A suspicious population
couldrestructure their environmentby withdrawingartifacts and evidence
and thus neutralize the effectiveness of unobtrusive measuring.

Participant observation is inherently reactive since a field worker is the
filter for evidence about a target population. Thus, personal biases, predi-
lections, and selection problems can prejudice the results. Ethnography, as
already mentioned, has disadvantages similar to those of participant ob-
servation. It is inherently reactive and is thus susceptible to inforiant as
well as researcher bias. There are unavoidable selection problems. Another
concernis whether the researcher is able to distinguish between salient and
marginal information. This problem is particularly common when the field
worker is unfamiliar with the culture under discussion and has been in the
field a short time.

Recommended Reading

Gans, Herbert. 1967. NTe Levittoomens: Ways of Life and Politics in a New Suburban
Communibt. London: Allen Lane.

Detailed desciption of both qualitative and survey methodologies. Useful dis-
cussion of the role of the observer.

Kumar, Krishna. 1987. Conducting Group Interai in Developing Countries. Program
Design and Evaluation Methodology Report 8. Washington, D.C: US. Agency
for International Development.

.1989. Conducting Key Informant Interviews in Developing Countries. Program
Design and Methodology Report 13. Washington, D.C: US. Agency for Interna-
tional Development.

These two reports provide a guide to the uses and methods of implementation
of group interviews and key informantinterviews, together with a discussionof
the strengths and weaknesses of each approach. They also include useful guide-
lines on how to analyze and interpret the results and procedures fcz increasing
the reliability and validity of the information.

Lewis, Oscar. :3961. The Children ofSanchez. New Yorlc Random House.
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A classic description of a broad range of ethnographic techniques, including
participant observation, case histories, and other qualitative and survey tech-
niques. Useful description of the use of tape recorders.

Miles, Mathhew, and Michael Huberman. 1984. Qualitative Data Anaysis: A
Sourcebook ofNew Metliods. Beverly Hills, Calif.: Sage.

Clear and comprehensive discussion of how to conceptualize and analyze qual-
itativestudies.

Peattie, Lisa. 1968. The View fromn the Barrio. Ann Arbor. University of Michigan
Press.

Readable description of the application of partcipant observation and action
research in an urban squatter settlement in Venezuela.

Saimen, Lawrence. 1987. Lsten to the People. New York: Oxford University Press.

Readable description of how to apply participant observation and other benefi-
ciaryassessmenttechniquesto theevaluationofurbanhousingprojects;andhow
to use them to improve project design and implementation. Useful discussion of
the limitation of conventional approaches to evaluation.

Notes

1. It should be noted, however, that not all etlnologists apply qualitative meth-
ods. Some, such as Murdock (1967) in his EthwnogrWhic Atlas, seek to identify
observable social regularities and statistical uniformities.

2. See, for example, phenomenologists such as Husserl (1960) and Schutz (1967)
and ethnometiodologists such as Garfilnke (1967) and Cicourel (1981).

3. Kirk and Miller (1986) distinguish three kinds of reliability. Quixotic reliablity
occurs when a method always yields the same response, even though it maynotbe
valid. An example in many cultures is a positive response to the question "How are
you? Diachronic reliability occurs when a method elicits the same response over
time. Andsynchonicreliabity refers to theimilarityinobservations usinglifferent
methods within tie same penod (Kirk and Miller 1986:41-42).

4. Information on land prices will frequently be required for cost-benefit analysis
and cost-effectiveness analysis.



Principles of Sample Design

A sample consists of a number of people, households, communities, or
otherunits of apopulationthathavebeenselected ina systematicway and
will be used to evaluate the characteristics of that population. A well-
designed sample will include enough interviews to ensure that the esti-
mates are precise to a spec* degree a certain percentage of the time.-When
researchers use a sample of children to meas-ure polio vacne coverage, for
example, they try to make certain that the estimate is within 10 percent of
true coverage at least 95 percent of the time

Why Are Samples Used?

Samples are widely used in evaluation research for several reasons. One is
to deteim-ne whether it is technically possible to obtain statistically valid
answers to the questions posed in an evaluation proposaL If a satistical
evluabiitfy analysis shows that the questions being posed are impossible to
answer, then it can safdy be concluded that the evaluation being planned
shouldnotbe conducted. Suppose thatresearchersneed asample of several
thousand cases to obtain statistically valid estimates of changes in crude
birth rates but find that it is not be feasible to collect a sample of this size.
By discovering that it is technically impossible to demonstrate a statisfically
significant dcange in birth rates before thei proposed study begis, they
can avoid pursuing what is likely to be a costy but fruitless endeavor.

361
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Second, a carefully designed sample will help clarify the objectives of a
study and will clarify the categories of infornation to be colected from the
appropriate number of subjects, at the required points in time. Carefully
prepared designs can also optimize the likelihood that the statistical ques-
tdons posed by the evaluation will be answered with the available data.

Third, a well-designed sample willobtaintherequired information atthe
least cost. By using the correct procedures for estimating sample size, the
evaluation can avoid collectingmoreindormation thannecessaryyetobtain
sufficient infomation to attain the required degree of precision. These
objectives can only be achieved if manager and researchers alike under-
stand the basic logic of sample design.

Confidence Intervals and Sample Precision

The kinds of information to be collected should be determined through a
close collaboration of the project manager and the evaluation team. As
already pointed out in other chapters, it is vital to define the indicators
needed to measure dependent, independent, and intervening variables.
This chapter concentrates on the procedures used to decide how precise the
estimates should be. It also explains the meaning of significant dfferences
and how large a difference must be to be considered "significant.'

Unless every household or person in a population (or community, cty,
or small bushiess sector) is interviewed, the results of a survey can only
provide etimates of the true values of a population. If a survey is repeated
and a new sample selected, the estimates of average income, family size,

.crop yield, vaccination coverage, and so on, will be different
When researchers use sampling procedures properly, they have better

control over the precision of their estimates. Te precision depends in large
partonthesamplesize. Byincreasingthenumberofinterviews,researchers
can usually improve the precsion of an estimate. To achieve a significant
improvement, however, they may have to increase the number of inter-
views substantially. Suppose that a sample of 400 families willbe adequate
to estimate average household income with a confidence internal (defined
below) of plus orminus (written as±) 100 pesos. Let us further assume that
to bring the confidence interval to t 50 pesos, the sample size would have
to be increased by 1,600 families. If it costs $10 to conduct and analyze each
interview, the manager must decide whether it is worth paying an addi-
tional $1,600 to reduce the confideitce interval by half.
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The concept of confidence level cannot be understood without first
definingstandard devition, since the former concept derives from the latter.
Supposewe wishto estimate the average income of a community consisting
of approximately 5,000 families. Suppose further that after interviewing a
carefuly selected sample of 100 families, we find their mean income is 525
pesos, and that incomes around the mean vary by an average of 75 pesos.
This average variation from the mean is called the standard deviation, and
here it is expressed as 525 ± 75 pesos. The standard deviation is calculated
as follows:

(11-1) Shvidarddei cation -z(; 
n

where x = the income of an individual household, X = mean household
income, and n = number of interviews (for example, individuals sampled).

(11-2) Standard deviation is also calculated as: jb2

This more conservative (and more typical) calculation controls for a
potential underestmation that can result from roundig the square root
and the average. This is said to be a more mathematically sound way of
maidng staistical inferences.

The standard deviation is a convenient way to describe the dispersion of
observations around the mean. For most distibutiris, approximately 65
percent of the observations lie withir 1 standard deviation of the mean; and
about 95 percent lie within 2 standard deviations. In the present example,
where the standard deviation is 75 pesos, approximately 95 percent of the
families would be expected to have an income between 375 pesos (that is,
2 standard deviations below the mean o 525 pesos or 525 - (75 x 2)) and
675 pesos (that is, 2 standard deviations above the mean, or 525 + (75 x 2)).
Note that if a family is selected at random, its income will be within 2
standard deviations of the mean 95 percent of the time The range between
375 pesos and 675 pesos is referred to as the 95 percent confidece interoaL
Some investigators call this the 0.05 level because there is only a 5 percent
chance of the income of a given subject faling outside this range.
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The rangebetween375 pesos and 675 pesos is referred to as theconfdene
interval at the 95 percent confidence kvel. These concepts are illustrated as
follows:

ofidene Sthndad Cotenr
Laud(%) DeDwiaton baMe Range

65 1 450-600 ± 75
95 2 375-675 ±150
99 3 300-750 ±225

Precisin-another important objective of sample evaluation-relates to
sampling error and sample size. Precision is represented as a range of
values above and below an estimate. The true value of the variable being
estimated is said to lie within that range. Suppose that researchers using a
sample survey estimate that 80 percent of the children in a particular have
received polo vaccine and that this figure is within 10 percent of the true
value. Given a confidence level of 95 percent, we zould be 95 percent sure
the true level of coverage was in the range of 70 to 90 percent In fonmal
terms, precision is defined as

(11-3) d -

where d = precision of an estimate for a particular confidence interval, C =
the Z score for the selected level of confidence, n = sample size, p = the
probability at which the eventbeing measured is expecbed to occur, and q
the probability that the event will not occur (= 1 - p).

As this equation suggests, precision, sample size, and the estimate of the
variable under study are closely interrelated, If the sample size increases,
the value of d decreases because of the increased precision. If the value of
p varies, the value of d will also vary. equently, the value of p is set at 0.5
because the highestpossible value of d results. If pq = 05 x 05, the product
is higher than for any other combination of pq. This can be verified by
experimenting with alternative values of p and q in the following equation.
Remember that p + q is always equal to 1.

Let us assume that we are assessing a health program's effectiveLess in
coverng a population with polio vaccine. The coverage is estimated
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throughasamplesurvey of 96 randomlyselected childrentobevaccinated.
At a 95 percent confidence level, C is equal to 1.96. The precision of the
estimate is calculated as follows:

1.96 (0.5) (0.5)
d96 =0.1

which is ± 10 percent of the estimated coverage.
One can be 95 percent sure that true coverage was in the range of 40 to

60 percent Precision could be increased by increasing the sample size. If
project funds petted 200 observations, then the precision of that sample
would be calculated as follows:

1.6(05 (0.5)
d = to200 =0.069

which is ± 6.9 percent of the estimated coverage.
Because precision depends on sample size, one could calculate the Lam-

pie size required in order to obtain estimates with a desired level of
precision. Precision can be exchanged with the sample size term n. Thus, if
a precision of 5 percent was required, the sample size would have to be:

1.96 p q

n = 96 (0-5) :t5 =3A

Precsio can also be calculated for a sample of a population already
collected. In our previous example where mean household incomx-e was $25
pesos and the confidence interval was ± 150 pesos at the 95 percent confi-
dence interval, we could conclude that the measure was very precise.
However, as the confidence interval increases, the measure becomes less
precise. Therefore, the precision of a measure is an expression of the
confidence interval in terms of the sample mean. In formal terms:

(114) =(X- 
d x
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where d = the precision, I = the range of values in the confidence interval,
and = the sample mean.

Using the -alues from theprevious discussion,the confidence level, Iwas
±150 pesos of the mean (525 pesos) at the 95 percent level of confidence.
The precision of the sample is

673 pesos -375 pess 57
iri 525 pesos 7/

The measue is not very precse since it has such a broad range, namely,
57 percent of the mean. As the confidence interval drops, the precision
increases. For example, assume that the confidence interval is ± 75 pesos.
The precision would be improved:

d 600-450 = °/
525

Standard Error

So far we have been discussing the distribution of individual household
incomes around the mean income of a sample. But how accurate is this
estimate produced from a sample in comparison wL it the true average
income of the entire population? If another sample of 100 families was
selected, the mean hicome of the second sample would almost certainly be
different frothe figure of 525 rcsosfoaid in the firstsample; ar.dif a third
sample was drawn, the mean iv ould again be different If enough samples
were selected, it would be possible to calculate the mean value of all of the
means produced by each. sample, and the standard deviation of these
individual sample means from the overall mean for all samples. If art
infinite number of samples were taken, the mean of all the samples would
equal the true average income of the population from which it was drawn.
Moreover, the standard deviation of that sampling distributiorL would
equal the true standard deviation of income of the population.

Obviously, it is not practical to continue drawing new samples. As a
result, researchers have devised a method of estimating the standard
deviation of the population mean from a single sample. If s is the standard
deviation of household incomes from the mean of a particular sample, then
the standard deviation from the mean of all samples, or the entire popula-
lion, can be estimated as

(11-5)SC 
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where S = estimated standard deviation from the population mean, s =
standard deviation of incomefroma single sample'smean, andn =number
of interviews (that is, the sample size).

In the present example, if s = 75 and n = 100, then the estimated standard
deviation of the mean for all samples is 7.5 = (75/10). At the 95 percent
confidence level, the confidence interval for the estimation of the popula-
tion mean can be expressed in the following wayr

Estimated monthly income = 25 pesos ± (7.5x 2).

This signifies that we are 95 percent confident that the true value of the
population mean lies between 510 pesos (525 minus 2 standard deviations)
and 540 pesos (525 plus 2 standard deviations). It is important to under-
stand that sampling theory is always based on probabilities and never on
certainties. In this example, since we are 95 percent confident, there is a 5
percent chance that the true value of the mean is less hian 510 or greater
than 540. If we wanted to increase the level of confidence, we could select
a range of 3 siandard deviations instead of 2. At that level, there is a 99
percent probability that the truevalue of the mean liesbetween502.5 pesos
and 547.5 pesos (that is, 525 t (7.5 x 3). To attain a higher level of
confidence itis necessary to increase the confidence interval of the estimate.

Selecting the Paramete of a Study

Most evaluations find the 95 percent confidence level adequate, but if lower
risk is required, the 99 percent level may be used. Some medical or engi-
neering research-where the consequences of wronginferences canbevery
serious (for example, as to whether a new treatment is effective)-may
require even higher confidence ievels.

The parameters of a particular evaluation study should be selected on
the basis of criteria defined by the users of the study-namely, the manag-
ers, planners, and policymakers. The criteria, in turn, will Lepend on how
the findings are to be used. In most cases, these parameters should satisfy
several criteria, such as the following:

* The results of the study should determine what percentage of house-
holds are eligible for housing allowances. A family must have an
income below 350 pesos to be eligible; therefore the study should be
able to estmate the approximate proportion of households with in-
comes below 350 pesos. The research report must demonstrate that
"normally acceptable sample survey procedures have been followed."
In other words, the 95 percent confidence level should be used.
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* The 95 percent confidence interval must not be greater than 20 pesos.
* The precision of the estimate of the mean household income must be

less than 15 percent at the 95 percent confidence level.
* The study will test the hypothesis that average household income has

increased following the implementation two years ago of a housing
materials loan programn. When the program began, mean income was
estimated at 310 pesos with a standard deviation of 6 pesos. The 95
percent confidence level will be used to test this hypothesis.

* No more than 200 interviews can be conducbed because of a limited
budget Therefore the study should aim for the best possible estimate
of household income. Because this is a preliminat study, the budgetary
constraint could be used to reassess wheher any of the above param-
eters should be altered (for example, confidence level or precision).

All of the above criteria would help the researcher debermine what size
of sample would be appropriate. As explained later in the chapter, other
criteria govern sample design (whether it a simple random, stratified,
duster, systematic, orlotquality assurancetype).Whateverldnd of sample
is used, it will always be necessary to specify the required precision of the
estimates. In most cases, the choice of precision level depends largely on
howtheresults are tobeused Inthelastitemoftheabovelist,apreliminary
study is being planned, so a lower confidence level migbtbe acceptable.In
other cases, a numercal value may be required, as in the first item of the
list (A later section explains how tiis information is used to estimate
sample size for typical impact evaluations.)

Statistical Significance

One of the main purposes of an impact evaluation is to determine whether
a project has produced the intended change to an identified or targeted
population. This can be done by comparing certain indicators in the tar-
geted group (which receives the programmed intervention) with those in
a control group (which does not receive the intervention) and calculating
whetler the difference is statistically significant "Significant difference" is
calculated as follows.

Assume that between timc points Ti and T2 the proportion of self-
employment among the previously unemployed adults in the project area
(that is, those who had access to the necessary credit and techrical assis-
tance to become self-employed) increased from 20 percent to 45 percent
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after a certain project had been implemented, whereas the proportion in
the control group remained at 20 percent This difference would seem to
suggest that the project had affected the probability tat participants
would become self-employed. But what if only five families had been
interviewed in the intervention group and five in the control group: This
would mean that betweert To and T2 the actual number of self-employed
families in the experimental group increased from 1 to 2. A sample of this
size is usually too small to draw any meaningful conclusions from the
difference in the two groups. If the sample consisted of 1,000 families in
each group, however, we would probably be fairly confident that the
difference was "significant" En other words, a difference within a large
sample entitles us to be more confident of its significance than the same
difference within a small sample. But how large is "large," and what do we
mean by "significant"?

"Significant" has two possible meanings in the present context, which
are based on general usage, on the one hand, and technical usage on the
other. In its general sense, "significant' means "important" or "meaning-
ful.1 If incomes increased from $400 to $402 over a one-year period, dtis is
not usually considered an important, or notable, difference. If incomes
increased from $400 to $500, the increase would probably be considered
important. What miniimum increase is considered important will be de-
cided by project managers and researchers before the study is designed.
TIhe amount of the increase could be expressed as a percentage. For exam-
ple, project managers and researchers may decide that if the incomes of
those participating in the study increase 10 percent more than those of the
control group, they will assume that the project has had a sigrificant
'important) effect The degree of difference considered important is decided
cn policy rather than statistical grounds.

in its technical sense, "significant" means there is a very low probability
that a difference-say, between control and intervention groups in a prop-
erly conducted survey-could have occurred by chance. Table 11-1 shows
a section from a hypothetical map of control and intervention households
and the number of family members in each. The typical household in the
control group conains one, two, or three individuals, whereas the typical
one in the experimental group consists of six, seven, and eight Thus if a
random sample was drawn from. each group,, one would expect family size
to be much smaller in the control sample. In this case, the control group has
orly a small number of families with seven, eight, or nine members, and
the experimental group has ordy a few with one or two members. If we
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Table 11-1. Map Showing Family Size in Control and Experimental
Areas

ContmoArea ExperimentaltAre

23422173 65786566
21932111 17298562
12113219 87778496
21111222 71878852
43211811 17695456
22313422

Note Each number is the size of a household]

were to draw a large number ot samples, we would expect, purely on the
basis of chance, to occasionally draw large control famfliesm or small inter-
vention families. But if we were to do so, we might erroneously conclude
that the control group had larger families than the intervention group.

To avoid such an error, sampling theory has devised a way of estimating
the probability of finding by chance an observed difference between two
samples when there really is no difference between the populations from
which they are drawn. If the probabilty of finding a difkrence by chance
is very small, we can reject the hypothesis that the two samples were dramisn
from groups tat are ostensbly the same population. In other words, the
two groups differ with respect to the variable being studied (for example,
income, fertility, mortality). The results of drawing a sample from these
control and experimental populations are given m Table 11-2.

The estimated mnean family size for the control group is 2.7, and for the
experimental group it is 8.1. The mean difference between them is 5.4. A
t-test evaluating this difference suggests there is only 1 chance in 100 that
such a difference would occur by chance. Therefore it can be safely con-
dluded that the average household of intervention families Is significantly
(in the statistical sense) larger than the average control family.

In many kinds of social research the probability of a result occurring by
chance must be less than 0.05 for it to be accepted as significant This is only
a convention, however, and where the chance of error has to be smaller, as
in the testing of new drugs, a much more stringent significance level (say,
0.01 rr 0.001) could be used. Conversely, in exploratory stildies of new
hypotheses in which concepts are sfill at an early stage of development, less
stringent sigrificance levels can be used (for example, less tian.0.10).
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Table 11-2. Average Household Size in Hypothetical Experimental
and Control Communities

D*ece Test of
Grcup Sampler Si Mesan of MAwns Dfrrence I-Score Probabity

Control 80 2.7
5.4 t-test 2.26 0.01

Intervention 90 8.1

In the following example taken from anolher hypothetical community
(Table 11-3), the mean difference in family size is 6, and the project
families agai seem to be larger. In this case, the f-test indicates there is a 1
in 10 chance of a difference as large as this occurnng, even if the two
samples are drawn from the sme population. Although the difference is
large, itis notstatisticallysigrificantby the more conservative convention.
Note that the test does not say there is no difference between the two
groups. Rather, a difference of this magnitude has a 1. in 10 chance of
occurring when the two samples come from the same population. In other
words, iere isno meaningful difference between the two, according tothis
standard. If it is important to decide whether the two groups really are
different, the investigator may (in cases where the difference is "almost
significant") repeat the survey with a new sample or may increase the
sample size. Similarly, if the t-score had been a little higher, say 1.98, so that
itjust reached the 0.05 level, the researcher would have to exercise caution
in concluding there is a meaningful difference. It is good research practice
to present the results of statistical tests so that readers can assess their
meaning for themselves.

Significant differences are not always progranmatically peanig-t. As
already mentioned, the precsion of a sample is related to its size. If a large,
precise sample is taken, a small difference in means may produce a sig-

Table 11-3. Hypothetical Example in Which a Relatively Large
Difference between Means Is Not Statistically Significant
(at the 0.05 level)

Ditrence Test of
GroWp Sample Size Mean of Means Drifnewe t-Sore Probabilty

Control 95 4.7
2.6 t-test 1.80. 0.1

Experimetal 85 73
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nificant result Conversly, a small sample with a large difference may
not be statistically sigrificant. In order to judge a difference in means,
one must always determine the confidence intervaL The method of cal-
culating a confidence interval will vary with the test. A statistical text
should be consulted for the calculation (see the refrences at the end of the
chapter).

If the difference between the household incomes of two large samples is
5 pesos, with a confidence interval of 2 pesos, and this difference is
statstically significant at the 0.01 level of confidence, the question would.
still remain, is this difference meaningful? The difference could range from
3 to 7 pesos. But does this monetary difference signify a qualitative differ-
ence in the two groups under study, or does their quality of life remain the
same? This question cannot be answered without a careful study of what
those few pesos can buy.

In summary, the meaning of "significant differences' depends on the size
of the difference considered important and the confidence level used to
show the difference has not come about by chance. The folowing sections
explainhow these concepts canbe usedto estimate thesamplesizerequired
for typical evaluation studies.

The Inportance of Control Groups

The objective of an impact evaluation is to estimate the effects of theproject
on the persons who have been exposed to it-These impacts are estimated
by comparing scores from a set of indicators representing the impact (for
example, changes in household income) on partcipants after the project
had been implemented wit scores from indicators representing the impact
on participants if the projecthad not taken place. In such comparisons, the
control group usually consists of subjects who are as similar as possible to
the partidpants but who are not exposed to the project The income (em-
ployment, housing quality, health status) of the control group after the
project has been implemented provides an indication of what participant
income (employment, or some other factor) would have been if the project
had not taken place.

To understand why a control group must be included, consider what
would happen if a study only collected information on participants. Sup-
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pose that the income of particpants increases by 27 percent in the three-
year period after the start of the project. This increase cannot automatically
be attributed to the project because there are a number of other plausible
explanations: the increase may be due to inflation; government legislation
might have decreed a general wage increase for all workers; income may
have gone up as a result of the general economic situation; or new sources
of employment may have opened up in the sector of the city where the
project is located.

For all these reasons, it would clearly not be possble to make assump-
tions about the impacts of the project without having information on the
economic conditions of other simlar families in the city. That is to say, a
well-selected control group is an essential component of the evaluation
design since the alterative explanations would affect them as well as the
group receiving the intervention.

Methods of Selecting a Sample.

A sample can be selected in many- ways. Three lassic and usefui ap-
proaches are discussed below: simple random sampling, cluster sampling,
and stratified random sampling. A few other sample designs are also
explained.

Simple Random Sampling

In a simple random sample, each unit of the population (household, per-
son) has an equal chance of being selected. This type of sample is simple to
design and is usually quite adequate when the population to be studied is
relatively small and concentrated-in a small geographical area. However,
selecting individuals for a sunple random sample can be expensive, com-
plex, and time-consuming when the population units are difficult to iden-
tify or are scattered. Many cities or rural areas have no list or map showing
where all households are located. Even if such a list did exist, the costs of
interviewing would increase considerably if the sample was scattered
throughout a city, province, or region. The interviewers would have to
spend a great amount of time traveling and their interviewing rate would
drop considerably (while transport costs would skyrocket).
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ClusterSampling

In duster sampling, the population is divided into dlusters, such as blocks,
neighborhoods, communities, villages, or other small and easily definable
units, and interviews are conducted in a relatively small number of ran-
domly selected clusters. If maps are needed, they can be prepared only for
those selected units. Even where maps do exist, it is common to luster the
interviews so as to reduce travel time and costs. The estimates obtained
from a duster sample are usualy thought to be less precise than those
obtained from a simple random sample because the characteristics of the
small number of dusters selected are likely to be less varied than those of
the total population (see Kish 1965:chap. 5). Yet, as already mentioned,
precision can be increased by increasing the sample size.

In summary, the smaller the number of clusters, the greater the potential
bias in the estimates. Conversely, the greater the number of dusters, the
more precise the estimates. The researcher will have to decide whether
precision is more or less important than the cost of the interview.

Strtified Random Sampling

Some of the groups of special interest i-n an evaluation frequently represent
a small prportion of the total population (for example, the urban poor,
children under thee, small businesses). In such cases, a simple random
sample would be a costly and inefficient way to evaluate these groups. If
recent migrants represent only 5 percent of the population, for example, a
simple random sample of 1,000 households would probably indlude only
about 50 recent migrants. If statistical analysis required tiat the sample
include a minimum of 100 recent miugrants and 100 established residents
(which also make up 5 percent of the population), it would be necessary to
conduct a total of 2,000 randomly selected interviews in order to locate
about 100 recent and 100 established migrants.

The cost of sampling can sometines be reducedby dividing the popula-
tion into strata (see Kish 1965:chap. 4). In the present example, recent
migrants and established residents form two strata. The required number
of interviews for eachstratumare thenselected from among allhouseholds
in that stratum. Stratification would theoretically make it possible to obtain
the required 100 interviews in each category witha total smple ofonly200,
instead of the 2,000 that would be required in simple random sampling.

A stratified sample can usually provide more precise estimates of a
population's characteristics. Yet, considerable costs may be incurred in
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constructing the strata. In the present case, itwould be expensive to identify
all recent migrants from which the sample would be drawn if such a list
did not already exist. To determine whether to use a stratified sampie, it
might be necessary to compare the costs of constructing the strata and the
expected benefits of doing so.

Sudmarn and Kalton (1986) present a useful review of methods for
samplng special populations that are difficult to locate, such as racial or
ethnic groups, special types of households or individuals, certain income
groups, and users of particular services. They suggest using partial or
multiple lists to identify or screen subjects (if, for example, the available list
of farm owners is several years out of date and may have excluded some
farmers), mail or telephone interviews for screening, and snowball samples
in which one interviewee identifies other people who share his or her own
characteristics (such as a migrant in his group of acquaintances). A snow-
bail sample is one in which subjects are asked to identify people they know
who fall into a certain category. The people identified are interviewed and
they in their tum mention other people. For example, users of certainicnds
of birth control devices might be asked to identify other users, members of
apolitical or religious group mightbe asked to identify other memb ers, and
HIV-positive individuals could be asked who else in the community is
HIlV-positive.

Related (Panel), Irndependent, and Mixed Sanples

Many evaluation textbooks assume that a panel of the same subjects will
be interviewed before and aftertheprqject Apanel designmaynotalways
be practical, however. Many low-income communities have a high popu-
lation turnover. Indeed, it is not unusual to find that one-quarter or more
of the households haave moved away in the two or three years between the
first and second interviews. Consequently, the evaluation researcher must
choose from among (a) a panel of related samples, in which the same
subjects are reinterviewed; (b) independent samples, in whih a new sample
is selected for the second interview (T2); and (c) a mixed sample, which
combines some of the elements of the previous two approaches.

PANELSAMPLE. If the same households or subjects are reinterviewed in a
second survey, they are treated as a panel sample. To usea panel sample it
is necessary to prepare maps of the precise location of houses or to use some
other similar device to ensure that the original households or subjects can
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be relocated. At times, it will be difficult to identify the same households
two years later since the area may have new houses, street names may be
different, and even numbers and street directions may have been changed.
In many developing countries, houses do not have addresses; hence, land-
marks are used to refer people to a particular location. Another problem is
that household composition and the name of the household head can also
change. In a first interview, for example, a woman may declare that she is
the head of the household. By the time of the second interview, she may
have a male companion who is now considered the household head.

Another factor to take into account is the estimated dropout rate arnd its
impact on sample size. Suppose that a sample has to consist of 200 house-
holdsbefore estimatescanbeconsideredvalid.Suppose also that25percent
of households move before the second survey. Hence, the sample size at Ti
must be increased to 250 households to keep the final sample at T2 (after 25
percent of the households have moved) close to 200. l the dropout rate is
expected to be high, it is also necessary to consider the effects that this
decrease will have on the representativeness of the final sample. Therefore
it is advisable to analyze the Ti data at the end of the second survey and to
compare the characteristics of households that have moved with those that
have remained in the community to determine whether the study has
retained individuals of a particular ilk. This can be referred to as selective
retention, since the program has tended to retain individuals with particu-
lar characteristics and to exdlude others. For example, if higher-income
families had tended to leave a community, the incomes of the remaining
original families would underestimate the average income of all families at
the time of the first survey. Thus, changes in the distribution of character-
istics must be taken into account when interpreting the findings of an
analysis that deals only with households remamiing in the community.

INDEPENDENT SAMP In this design, a second random sample is se-
lected for the second survey at T2. No additional sampling problems exist
beyond those facing sixmple random samples.

MD sAMLE DESIGN. This design is the most complicated to adminis-
ter. It follows the same procedures as the panel study except that replace-
menrts are found for original families or subjects who can no longer be
interviewed. The simplest option is to replace the household with the new
family living in the same structure This means, however, that families
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living in new structures built since the time of the previous survey will be
excluded from the sample, and the procedure therefore introduces a bias
against new households. Moreover, it is difficult to define the population
to which new occupants belong. Although many of them are probably new
to the community, others may have moved from other houses in the same
community.

A better approach is to select a new sample for the replacements. The
sample shouldbe selected from alihouseholds or subjecs whohave moved
to the community (or to their present dwelling) since the time of the
previous survey. This procedure can be somewhat cumbersome since a
large number of screening interviews may be required to identify new
families. In practice, it is relatively simple to identify new households in
sites and services shelter prc4ects; local project managers will usually have
records of new arrivals. New participants in control areas may be difficult
toselect,however,sincetheevaluatorwillwantto indudeindividualswith
charcteristics similar to those of the partcipants who left

The drawbacks of amixed sample are'related to the estimationof sample
size. To makefall use ofthe analyticalpotential of thissample, the evaluator
should conduct a separate analysis of the origial households (panel) and
new arrivals. Separate estimates of the requiredsample sizeforboth groups
would be necessary since one would have to be sure that each sample was
reprsentative of its own group.

Sampling Unlits

To design a sample, one must first define a universe consisting of a number
of sampling units. The units are the entities of primary interest They may
consist of the individual, the household head, children, the family, the
building. It is extremely important to define the sampling unit precisely.
*The primary focus of the evaluation may be an administrative unit (such
as a school district), a physical structure (such as a primary irrigation
system), an apartmentbuildin& an economic or social group occupying or
owning the physical structure, or both the structure and the users.

When several sampling units are used, the sampling may take place in
multiple stages. In a housing suirvey, the first stage may deal with the
structure (apartmentbuildingormindvidualhousingunit), the second stage
may deal with the family group, and a third stage with paricular kinds of
individuals in selected families (household head, mother, or wage eamers).
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In theevaluation of aprimary schoolsystem,thefirststagemayconcentrate
on the school distric the second stage on a particular school, and the third
stage on the families with children in that schooL

The physical or administrative unit is often studied to evaluate the costs or
the efficency of service delivery. Studies of the organization of social or
economic units usually focus on the household or production unit. The
individuals would be studied if the researcher needs information- on the
social and economic conditions of the total population (for example,
income and employment, or education and employment stratified by age
and sex).

Determining Sample Size

The Effect of Sample Size on tie Evaluation Budget

Interviews are normally among the costliest components of evaluation
research. Since the decision about whatlind of sample to use can affectthe
sample size, it is essential to select the smallest, but most economical,
sample consistent with the desired level of precision. The effect of a sample
design on costs becomes even more important in longitudinal studies
where two or more waves of interviews are required- Although budgetary
consraints may force interviewers to reduce the size of a sample, if it is
too small, it may not provide reliable answers to the questions they are
studying.

The main determinants of sample size are the variance of the variables
being estimated, the precision required of the sample estimates, and the
number of subgroups for which information is needed. In the folowing
sections we show how these factors affect the estimation of sample size in
typical evaluation studies.

Many statistical textbooks describe procedures for estimating sample
size whenasingle parameterhastobeestimatecd,butthe situationiisusually
more complicated in evaluation research because a large number of vari-
ables must be studied. Furthermore, the main concern is not to estimate
confidence intervals for variables at one point in time, but to estimate the
significance of changes between two or more points in time. The sampling
design problems can be even more complex in projects concerned with
squatter upgrading or with providng credit to small businesses, because
the researcher may not know which subjects will form part of the interven-
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don group. Thus it may be necessary to start with a larger initial sample to
ensure thatsuffidentprojectbeneficiaries are included. Insquatter upgrad-
ing projects, many of the decisions about which households to relocate and
where to place the roads, water pipes, and other services are based on
discussions with community residents. In a large project, this process may
take place over a period of several years. Consequently, when the evalva-
tion baseline study is being conducted at the start of the project, there is no
way to know exactly which families will be affected. (For a discussion of
how community consultation operated in upgrading projects in Lusaka,
Zambia, see Bamberger, Sanyal, and VJalverde 1982:chap. 7).

Similarly, sample designs may have to compensate for the fact thatmany
subjects drop out of a sample between the first and second interviews. In
some cases subjects move, and in other cases it is not possible to identify
some of the original households at the time of the second interview. The
original familes may be difficult to identify because the people have
changed their names, families have merged or split up, buildings are
divided or combined, or a whole block has been completely redesigned.
Households are identified in the survey by name and street address, but if
both of these change it can be difficult to determine whether the same
family is stfll there at the time of the second visit Moreover, at the time the
sample is being designed the int2rviewer may not know which subgroups
of the population wil be of particular interest and tierefore need more
intensive study.

Same Determinants of Sample Size for Social Sector Projects

Several factors affect sample size in the evaluation of typical social sector
projects. Where a project is relatively snmal or concentrated in a small number
oflocations, the sample canbe small and the costs of interviewing quite low.
For tihese reasons it is usually possible to use much smaller samples for
evaluating urban projects located in a small number of sites itan for
agriculturalandruraldevelopmentprojects,wheretherearelargenumbers
of widely dispersed project sites.

When the ma?ginal cost of additional interviews is low, the researcher can
use alargersample size. If theprojecthas apermanentteam ofinterviewers,
the expense of additional interviews may be relatively low. The Research
and Analysis Division (RAD) of the National HousingAuthority in Manil
has a large team of permanent interviewers and thus is able to conduct
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follow-up interviews or to expand the size of an interesting subgroup at
almost no cost or delay. In contrast, interviewers in El Salvador are nor-
mally contracted and paid for each completed interview. Once the irter-
view budget is exhausted, no more interviews can be conducted for a
particular study.

Projects involving a larger number of options or services require larger sam-
ples to ensure that subjects who have received each option are included. If
all children receive the same vaccine and nothing else, the sample can be
much smaller than it would be if a number of additional services are
provided, such as wells, food supplements, and classes in child care for
mothers. When a number of different services are offered, it is usually wise
to use afactorial design, which means that a certain m=i num number of
subjects are covered for each "cellU' or combination of servces. If a rural
development project provided two kinds of tubewells (shallow and deep)
and if each kdnd could be financed in tee ways, the samples in a factorial
design would consist of six ells (three for the methods of financing shallow
tubewells and three for the methods of financing deep tubewells) and each
cell would cover a certain minimum number of subjects (in this case
villages).

A much larger sample is reauired to assess the impact of the project on
different population groups than to estimate the global impact on the whole
population.

When a panel design isused, the researcher also has to look at the expected
dropout rate in the intervention and control groups. The higher the dropout
rate, the larger the initial sample must be to ensure that there will be an
adequate number of subjects for the second and third surveys.

Thze smaller the proportion of the population that is expected to be substan-
tiaRly affected by the project (for example, proportion of families who will
be relocated, proportion of artisans lkely to receive loans), the larger the
sample required to ensure that sufficient benefidaries are indude&

Ir, cases where it is difficult to identify project benefciaries, it may be
necessary to screen through a sample first, in order to identify interview
subjects with the desired characteristics. Such a procedure might be neces-
sary to identify children vho have received a certain kind of medical
treatment, people who have a particular occupation, families who are
subletting part of their house, or families who are receiving remittances
from relatives outside the country. If the proportion of the population with
this particular attribute is quite small, it mightbe necessary to conductlarge
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numbers of screering interviews to identify the group of interest Re-
sourceful researchers can often find ways to simplify the selection proce-
dure. For example, they might find that hospitals have records of families
who have received a certain treatment, or that they can identify rented
rooms by direct observation.

The way the project is organized may also affect sample size. If everyone
receives the same package of services, the sample can be smaller than it
needs to be when the services are distributed randomly or unevenly. If the
available records indicate how services were allocated, this can also sim-
plify the sample design and reduce the' sample size.

Effect of Turnover Rate on Sample Size

Suppose that a panel sample is being used and that a sample of 400 people
is considerednecessary to ensure thatthe estimates attainthe requiredlevel
of precision. Because of thenature of the panel design, the same individuals
wil have to be compared in each interview, and therefore the orgial
sample will have to be large enough to guarantee that at least 400 of the
respondents interviewed in the first survey Ti can be reinterviewed in the
second T2 and third T3 sessions. Suppose also that previous studies suggest
a 25 percent armual dropout rate should be anticpated. Assuming the
interview in T7' is conducted two years after the Ti interview, how many
families would have to be interviewed in Ti to ensure that after a 25 percent
annual dropout there will still be at least 400 fanmilies in T3? The answer is
given by the equation:

(11-6) ' X

where Y= the required inerviews inT1 , X = interviews in T, p = the annual
sample dropout rate, and t = the number of time intervals (years) to which
the dropout rate applies.

In a panel study, 711 interviews would have to be conducted in Ti to
ensure that 400 of the original families are still living in the same house
community in T3. Table 114 indicates that the origial 711 families in Ti
willbe reduced to 533 in 72, and to 400 in T3. If we were using a simplepanel
design, we would accept the reduced sample size and would only reinter-
view the remaining 533 original families in Tz and the remainmg400 in T3.
The largest number of interviews would be required for a mixed sampla In
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Table 11-4. Number of Interviews Required in Tz, TZ and T3
with Each Sample Design to Ensure a Sample of 400 in T3
(assuming a 25 percent annual tumover)

Sfample Design Ti T2 113 Total

Mixed sample 711 711 711 2,133
Panel sample 711 533 400 1,644
Independentrandomnsamples 400 400 400 1,200

Note The required sample size to estimate the difference of diffeences of proportions is
400.

tWs case, we include replacements for the dropouts, so that in T3 we still
have 711 families, although only 400 of them were in the original sample.

Table 11-6 shows that for both the mixed and the panel sample designs,
the higher the estimated dropout rate, the greater the number of interviews
required in Ti. If the dropout rate hadbeen 10 percent, instead of 25 percent,
the number of interviews required in Ti to guarantee a final sample of 400
would have been 494, instead of 711.

Esthmating Sample Sizes for Typical Impact Studies

This section provides guidelines for estmaing sample sizes in typical
impact studies. It covers the procedures used to determine what size of
sample is required to estimate differences between proportions and differ-
ences between means. It also explains what happens when separate esti-
mates are made for subgroups or strata and indicates the typical sample
sizes for common kinds of evaluation.

Estimating Sampe Size to Evalute the Diffrence between Proportions

One of the basic questions in sample design is how large must a sample be
to determine whether there is a statistically significant difference between
two groups? In the present case, the two groups being studied are the
intervention and control groups. To begin with the simplest situation,
consider the differences between proportions.

If we wished to test the hypothesis that the project will increase the
proportion of self-employed heads of households, our hypothesis could be

fII2-I1 C2-C1.
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where I2 and 11 are the proportions of self-employed in the intervention
group at T2 and Ti, respectively, and C2 and Ci are the proportions of
self-employed in the control group.

Table 11-5 shows the number of interviews tat the researcher would
have to conduct in each group to be 95 percent confident that the observed
difference was not due to- chance. In this example, the policymaker has
indicated how large a sample must be before the project can be considered
to have a "significant" impact. [n one case, a 20 percent difference between
ihe groups is expected from the project. In another case, a 5 percent
difference is considered significant As the table indicates, the smaller the
required difference to judge an impact, the larger the sample required.

Table 11-5 shows the sample sizes that would be required to establish
statistical significance at a 95 percent levelof confidence when the observed
difference between two groups is 5; 7.5, 10, 15, and 20 percent The table
can be applied to any study in which changes in proportions are compared
and the figures represent the minimum differences that might be consid-
ered important in various contexts. The equation used to estimate the
required sample size (n) for.the project and control groups is

4 (0.75 + P2q2)
(11-7) 2 

(PI -P2

where n = required sample size in project and control groups, pI; P2 = the
proportions of project families with the attribute (self-employed) in Ti and

Table 11-5- Sample Size Required to be 95 Percent Confident
That an Observed Difference in the Change of Proportions-
between Project and Control Groups Is Not Due to Chance
Minimun difference
(%) betwenmpaiect
atdcontrol Required Sample Size
tojudget anrpact PodGup ,ContmlG;rup _TotalSample S&c-

5 1,596 1,596 3,192
7.5 707 707 1,414

10 396 396 792
15 174 174 348
20 96 96 192
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T2; and q2 = the proportion of project families who do not have the attribute
in T2, or l - p2 = q2 -

Table 11-5 indicates that-in order to test whether a difference of only 10
percent in the change between the project and control groups was statisti-
cally significant at the 95 percent level, samples should contain 396 individ-
uals in each of the two ps. To evaluate a 5 percent difference, it would
be necessary to use samples of 1,5% for each group.

Estimating the Sample Size to Testfor Differences between Means

The above discussion is based on the assumption that we wish to evaluate
differences of proporfton. Many studies are more interested in the difference
between means (for example, differences in average income, value of
houses, years of education). To estimate the sample size required to test for
the significance of a difference between two sample means, such as the
difference in the mean income of project and control families, the researcher
needs to exaunilne the standard deviations of the two samples being com-
pared. If this information is available, then the following equation can be
used to estimate the required sample size to test for a specified difference
between means:

(11-8) n= ( + S - -2 +
p

where n = the required sample size, si and s2 = the standard deviations of
the two means, and p = the minimum difference between the means being
tested.

A number of simplfying assumptions have been made. Normally, these
assumptions will not affect the sample size except when small samples of
less than 50 are used. This qualification is necessary because some of the
assumptions may affect how the degrees of freedom are calculated.

The followmg example illustrates how the equation is used. Assume a
baseline survey was conducted in I985 and mean family income was found
to be 300 pesos per month with astandard deviation of 45 (s1 45). A second
survey is conducted two years later to determine if there has been a
significant change in income. We assume that evidence from other recent
surveys suggests that the standard deviation of income is likely to increase
to 55 pesos (s2 = 55). The project manager says that income must change by
at least 5 percent (15 pesos) to be considered operationally significant How
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many interviews must be conducted to detect a statistically significant
change of as little as 15 pesos? Using equation (11-8),

4(45 +55 1
n 15 +1=90

which means that the sample size should be 90 in both the experimental
and the control groups. If the nanager had stated that he or she wished to
consider 10 pesos as the minimum difference, the sample size wvould have
increased to 202 for each group.

Remember, too, that the sample size cannot be estiated without first
estimating the standard deviations of the pre- and postintervention sam-
ples. If the second survey has yet to be designed, then, of course, no
information will be available. Nevertheless, the standard deviation of the
first sample will be available since it is calculated at an earlier time. If no
other information is available, the evaluation can assume that the standard
deviationofthe second sample willbe the same as itwas for the first survey.
If the first survey is also being designed, an estimated standard deviation
can be obtained from other similar studies. If tiis is not possible, a small
pilot studycanbe performed and the standard deviation estimated from it

T7e Effect of Subgroup Anoiyis on Sample Size

In many cases, it will also be necessary to compare different subgroups,
such as families thathave receved differenttypes of services (credit, credit
combined with technical assistance), or female- and male-headed house-
holds. Before surchcomparisons canbe made, each subgroup has tobe large
enoughfor real differences to be detected using statistical citeria.

To evaluate a difference of proportions in two subgroups of approxi-
mately equal size, the same rules would apply as presented in Table 11-5.
Thus, for a difference of 10 percent to be detected, 396 observations are
needed in each group; for a difference of 15 percent, the figure drops to 174
per group; and for 20 percent, 96 observations per group are required.

Typiad Sample Sizes

Table 11-6 shows how sample size is affected when an interviewer is
estimating the proportions of some of the variables discussed earlier. As
the table makes clear, the characteristics of the population and tlhe required
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Table 11-6. The Estimation of Sample Size forImpactEvaluation
with Miced Samples under Different Assumptions

SampleSizeat T3 Totalfr SampleSiz
Inter- Inter- Total

veion Detion Co net Sample 10% 25%
Assunption Group1 Group2 Group Sim- in T3 Drop-out Drop-out

To test for minimum 396 0 396 792 978 1,408
difference of 1/ 0%

between intervention
and control groups

Totestasin(1)andalsotest 396 0 522 918 1,133 1,632
for 15% differences between
3 control group strata

To test as in (1) and also test 396 396 396 1,188 1,467 2,112
for 10% difference between
two equal size intervention
groups

Totestasin(1)andalsotest 396 1,188 396 1,980 2,444 3,520
for 1O% differercebetween
intervention groups with
25% and 75% of fanilies,
respectively

To test as in I but when 1,980 0 396 2,376 2,933 4,24
itisnotknownin Tj
which families wil
be participating. It is
expected that 20%
willparticipate

Totestasin3buttestingfor 174 174 396 744 919 1,323
15% difference

Notc Sample sizes are for estmat propordons. As a rough guideline, sample sizes
shouldbeatleastdoubled for estimatingdifferencesbetween means.

level of precision can substantially increase or decrease the required num-
bers of interviews. Following aresome typicalsample sizes used inestimat-
ingproportions.

EXAMPLE 1. The task here is to estimate sample sizes for a longitudinal
study in whih some of the interviewees are expected to drop out Some
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396 interviews would be required in each study group to estimate a 10
percent difference in proportions between the control and interventiort
groups at T. Therefore, the sample size Ti shouldbe 978 or 1,408, depend-
mig on whether a dropout rate of 10 percent or 25 percent was expected.
This cakulation was perfomed using the followingformuxla:

(1l-g) 1-nl4=

where ni = the sample size to start wffi at Ti, n3= the expected sample size
at T3, d = the dropout rate, and t = thenumber of tim interals forwhiih
the dropout rate applies.

In the present case, the result is as follows:

792ttl= 792 = 978.
(1-10%E)

Some rounding does occur, and so the sample size calculations at Ti and
T arenot always symmetrica Intheprecedigexample, if Ti has a sample
of 978, given a 10 percnt dropout rate (a 90 percent retention rate), one
would expect 792 toremain at T3:

n3=978 (O.9 O) 792

Yet, if one knew in advance that a minimum of 800 observatiors was
required at T3 and asked how many should be selected at Ti, the answer
would be slightly different

800
n'i= - -=98765(=) 98&

EXAMPLE 2. If each of the three strata in the control group is also to be
analyzed separately, the sample should be further increased to ensure a
sufficent number of interviews in each stratum. if we can accept a Inmi-
mum difference of percent as significant, then only 174 interviews would
be required in each stratum of the control group (see Table 11-5), and the
total sample size would increase by only 126 in T3, to 918 (Le, 396 + 174 x
3)). Thus, the total sample in Ti would increase to 1,133 or 1,632, depending
on the assumed dropout rate of 10 percent or 15 percent, respectively.
This design makes it possible to compare all intervention and control
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groups to test for ammiimum 10percentdifference between theexperimen-
tal and control group, and for a 15 percent difference between the strata in
the control group.

EXAMPLE 3. Now let us assume that, in addition to the evaluation de-
scribed in example 1, it is also necessary to compare two intervention
groups and a control group. If a minimum 10 percent difference is consid-
ered necessary, then 396 interviews will be required in each of the tiree
groups, increasing the total number of interviews in T3 to 1,188. If a
minimum difference of 15 percent instead of 10 percent couldbe accepted,
the sample size could be reduced to 174 for each stratum, and the total
number of interviews in T3 would notbe any larger -than 744.

EXAMLE4. Suppose that all the assessments performed in example 3 are
also performed here, but that only 25 percent of all fmilies in the second
intervention group will participate in the ntervention. In this case, it will
be necessary to increase the sample size in the second intervention group
to 1,188 to ensurefindingthe396 familiesrequiredforthealleststratum
(second interventiongroup).A considerablereductioninsamplesize could
be achieved if the minimum acceptable difference was 15 percent instead
of 10 percent

EXAMP a Now suppose that all the evaluations are the same as mi
exampl 1, but that the intervetion is an upgrading project in which only
about 20 percent of famBies will be affected by the project If the future
prcject participants cannot be identified before the pre4ect begins, the
intervention sample will have to consi:t of 1,980 families to ensure that at
least 396 future participants are indludek This number could be cut by
more fianhalfif a lS percent difference could be accepted as the minium

Defining the rune Period for the Study

In experimental and quasi-experimental designs, impact indicators must
be measured "before" and "after" theprojecthasbeen implemented. Unlie
a laboratory experiment, which has a dearly defined beginnng and end,
most social projects continue over a log period, say, five years or more,
with particpants entering at different points in time and with new inputs
continuing to be provided throughout this period Several issues should be
considered in designing the evaluation.
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At what point in the project cycle should baseline or pretest data be collected?
In a slum upgrading project, topographical surveys may start several years
before the project is announced to community residents. Once households
are aware that a project is being considered, however, land values may
increase as speculators start to buy up properties.

Should a baseline ealuation survey be coductedat the time ofthe topognzphical
survey (which may be two years or more before any infrastructure investments
begin)? Inmanyhousingprojects a preliminiary list of interested candidates
may be drawn up years before the first houses are offered for sale (in fact,
the lending agency may require this list as evidence that there is sufficient
interest tojustify the project). T'he evaluator must consider the implications
of these preparatory activities and how they could affect the resultin order
to decide whether the first survey should be taken at the time whenfamflies
register, or two or three years later when houses are allocated to applicants.

Should the "before" measurement be conducted at one point in time or should
data be colleckdfor each group at similar points of fftir own evolution? Praects
do not usually begin at the same time for all partcipants. Inastructure
such as water and roads may benefit some sectors of a community several
years before others. Similarly, familiesmaybeselectedforahousingprcoect
in several waves over a period of years.

When should the "afer" measurement be made? Projects do not end at the
same lime for all particpants. Some families may have been living in their
new house for several years before others occupy theirs.

Should the "afer" measuremnt be deayed until al of these servnces are
operating (which could mean a delay ofsevenz years)? Most prcjects cannot be
considered finished the day that the installation of infrastructure is com-
pleted. The design of many projects indudes complementary work such as
parks,sidewalks,orcommunitycenters tobecompIetedbyresidents.Some
of these may take years to complete. Other projects reserve sites for stores
and other types of businesses, many of which will notbegin their activities
until all or most fainlies have moved into the community. In addition,
services suchastansport,garbage collection, police,and healthcenterswill
have to be provided by other agencies and may not begin to operate for
some tine. From a certain perspective, the project is not really completed
until all of these services are fuRy operational

At what point should an impact be measured? The time it takes for impacts
tobefeltvaries.FamiLiesmaynotbeginto makemajorhousinginvestments
until the community is well established. Some of thehealth effects maynot
occur until childrenbomin the new community have reached a certain age,
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whereas others maybe evident as soonas the waterandsanitationservices
are operational. In extreme cases, impacts on migration, household size,
femalelaborforceparticipation, and educationalperfomiancemaynottake
place for a decade or more. This suggests that studies may be required at
different points in time in order to measure different types of impacts.
Although such studies are theoretically possible, in practice it would be
difficult to continue the evaluation over a period of many years because of
the increase in costs and the organizational difficulties in continuing a
study over so many years.

Lot Quality Acceptance Sampling

The most sought-after methods of project monitoring and evaluation are
those that use small sample sizes and tat can be carried out rapidly. Lot
quality acceptance sampling (LQAS) is one suchmethod. It can be applied
wherever the evaluator is interested in determining whether a service or
product is being produced in an acceptable quantity or with acceptable
quality. The following discussion of LQAS uses public health examples
since these programs frequently entail services to Iarge numbers of people
in many different locations. In a typical monitoringproblemn, the evaluator
mightfhave to determine whether 700 healthposts are adequately vacciat-
ing children under tiree years of age against polio. With LQAS, a sample
of no more than fourteen to twenty-eight children from each area wouldbe
suffiient to dassify any single health post (HP) as adequately delivering
services such as vaccinations. The small sample from each area can then be
aggregated to calculate regional or national coverage proportions (Valadez
1991).

Three criteria of quality can be used to assess a program (aladez 1991).
The first one is "adequacy," which deternines whether nrsk groups in a
community are receiving services at the appropriate age (Le., as defined by
goverrnment institutions such as the Ministry of Health). For example,
programs such as an expanded program of immunization (EP) recuire that
infnts be vaccinated with three doses of polio within the first year of life,
beginning at two nionths of age, with atleasta one-monthinterval betweenL
doses.

The second criterion is "coverage," which measures whether a minimum
proportion of individuals in a community regardless of their age have
received a service. For example, mothers of all children under the age of
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three should be educated in the preparation and administration of oral
rehydration therapy (ORT), or children should have an up-to-date vacci-
nation status even if doses were received at ages older then speified by
Ministry of Health norms.

The third criterion is the "technical quality' of the health workers. It is
used to detemine whether citical tasks of a health service (for example,
mainrains the cold chain or the supply of oral rehydration salts, health
worker hygiene, education of mothers) were implemented correctly.

The following discusion briefly demonstrates how to use LQAS to
control the qualty of interventions such as primary health care (PH1C) by
identifying which ones operate below a perfornnce standard and there-
fore-require speial attentiori The basic principle of LQAS is tat it mea-
sures whether minimum performance standards have been readhed.

LQAS Pr?iciples

Local managers find thatmost sampling designs require large numbers of
observations and therefore are often too burdensome to handle. LQAS, on
the other hand, can be applied either to small or large populations using a
small sample. Although the stastical principles on which LQAS is based
may seem complex, it is quite simple to use once programmanagers acquire
minial training. When first developed about fifty years ago, LQAS was
used m industral settings by uispectors who had little skl and education
(Dodge and Roimig 1959).

LQAS uses binomials to classify program wors by theirperformance,
wlhich isjudged according to three levels of perforzanc: adequate service
delivery, somewhat inadequate, and very inadequate. This is know: , as a
triage system andhasbeenused ii CostaRicaandNairobiKenya,totasess
EPI service delivery. In these countdes it took the following form:

* Adequate l 100 to 80 percent of children under three years of age
vaccinated

* Somewhat inadequate =79 to 51 percentvaccinated
* Very inadequate =50 to 0 percent-vaccinated.

LQAS identifies workers* whose performance is at either end of the
continuum, namely, adequate or very inadequate. It is less sensitive to the,
health workers in the middle category. However, this is not a serious
limitation, since the closer the quality of the health worker is to either end
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of the continuum, the greater the likelihood that it will be classified as
adequate or very inadequate. These two extme categories of health
workers are the most important ones to identify correctly. Health system
managersneedtoidentifyveryinadequateheaIthworkerssothatresources
can be directed to improving the quality of interventions in the commumi-
ties being served. Conversely, adequately performinghealthworkers need
to be identified so that additional resources are not needlessly spent on
thena

LQAS differs from conventional sampling methods that measure the
proportion of a population covered with a service. Typically, the manager
compares an estimated proportion of coverage with a standard set by a
Ministry of Health (for example, 80 percent) to judge whether service
provisio is adequate. Samples as large as 396 can be required. In such
cases, substantial resources are invested to produce a measure that is
merely cmpared to an existingstandard. Whether the estimatedcoverage
is 815 percent, 79A percent, or whatever, is less important than whether
the 80 percent perfornance standard has been reached.

The measure produced by LQAS is a probability estimating whether the
health worker under assesment has reached the ministry standard The
exact coverage of a given health worker is less important than determing
whether the service was adequate with respect to a rfernce.

UsingLQAS

In most instances of day-to-day project management, a. supervisor or
manager needs to detect ex*temes of performance in order to make rational
decisions about how to allocate resources. These decisions ought to be
made on a regular basis as part of a quality control system. Several steps
must be takenbefore LQAS can be used:

Defineperfornancestandards Thesestandards oughttobeexpressed
in terms of the triage system discussed earlier.

* Determine the permissible lassification errors of the LQAS screening.
For example, 5 percent of all health workers could be misclassified
(Valadez 1991).
Decide how many individiuals who have not received the intervention
should be included in the LQAS sample, at a maximum. This is known
as a decision rule. For any number greater than this, the health
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worker's performance will be judged inadequate. In the first reported
LQAS study in Costa Rica during 1987, the LQAS sample consisted of
28 children under three years of age and their mothr, who were
selected from the catchment area of each of 60 health workers. The
decision rule was to dassify the health worker as inadequate if more
than 9 of the 28 children (or their mothers) had not received the
intervention under assessment

All three of these decsions are interrelated. The size of the LQAS sample
is a function of all three. For ecample, in an assessment of vaccination in
Costa Rica (Valadez 1991)-where the perfornance standards were 80
percent = adequate, and 50 percent = very inadequate-precisin was set
at 95 percent for classifying either adequate or very inadequate health
workers. This level of precision was achieved by (a) selecting a sample of
28 children under the age of three and their mothers and (b) decidingthat
no more than 9 of these were to be individuals who had not received the
intervention.

Tis decision was made as follows. For the sample size of 28, the total
classification error that results when no more tian 9 individuals without
the intervention are permitted is 8 percen This total error (reported in
column 5 of Table 11-7) is calculated from columns tiree and four in the
table-namely (1 minus the probability of detecting adequate areas) + (1
minus the probability of detecting very inadequate areas). As can be seen
in Table 11-7, the smallest casificaton error occurs with a rule of 28:9. It
increases or decreases as the tireshold number of individuals who have
notreceived the interventionincreases or decreases. Forthisparticularsize,
the classification error is the same (that is, 4 percent), whether detecting
adequate orveryinadequabe areas.

If a samplc of 14 individuals was selected, as shown in Table 11-7, the
oe petes would change. If 3 individuals had not received. the
intervention permitted in the sample, 97 percent of the very inadequabe
performances would be detected. However, the precision is 70 percent for
identifying adequate health workers. The total cassifi error is 3 33
percentforthe 14:3 decisionerul Ifali44rule isadopted,thent heprecision
of each judgment shifts. The LQAS would identify at least 87 percent of the
adequate areas and atleast91percentoftheveryinadequateones Thetotal
classification error would be less than the preceding option (tat is,.22
percent). Therefore, a 14: decision nile would be preferable to a 14t3 ,nle,
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if the minimizing total classification error is the guiding principle. Sinilar
decisions can be made for any type of LQAS. Several other examples are
given in Table 11-7, which points out the-propitious decision rule for each
sample size.

Table 11-7. Example of the Application of LQAS Statistics to Detect
the Probability of 80 or 50 Percent Coverage of Health Area Residents
with Respect to a PIHC Vaccination Program

Nunber in the Probabity of Probabity of ToWa
Sample Siwe Sample not DdectingHealth DdectingHalth Classifadion

ofAppropriat Reciving the Aras ih 80% Areas with 50% -rnr,
Resaients Intervention Covemge(a) Covrge(b) (2-a)+(2-b)

8 0 0.17 1 0.83
1 0.50 0.96 0.54
2 0.79 0.83 0.3&
3 0.94 0.64 0.42

10 0 0.11 1 0.89
1 0.38 0.99 0.63
2 0.68 0.94 0.38

.3 0.88 0.83 0.29*
4 0.97 0.62 0.c

14 0 0.04 1 0.96
1 0.20 1 0.80
2 0.45 0.99 056
3 0.70 . 0.97 0.33
4 0.87 0.91 0.2
5 0396 0.79 0.25.

19 0 0.01 1 0.99
1. 0.08 1 0-92
2 024 1 0-76
- + 3 - . 0.46 1 055
4 0.67 0.99 0.34
5 0.84 0.97 0.20
6 093 0.92 0.15>
7 0.98 0.82 0.20

28 5 0.50 1 0.50
6 0.68 1 0.32
7 0.81 0.99 0.20
8 0.9! 09 0.11
9 0.96 0.96 0.08& 

10. 0.99 0.90 0.11

NotcAllprobabilites havebeenrounded. Asterisks indicate the minimum total dlassilca-
tion error for a sample size Sample sizes of health area residents range from 8 to 28, and

- numbers of cases not receiving a hypotetical intervention range from 0 to 10.
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Two labels are given to the probabilites obtained from LQAS. One of
these probabilities (1- theprobability of detecting adequate areas) is called
the provider risk This name derives from the fact that providers are at risk
whenever they classify an adequabe area asinadequate-The risk arisesfrom
usmg resources to improve areas unnecesarily, and inaccurately conclud-
ing that a health worker is not performing adequately, and thereby affect-
ing the worker's self-esteem and his/her relationship with the manager.
The other probability (1 - the probability of detecting very inadequate
areas) is caled the cansumer risk Consumers at risk to health problems are
thoseinthecare of ahealthworkerwhoisperfomimnginadequately.Consum-
ers are at risk precsely because the quality of care they receive is poor.

Experience has shown that a sample of 19 individuals is adequate for
most assessments. A sample of 28 households in a depressed riui area
would take about 8.2 person days of interviewing. A sample of 19 individ-
uals, with 6 uncovered individuals, saves about 27 person days of work
with an inconsequential increase im provider and consumer risks (0.07
versus 0.04, 0.08 versus 0.04, specively). Assumming that exactly half of
the 60 health areas studied have 80 percent and half have 50 percent
coverage, a 28:9 rule will misdassify 12 + 12 health areas; when these
fractions of health areas are rounded to integers, the misclassification is 1
± I health areas. With a 19:6 rule, themisassifcaon would be 21 + 24
health areas (or 2 + 2 health areas with rounding; see Table 11-1). The
difference m misclassification is 2 health areas. The 2.7 days of costs that
are saved by selecting the 19:6 LQAS design would more than offset the
maximum costs resultingfrom he two m assfied health areas.

In recent years, Mnistries of Health in vanous counties have defined
triage systems for acceptable consumer and provider risks. Bolivia's work
team selected an upper threshold of 50 percent co,-erage and a lower
threshold of 20 percent A sample size of 19 with 12 unct vered individuals
was an appropriate LQAS design. In Uganda, a 60-40 pea t:ent triage was
selected.

TIhe way to use the 19:6 LQAS sample is as follows. The p nbabilit:y of
finding 6 or fewer mothers who prepare ORT incorrecly in a ba rle of 19
mothers taken from a community in which 80 percent of the mothers know
how to prepare and administer ORT is 0.93. Therefore, 93 times outof 100,
these commnunities will be classified correctly as having recerved an ade-
quatelyperformedintervention.

In communities in which 50 percent of the mothers are competent in
ORTusage,theprobability offinding6 orfewermothers whoprepare ORT
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incorrectly in a sample of 19 mothers is 0.08. Therefore, 92 times out of 100
(that is, 1.00 - 0.08), these communities will be correctly classified.

The cost for low provider risk is high consumer risk In our experience,
this tradeoff is wortwhile. This point becomes cLear when LQAS is used
by supervisors to assess technical quality of health workers. A 6:1 rule is
usedi in this situation. Nmety-seven percent of the workers who perform
their tasks correctly 95 percent of the time are correctly identified. All those
who make more than 1 error in 6 perfornances of a task are inadequate
perforMers. The tradeoff is thatnot all idequate performers are deced.
Provider risk is low while consumer risk is high. During a single round of
supervion,numerousperformanceerrorsaredetected.Typically,because
a large number of problems are idertified during the first round, the health
system is overwhelmed with resolving them, and cannot deal with addi-
tional problems at that moment Therefore, it is desirable to have a lower
provider risk than a lower consumer risk

OAce the problems in the substandard health areas are addressed, t'he
Ministy of Health can be ready for a second batch of health areas with an
inadequate assessment A second round of supervision will identify more
of them because a large proportion of false negatives occurred in the first
round. Since supervision is performed frequently during the year, the
sensitivity of the method improves during the longitudinal applications.
The likelihood of misdassifying the same health worker forte same task
regardless of the performance level, continuously decreases over time.
Within oneyearmostof theproblemactivities shouldbe dected.Regular
use of LQAS supervision continues to reduce claification errors. Eventu-
ally, most health workers with problematic techue will be identified.

The continuous reduction m consumer risk with regular use of LQAS is
presented in Figure 11-1.

EXAPLE LQAS SMAPLNG USES THE BINOML FORMUA. In an infinitely
large population tie probability P of a successes occurrng (where a is the
number of adequately vaccinated individuals) in n trials is calculated as

(11-10) pa[ )] = q

where p the proportion of successful coverage, = the proportion of
substandard coverage =1- .p, n = the sample size, a = the number.in the
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Figure 11-1. Decreasing Classification Enror with Each Additional

Supervisor Visit
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sample with adequate coverage, and n - a = the number of detectives in a
sample (in LQAS, this expression is referred to as d).

The above formula was used to calculate all the probabiities in Table
11-7. in each cse, the expected value (80 percent or 50 percent) is the value
of p. These percentages are used because 80 percent coverage is considered
adequate in this example, and 50 percent is considered necessary for
improvement Several sample sizes are presented.-Each one has its advan-
tages and disadvantages.

For purposes of clarification, we consider momentarily a separate exam-
ple of a sample size of 12; 3 or fewer uncovered people are peraitted before
considering the HP as substandar& Withsuchadesign the evaluator would
identify 79.5 percent of the HPs that have achieved 80 percent coverage of
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their communities. Similarly, this design (n = 12, d =3) would misclassify
7 percent of those HPs that actually had poor coverage. Therefore, 93
percent of the poor HPs would be accurately identified.

These calculations were performed as follows. The probability of cor-
rectly identifying an HP in which zero urUMmunized individuals were
permitted in a sample of 12 individuals, assuming the true level of coverage
was 80 percent of the population is

. ~ ~~~~~~~~~ 1
Pa=p =0.80 = 0.0687.

The probability of identfying an HP in which 1 tunimmunized person
was permitted in the sample is

Pa = (nt! / [a! (n-a)!])p4q(fda)

- (12) 0.80"11 x 0.201= 0.2062.

T1heprobabilityof identifyinganrHP inwhichtwo unimmunizedpersons
were permitted in the sample is

Pa (66) p'q 12 = (66) 0-80" x .202 0.2835.

And, the probability of identifying an LP in which three unimmunized
persons were permitted in the sample is

Pa =220) p9 q 1-9 (220) 0.8 x 0.20= 02362.

'Therefore, the probability of properly identitying an HP in which three'
or fewer unimmunized persons were permnitted in the sample is

(0.0687 + 0.2062 + 0.2835 + 02362) = 0.7946 - 79.5 percent

Similarly, the probability of properly identifying an HP in whidh two or
fewer unimmunized persons were permitted in the sample is

(0.0687 + 0.2062 + 0.2835) = 0.5584 56 percent.

The binomial fnrmula was applied to calcu!ate the probability of cor-
rectly identifying anlHP whose true coverage was50 percentby permitting
three or fewer unimmunized individuals in the sample. This calculation is

(0.0002 + 0.0029 + 0.0161 + 0.0537) =0.0729= 7percent:

Hence, the probability is 93 percent that an HP in which coverage was.
50 percent would be correctly classified as below standard.
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Table 11-8. Weighting LQAS Results to Estimate Emmunization
Coverage for Target Areas

HP n d (n-tO/n N tt wtbn-d)Mn

1 12 2 0.83 23 23/1OS 0.18
2 12 3 0.75 15 15/105 0.11
3 12 0 1.00 29 29/105 0.28
4 12 6 050 17. 17/105 0.08
5 12 5 058 21 21/105 0.12
Totl 60 16 105 077

Thus, with the design of n 12, d =3 in communities in which he
expected coverage is 80 percent, some 79.5 percent of all the successful HI's
wouldbecorrectlyidentified,aswouldsome93percentofthoseUPswhose
coverage was 50 percet or lower. There remains a grey area of those HPs
whose coverage is between 80 percent and 50 percent The binomial could
be used to calculate theprobabilities of their classification.

Weighting LQAS Reslts to Calculate COerge

Table 114 shows how to use the LQAS results from several health areas to
measure the level of inumunizational coverage for a target area. In this
example, five HPs are assumed. Anestimate of coverage hi the area of these
five HBPs is therefore 77 percent The 95 percent confidence level for this
result could be calculated as follows:

-~~~~~~~~? (p - -- :'

1.96x nzoi'icpi gO

where n =sample size, wt = weight of AmB in total sample, p =proportion

of successful coverage; and q = proportion of substandard coverage.

Recommended Reading

Casley, Dennis, and Krshna Kumar. 1988.71w Collein, Anaysis and Use fMoni-f-
toring and Evaluation Data. Baltimore, Md: Johns Hopkins University Press.

Useful and easily understandable reference on both sampling and data analysis.
Although it focuses on agriculture, most of the discussion has broader application
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Cochran W. C. 1963. SampuingTechduesq NewYorlcJohnWiley.

Standard reference on sampling theory.

Kish, Leslie. 1965. Suruey Samnpling. New Yoric John Wiley.

A standard reference.

Valadez, Joseph. 1991. Assessing Child Survival Programs in Develoing Countries.-
Testing Lot Quality Assuce Sampling. Cambridge, Mass: Harvard University
Press

Note
t For a discsion of experiences in the use of panel samples in housing surveys

in El Salvador, see Bamrberger, Gonzalez-Polio, and Sae-Hau (1982). These authors
evenfound thattheentrancesof somehouseshadmovedfromonestreettoanother
as a result of remodeling.
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Organizational and Management
Issues in Program Evaluation

The usefulness of the inomation produced bymonitoring and evaluation
(M/E) systems depends in part on the way in which the systems are
organized and managed In view of the rapid increase in the number of
development projects and the wide range of information reqested by
differentagencies,itisnotsurprisingthatmanymonitoringandevaluation
agenciesareunabletoprovide altthedata,analysis,andrecommendations
required of them. This chapter examies the major organizational and
management issues affecting evaluation

Issues Affecting the Utility of Monitoring and Evaluation

Frst, difficuliesmayanisemidenftfifyngteintededusers of theM/E studies
and their information needs. M/E systems are usually developed by a
central agency, often with the help of foreign consultants, and are fre-
quently designed to serve the infomation needs of central planning and
finance agencies, with little thought to the iformation needs of lne mnn-
iskties and project implementation agencies.

Second, even whenthe usershavebeenidentified, the ftWrmation mmy not
be akbe when it is needed, or may notbe in a usable fomL Often the fault
lies with the quality of the information collected, butmany M/E agencies
have few resources for field supervion and consequently tend to ignore
or play down the problems relating to data quality. Also, projectmanagers

403
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have little incentive to use their scarce staff resources to ensure that the
infomiation indcuded i their monitorng reports is complete and accurate
Managerssoonrealize thatas longas therequired moInitoringinformation
is.submitted on time to the central agencies, hy willreceive little feedbadk
and willhardly ever be questioned about the accuracy of the data. Manag-
ers also prefer to avoid creating problems and consequently tend not to
mention some of the difficulties their projects are facing.

Thid, the utfilrt of many evaluation systems is affected by the way fhe
evaluations are organized at the project, sectoral, or national levels The
effectiveness of the M/E studies and who uses them depends on where the
monitoring and evaluation units are located Since monitoring system iare
centralizd, studies ofen respond more to the needs of central agences
than to those of implementing agencies and prqect manageTs. he way the
evaluation is organized may also exclude project beneficaries fronm the
planning and use of the studies Nongovernment organizations (NGOs)
mnay also be excluded. Furthermore, many M/E systems limit themselves
to the monitoring of prcect implementation and give little attention to the
operational phase, the assessment of project sustainability, or the evalua-
tion of project impacts.

Evaluations also suffer from problems of coordinmaion between the many
different agencies involved in a project and from the logitc problems
involved inensuringrapid transmission, processing, and dissemination of
monitoring in!ormation. These delays create a vicous circle. Because proj-
ect managers and local agencies receive little feedback on the monitoring
information they prepare, they have little incentive to provide prompt and
accurate information for central agencies. As a result, the informaton
finally produced is even less timely or useful

Monitoring is a source of power to those who control the system and a
threat to agencies that do not have this control (Bamberger 1988b;
Chelimy 1988; Palumbo 1987). The potentially threatening nature of
evaluation has had a destabilizing effect on M/E systems, since those
agencies being evaluatedhave sought to limitthe use of anydatathat affect
their budgets and programs. Furthermore, central agencies may compete
among themseves to controlthe systems. As a result of theseprures and
confficts, national MTE systems in South Asia had been unable to operate
in their curent form for more than three years (Ahmed and Bamberger
1989).
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A fifth and pervasive problem is that the agencies and indiduals whose
support is essenfiafor conducting the studies or using the results may have little
incentive to coopenhte. Monitoring and evaluation are often seen as theats
because poor evaluation results may lead to budget cuts, staff reductions,
or criticsm from higher levels. New projects or inques may thus find it
difficult to win approvaL There are also those who behieve that nothing
positivewillcomefromafavorable evaluation In othercases, agencies may
object to the additionalworkinvolvedin collectingmonitoring data-none
of which they believe will be of any practical use to themrL

The lack of incentives, on the part of potential clients, to use evaluation
is further complicated by the short time perspective of most policymakers
and managers. With a few exceptions (for a discussion of how evaluation
datahasbeenusedbysomepolicyaalysts inAsia,seeLamb andWeaving
1992), they tend to be more cortemed with immediate results than with
long-term benefits and impacts; Yet, one of the areas in which evaluation
can make a substantial contribution is assessing the long term- Conse-
quently, there is a limited demand for many of evaluation's potential
products. For the same reason, there is often greater demand for studies
which montor inputs fhan for those which evaluate outputs. Earlier, we
mentioned that there is some evidence of a growing interest in impact
studies, but this still continues to be the exception in most countries.

A final complicating factor has been the lack of coordination between
donor agencies. As a result, line ministries such as Agriculture, Irrigation,
or Urban Development; which have received assistance from different
donor agencies, maybe required to operate several independent monitor--
ing systems for projects that ale technically similar but are funded by
different intemational agencies.

Fourth, many MIE programs suffer from resource constrints. Some-
times problems arise because M/E was given low priority during prqect
appraisal and resources were not spefically assigned to it In other cases,
resources may have been used inappropriately, leaving many studies of
high priority without fundin& For example, substantial esources may have
been invested in long-term impact studies that provide no useful feedback
for managers, and thus little support may be available for short-tern
monitoring studies that could have been useful to managers. For vanous
administrative reasons, itmay also notbe possible to hire qualified profes-
sional staff, even though resources have been allocated for this purpose.
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Defining the Content and Objectives of MIE Programs

Defining Stkeholders and Their ifimnation Requirements

As mentioned elsewhere in this volume, development projects involve
many kInds of agences ternational (donors, NGOs, and foundations);
national and sectoral (central govermnent minisies, financil agen,
line ministries, NGOs, and national consulting and research groups); prj-
ect implementIng agencies; and intended benefidaries. These groups are
often referred to as sftakldeh s, for they all have aninterestin the outcome
of the prject and in the orietation and use of the M/E studies. One of the
biggest problems for the evaluation tem is to reconcile the confficting
demands of these groups.

Stakeholders are concerned about whether there should be an evalua-
tion, what should be studied, and how the results should be interpreted
and diminated. The evaluator must identify the principal stakeholders
and understand theirinformationneeds to esure the evaluationisfocused
an uxlilzafionl Differentusershave differentperspectives,and the evaluator
must often negotiate with stakeholders to reach a onswnsus on what Is to
be studied and must try to fairly reflect some of these different ponLts of
view- Some wrters believe the evaluator shouldbe an objective and impar-
tia outsider who applies rgorous (and v-alue-free) research methods to
provide objective answers to questions about how well a program has
performed; others argue that the search for objective truth is meaningless
and the role of the evaluator is to fy represent the perspectives of each
of the major stakeholders.

StakcehoIder analysis raises other questions about the role of the evalua-
torn Is it acceptable for the evaluator to passjudgment on programs or their
underlyingassumptions, orshouldhe orshebe ethicalyneutral?Arelated
question refers to the extent to which evaluators shoudd try to control how
the information is used. Patton (1978, 1982) believes that the evaluator
should try to ensure that the results of the evaluation are propely used and
discuses in considerable detail how tis can be done. Chelimsk (1987)
stresses the importance of undestanding how information willbe used m
different stages of the policy cycle but does not discusshow evaluators can
control its use (beyond ensuring that the right kinds of questions are asked
and the right kdnds of information collected). Weiss (1987) believes the
evaluator has little control overhow the information will be used.
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The orientation and informationneeds of some of the major stalceholders
are summarized in Table 12-1-

Successfid Strategies-fir Wor)dng with Stakeholders

The success of many evaluations is largly dependent on the preevaluation
strategies that are used to ensure the active imvolvement of stakeholders.
Newcomer and Wholey (1989) recommend the followingstrategies:

* Evaluators should serve as advocates who convince potential clients
of the benefits of the evaluation.

* Evaluators should educate pro managers about the great variety
of evaluation tecbniques available

Barkdoll and Sporn (1989) also stress the importance of "denystifying
evaluation' This is important for severalr asons. First, a manager who
understands the potential benefits of an evaluation is more likely to com-
mission it Second managers who have a better understading of resource
requirementsarelikeytofactatetheprocessof identifyingpotentialdata
sources and getting access to them. Third, the evaluation is more likely to
help improve the program studied. Fially, a bette understanding is
likely to promote a better working onsh between managers and
evaluators.

D The sensitivity of evaluators to timin& particulaly to the deadlines
imposedonprogrammanagers,is crticalto thesuccess of evaluation.

* Program managers attracted by the prospect of a quick turnaromd
evaluation would be well advised to assign staff to detemine infor-
mation needs before evaluators are brought in

Defning the Scope and Objectiva of the Evaluation and the Princimal Types
of Information to Be Generated

M/E studies can produce four main lknds of iformation, each of which
serves different objectives: indicators of project implementation, indicators
of project effectiveness, indicators of project efficiency, and general plan-
ning information (Table 12-2). The -collection of each type of nformation
has a cost, and it is essential for management to establishpriorities in terms
of time and resource all.ocation between the different Idnds of studies.
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Table 12-1. InfonnationNeeds of the Major Stakeholders

International Organizatons
The project divisions of donor agencies require periodic infornation on physical
and financial piogress, as specified in the loan agreement Prognron or policy
divisions may requirebroader economic or social data to evaluate project impacts
and to help in the selection of future projects. Donors andfoundutions also sponsor
broader studies to assess how prcects affect and are affected by, sectora and
national policies.

Nationd Insitutins
Planning Ministries require summary indicators on project implementation and
how this affects loan disbursements. Some agences also compare alternative
projects in terms of their cost-effectiveness or their economic rates of rehwrn

The MnirqfFinance monitors thefinacfiu peformance of allprqec& Monitor-
ing is often limited to standard auditing, but in some cases cost- effectivness
teciues (see Chapter 4) are used. In a nubxer of developing countries the
legislative branch is beginnig to create its own watdhdog agencies such as the
Programne Evaluation Organization in India.

Lie mnisressuch as Housig Irgation, and Health corinte and supevise
projects, and prepare information required by central plannig and financial
agenda Ministies vary greatly with respect to the kinds of M/E informatin
they require-which may range from basic monitormg tables to sophisticat

* ~~researh proj7ects.

- The research commmity may pressure their coleagues in the evaluation units to
make studies more sophisticated or academically "intersting' or to ensure that
the evaluation follows a particular ideological line.

Loca Implemet and Coodination Agnie
Projet implemnting agencies require short- and medium-term infonmation to
monitor progress and to detect and help resolve problems whe they marise The
agencies also producemonitoiigdata fornationalagercies. Different divsion
witin implementing agencies have different information needs and different
expectations from a monitoring unit

ProeCt Benficiries
Many projects involve very little- consultation with project beneficiaries in the
design or review of mcitoring studies. However, there is an increasing aware-
ness of the important role that benefiaries should play in alsthges of the
evaluatimoL Many community developmentorganizations encouragebeneficiar-
ies to develop heirrownmonitoringsystems,particuarlytoensurethatbenefits
reach the intended population groups.
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Table 12-2. The Main Types of Information MlE Programs Can
Produce

Inicans fprjer-t progress
* Selection of participants
* Progress of construction and physical implementation
* Utilization of project services
0 Consolidation and follow-onprojects
* Dropouts
. Maintenace
* Cost recovery

Inditors fprpiect cffve
* Accessbility/affordability ofservices
* Impactontargetpopulation
* Multiplier effects

Impacts on sectral and national policies

Indicators fpey
Performanceofindividualprcjectcomponents
General efficiency in terms of design, finance, imrplementation, costrecovery
C Comparison with altemative projects in terms of costs, quality, and
replicability

Generl plannftnginfirmaton
* Socioeconomic characteristics of the targetpopulation

Cuentlivng conditions and access to services
- Humandevelopmentindicators
- Communityorganization

DEFI NIG THE LEVEL OF COMPLTY AND THE COVERAGE OF THE EVALUA-
TION. Organizations vaLy considerably in ihe size and complexity of their
progras and irSormationneeds,.as well as inte professional and finan-
cial resources available for the evaluation. The program manager must
reconcileinformationneedswith available resoiurces. If the monitoringand
evaluation program is too complex, there is a danger of overloading the
capacity of the organization to conduct and absorb the studies. Dissemina-
tion will then be delayed, the quality of the studies will decline, and the
program will cost far more in money and staff time than intended.-
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When the studies begin, they should be kept as simple and economical
aspossible, so the evaluation team can gradually gainexpeenence and avoid
the danger of overloading the capacity of the organization to review and
use the results. The volume and complexity of the studies canbe increased
at a later point, if necessary. It is usually advisable not to include complex
longitudinal impact studies in the evaluation of a first project but to focus
on developing an effective system of performance and process monitoring
to help management assess how well the basic operating systems are
functioniing. Impact studies become more mportant for later prcjects once
the basic opertional model has been tested- The manager should define
the niirtimuminformation requirements for te evaluation and ensure that
no unnecessary studies are indluded.

DEFNiNG THE DURATION OF TB EVALUATION. It is important to stipulate
t-hepointsatwhichtheevaluationbeginsandends.Manydhangeswillstart
to take effect as soon as it is knowm that a prqect is being planned. For
example, as soon as itislcnown that an urban community is to be upgraded,
speculative purchases of land will begin, and squatters who do not have
tenurernghtsmay startto leavethe community. Many of these changeswgl

be missed if the evaluation does not begin until the project has formlly
beeninitiated.

Atthe otherextreme,manyimpactswilnottakeplaceuntilseveralyears
after the physical implementation of the projecthasbeen completed. I, as
frequently happens, the evaluation ends with the completion of the phys-
ical implementation of the project then it will not be possible to measure
many of the most important impacts.

Decding How the MIE Program Should Be Organized

Organizonal Franmorkfira TypicaIProjec/Progmnm Evaluation

Most development projects involve a ntuber of different agencies at the
international, national, project, and community levels, each requiring dif-
ferent kinds of information onhow the project is performing. Every project
issupervisedbya caralorlocalgovernmentagency(Ministry of Housin&
MinistrY of Education, and the like), often coordinated by a local agency
such as a city housing or health authority. Many projects include various
subcomponents (health, small business developmnent, tansport), each re-
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quiririg the particpation of different agencies at the national, state, or local
leveL

One or more central agencies will also be responsible for contmlling
project finances, auditing projects (Ministry of Finance, Auditor Generals
Office, and the like), and possibly for integrating projects with national or
regional development strategies (inisty of Planning, State Economic
Commission). Where projects receive funding from one or more interna-
tional donors each of these will have its own project supervision and
auditing departments.

One or more agencies will also be involved in executing and analyzing
the monitorng and evaluation studies. In multicomponent projects, each
sectoral agency (health, housing; small business development, and so on)
willbe concemed withmonitoring and evaluation activities. The executing
or local coordination agencies may have their own M/E unit(s) or may
subcontract studies to local, national, or intemational consultants.

Since each of these agencies will have different information require-
ments, the monitoring and evaluation systems can become quite complex.
Most of these organizations operate quite independently of each other-
Consequently, the work they do maybe unnecessaril duplicate& During
asingleyearinoneintegratedurbandevelopmentprocectinBrazilthelocal
monitoringandevaluationunit(responsibletothecityproectcoordinating
agency) was askedto conductstudiesbyeightagecides,most ofwhichwere
unaware of the numbers and types of studies being requested by the other
agencies.

Sectoral agences such as a national housing bank, or small businss
development agency, which are responsible for designingnew projects and
formonitoring theperformance and impacts of ongoing prcects, mayhave
theirownresearchstafftoconductM/Eandotherkindsof studies.Jnother
cases, these sectoral agencies may subcontract studies to national or local
research and consulting groups.

Altenatime Ways to Organize ME at the Proje]ctPOgnUn Level

The way M/E is organized at the project/program level w£i have a
significant impact on the knds of studies tat are conducted and how they
are used. Following are some of the issues to be considered here:

Shoudmonitoringandevaluationbothbe conducted by thesameunit
or should they be conducted separately?
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* Should a special monitoring (and evaluation) uriit(s) be created, or
should these functions be assigned to an existing division?

* To whom should the monitoring (and evaluation) units report?
*a Should monitoring (and evaluation) be conducted in-house or should

it be subcontracted?
* Should outside consultants be used, and if so in what capacity?
* Can some or all of the M/E functions be conductedc by a central

agency?

Fgure 12-1 ilustrates one orational option in which two separate
uitts havebeen created: an evaluation unitrepordng directly to te general

Figure 12-1. Organizational Options for Project Monitoring
and Evaluation

Steering
Committee

- 1 ~~Evalut ion|
Un-it

General Manager.

I - Finanoe [- i7j;Pning Operations |
D Department -Departmer

Nofe: In this option the monitoring and evaluation functions are sepamated the evaluation
unit reports direcdy to the general manager, while the monitoring unit reports to the chief
of operations Another common option is to combine moritoring and evaluation in the
.same unit, whichmayreprt to the general manager, or thecief of theplanningoropera-
tionsdeparbuent. A third optionis to subco*tTCt the evaluationr fnction to an outside
group such as a university, withmonitoring being conducted internally and reporting to ei-
ther the general manager or one of the department heads.
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manager and a monitoring unit under the Operations Department. The
advantage of this arrangement is that the moritoring unit can respond
directly to operational needs, while the evaluation unit can conduct more
general and long-term studies. A potential danger is that the separation of
functions may lead to a lack of coordination, with either a duplication of
fumctions or certain important types of study not being conducted.

A second option is to have a single monitoring and evaluation unit
(ME)) reporting to the Operations Department This has the advantage of
keeping the MEU in close contact with operational activities and project
beneficiaries and thus makes it easier to identify operationally useful
studies and ensure rapid feedback to the people who can use the findings.
A potential problem here is that the choice of studies may be determined
by the interests of the department, and so it may be difficult to examine
broader issues affecting other departments or which influence the general
policy of the organizaton.

A third option is to have a single monitoring and evaluation unit
reporting to the general manager of the project-implementing agency. This
permits theMEBU to conduct generalstudies of projecteffciency and impact
and to have direct access to senior management. A potential problem here
is that the studies may become too remote from the operating divisions.

There is no ideal organizational structure, and any decision about how
to organize the M/E program must take into account the size, internal
dynamics, and level of professional expertise of the project implementing
agency The following guidelines should be kept in mind:

* Fortheevaluationtobeoperationallyumcful,seriormanagementmust
be involved in the planning and review of the evaluation program. If
the evaluation is located in one of the operating departments, it will
automatically lose some of its effectiveness.

* In a small organization, the evaluation unit should probably report
directly to the general manager.

* In a larger organization that is responsible for a number of different
projects, the decision is more difficult If the evaluation unit reports to
the general manager (or executive staff), it may be too far removed
from the project If, on the other hand, it reports to a proect manager
or department head, then access to senior staff is reduced.

* A balance must be achieved between the requirement of objectivity
(and, hence, a certain distance from the day-to-day activities) and the
need to maintain close contact with operational activities.
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* The evaluation unit should be given sufficient autonomy to be able to
contract high grade staff. At the same time it is essential to avoid
forming an elite group receiving higher salaries and better worldng
conditions, which creates resentment and makes it difficult to reinte-
grate evaluation staff into the organization.

SHOULD A SPECIAL EVALUATION UNIT BE CREATED? It is sound organiza-
tional procedure to avoid creating additional units that increase overhead
and produce bureaucratic delays and problems of control. In addition, if a
special evaluationunitis created with outside funding and special employ-
ment conditions, it may prove difficult to reintegrate unit stiff into the
organization when the pilot project ends. Furthermore, an independent
unitwith some autonomy may nothave a strong financial base, since it may
not have direct access to normal government funding. These s 'ecial units
can experence long delays in paying staff andl meeting other expenses
while waiting for authorization to disburse the specal funds.

If the evaluation program is very large, however, it is almost essential to
create a special unit. Being autonomous, it can provide greater indepen-
dence and objectivity because the evaluation is not controlled by any one
department andmay have greater flexibility in hiring staff (and in offering
more attractive salaries). Although this may create problems in the long
run for reintegrating he unit, in many countries it would be impossible to
attract good research staff if only civil service salaries could be offered.

THE ROLE OF THE STEERING. COMIvUrr. A steering committee, with
representatives of participating agencies as wel as planniing and research
institutions,coud oversee the monitoring2and evaluationprogr.It could
provide technical guidance in the design and review of stucdies and could
ensure active cooperation from key participating agencies. The steering
committee could also ensure a certain degree of objectivity and credibility
for the evaluation. It is important not to make the steedng committee so
large that it is meffective; nor should it put unnecessary barriers in ithe way
of issuing reports.

CAN MONITORING AND EVALUATION FUCnCIONS BE CENTRALIZED? Some
may wonder whether it would be more cost-effective to centralize M/E
activities in one specialized agency. This is neither practical nor effective
for several reasons. First, it is not possible to conduct a comprehensive
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study covering all the issues of interest to each agency. A study must be
designed for a specific purpose if it is to provide the information needed
by a particular client

Second, each agencyneedsinformation thatitcantustand thathasbeen
collected to respond to its own partcular needs. The cooperation required
to study delicate issues such as interagency conflicts, poor organizational
performante, and lack of community support, will only be given if the
agency is able to control how the information wil be used and dissemin-
ated. Third, there are many areas of potential conflict between agencies
because of competition for resources or different political allegiances.
Under these circumstances, agencies would not be willing to make infor-
mation on the performance and problems of thteir programs available to
their potential competitors.

Evaluations must also be fist enough and flexblIe enough to respond
rapidly to the information needs of the organization it serves. In practice,
ftis can only be achieved when the evaluation unit reports directly to the
project manager.

THE ROLE OF CONSULTANTS. The use of consultants brings a number of
advantages, induding access to specialized research sElls, a greater degree
of objectivity, and greater flexibility in the employment of staff and the use
of financial resouices. From an administrative point of view, when consul-
tants are used, it is unnecessary to create new permanent staff positions.
The disadvantage of consultantsis that outsiders are often.perceived as a
treat and may not be able to establish the rapport with project staff that
can be achieved by an intemalunit (see Box 12-I). Furthermore, an exteral
evaluation is usually much more expensve and may not help develop an
interal research capabilitr. Because the scope and duration of their work
is usually precisely defined, consultants may not have the flexibility to
adapt to changing management information needs.

Even so, consultants can be used in a number of ways in developing a
general in-house evaluation capability. First, anadviser maybe contracted,
ofben as part of i donor technical assistance package. The adviser must
not become the de facto director of the evaluation unit, imposing a re-
search scheme that may not respond to the needs of the organization or
the technical capabilities of the evaluation unit The ability and willingness
to train local staff should be an important factor in the selection of the
adviser.
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Box 12-L Typical Problems When Monitoring andEvaluation
Are Subcontracted to Outside Consultants

Inoneof theearlyWorldBankurbanprojects, thedesignandcimplementation
of the monitoring and evaluation system was subontracted to a newly
formed group of local consutants. The quality of many of the reports was
technicallyvery good,butin mostcases they had litme operational impact for
the following reasons

* The executing and coordinating agencies had no medcanisms for
reviewing thereports,withtheresultthatlongdelaysoccurredbefore
the recommendations were acted on.

* The government agences did not have an experienced researcher
who could coordinate with the consultants and interpret their work
for the executing agencie

* To avoid controversy, the consultants avoided making direct recoi-
mendations or drawing attention to delicate issues. For example, they
left it to the reader to asses the policy implications of the high level
nf illegal subletting thatwas detected.

* The reports were not presented in a useful way and contined more
detail than the average manager was able to absorb.

* The consultig group, whichwas quite small, encountered personal
and financial problems that caused them to lose some of their key
staff As a rsult, they were unable to complete their contractu
obligations or to prepare a final reporL

None of the staff of the executing or plaming agencies received anry
training or guidance in evaluation techniques from the consultants,
and five years after the consulting contractbegan, itwasastlMnecessary
to looktoprivateconsultantstoconduct eventhemostbasicevaluation
studies.

Second, consultants can assist in the design of the insuments and the
systems for data analysis, or provide technical assistance an speific topics
such as sample design, data analysis or report writing. Third, consultants
may be contracted to conduct specific studies requiring special methodol-
ogies or the use of large and complex sample surveys.

The use of consultants should be kept to a minimum until the evaluation
unit has had time to establish itself If new and inexperienced evaluation
directors have advisers constantly looking over their shoulders, they may
rever gain sufficient confidence to develop their own research programs
and priorities. In the early stages, consultants should provide assistance
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through periodic visits, perhaps monthly visits from a national consultant
or quarterly ones from an expatriate. Ideally, the consultant should help
the evaluation team develop their own evaluation program rater thanbe
the person who actually develops the program.

Consultants can also be used when an "independent and objective"
perspective is requirecL Organizations ted to perceive the world in terms
of their own objectives, and although theymay conduct a ngorous analysis
of how well their objectives are being achieved, they may never question
the validity of the objectives themselves For example, a housing prcect
may evaluate the speed and cost of producing shelter units, butmay never
question whether these unts are an effective way to improve the wdlfare
of low-income households. An important function of outside consultants
is to evaluate these objectives and underlying assumptions, as well as the
way in which they are implemend.

Furthermore, a consultant can serve as a communication link between
implementing agencies and project beneficaries. Managers hfeently re-
ceive limited and distorted feedback on beneficiary reacions through the
members of asmallandunrepresentativecommulnity mjta, or fromproject
technical staff who see their job as "selling" the project to the community
rather an listening to the community The consultant is not subject to
these or tional Constmints and is able to liste to the point of view of
all the main sectors of the affected populations and communicate these
views to management (Salmen 1987).

INvOLviNG PROJECT BENECIAE. The evaluation should be organized
insuch away as to ensure thatintended projectbeneficiaries andpotential
"victims" are adequatelyinvolved atall stages. Unfortunately,beneficiary
involvementisrarelybuiltinto the evaluation of goverrnentprojects even
though participatory technques are well known and not difficult to apply
(see Chapter 5). How can participatory approaches be built into the man-
agement and orgnzation of the evaluation?

National and international funding agencies can make an important
contnrbution by requiring that beneficiary assesment or social impact
analysis be conducted during prctect appraisal and that indicators of soial
impact be indluded in monitoring reports and in the project completion
reports.

Itis also important to ensure thatthe evaluation team incudes staffwith
the experience to conduct beneficiary assessment, or that consultants are
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contracbed to conduct the initial analyses and to train in-house staff in the
use of these techniques. Often this expertise can be obtained through
cooperation with NGOs (see following section).

The most important factor, however, is the attitude of project manage-
ment Although the techniques for beneficary assessment are now well
establishedm manyproject evaluations make littleuse of them It is essential
for project managers to fuly understand the importance of constant dia-
logue with the groups affected by their projecs, and their M/E staff and
consultants should be encouraged to use these techniques.

ENSURING CONT1NJ OF THE EVALUATION BEYOND THE PROJECT IM-
PLEMErtATION PHASE. As already mentioned, most M/E programs focus
on monitoring the project implementation phase, and systematic monitor-
ing ceases once theprojectimplementation phase is completed. The reason
for this is organizational rather than methodological It has to do with the
fact-among others-that the evaluation is funded under a project loan (so
that funding stops when pr;ect implementation is completed) or that
government agencies want to implement capital investment projects as
quickdy as possible, but attach a much lower priority to assessing the
operation or sustainability of these projects or to evaluating their impacts.

One important step is to decide the appropriate or i al anange-
ments for longer-term studies. A special prcject implementation unit,
w-hich will be disbanded after project implementation is completed, may
be well suited to monitor project implementation, but is obviously not the
appropriate agency for conducting long-term studies.

One option is to develop an evaluation capacity in the line ministry or
sectoral agcy responsible for project design.and supervision This agency
(for example, the Ministry of Agiculture orMlnisry oflHousingandUrban
Development) is usually in charge of designg and managing all sectoral
projects as well as formulating and reviewingsectoral policies, and thus is
a logical place to develop this longer-term sectoral evaluation capacity.

A second option is to contract an agency such as an NGO, university, or
consulting group to design and implement long-term monitoring and
evaluation systems for certain high-priority projects. This approach could
also be used to develop a methodology that could later be applied on a
wider basis for sectoral agences.

A third option is for a central agency, such as the Ministry of Plannin&
to assumeresponsibility for conducting (directly or through consultants)
these studies.
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As discussed below, these organizational arrangements mustbe comple-
mented by an insttution-building strategy to ensure that qualified -moni-
toring and evaluation staff are adequately prepared.

Orgaizaon ofMonitoring and Evaluation at the National Level

Box 12-2 summanrizes the key issues in designing and managing a national
M/E system. The interested reader is referred to Rist (1990:esp. chap. 1) for
a description of how OECD member countries have approached these
questions. Countries differ considerably on issues such as the degree of
centralization, whether the central evaluation agency reports to the legis-

Bcoc 12-2. Key Issues to Consider in Designing and Operating
a National Monitoring and Evaluation System,

* Where should the central M/E unit (agency) be located?
* To what extent should M/E be cen or decentralized?
* Does the centralevaluation agencyreporttothe executive or thelegislative

branch of government?
* How dosely is evaluation integrated with traditional auditing functions?
- How can MiE information be used in the selection and design of future

projects?
* Whoare theprincipal stakeholders at the intemational, nationalregional,

project, and local levels?
* What are the informationneeds ofstakeholdersand how can this inforna-

tionbe made available to them?
* Who has access to the findings of the evaluations?
* How should responsibilities for collection, analysis and use of M/E infor-

mation be divided between central, line, arnd project-executing agencies?
- Can the information needs of donors be standardized to perit the devel-

opment of uniforrn M/E procedures?
* How can the need to rapidlyprocess and summarize informationon large

numbers of prcjects be combined with an in-depth understanding of
projects?

* How can the appropriate set of M/E indicators be developed?
* How can M/E information be effectively disseminated and built into

planning and management procedures at the project and national levels?
* How can the quality of M/E information be controlled?
* How can thebenefits of thenew computer technologiesbe mosteffectively

used for M/E?
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lative or executive brandh of government, andi who has access to the
evaluation results. Decisions on how evaluation is organized can have a
large impact on the kInds of studies conducted.

STRUCrURE OF A NATIONAL m/E SYSTEM. Monitoring and evaluation sys-
tems canbe dassified according to theirlevel of vertical integration and the
range of M/E activities they carry out There are thre mainlevels of vertical
integration (United Nations ACC Task Force 1984):

* Monitoring is only conducted at the project level projects are moni-
tored on an ad hoc basis (usually at the request of donor agences).

* Monitoring is conducted at both the project and the sectoral (ministe-
rial or agency) levels. There is some degree of standardization of
procedures, the scope of the studies is often expanded (to indlude
evaluation as well as monitoring), and the findings from different
projects are synthesized to some degree-

s Monitoring and evaluation are coordinated trough a central MIE
agency. This agency (usually located in the Ministry of Planning
Finance, or Program/Plan Implementation) develops standardized
reporting formats that line agencies are required to complete, is re-
sponsible for summarizing the status of all major ongoing projects to
the cabinet or prime mirnster's office, and has some responsibility for
detecting and heping resolve problems affecting the implementation
of projects.

* A fourth level must be introduced for federal systems where state or
provincial planning agences also have significant MIE functions.

The central coordination may also be divided between two or more
agencies. The level of integration and complexity of the WE system tends
to be related to the size of the country, its level of economic development,
the numbers of projects supported by foreign aid, and its research expen-
ence and resources. In countres heavily dependent on foreign aid, moni-
toring usually begins at the project leveL Once a significant number of
projects are being monitored, a central monitoring unit, usually in the
Ministry of Planning or Finance, may be created-with primary responsi-
bility for monitoring the urt of foreign aid.

The efficient planniing and management of national development re-
quires timely and accurate information On the progress of projects, the
extent to whichprojects are achievingtheir objectivesma cost-effective and
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Figure 12-2. Structure of aTypicalNationalMonitoring
and Evaluation System
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fimely n-nner, and th, contr'bution of individual projects to the addieve-
ment of sectoral and national development ObJeetives. Much of thiis infor-
mation can be obtained firouh a nationa monitoring and evraluatim
systemn that provides the infomnation required by policymakers and man-
agers at the national, sectoral, provincalfstcate, and local levels.

Figure 12-2 illustrates thie stru*ure of a typical national MJE system. It
will normally have the following components:
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* A central agency responsible for defining and coordinating the na-
tional monitoring and evaluation strategy. This will normaUy be the
Mnistry of Planring.

* A central agency responsible for implementing and coordinating the
monitoring of development projects. This may be the Ministry of Plan-

ing& the Ministry of Plan or Program Implementation or, less com-
monly, the Ministry of Finance.

- A central agency responsible for implementing and coordinating the
evaluation of development projects and programs. This should nor-
mally be the Ministry of Planning.

* A central agency responsible for monitoring resource utlization and
aid disbursements, for assessing capacity of agencies to implement
projects and for defining future resource allocation This will normally
be the Ministry of Finance.

= One cr more agencies responsiblefor ensuringaccountabitiyto donors
and to the national legislature and executive for the use of project
fumds. This wfll normally be the Ministry of Planning in coordination
with the Auditor GeneraL

* Amonitoring and evaluation cell in each development agency and line
inist.y

* In federal systems there should be a monitoring and evaluation cell in
each state or province This will normally be located in the plarring
department of the state or provincial government

o Monitoring (and possibly evaluation) cells in each major project

Most developing countries will also have a large number of interational
agencies (bilateral, multilateral, and nongovernment) monitonng the pro-
jects they are financing. The situation of NGOs varies considerably from
one country to another, but as discussed below, most governments fail to
use the potential evaluation capacity of NGOs to its full advantage.

The responsibilities of each of these agencies and the coordination and
communication between them canbe defined in many ways, but normally
the central planning ministry should be responsible for developing and
coordinating the operation of the overall monitoring and evaluation sys-
tem. Without an overall framework and adequate coordination, certain
kinds of essential information may not be collected or analyzed, available
infornation may not be accessible to intended users, information may
be incomplete or inaccurate, and potentially useful infornation may notbe
collected in a form that is usable.
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The MJE functions of these agencies were descried in Chapter 2 and
their information needs were summarized in Table 12-1.

Why Most M/E Systems Focus on Monitoring Project ImplementaLion
and Ignore Project Sustainabiliy or Impacts

Although many countries have established, or are in the process of estab-
lishigcentralagndesresponslbleforbothmonitoringandevaluatingthe
performance of projects, iutil recently almost all of the resources of these
central M/E agencies were used to monibor project implementation. A
small but growing number of countries are now placing greater emphasis
on ex-postevaluationsrsbutin gerallittleattentionispaidtowhetherthe
projects continue to operate and whether the intended impacts are pro-
duced. This situation canbe attributed to a number of factors.

Fist,bothdonorsandborrowers are3moreconcemedwithcapitalinvest-
mentthanwithoperationsand maintenance.Buildinganew roadorschool
is much more attractive to governments than investing money in repairs
and maintenance. Donors have been equaIly reluctant to include funds for
recurrent expenditures in their loans or grants, although in rcent years
they have been more wiling to fund rehabilitation prqects.

A second, related factor is that M/E activities are often funded as part of
a loanor grant from aninternational agency. Typically, theloan covers only
theperiodofprc4ectimplementationmandthefundingforM/Estudiesends
when implementation is completed. A whole generation of urban develop-
mentprojects has stipulated thatprojectimpactsmustbe evaluated,but the
funds to conduct these evaluations have dri up and many MIE units
were disbanded just as the first families were settling into their new
houses.

Third, during the 1970s a number of attempts were made to extend to
developing countries the kinds of sophisticated quasi-exprimental de-
signs that were being used in the War m Poverty programs such as Head
Start, Experimental Housing Allowance Prograxs, and Negative Income
Tax(seeRossiandWrght1984).Fewif anyofthe attempts toreplicatethese
large-scale evaluations in developing countnes proved cost-effective or
useful, and by the 1980s most of these ambitious impact evaluation designs
werebeingabandoned infavorofmoremodestmonitoringsystems.Casley
and Lury (1982) report that large evaluation studies in the 1970s to estimate
agricultural prcect impacts and to construct farm production and house-
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hold consumption models proved extremely expensive and produced
limited results, sothatnow donors and govemments are mainlyconcemed
with collecting basic monitoring informatiaon on agricultural inputs and
outputs. Similarly ambitious evaluation designs were developed for urban
projects (Keare and Parris 1982). USAID and other agencies also funded
sophisticated evaluations of water supply anrd health programs, among
others, again with only limited success.

As a result of these negative experiences, many analysts continue to
question the usefulness of such broadly based impact evaluations, and
many government planners, poliCYmas, and project managers argue
that impact evaluation should either be abandoned or considered academ-
ically oriented research-which should notbe financed with project funds.
In recent years, however, donors and some governments have expressed
renewed interest in developing less ambitious and more cost-effetve
evaluation methods (see Chapters 5 and 7).

The Role of Donor Agencies in Strengthening Nationa AMIE Systems

DorLors are the major source of development finance in many developing
countries. Because of their concern about accountability in the use of their
funds, they have had a strong influence on the development of many
nationalM/Esystems. Donorinvolvementhasprcducedbothpositiveand
-negative resuIts On the positive side, they have been instmiental in
introducing the concepts of monitoring, have trained local staff -in the
design and implementation of monitoring studies, and have provided the
equipment and logistical support required to conduct the studies. Donors
have aIso supported irnnovative work in areas such as beneficiary assess-
mentmoniton-,sustainabilityassessmen:andaltematifvemethodologies
for evaluating project impacts.

However, donor agencies have also hindered the development of na-
tionalM/E systems because their primary concen has been to monitor the
performance of their own projects As a result, they have shown little
interest in helping the government develop M/E systems that can be
applied to all projects. Govenmments are often required to apply different
monitoring methodologies in a particular sector simply because projects
are fundedby different international agences.

Biateral agencies are required to account to their govenmments for the
use of funds, and most conduct their own project evaluations with the
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limited involvement of national agencies. For example, both USAIID and
Canadian CIDA projects are normally evaluated by agecy staff in cooper-
ation with consultants-who may be nationals but who are frequently
brought in from outside. Although the AID Evalattion Handbook (1987:10)
states that "the Agency places considerable importance on makng moni-
toring and evaluation a collaborative activity involving A.LD's counter-
parts to the fullest extent possible," in most cases their projects are
evaluated by AID staff and consultants, and if counterparts are involved it
is to help execute the AID evaluation design.

CIDXAs Pctixal Guidefor Conducting Project Evaluations (1985) is written
exdusively for CIDA staff and makes no reference to the involvement of
national evaluation agencies.

TIhe Organization forEconomic Cooperation and Development publica-
tion "Methods andPrr,ced uresin Aid Evaluation" (OECD 1986) documents
the procedures used by the major aid donors to evalate their programs.
Each of the tiree systems descibed (centralized and independent; central-
ized, integated; and dual) are implemented by the donor, witl virtually
no formal involvement of the recipient country. Ihe report (OECD 1986&50)
states:

There has been little official comnitment within the bilateral donor commu-
rity to provide support for the development of the evaluation capacity of the
recipient countries. Only a few donors report explicit polices on this issue.
Several, however, have been engaged in activities which m effect do involve
recipients either to improve the evaluation or to develop their institutional
capacity.

Stokke (1991b) cnfirms that this situation did not change greatly over the
succeeding five years.

The WorldBank andthe regional developmentbanksrequiremonitoring
reports to be prepared by the national project executing agency. Funds for
this purpose are normally indluded in the loan or credit Some guidelines
have beenprepared (both generl and some sector specific), and technical
assistance may be provided by the lending agency- Wit the exeption of
the Africa Agrculure Department and the Africa Region Poverty and
Social Policy Division (the latter for programs to mitigate the social costs of
adjust), however, the World Bank has no monitoring or evaluation units
that could provide tecdncal assistance to borrowers in the design andc
implementation of M/E systems for ongoing projects.
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The Operations Evaluation Department (OED) of the World Bank does
assist some governments in the preparation of project completion reports
and in the development of an evaluation capability to conduct ex-post
evaluations.

Althoughthe developmentbankshavehelpednationalagencies develop
a project monitoring capacity, the intemational agencies have made almost
no effort to standardize approaches. Second, the studies normally cover
only the implementation phase of a project and do not continue during
project operation. Thus, no attempt is made to assess sustainability or
impacts. Third, the terms of reference and the scope of the monitoring tend
to be determined more by the concerns of the donor than by the interests
of the borrower. And fourth, the focus is normally restricted to the project
level, and no attempts are made to assess the sectoral impacts of a particular
project.

While recogning that donor agencies have responsibilities to their own
gover-nments, and must inevitably be primarily concerned to ensure the
satisfactory performaance of theprojects-theyarefundin& Box12-3suggests
some concrete ways in whichintemational agencies could help strengthen
national monitoring and evaluation capacity.

The Role of Donors in the Evaluation of Poverty Alleviation:
The Social Dmnsions of Adjustment in Africa

The Social Dimensions of Adjustment (SDA) Program for Afrca is an
example of an area in which international agences have tried to help
countries strengthen their capaity for designing,mnplementing, and inter-
preting policy and program evaluation. The SDA program (which was
discussed in Chapter 3) was a collaborative progm of the African Dev-
elopment Bank, the TlNDP, and the World Biank One of its principal tasks
was to help countries develop a capacity to generate and analyze the kdnds
of data required to identify the groups most severely affectedby structural
adjustment programs and to monitor the implementation of poverty alle-
viation policies and programs The plrincIpal data collection instruments
and the methods of analysis are described in Grootaert and Marchant
(1991). Grootaert andYanbur (1990) and Boatengandhis colleagues (1990)
illustrate how the methodology was applied in. CBte dlvoire and Ghana,
respectively.
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Box 12-3. Ways in Which Donors Can Help Strengthen National
MIE Systems

Design and Implementation of Project Monitoring

Where the evaluation must be conducted by the donor agenqy:
* Select national consultants and involve national research agencies.
* Identify and review existingnationalstudies.
* Involve national experts at an early stage so that their views can be

taken int consideration in the evaluation design.

Where the evaluation uwll be conducted by a national agency:
* Ersure that the M/E system is discussed at an early stage of the loan

discussions.
* Ensure that persons technically qualified to design the M/E compo-

nent are involved in the discussions to avoid having unrealistic terms
of reference approved during loan negotiations.

- Provide technical assistance to help the borrower prepare useful and
realistic terms of reference for the M/E component
R^eview carefully teproposed organizationalandstaffingproposals
for M/E and ensure that any potential problems are discussed and
resolved before the loan agreement is finalized.

* Ensure that adequate arrangements are made for the M/E studies to
continue after the closure of the loan or credit-

Strengthening the National M/E System

* Improvecoordinationbetweenintemationalagencies to help develop
standardized MIE information requirements in each sector.

* Help national agencies develop a standardized methodology and
upgrade the capacity of their staff to implement this methodology.

* Provide technical assistance for the design and management of na-
tional MfE systems, where possible by resource persons from the
same regic-.

- Promote regional or interregional semmars and study tours and
provide opportunities for the exchange of experiences.

* Help introduce new evaluation meithodologies in areas such as rapid
appraisal methods, the assessmentofprojectsustainability,andmore
cost-effective methods for assessingproject impacts.
Help national agencies assume responsibility-for the preparation of-
project completion reports and for developing data bases to permit
the use of this information in the selection and design of new projects.
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The Role ofNongovernmental Organizations

Many NGOs have considerable experience in project evaluation-particu-
larly for local projects that focus on sodal development goals or on gener-
ating employment In recent years, donors and governments have become
increasingly interested in the project execution capabilities of NGOs, and
they have been offered a larger role in the implementation and to some
extent the design of public sector projects. However, much less interesthas
been shown in the possibility of involving NGOs in the monitoring and
evaluation of government projects.

There are a number of areas in which NGOs could make an important
contribution to program evaluation. First, many NGOs have an in-depth
knowledge of areas affected by government projects and consequently
could provide insight into project implementation, the attitudes of the
coxnmunities to theprojects, the accessibility of projectbenefits to different
groups, and the likely project impacts. Second, many NGOs are concerned
about the broader economic, social, and political impacts of development
projects and could provide insight into the way such projects affect these

'broader Lisues. An example of tis kind of study is "The Net Power
Structure in Ten Villages" (BRAC 1983), in which a Bangladesh NGO
documented how development resources were being diverted by influen-
tial groups at the village level Another example, 'Law and Order in a San
Salvador tenement" (Heirera and Baro 1978), describes life in a tenement
(meson) and shows how the social structure is lielly to affect the success of
the housing pwograms being developed by the Salvador Foundation for
Low-CostHousing

NGOs rely much more heavily on qualitative evaluation methods than
do most governmentagencies and couldhelp introduce thesemethods into
the evaluation of public sectorprograms.ManyNGOshave also developed
innovative evaluation methods that could be adapted and used by goven-
ments and donor agencies alike. Following are three examples.

To overcome the difficulties farmers in Indonesia experence in ex-
pressmg themselves verbally, Bina Swadya suggested that farmers
make pictures out of flanmel-board to express their ideas on the factors
affecting the success of the development projects that have been im-
plementefd in their villages.6
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To understand the reasons why small entrepreneurs in Perm are not
wiling to legalize their enterprises, the Foundation for Liberty and
Democracy sought to legalze two fictitious companies. They carefuly
documented the time and cost of complying with each stage of the
required legal and administrative procedures and showed that more
than one person/year of time would be required to establish even the
smallest business venture (de Soto 1989).

* To assess the effectiveness of oral-rehydration therapy (ORI) pro-
grams, and atthe same time motivate thehealth promoters to take their
work seriously, the Bangladesh Rural Advancement Committee
(BRAC) developed an innovative evaluation procedure. The health
promoters worked on a piece-rate basis. They received half of their
payment on visiting a family and explaining to the mother the prind-
pIes of ORT. A few days later, the family would be visited by an
evaluator from BRAC and would be tested on their knowledge of
the ORT program. If the mother had successfully understood the
program, the health promotor would receive the other half of his- or
herpayment

Many more imnovafive evaluation methods have been developed and
could be incorporated into the evaluation of public sector programs. Gov-
ernments have not made more use of the evaluation expertise of NGOs in
part because many NGOs are critical of goverment development pro-
grams, believing them to be expensive, influenced by political cansidera-
tions, or unavailable to many of the groups that most need them.
Consequently, many governments would not wish to open themselves to
what they would expect to be a negative evaluatiorL Many NGOs are not
anxious to become too dosely involved with the government and the
donors. For one tiing, they do not wish to lose their independence of action
and their freedom to criticize. For another, they are afraid of becoming
bogged down in bureaucratic procedures. A tiird factor is that govem-
menrts have their own WE systems and for both administrative reasons
and professional pride often do not wish to ask the help of NGOs.

Despite the administrative difficulties and in some cases mutual suspi-
dcn, there is a growing interest on the part of both govemments and NGOs
in seeking closer cooperation. Th.us, it is likely that in the future NGOs will
play a larger role in the evaluation of public sector programs.
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Implementation, Dissemiunation, and Use of the Evaluation

Integrnting the Evaluation into the Project Implemtation Cyde

An evaluation will not be useful imless it is able to respond in a timely
manner to the changing informationneeds of management We saw earlier
that most projects go tirough the following stages: identification and
appraisal, planning and design, implementation, evaluation, operations
and maintenance, and the identification of new projects. At each of these
stages, management requires different types of information. A successful
M/E system should be able to respond to the different information needs
at each stage. Project managers must decide which kinds of reports are to
beproduced,whentheyshouldbeproduced,-andwhattheyshouldcontain

and the level of detaiL At least six main types of M/E studies can be
identified, each corresponding to one or more of the stages of the project
cycle.

PLANNNG s=uDiEs. When a project is being planned, management re-
quires information on factors such as affordability, characteristics of arti-
sans, access to health services, and factors determiing, project location.
Some ofthis infomiationmaynot be availablewhenthefirstprojectisbeing

plarned,butthe studiesproduced duringthefirstprojectcancontributeto
the identificatin, appraisal, plganning and desigr of future projects. New-
comer and Wholq (1989) recommend the followingstrategies for ensuring
that evaluations are successfully planmed:

* Program stakeholders must be involved throughout evaluation plan-
rting, implementation and reporting.

- Program managers must question evaluator's choices of evaluation
design strategies and techniques to ensure their appropriateness.

* Evaluators should wan their clients against drawing inappropriate
conclusions.

* Evaluators should justify their choice of data collection techniques to
their clients.

* Prior to evaluations, evaluators should devise astrategyfor testingthe
validity of the data they collect.
Priorto anevaluation evaluators andprogramnmanagersshouldwork
together to define the ideal final product
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DESIGN STUDIES. Design studies relate to matters such as project layout,
choice of materials, and amount of artisan credit.

PERFOR.MANCEMONrToRiNG. When project implementation begins, regu-
lar reports will be required on the progress of physical implementation,
financial status, and the causes and possible solutions to problems aising
during the implementation proress.

AccouNTABIrry To LENDiNGAGEANCIS Most lending agencies, whether
national or international, require regular reporting on the progress of the
pxojects, particularly on their financal status.

QUALITY CONROL Management will require regular information on the
efficiency with which the prqect is implemented and the quality of work
performed by contractcrs.

PROIEo EFFECTVENESS AND IMPACt. Project management and govern-
ment planning agelciLes will also require information on how well the
project is achieving its more general objectives and its impacts on partici-
pants, the city, and national housing policies.

Decdng Wich Information to Preent

Even when apprpriate M/E information is collected, it frequentlyproves
difficult to process and to apply. A first issue relates to the volume of
information collected- In 1987 the govemment of India financed more than

3,00 projects with a further 6,00-7,000 sponsored by the states; while in
Pakista the Federal Annual Development Plan contained some 3,800
projects (see Abhmed and Bamberger 1989:chaps. 3 and 5). With such large
numbers of projects to supervise, the national agencies must restrict their
monitoring to a few key indicators of physical and financial performance.
Although these indicators may provide a reasonably satisfactory descrip-
tion of the status of an infrastructure project (such as the construction of a
road or dam), they are inadequate for assessing the performance of a social
sector project such as integrated rural development, community health, or
squatter upgrading. An important question is how to combine these quan-
titative indicators withmore qualitative studies designed to understand the
operation of a project, its accessibility to different groups, the impacts it is
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producing and the attitudes of intended beneficiaries. Salmen (1987)
illustrates how the World Bank isbeginning to use partcipant observation
and related methods of beneficiary assessment to obtain a deeper under-
standing of how beneficaries perceire, and are affected by, development
projects.

Defining the Main Kinds of Reports to Be Prepared

A typical monitoring and evaluation system will produce the following
kinds of reports, the contents of which are descnibed in Chapters 4-8.

* Monthly or quarterly progress reports on the status of project in-
plemxentation (see Chapter 4).

* Facial monitoring reports (Chapter 4).
* Process monitoring reports and special diagnostic studies (Chap-

ters4,5).
Interimreportonprojectperformance (Chapter 4).

* Project completion report (Chapters 4-6).
* Project audit report (Chaptr- 4)-

Assessment of project sustainability (Chapter 6).
E Evaluating project impacts (Chapters 7 and 8).

Management must define the priority to be given to each kdnd of report,
the frequency with which they will be prepared, their content, and their
audiences.

Integrating theMWE Reports into he Prject Planing and Review Cycles

If monitoring and evaluation are to be operationally useful, reports must
be produced in time to assist management with planning and control
decisions. Thismeans that thecalendarof M/E studiesmustcorrespondto
the project's plannig cydles. Every project has its montly, quartery, or
yearly planriing cycles Management normally meets at the end of each
cycle to review progress and to plan for the next cycle. The production of
M/E reports should correspond to these cycles so that the findings are
available in time to help management review progress and make future
decisions.

Itisparticularlyimnportanttoensurethatbothmonitoringandevaluation
areinkedintonationalandprojectbudgetcycles asevaluationsarecoming
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to be used in some countries (for example Brazil and Colombia) to deter-
mine future resource allocation for projects and programs.

Procedures must also be developed to ensure that all M/E reports are
reviewed and that feedback is provided for the research team on the
strengths and weaknesses of the reports. Approximately once a year there
should be an independent outside review of the progress of the evaluation.
Thiscaneitherbe donebyaconsultantor throughtechnical assistancefrom
one of the intemational donors or lending organizations. Arrangements for
this review should be built into the evaluation progranL

Dissemination within and outside the organization is an important way
to ensure that the results of the evaluation are kcnown and acted upon. A
publication plan should be developed.

Controlling the Quatity of the MIE Data

Many central M/E agences recognize that data quality needs to be im-
proved, butbecause of staff constaints these agencies have few resources
for field supervision and consequently tend to ignore or play down the
importance of these problems. Project managers have limited staff re-
sources and little incentive to use these resources to ensure that all data
induded in the monitoring progress reports are complete and accurate.
Managers soonrealize that as long as the required monitoringinformation
is submitted ontime to the centralagencies, theyreceive littlefeedback and
are hardly ever questioned about the accuracy of the data. There is also a
tendency to avoid reporting iformation thatmay create problems. Conse-
quently, many organizations tend to zvoid mentiorning difficulties and to
report tat everything is progressing as planned.

For many kinds of projects, there are also substantive problems in
ensuring the accuracy of the data. Farmers may have an incentive to
underreport their crop yields or the amount of water used; entrepreneurs
may underreport their income; and residents in housing projecti may
conceal income eamed from subletting part of their house or from other
sources prohibited by project authorities. In other cases, families may find
it difficult to estimate their total earnings, or mothers may not recall which
children have been vaccinated or have been absent from school due to
illness.

A useful way to improve the quality of M/E studies is to have evaluation
researchers produce an "audit trail" in the same way that accountants are
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required to do so (Schwandt and Halpem 1988). Following this procedure,
evaluators would be required to prepare a complete documentation of all
studies, describinghow questions were developed, samples were selected,
interviews were conducted, and so on. From time to time an "evaluation
audit"' would be conducted by an outside expert who would attest to the
fact that the evaluation had been conducted following normally accepted
evaluation research standards (Evaluation Research Society Standards
Committee 1982).

Deciding How the Informadon Should Be Parcd

The first question in this area relates to who processes the information. In
many countries information that is collected at the project level is then sent
to a central M/E agency for processing and analysis. Although centraliza-
tion permits economies of scale and makes it possible to use more sophis-
ticatedcdataprocessingequipmentandsoftwareand tocreateacriticalmass
of professional data analysts, there maybe a long delaybefore the informa-
tion becomes available to project management and can be used to correct
problemns or improve project performance. Furthermore, centralization.
makes it more difficult to use knowledge of the conditions of an area to
detect and correct obvious errors in the information. While it may be
obvious to project staff that the earings claimed by fishermen or farmers
are far too low ortoohigh, this wi]Iprobablynotbenoticedbyadataanalyst
in a central M/E unit who is located several thousand kilometers from the
project and probably has no krIowledge of the economic characteristics of
the project area.

Another question pertains to the way information is analyzed. Because
such a large number of projects are being processed, the system of "Man-
agement by Exception" is often used. Essentially, this system identfies
projects that deviate from the planned target by more than a certain
percentage or amount. These projects are then examined in more detail to

determine what corrective measures are required. Altough this is a logical
way to economize on the time of senior government officials, there is a
danger that much of the information on projects not classified as problems
may be completely ignored.

Presenting Data

A frequent complaint of project management is that the monitoring and
evaluation reports are of limited utility. Reports are often considered to be
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too long or too technical and said to arrive too late or to be about issues of
no importance to the project manager. Frequently the staff of the M/E units
will have a background in socal research rather than project management
and consequently may have difficulty in adapting their research strategies
to the operational needs of the project manager. For their part, researchers
complain that project managers do not take the trouble to read the reports,
do not explain to the researchers what information they want, do not
appreciate the complexities andtime requirements forconductingresearch,
and are so tied up in their day-to-day concerns of running the proqect that
they ignor the broader issues that affect its long-term success.

A principal complaint is that there are delays in the use of the data
Owing to the logistical problems discussed earlier and further delays that
mright arise duinng data processing and analysis, several months may
elapse betu teen data coflection and the communicaUon and discussion of
the results ivth managers and policymaiers. In many cases, the conditions
will have changed so much during this period that the information and
recommendations are no longer valid. Box 12-4 descibes recently devel-
aped procedures in India intended to ensure that monitoringinformaton
for all major projects is processed and acted upon rapidly.

Box 12-4. Ensuring the Rapid Utilization of Monitoring
Information: The Flash Report and Capsule Reporting System
for Priority Projects in India

Therecentlyaeated MinistryofProgramune Implementation (MOPI) inEncdia
is respornsible for delivering to the Prime Minister's Office a monthly capsule
report on the progress and problems of every major (over one billion rupees)
government-financed project Eachconcemedtministrymustsubmitto MOPI
a status report on their major projecby the 14th of the month. These may be
preceded by 'Flash Reports" from project managers on those projects that are
experiencing actual or anticipated problems. MOPI is responsible for check-
ing back with ministries with respect to the causes of the problems or the
actions required to resolve them, and for organizing any necessary follow-up
meetings. The capsule report1 summarizing the status of all major projects,
their po tential problems, and the recommended actions, must be delivered to
the prime minister's office by the 20th of each month. The report is then
discussed by the Cabinet and appropriate actions agreed upon.

Source Basu (1988).
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Box 12-5. Providing Users with Direct Access to Information
on the Status of Projects hirough Computer Networks:
The SETIA System in Malaysia

The Implementation Coordination Unit (ICU) of the prime minister's office
in Malaysia recently introduced an integated computer-based network sys-
tem known as SETIA (Systen, Economic Planning Unit Treasury, Im-
plementation Coordination Unit, Auditor General), which coordinates
separate systems previously operated by the above agencies and provides all
the participating agencies with direct access tirough computer terminals to
thefollowinginfornnationonalldevelopmentprcjects: datarelatingtoproject
approval, yearly budget allocations, monthly progress reports (indluding a
summary of major problems or causes of delay), and information on all
payments made and authorized on each projecL

The information can be aggregated by sector or by geographical region. It
is also possible to project onto a large screen so that the information can be
used directly for presentations or discussion in meetings. The information on
each project is entered direcdy into the system by te responsible ministries
or agencies, thus significantly reducing delays in access to the latest data.

Smart Than (1989).

...- J

A number of countries are now developing computer networks that
permit directaccessto information onprojectstatus andproblems through
computer terminals. Malaysia recently introduced the SETIA (System,
Economic Planning Unit, Treasury, Implementation Coordination Unit,
Auditor General), which gives all the above agencies direct access to
information on the nature, budget status, progress, and expenditure status
of all development projects (See Box 12-5). Similar direct access systems are
being introduced in a number of other counties, including India and
Jordanr Box 12-6 presents guidelines on the preparation of M/E reports.

Resource Requirements for a Project MIE Unit

Staff Requirements

When preparing the M/E program, it is essential to define staff require-
ments so that necessary financial and administrative anrangements can be
made. A small project monitoring system can be organized so that it
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Box 12-6. Guidelines for Preparing and Disseminating
MIE Reports

- Ensure ftat the information needs of the intended audience are fully
understood before the study begins. Know when the report is needed, the
Lcvel of detail, and the decisions to which the report will conbibute.

* Reports should be keptshort, leavingout all tables and details that are not
strictly necessary. Indlude refecence material in a separate annex.

* Reports shouldbe prepared as quicklyaspossible. An excellentreport that
arrives too late will be of no use to management

* Present an outline of the report birethe studybegins. This should include
the main topics to be covered, the number of pages devoted to each topic,
and the layout of the main tables. This outline should be discussed and
approved by management before the study begins.

* All reports should begin with a short executive summary. Avoid the
academic tendency to hide recommendations and conclusions at the end.

- The report should mnake specific recommendations as to possible actions.
Present both what is considered to be the best course and also a number
ofmoremodestalternativesthattakeintoaccountresourceandotherldnds
of constraints.

X Discuss thefindingsinformallywithprojectmanagementbefore thereport
is distributed. In this way, the information will reach management more
quickdy, and their comments and suggestions can be incorporated into the
report

* The basic findings can even be comrunicated by telephone. The vldue of
information deaceses npidly over time, - essentialfindings should be commu-
nicated as quicky as possibk

- Clear the report with all key parties before it is formally presented. This
will help to eliminate errors and will also ensure that many points are
clarified informally without the embarrassment of confrontations in a
management conunittee meeting.

e Decide who should receive each report. Although information should be
disseminated aswidely as possible, it may notbe possible to speak frankly
on delicate issues if the report is circulated too widely.

employs as few as one half-time professional and one part-time research
assistant, together with a secretary. In addition, several interviewers, some
of whom may be borrowed from another department within the organiza-
tion, will be required periodically. With this level of staffing it will usually
be possible to produce a quarterly progress report, to cuanduct occasional
specialstudies, and to prepare aninterimandfinalreportontifeevaluation.
It shouldbe feasible to obtain this minimum level of staffing within almost
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every major project. It is important, however, to ensure that these staff
membersarepermittedtoworktheirassigned tineontheevaluation, anithat
they are not constantly diverted to other activities within the orgnization.

Where more reports or more detailed analysis are required, it will be
necessary to increase the staff leveL Table 12-3 presents the recommended
staffing level, qualications, and ftmctions for a more comprehensive
monitoring and evaluation program for a typical component of a social
sector project in one city. With this level of staffing, it will be possible to

Table 12-3. Typical Staffing Level for an NIE Unit for a Project
Operating in One City or Geographical Area
Posbitn Functios Quc1ais

Director of Coordinationwith Preferably a Master's degree
Monitoring and management Minimum of BA. with some
EvaluationUnit Supevisionofevaluation research experience

design Experiencewithsurvey
Reportpreparation design and data analysis
Supervisionof required for the more
implernentationand complex evaluations
dissemination

Assistantdirector Coordinationwithother BA. degree with some
divisions of the executing background in research and
agency data analysis
Interviewswithprjectaff
and community leaders
Supervision of data analysis
and report preparation
Participant observation
Tramiing and supervision of
interviewers

Clerical assistant Revision and tabulation of Completed high school
data from project records
Basic data processing

Secretary Normal secretarial activities Completed high school
2-5 interviewers Interviewingproject Attending or completed

participants high school
Application of observation
guide
Coding/analyzing
interviews

Driver Taking staff to and from
projectsites
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prepare detailed quarterly progress reports, to conduct reguIar special
studies, and to carry out at least a simple longitudial impact study.

Fitting Staff into Civil Setrce Categories

Many evaluation positions are difficult to classify in terms of existing civil
service grade levels. Therefore, it may be difficult to offer competitive
salries to well-qualified staff. If M/E salar scales do not correspond to
current salaries being paid to this type of person elsewhere in the civil
service or in the private sector or academia it maybe necessary to consider
special procedures. Because these personnel problems can take time to
resolve, the discussions with the Personnel Management Department
should begin early in the project cyle.

Anoher related problem is that personnel departments are usually
reluct ;U (with good reason) to create new permanent positions for a
program that only lasts a few years. Again, this should be discussed early
enough to arrive at an appropriate solution.

Temporary Assignment of Ofther Project Staff to te Evalation

An effective way to reduce the evaluation budget is to make manimum use
of the staff already in the organization. For example, communitypromoters
can be used as interviewers. In addition to reducing costs, this also has the
advantage of integrating the evaluation into ongoing project activities.

Using Consultzmts to Overcome Salny and Other Constraints

Staff recruitment is a problem in many countries because cavil sice
salaries are not attractive towell-qualifiedresearchers. Universityresearch-
ers, for example, often eam part of their salary trough outside consult-
in& which may not be permitted if one is working full-time for the
governent.

One possibility is to use a consultant to fill the postion of research
director or a senior staff member, since there are usually not the same
types of constraints on consultant salaries. This is not an ideal solution,
however, because the long-term staff-development problem has not been
resolved.
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Training Nfeeds for Mdonitoring and Evaluation

Evaluationresearchisarelativelynewfield,andbecausetainingprograms
in this area are frequently not offered in local universities, the question is
how to provide staff with the necessary training. Monitoringnormally does
not require as much technical btaing as evaluation, so the problem there
is less severe. If the general upgrading of staff is a project objective,
however, it maybe useful to consider a scholarship program. Under such
a program, evaluation staff (as well as other staff) could participate either
in short three- to four-month courses, or study for an advanced degree in
a field related to the evaluation.

RecommendedReading

The Organization of MIE Systems at the National Level

Ahmed, Viqar, and Michael Bamberger. 1989. Monitoring and Evaluating Develop-
ment Project The Experience from South Asfa Economic Development Institute
Semina Report Series. Washington, D.C-: World Barn

Khan,AdL. 1990.MonitoingandEvaluationofDevelopmentProjectsinSouthEastAsia
the Experience of ndmesia,M,asy the Philptines and Th7aniu Washington, D.C.
World Banl, EconomicDevelopment Institute.

Evaluation Guidelines Prepared by Donor Agencies

Canadian Intenational Development Agency (CIDA). 1985. A Practical Gui for
ConductingProjectEvaluations. ProgramEvaluationlDivision,FolicyBrandcL Hull:
Canadian Agency for International Development

Geman Development Agency (GTZ). 1987. ZOPP: An Introduction to the Method-
Frankfurt amMain.

Marsden,David, andPeter,Oaldey, eds.1990.EvaluatingSocial DevelopmentProjectc
Development Guidelines 5. Oxford: OXEAML

Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development 1986. Methods and
Procedures in Aid Evaluation. Paris.

United Nations ACC Task Force. 1984. Guiding Priciples for the Design and Use of
Monitoring and Evaluation in Rural Developmnent Projects and Programmes. Rome:
Urited Nations Administrative Committee on Coordination.

US.AgencyforInternational Development (USAID). 1987.A.ID. Evaluation Hand-
book. AID Program Design and Evaluation Methodology. Report 7. Washington
D.C
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Sector Guidelines

Bamberger, Michael, and Eleanor Hewitt 1986. Monitoring and Evaluating Urban
Development Programs: A Handbook for Managers and Researchers. World Bank
Technical Paper 53. Washington, D.C.

Casley, Dennis, and Krishna Kumar. 1987. Project Monitoring and Evaluation in
Agriculture. Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press.

Sector Reviews and Data Synthesis

Chelimsky, Eleanor. 1988. Evaluation and Public Policy: The Use offEvaluation Products
in the Executive and legislative Branches of the United States. Washington, D.C:
World Bank, Economic Development Institute.

World Bank. 1987. The Twelfth Annual Review of Project Perfnnnce Results. Wash-
ington, D.C.- Operations EvaluationDepartment

- . 1988. Rural Development: World Bank Experience 1965o^6- Washington, D.C:
Operations Evaluation Department

1991. Forestry: The World Bank's Experiece Washington D.C-. Operations
EvaluationDepartment

1992. Population and the World Bank Implications from Eight Case Studies.
Washington D.C.: Operations Evaluation Department

Notes

1. At one point, the Mahaweli Irrigation Authority in Sri Lanka had to provide
information for fifteen agencies. each of Midch required a different moniboring
format (see Ahmed and Bamberger 1989:chap. 6).

2. This section is based on a paper presented at the American Evaluation Associ-
ation annual meeting in 1987 and subsequently published in Evaluation Review
(Bamberger1989).

3. For example, Brazil, Colombia, Malaysia, Pakistan, india, and the Philippines.
4. See Bamberger, Gonzalez-Polio, and Sae-Hau (1982) for a discussion of this

with respect to a World Bank housing project in El Salvador, and Keare and Parns
(1982) for a more general discusion of World Bank experience with M/E of urban
developmentprograms.

5. For example, the World Bank has prepaied the following monitoring and
evaluation guidelines (among others): RH. Slade and RNoronha, "An OperationaI
Guide to the Moriitoring and Evaluation of Sodal Forestry in India" (1984); Heli
Perrett "Monitoring and Evaluation of Commurication Support Activities in Low-
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Cost Sanitation Projects (1984); Edilberto Segura, Guideines for Evaluating the
Management Information Systems ofIndustrial Enterprises (1985); Michael Cemea and
Benjamirt Tepping, A System fir Monitoring and Evaluating Agricultural Extensio.,
Projects C1977); Dennis Casley and Krishna Kumar, Project Monitoring and Ealuation
in Agtiuture (1987); and Michael Bamberger and Eleanor Hewitt, "Monitoring and
Evaluating Urban Development Programs" (1986).

6. Pr, sentation by Russ Dilts and E. Moning during a seminar on. communuty
participation, project management and sustainability organized by the Asian and
Pacific Development Centre and the Economic Development Institute of the World
Bank in Kuala Lumpur in July 1988.



Part V

Teaching Monitoring and Evaluation
A Guide for Training Institutions



13

The Organization of Monitoring
and Evaluation Training
in Developing Countries

This chapter explains how to teach monitorng and evaluation. It opens
with a review of current approaches and points out some of their
weaknesses.

Current Status of Monitoring and Evaluation Training

Training programs have yet to catch up with the growing needs of the
numerous public officials whose task is to design, implement, or use
monitoringandevaluationstudies. Table 13-1 summarzes the findings of
a 1988 review of monitoring and evaluation training offered by eleven
leading public training institfutions in Malaysia, the Philippines, Thailand,
and Indonesia (Selvara, Mo rdisi, and Lee 1988).2 These countres had four
main kinds of taining programs, which induded at least a module on
monitoring and evaluation;

Courses on project planning and management (either general or sec-
tor-specific) were offered by many of these institutions. Although
some courses were longer, a typical course lasted for two to three
vteeks and was offered for middle- or senior-level managers and
planners. All courses included at least a few lectures on monitoring

445
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Table 13-1. Monitoring and Evaluation Trainirg Offered by Leading
Public Sector Trairning Institutions in Southeast Asia, 1988

Number
of

CDs Twypicad Lnmg of
Ctmure QOfre Lenth ME CompontS MEModule

Projectplanning 10 1-6 M/Eandprojectcycle 2-3 days
andmanagement/ weeks; Network planning maximumn
resource manage- 2-3 Implementation often only
ment, and public weeks monitoring severl
administration most Reporting hours

common Uses of evaluation
Infomation

requirements at the
national, district
and local levels

Project 6 2 weeks MTE and project Normally
development to 9 cycle only 1-2
and appraisal months; days

2-3

most
common

Plnning and 3 2-4 M/E and projectcyde 1-2 days
management of weels Implementation
rual development monitoring

Reportingprocedures

M/E for rural 2 3-11 MfE and the 3-11 days
deveIopmentprojects days projectcycle

Techniques
Imnplementation

monitoring
Reportingprocedures
Uses of evaluation

Note Instituions covered by the study are Thaind, National Institute of Development
Administration,Deparnent of Technical and Economic Cooperation, Community Develop-
ment Departent, Office of Accelerated RuralDevelopmentPhilipnt;s, DevelokpmentAcad-
emy of the PhiJippines, Ateneo, Asian Institute of Management; Indonesia, Institute of Publirc
Administration, Department of Public Works, Department of Agriculture; Malaysia, Institute
of Public AdministratiorL

Source:Selvar4, Morsidi, and Lee (1988).
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and evaluation and some devoted up to two to tiree days to these
topics. Monitoring and evaluationwere normally dscussed within the
framework of the project cycle, often concentrating on the monitoring
of project implementation arnd the principal reporting requirements.
Monitoring was often presented as an output of a planning system,
such as logical framework analysis or networking. A few courses also
discussed monitoring requirements at the national, provincial, and
locallevels.

- Project development and appraisal courses were offered for offidals
in charge of preparing and app raisingintemationaly funded projects.
Most courses were multisectoral, although a few were sector-specific.
Typical courses lasted for two to three weeks, although some nine-
month diploma courses were also offered. Whereas economic analysis
was covered in considerable detail as a priipal element of project
appraisal, inmost ases no more than one to two days (and often less)
were devoted to monitoring and evaluating projects once the loan or
grant was approved.

D Two- to three-week courses on the pLanning and management of rural
development were offered for field staff and middle-level managers.
Monitoring and evaluation are treated in much the same way as in
general project planning, and two-day management courses were
devoted to these issues.

D The only seminars devoted exdusively to monitoring and evaluation
were for field staff and middle-level managers workdng in agrculture
and rural development A number of monitoring and evaluation
courses, lasting from hiree to eleven days were offered. Topics mi-
cluded M/E and the project cycle, techniques of data collection, im-
plementation monitoring, report preparation, and the application of
evaluation studies. The main purpose of many of these courses was to
instruct officials in the correct procedures for collecting data and
prepar3ng reports. Any discussion of methodological components was
usually limited.

The training situation in South Asia was somewhat similar (Ahmed and
Bamberger 1989), although India provided a number of more technical
courses on monitoring and evaluation on a regular basis. The coverage in
the Mahgreb, Afdca, and the English-spealing Arab countries appears
even more limited.
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M/E training for public sector officials has its problems in all these
countries. First, no country seems to have an MJE raining strategy, and
the subject is covered in an ad hoc manner as a component of courses with
a different focus.

Second, so few courses are offered in this area that they cannot meet the
needs of the increasing number of people whose work involves M/E in one
form or another. M/E is normally part of the courses on project planning
and management Since most of the participaLts in these courses are not
M/E specialists, the topics tend to bŽ covered in a general way with little
discussion of technicaL issues.

Third, the courses are not designed specifically for planners and manag-
ers Although middle-level and senior officials are given a brief overview
of the main concepts the courses for operational staff are mainly concemed
with the correct administrative procedures for data collection and report-
ing. Following are the main targeting problems:

9 Practicallyno semiarsororientation onM/E areoff-eredforthe senior
officals whosejob is to decide how much importance willbe given to
monitoring and evaluation. Consequently, project M/E tends to be
weakly coordinated with, and integrated into, national planning sys-
tens and policy dialogue.

* Project managers receive little traienig in the design, management and
utilization of M/E systems.

* Little technical training is offered for the M/E specialists who must
lesign, inplement, and interpret the MJE studies and systems.

* Most public sector training institutioins provide traniing only for pub-
lic sector institutions and do not include NGOs. This reinforces the
already existing separation between project management and M/E
procedures used by government agencies and by NGOs.

Fourth, many courses have a narrow focus. Their central objective is to
teach officials how to implement M/E procedures. There is usually little
discussion of the procedures for defining the objectives of MIE studies or
of the various evaluation designs that can be used to achieve these objec-
tives. EIstead, training is by and large oriented to the project cycle, and the
staff of line agencies are taught how to implement monitoring and evalua-
tion systems designed to respond to the information needs of donors or
centralgovernmentagences-rather tanto theneeds ofprojectmanagers.

Fifth, as a consequence of the top-down way in which many M/E
systems are designed, courses make little or no mention of techniques such
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as stakeholder analysis and beneficiary assessment, which focus on the
needs and interests of the intended beneficiaries.

Sixth, little thought is putinto the way the courses are organized. Course
participants are usually selected on thebasis of seniority, equal distribution
between agencies t'r regions, or who can most easily be spared at the time
of the course. Thus, it is difficult to ensure that the officials most directly
involved in MIE will be selected. Also, much of the technical IM/Ematerial
is taught by invited speakers from universities or central government
agencies, with the result that the course directors have little control over
the material to be presented and find it almost impossible to ensure the
speakers will use similar conceptual frameworks or will integrate their
material with other modules of the courses. Sometimes it is not even
possible to find specalists to deliverthemateriaL Thus, the levelof material
may be very basic or the quality uneven.

Seventh, many courses have Iimitedfiicus and coverage. For example,
when courses include an introduction to the methods of collecting data,
they often concenktate on quantitative methods and bypass qualitative
techniques such as participant observation, rapid assessment, focus group
interviews, or direct observation. There is also little discussion of data
quaiy confroL

Many courses are conducted exclusively in the classroom with little
practical experience in evaluation design or data collection. There is nor-
mally no discussion of data analysis or the presentation of findings Most
courses focus on monitoring project implementation, and there is no dis-
cussion of evaluating the effciency of project implementation, monitoring
projectoperationsc orassessingsustanabilityorevaluatingprojectimpacts.
There is almost no discussion of management problems relating to the
organization of M/E uidts, data collection, analysis, dissemination, or use
of the data.

Needless to say, training programs inevitably reflect the strengths and
weaknesses of theirnational planning and ecdnomic marnagement systems.
In a country with a highly centralized planning system, it is obviously not
feasible for training programs to teach decentralized monitoring and eval-
uation to officials from line agencies that are required to follow national
planning systems. Similarly,in countries that are majorreCipients of foreign
assstance, M/E training will inevitably address many of the concerns of
theseinternationaldonoragences. Butthis doesnotprecludethe advocacy
of beneficiary assessment and decentralized evaluation in the seminars and
workshops for senior policymakers.
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The Target Audiences and Their M/E Training Needs

At least nine distinct audiences should be taken into consideration in the
design of a national M/E training strategy (see Table 13-2).

1. Policymakers need to understand the potential usefulness of M/E in
providing inputs for policy analysis and in monitoring the performance of
national development policies and programs. In particular, policymakers
need to understand that a national MTE program can respond to national
infornmation needs, as well as donor information requirements.

2. Planners at the national, provncial/state, and line agency levels re-
quire training in the uses of M/E at the different stages of the project cycle.
They also need to leam how infornation from ongoing and completed
projects can be used to improve the selection and design of new projects,
and how mta-anadysis and prospective evaluation (see Chapter 2) make it
possible togleanvaluable lessons fromearlier evaluations.Plannersshould
also be concerned with the organization and management of M/E at the
national and sectoral Ievels and with the coordination and information
flows between these levels.

3. Project managers and project staff (who are not cirectly involved in the
implementation of the M/E studies) are primarily concerned with the
design, management, and utilization of M/E at the project leveL They also
need to understand how project evaluation fits into the national M/E
system and how the information they generate will be used. The project
manager may also be concered with some of the more substantive issues
reating to the design and use of particular kInds of studies. Of particular
interest wfll be the design of diagnostic studies, since these are intended to
be management tools. The manager and staff should also be familiar with
the concepts of stakeholder analysis and beneficiary assessment if they are
to understand the informationneeds of the many different groups likely to
be interested in the evaluations.

Courses should demonstrate the potentialutility of M/E studies to their
particular division as well as to the organization in generaL Courses should
also familiarize staff with the kdnds of information and assistance they will
be asked to provide and teach them how this informationwill be used. One
effective teaching method is to involve staff in ongoing evaluations as a
form of on-thejob training They can act as interviewers or information
collectors, or can attend informal workshops to discuss operational proF
lems and to work on the design of evaluation studies.
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Table 13-2. The Main Target Audiences for Monitoring
and Evaluation Training in Developing Countries

Target Group AWETrainnNeeds

Policymakers Potential utility of M/E in providing inputs for policy
analysis and inmonitoring the performance of national
development policies and programs. Ensuring tat
M/E systems are designed to respond to national

oinfrmation needs as well as those of donors.

Planners Uses of MIE at the different stages of the project qydec
Using information from completed- and ongoing
projects to improve the selection and design of future
projects (meta-analysis and prospective evaluation).
The organization and managemeent of M/E at the
national and sector levels.

Project managers Design, management, and use of MIE at the project
and staff level Links between project and national evaluation

systems. Diagnostic studies. Stakeholder analysis and
beneficiaryassessment

Central M/E agencies Uses of MfE in project planning and management and
in policy analysis. Links between central, sectorl and
project-level M/E. Technical issues relating to design,
implementation, and analysis Quality control and the
importance of multimethod approaches. Stakeholder
analysis. Creatingnational data bases and utilization of
meta-analysis and prospective evaluation.

Project MIE units Integration of M/E into project rn2nagement and
linkages with national M/E systemL Technical issues
relating to design, implementation and analysis.
Stakeholder analysis and beneficiary assessment
Diagnostic studies and rapid feedback methods.

Traininginstitutions Most of the above topics plus discussion of design and
deliveryof training.Emphasisonuseofcasestudiesand
the importance of field visits and practical exercises.

Nongovenmmental Similar to preceding courses. In addition discussion of
organizations more rigorous methods for evaluating the performance

of NGOs. Cost-effectiveness analysis and institutional
assessment.

International agencies In addition to their own internal training they may
participate as observers in some of the above courses.
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t Central MIE agencies refer not only to the M/E divisions of core
ministries such as Planning, Finance, and in some cases Plan or Program
Implementation, but also to the MSE cells of line ministries and autono-
mous bodies Trainingshouldcover the use of M/E in project planning and
management and innaEonalandsectoralpolicymaling. Emphasis should
also be placed on understanding the links between M/E systems at the
central, provincial ministerial, and project levels. Trainingshould cover all
the technical issues relating to the design, implementation, interpretation,
and use of the main kdnds of studies. Some of the important topics include
data quality control, rapid analysis and feedback, how to identify and
respond to the informationneeds of stakeholders, andhow to develop data
bases to synthesize the findings of all studies on continuing and completed
projects.

s. Project MI/ units need to be oriented toward the way M/E links into
the planning, implementation, and management of the project, as well the
way information is used by central govemment agencies and donors.
Technical taining should stress the wide variety of evaluation and data
collection methods and should emphasize the importance of a multi-
method approach. Diagnostic and rapid feedback studies should receive
particular attentionL

6. The training institufions responsible for M/E raaining wil require
trining on all of the above topics, as well as on issues relating to the
development of an integrated trining strategy, curricula development.
and the organization and delivery of courses. Emphasis will also be placed
on the preparation and use of case studies and review papers. It is import-
ant to discuss the integration of M/E training with other major training
areas such as project appraisal, planning, and management public experi-
diture management; and macroeconomic planning and management The
coordination and integration of training for public officials and NGOs
should also be discussed. In many countries, it will also be important to
encourage more dynamic training methods, such as small group discus-
sions, field visits, the use of case studies, and management games.

7. NGOs not only require training, but are an important trairing'
resource with respect to the previously mentioned topics, among others. It
is important to develop rigorous methods for evaluating the performance
of NGOs, as they become more involved in the execution of public sector
projects. One topic that should be emphasized is the methodology for
assessing ihe cost-effectiveness of NGOs in project implementation and
service delivery.
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8. The staff of intfernaional agencies also require trainirng. Altlhough much
of this is provided by their own agencies, it is often useful for donor
agencies to partcipate in some of the M/E-related training activities for
government and NGOs. Because donors have a strong influence on the
kdnds of M/E studies conducted in many countries, and even on how the
national MIE systems are organized, it can be benefical for them to
participate in seminars and workshops in which the strengths and
weaknesses of current M/E practices are discussed.

The Elements of an Integrated National MLE Training Program

A national M/E trainig strategy should include four basic kinds of train-
ing activities, the outlines of which are giver in Tables 13-3 through 13-6.
As both demand and the level of professional expertse increase, a number
of more specialized courses can be developed around these four. Most of
the reading material and the outline curricula can be obtained from the
appropriate chapters of this volume. Tables 13-3 to 13-6 indicate the most
appropriate chapters for eacrh kind of course. An article by Al-Bazza7 and
Bamberger (1990) provides detailed recommendations on readings and
curricula for a monitoring and evaluation seminar, and a similar article by
Bamberger (1992) provides similar recommendations for a seminar n the
design and management of sustinablepoverty alleviation projects.4

The first activity should be a series of short seminars and workshopsfor
snior policymakers and planners (Table 13-3). It is essential for key officials
in the national and provincal/state governments to fully understand the
role that monitoring and evaluation can play in the formulation and
achievement of national development goals. It is equally important for
them to understand what is required of M/E systems if they are to make
their fuzll contnrbution. The main objective of the seminars should be to
indicate that M/E is important at the national level, since it is usually
regardedasnomorethanaroutineadminstrativeactivity3orarequirement
of interm tional agencies. Once this hasbeen established, the second objec-
tive should be to stress that a standardized system needs to be developed
for all (both national and intemationally funded) prc4ects and that this
responds to national information needs in addition to providing inforcna-
tion required by donor agencies.

A third objectiveis to emphasize thatasystemnneedstoprovide feedback
onprojectsandprogramsthroughouttheirecononiicliferatherthansimply
during their implementation phase. Systems must therefore be designed to
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Table 13-3. Outline of Seminars/Workshops for Senior Policymakers
and Planners

Audience Senior policymakers and planners.

Duatfion Series of short halfday to two-day seminars and workshops-

Objectives Familiarization with the important contibutions M/E can make
to policy analysis and planningat the national and sectoral level;
and understanding of the organizational and resource
requirements to ensure maximum effectiveness of the M/E
systems.

Content * The contributions of M/E to policy analysis.
* Usivg M/E as a tool for national and sectoral planning.
* Assessment of the strengths and weaknesses of how M/E is

currently organized and used.
* Review of how M/E is organized and used in other countries.
* Discussion and recommendations on how to strengthen the

organization and utilization of M/E.
* Case studies on how M,E has been of practical utility to

policymakers and planners.
- Identification of key policy and planning areas where M/E

couldcontribute.

Methodology Shortpiesentations, brief ase studies and review papers, small
group discussions, definition of an action plan. Follow-up
meeting to review progress.

Readtngs and See Chapters 1-3 and selected sections of Chapters 4-8 of the
curricula present publication. See also recommended reading at the end of

each chapter. See Al-Bazzaz and Bamberger (1990) for a
recommended curriculum and selected readings. Bamberger
(1992) recommends a curriculum for a semn*ar on the design
and management of sustainable poverty alleviationprojects
whic also addresses evaluation issues.

provideregularfeedback onprojectsustainabilityandtoassess,forselected

prcjects, the extent to which they have produced their intended benefits
and impacts. The organizational structure needed to achieve these objec-
tives must also be discussed. Often this will involve creating or strength-
ening M/E cells in line mnistries and provincial or state governments
rather than just relying on ad hoc monitoring units in each project. Training
courses should also discuss the appropriate division of responsibilities
between central, ministerial, and local M/E units. Many countries have
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overcentralized M/E, with the result that its benefit as a management tool
has not been fully realized.

Given the senior level of participants, the maximum duration of these
seminars and workshops will normally be two days, and many will last
only half a day. The strategy is to make them short but to hold them
relatively frequently (perhaps two or three times a year).

T he second component should be an MIE module to be included in longer
courses and seminars on project planning and management (Table 13-4), which
are orgaruzedforplanners andprojectmanagers. The firstobjective of these
modules (which can also be offered as a stand-alone seminar) should be to
inforn prcject managers and planners how M/E can help them achieve
project objectives and integrate projects into national development pro-
grams and policies. The second objective should be to discuss the design
and management of M/E systems and to point out that they are an effective
management tool rather than simply an administrative reporting unit

The module should stress careful planning and design of the M/E
program at the time the project itself isbeing designed. Frequently, M/E is
ignored until the project is already operational. If impact studies are to be
conducted later, it is also important to ensure that necessary baseline data
have been collected for before and after comparsons.

Emphasis should be placed on the design and utilization of diagnostic
studies and stakeholder analysis.

The third component should be seminars and workshopsfor central moni-
toringand evalution agencies (Table 13-5). The principal objective should be
to provide these agencies and cels with the necessary technical skills to
select, design, implement, analyze, and use the different kinds of M/E
studies. Table 13-5 lists some of the main course comp onents, althoughthey
will varv greatly, depending on the extent of the nationalM/E system and
the development priorities of each country.

M/E practitioners must be made aware of the actual and potential
contributions of M/E to rational, sectoral, and prcject poicymaling, plan-
ning, and management. They must also understand the importance of
coordinating the elements of the M/E system, which has different, equally
important functions at the prct and provincial levels. As already men-
tioned, many national M/E systems are overcentralized. Therefore central
M/E agencies should support the local agencies and help them carry out
their own responsibilities-rather than simnply act as a data-collecting
service for national agencies.
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Table 13-4. Monitoring and Evaluation Module to Be Included
in Courses on Project Planning and Management or to Be Offered
as a Stand-Alone Course

Audienc Project managers from government and possibly NGOs. Donor
agencies might also particpate.

Duration One- to two-week module in a three- to five-week course. Module
could also be offered separately as a stand-alone course. Regular
follow-up workshops should be organized as the projects
progress.

Objectives * To fmilianze project managers with the contributions of M/E
as a tool of project management and as a feedback mechanism
for ensuring the integration of projects into national
development strategies.

* To help project managers to understand how to organize,
manage and udilize M/E studies.

Content * The contributions of M/E to project management
* Linking project M/E into nationaL sectoral and doror

informationrequirements.
* Desigring a project M/E syste,n defining the organizational

structure and resource requirements.
* Managing the project M/E system.
* Defining stakeholders and designing the M/E system to

respond to their information requirements.
* M/E and the projectcycle.
* Designing and using diagnostic studies.
* Ensuring the effective utization of M/E studies.

Methodology - Short presentations followed by discussions.
o Use of short case studies and review papers.
* Group discussions, case studies, and management gamnes
- Field exercises.
* Preparation of action plans with follaw-up review sessions.

Reading See appropriate sections of Chapters 3-7 and 11 of the present
maferinand publication and the recomnded readings at the end of each
curricula chapter. See also Al-Bazzaz and Baamberger (199C) for

recommended readings and a suggested curriculum, and
Bamberger (1992) forte application of the evaluation methods to
poverty alleviation projects.
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Table 13-5. Seminars/Workshops for Central Monitoring
and Evaluation Agencies

Audience Staff from central agencies (core ministries and M/E cells of line
ministries) plusM/E staff frommajorNGOs. Donoragencies
rnay also be invited to participate.

Duration Three to five-week basic course followed by shorter more
specialized workshops.

Objectives To provide M/E staff with the technical skils to arry out their
work and to help them understad how the work of their
central agencies is integrated into M/E activities at the
provincial and project levels. The role of M/E in overall
developmtent planIng and management is also explained.

Content * The organization and functions of the different elements
of the national N./E system.

* The importance ot close cooperation with government and
NGDO M/E activitie.

* The contribution of M/E to national development plarning
and management

* MIE and the project ccles for nationaly and donor fiuded
projects.

o The design and utlizatior of dfferent Inds of studies,
* Methods of data collection and analysis.
* Principles of sample design
* Research designs for the estimation of project impacts..
* Creation and utlization of M/E data bases (meta-analysis,

sectoral reviews, and prospective evaluation).
* Management of data bases: quality control, ensurng rapid

utilization and feedback.

Methodology * Reading assignments followed by lectures and discussiorL
* Small group exercises and disussions.
* Preparation and use of case studies.
* Field exercses to test different data collection methods and

to cmd uct rapid assessmts of ongoing or completed projects.

Reading See Chapters 1-4,10-12 and selected sections of Chapters 6-9 of
material and the present publication and the recommended readings at the
cutrricula end of each chapter.
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In additica, more emphasis should be put on controlling the quality of
data. Because of a lack of time or resources, many central agencies accept
uncritically all the data they receive fromlower-level agencies, eventhough
the data are likdy to contain errors and inconsisteacies, or in some cases
may even have been fabricated. Regular field visits are essential for quality
controL In addition to providing an opportunity to check the validity of
data, these visits help build rapport with local M/E agencies, because it
allows them to see that the information they collect is actually being used
and gives them an opportunity to discuss and make suggestions for im-
proving the studies and systerns being used. Visits also help central agency
staff better understand the projects being studied and hernce to better
interpret the data they receive

Second, multimhod evaluation designs and data collection and interpre-
tationshouldbe emphasized. There isstilla strongbias toward quantitative
methods in many agencies, and the vital role of quaIitative evaluation is
notwell understood.

Third, stakewlderanalysis should be discussed. Trainees shouldbe taught
how to identify stakeholders,how to assess theirinteress in the evaluation,
how to reconcile these various interests in the evaluation design. In many
countries, project beneficaries will be one of the most important stake-
holders.

Fourth, MfE studies must continue throughout the life of a project and
program andmustnotendwhenthephysical inplementationoftheproject
is completed. herefore, planners must also discuss the organizatimon of
M/E and the need to develop a permanent M/E capacity in the main line
agences.

Fift, some attention should be devoted to the lessons of completed
projectsandprograms Thistopicwouldcoverdatamanagement,synthesis
and review studies, prospective evaluation, an.d possibly meta-analysis.

The final component of the integrated training program should be semi-
nars and zorkshopsfor project monitoring and evaluation units (see Table 13-6).
The objectives would be to prMvide M/E staff with the technical skills
required to cary outtheir work and to help them understand how the work
of their units is integrated into M/E activities at the ministerial, provinciaL
and national levels. The contribution of M/E to project management and
the overall acd devement of prolect goals should also be emphasized. These
seminars should cover stakehc ser analysis (induding the importance of
consultationwithbeneficiaries),multimethodapproaches,diagnosticstud-.
ies, and the effective utilization of studies.
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Table 13-6. Seminars/Workshops for Project Monitorng
and Evaluation Units

Audience Staff from project level M/E units, local consultants, and
researchers involved in the evaluations; evaluation staff from
concerned NGOs; and possibly donor agencies involved with the
projects. Where concerned ministies have MfE cells, they may
also be invited.

Duration Three- to five-weekbasic course followed by shorter more
specialized workshops.

Objectioes To provide M/E staff with the technical skills to carry out their
work and to helk them understand how the work of their units is
integrated into M/E activities at the ministerial, provincial, and
national levels. The contribution of MIE to project management
and the overaR achievement of project goals will also be
emphasized.

Content * The orga tization ancl functions of the different elements of
the national M/E system and their links with project M/E units.

* The imwprtance of close cooperation with NCO M/E activities
* M/E and the project cycles for nationally and donor-funded

projects.
* The kinds of studies and reporting requirements called for

under the project agreemts, togefther with an explanation
of how each kind of information will be used.

3 The design and implementation of different kdnds of studies.
o Methods of data collection and analysis
* The importance of a multirnethod approach and the need for

checks on the reliability and validity of data.
- The importance of participant observation and other

quaitative methods to understand the project from the
perspective of the intended beneficiaries.

* The design and utflization of diagnostic studies.
* Stakeholder analysis.
* Principles of sample design.
* Research designs for the estimation of project impacts.

Methodology * Reading assignments followed by lectures and discussion.
* Small group exercises and discussions.
* Preparation and use of case studies.
* Field exercises to test different data collection metiods and to

conduct-rapid assessments of ongoing or completed projects.

Reading See Chapters 2-3,4-8, and 10-12 of this volume and the
material and recommended readings at the end of each chapter-
cunrii.da
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Training Methods and Materials

Country and Sector Reiew Papers

To fully understand the operation of national and sectoral M/E systems, it
may be necessary to commission a review paper comparing the organiza-
tion of national M/E systems in different countries (Khan 1989, 1990).
Attention should also be given to the particular kinds of studies (for
example, impact evaluation) performed in individual countries These
studies could descnbe and illustrate the various systems used.

A comparative review of M/E systems may take three to six months
because the researcher may have to visit a number of counties. Often two
visits are required, the first to identify a local collaborator and to agree on
how the information is to be collected, and the second (possibly one or two
months later) to review the information that has been collected. National
reviews can usuallry be completed in two to three months, depending on
how much fieldwork is required.

Case Studies

Case studies describe in much more detail how a monitoring and evalua-
tion system was designed and implemented for a particular project. Nor-
mally, the case will describe the evaluation process as well as the sysbem's
organzation and methodology. Many cases wilL also discuss the im-
plementation problems and attempt to show how the original evaluation
designhad to be adapted to changing circunstances. A well-prepared case
will help inexperienced evaluation researchers better understand the com-
plex political, administative, social, and cultul environmentinwhidch the
evaluation is designed and conducted.

Case studies may be commissioned before the course or seminar, or
participants can be asked to prepare a case on their own projects, which
they will then present in the seminar. For a discussion of how to prepare
and present a case study, see Yin (1984).

Cases canbe used in severalways in anM/E seminar. First, the lecturer
can use them to illustrate the lecture, and students may subsequently use
them as reference material to illustrate the ways in which M/E was organ-
ized and the kinds of problems that arose. (For a typical example of how
monitoring and evaluation were used at the sectoral level in the countries
of South Asia, see Ahmed and Bamberger 1989.)
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Cases alsoprovide material for group discussions. The case describes the
context in which an M/E study or program was undertaken and provides
information on a study that has either been conducted or is about to be
conducted. The members of the group are asked to discuss the evaluation
and to suggest how it should be organized or analyzed.

In addition, the cse is a useful toolin role-playing exercises. One group
may be assigned the role of the evaluation team, another project manage-
ment, and a third the agency funding the project The task may be to agree
on the objectives and organization of the evaluation program or to present
and discuss the findings of a study. The purpose is to help participants
understand the political dimensions of evaluation and the perspectives of
various stakeholders.

Field Visits

Because monitoring and evaluation are both operational activities that take
place mainly in the field, it is essential to indude field visits in the training
programs. This is not nornally done because of the time and money
involved. Various kinds of activities can take place in the field. Different
M/E organizations can simply meet to exchange views on how they
conduct and use studies, or participants can be given some practical expe-
rience in executing a monitoring or evaluation study. If there is enough
time, participants can be asked to conduct a rapid apprai or diagnostic
study combining direct observation with interviews with key informants,
discussions with project staffJ, a review of secondary material, or the like. A
field visit of this kind can be conducted in one day but must be preceded
by a thorough briefing, with adequate background materiaL

If moretime is available,partidpantsmayspendseveraldaysin aproject
area to conduct a more thorough study. Chapter 6 explained how a sus-
tainability assessment study can be organized. The Economic Development
Institute has organized two- to three-day field studies of this kind as part
of seminars in Jordan, Tunis, Malaysia, and Viet Namn-

Panel Discussions

Panel discussions, in which a number of differentspeakers exchange views,
can be an effective teaching technique. At times, speakers will describe and
compare the way evaluation studies are conducted by their respective
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agencies; in other cases, they will present different perspectives on an
evaluation that has been conducted by the seminar participants.

Recommended Reading

Al-Bazzaz, Mehdi, and Michael Bamberger. 1990. "Seminar on Monitoring and
Evaluation of Development Projects and Project Sustaina'bility. EDl Reufw.
January 1990.

Presentation of a curriculum and reading list for a typical monitoring and
evaluation seminar for planners and project managers.

Bamberger, kichael, and Shabbir Cheema. 1990. Project Sustainabiity: Case Studies
from Bangladesh and a ReiewofAsian Experience.

Example of case studiesonprojectsustainability that have been used for teaching
purposes in a number of countries

Davis, Barbara Gross, ed. 1986. "Teaching Evaluation across Disciplines." New
DirectionsforJProgram Evaluation 29. SanFranciscojossey-Bass.

Review of evaluation training programs available in the United States.

Economic Development Institute. 1991. Catalog of TrariningMaterials. Washington,
D.C

Lists all of the trining materials that can be obtained free of charge on request
from EDL Many of these deal with issues relating to monitoring and evaluation
at the sectoral or national levels.

Khan, AdiL 1989. A Reuiew of Current Monitoring and Evaluation Thoughts and
Practies in South Asia Washington, D.C.: World Barn, Economrlic Development-
Institute

Example of a comparative country review of how monitoring and evaluation are
organized at the national leveL

Yin, Robert K 1984 Case Study Researdr Design and Methods. Beverly Hills, Cali£
Sage.

Explains the different ways in which case studies can be designed, analyzed and
used.
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Notes

1. This chapter draws heavily on one authors experience in organizing monitor-
ing and evaluation training programs in Asia and to a lesser extent North Africa
and the English-spealing Arab countries. The lack of direct experience of the M/E
traiidng situation in Latin America and Africa is acknowledged.

2. The study covered onlypublicsectortrangprograms and colequntly does
not indude the training programs of nongovement organizations or institubes of
management, many of which discuss monitoring and evaluation in their training
programs.

3. The Economic Development Institute cooperated with the Royal Scitific
Society inJordan and the Arab PlanningInstitute in Kuwait to develop monitoring
and evaluation trainingwidhin the framework of projectplanning andmanagement
courses fbr the English-speaking Arab countries.

4. The EI article by Al-Bazzaz and Bamberger is a synthesis of experiences in
the organization of monitoring and evaluation courses and seminars in Palistan
(1987), Laos (1988), Malaysia (1988 and 1990), Tunis (1988), Kuwait (1988), Jordan
(1989), and VietNam (1989).



Glossary of Technical Terms

ANNUAL DEVELOPMENT PROGRA (AP)
An annual development plan, used by many dereloping: counties, that identifies
and prortizes the projects for which public investment reiwurces (both national
and foreign) willbe approved

BENEFICIARY ASSESSMENT
Method used to assess the perspectives of intended or actual beneficaries of a
project Concerned with the attitudes of different groups to proposed projects;
designed to obtain feedback during project lementation, or to assess
beneficiaries' opinions about how they have been affected by a project Th.ese
objectives have their origins in participant observation and the desire to 'listen to
people (Salmen 1987). (See Chapter 10.)
CASE STUDY

Casestudiespermitanin-depthanalysisor descriptimnofhowprogramsorproaects
operate and how theyare affectedby the social, economic, and political envirorunent
in which they operate (Yin 1984). There are a wide range ofcase study meffiods but
a common feature is that they concentrate or. a small number of cases (individuals,
communities, schools, and so on), which they examine in depth, normally thrugh
qualitative rather than quantitative methods. Cases can examine one moment in
time or one event, or they can be used to examine pracesses tat evolve over long
periods of time. (See Chapters 5 and 10.)

SINGLE-SE STUDY. Analvsisof data froma singleproject ororganization. The study
maybe conducted at orne point in time ormay involve continuous observation over time
(WMes and Hubemran 1984).

465
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MIJLTISrIE STUDY. Analysis of data fom a number of different communities or
organizations. This requires ffie development of simple matrixes to permit cmoss-site
comparisons.

COMMUNITY IORA
An extension of the key informant approach, except that the whole community is
consulted on the uesof primary concerin the evaluatiorLIn a large community,
a number of separate fora-oftenbased onsex, age, or culturalgroupings-maybe
organized. (See Chapters 5 and 10.)

CONFIDENCE INTERVAL
The range in which one can be confident (with a certain defined probability) that
the true value of the mean lies. (See Chapter 11.)

CONTROL GROUP
A group selected in an experinental or quasi-experimental design to represent the
conditions of the expermental group if they had not been exposed to a prqoect

NONEQUIVALENT CONTROL GROUP. Becausemostprojectsdonotrandomlyse-
lect the idividuals or communities who will receive interventions, it is normally not
possible to selecta control group withexactly thesame charactristicas the intervention
or experimental group. Consequently any postintervention differences between the
control and experimental groups cannotbe automatically attributed to the effects of the
projectAnumberof designandstatistical proceduresareavailabletoadjustforthe initial
differencesbetween the two groups. (See Chapters 8, 9, and 1L)

COST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS (See Ecnomic Analysis.)

COSr-EFFECDIVENESS ANALYSIS
Provides information on the costs of producing a given output (for example, the
construction of houses) or service (for example, vaccination) through altemative
delivery systems. (See Chaptert)

DIA GNOSTIC STUDIES
Provide information on the haracteristics of a community or group ata particular
point in time (for example, when a project is being considered or irntiated) and
analyze the causes of problems identified. (See Chapter 5.)

ECONOMIC ANALYSIS
Defined as the study of the macroecononic significance of miaoeconozrdc pro-
jects (Sang 1988). Compares projects on the basis of their true costs and benefits to
society.

ECONOMIC RATE OF ETURN (E)
The rehtur obtained on the resources invested in a projectwhen the true econonmic
costsandbenefits are calculatedanddiscounted atarate reflectingthe "opportunity
cost of capitarl (that is, the best altemative use of the resources). Projects would
normally be accepted only if the interal economic rate of return (IRR) is greater
than the opportunity cost of capital (often assumed to be 10 or 12 percent).
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EVALUABILErY ASSESSMEN
Assesment of the proposed project evaluation design to determine whether it
wouldbe technicallypossible to evaluate outputs and impacts in thewayproposed
inthe evaluation cesig Thisassessmentoftenresults inamuchsimplerevaluation
design as it demonstrates that the proposed more sophisticated and expensive
design would not, in fact, be able to produce the intended results. (See Chapter 2,
page40.)

EVALUATION
An external activity that consists of assessing (a) the appropriateness of a project's
designandimplementationmethodsinrachievingbothaspecficobjective andmore
general development objectives; (b) a prject's results, both intended and unin-
tended; and (c) the factors affecting the level and distrbution of the benefits
produced. (See Chapter 1, pages 12-14.)

IMPACT EVALUATION (or Sunimative Evaluation). Assessing the extent to which a
project has produced its intended effects and the extent to which the observed changes
can be attributed to the presence of the prcjecL r ; frequently involves the use of an
expeimen or quasi-erpnmtal design.T hatis,control roups areused to eliminate (or
control for) the influence of external factors or events that might have produced the
observed change Frequendy, theevaluationwili also assess -,te distributionaleffectsof
the project to determine whether the benefits were obtained by the intended target
groups. (See Chapters 8 and 9.)

PROCESSEVALUATION (See FormativeEvaluation.)

PROSPECrIVE EVALUAlONL Synthesizes monioring and exaluation inrmation
from earlier studies to assess the likely outcomes of impacts of new projets. Although
widely used in the United States (Chelimsky 1987,1988 and other industrial nations,
prospective evaluations have been little used in developing countries. They are thought
to have considerable potential in the latter. (See Chapter 2, page 63.)

EXPOSURE (to project inputs and benefits)
Defining the kcinds and levels of inputs and benefits accessible to, and actuaRy
enjoyedby different sectors of the projecttarget group. When projectsoffer arange
of different services thatbecome available to different groups atdifferentpoints of
time, it is to find that differentbeneficiaries have been exposed to signifi-
cantly different packages of services. (See Chapter 9.)

FORMATIVE EVALUATION (or ProcessEvaluation)
Studies the process of project implementation to assess how effectively the project
is being implemented and the effect of implementation on the final outcomes and
impacts. (See Chapter 1, pages 12-14; and Chapter 5.)

GAIN SCORE
Term used in the cost-effectiveness analysis of educational and certain other kinds
of projects to define the amount of change produced in an intended product (such
as readingabilityor performznceon amathematics test) as a resultof different kinds
of project delivery systems. (See Chapter 4, page 145.)
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GENDER ANALYSIS
Assessment of the liky differences in the impacts of proposed polides, programs,
orprojectsonwomenandmen. Also used to monitor impacts as apolicy/program
orprojectis implementedor to evaluate theimpacts once ithasbecomeoperational
(See Chapter 2, pages 66-71; and Chapter 4.)

*IPAC1 (InpactAssessment)
The changes produced in a group exposed to an experimental treatment as a result
of the project Projectimpactis distinguished from totl obsen7ed chage in the prcpect
population. The latter may be due in whole or in part to factors unrelated to the
project (See Chapters 8 and 9.)

ENVIRONMNTAL IMPACr ASSESSMENT. Analysis conducted during the project
preparation phase to assess the lilcply environmental impacts of a project (Wmpenny
1991).

SOCIAL IMPACr ASSESSMENT Whe conducted during project appraisal, sodal
inmpactassessmentisusedtoassess thelikyinpact of a prqectondifferentsocialgroups
and also to assess the feasibility of the project's successful implementatin on the basis
of theproposed organizationalstruches,itscompatibiltwithsociocuIturalnorms,and
the Jikely responses of different stakeholder groups. The same techniques anbe used to
monitor a projects social impacts during implementation or after it has become opera-
tional (Fisterbusch 1990).

IMPLEMENTATION

Covers the actual development or construction of the prcject, up to the point at
which it becomes fully operational. Includes the monitoring of all aspects of the
work or activity as it proceeds and supervision by "oversight" agencies within the
country or by external donors.

The transformation of prcject inputs, through the use of a set of implementation
methods, to produce a specified volume and quality of project outputs.

MPLEMENTATION METHODOLOGY
Tedhnical and organizational systems and procedures used to transform the avail-
able inputs so as to produce the intended outputs.

ThPU5'
Fmancial, human, and material resources available to implement the project as
planned.

lITERNAL ECONOMIC RATE OF RErURN (IRR) (See Economic Rate of Return.)

iNIERVENTION (intervention group)
"Interventions" are the services or 'treatments" provided by a project The group
receiving the projectservices is knownas the "treatnent' or 'experimental" group.
This contrasts with the "control" group, which does not receive the services. (See
Chapters 8 and 9.)
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KEY 1INORMANTS
People in a community, region, or organization, who, becaLse of their position are
able toprovideinformationorinsightsonsomeaspectsrelevanttotheproject.These
informants play a key role in many kinds of qualitative evaluations, but it is
important to recognize that they frequently provide a very one-sided perspective,
rather than an "objective"' description of reality. The evaluator must obtain infor-
mation from a broad range of key informants who between them reflect all of the
main currents in the area under study. (See Chapters 7 and 10.)

LOGICAL FRAMEWORK ANALYSIS (LOGFRAME)
Atechniqueforprogramplanuingand monitoringoriginallydevelopedfortheUSX
Agency for lnternational Development. It requires an explicit statement of the
changes that a project is supposed to produce, and of each step that mustbe taken
to bring these changes about Based ona four-stage sequenc: thegenenlgoals to be
achieved; the purpose of the projecf (how it will achieve these goals); the outputs that
are to beproduced to fulfill Utis purpose; and theinputs thatwill be used to adcheve
these outputs. (See Chapter a)
LOGICAL POSTIVISM (See Positivist-Behaviorist Paradigm.)

MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEN (MIS)
The creation, through a well-designed monitoring system, of regular feedback to
management at the project and central agency level, on all key aspects of a project
In some countries, such as the SETIA system in Malaysia, a central MS system
has been established to make information ont all development projects instantly
accessible to all central government agencies and line ministies. (See Chapters 4
and 12.)

META-ANALYSIS
Considers all available (evaluation) studies on a particular kdnd of program or
intervention as a population, and takes the finding of each study as an observation
pointThencombinesallobservations toestimatethermagnitudeandrangeofeffects
produced by a particular intervention. The underlying assumption is that the
average levels of effect observed in a large number of studies will be more reliable
than the findings of an individual study. (See Chapter 2, page 64.)

META-EVALUATION
An "evaluation of an evaluation" (Patton 1980). It has been suggested that the
quality and reliability of evaluations shouldbe audited throughmeta-evaluationin
the same way as financial performance is audited (Schwandt and Halpem 1988).
See Chapter 12.)

MODEL
A planned interventionbased on explict hieories about how to foster social change
or reform, and why that change should be expectec. A model of a social program
shouldrmakeexplicithow differentinputs shouldlead tocertainimpacts.Therefore,
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a model is a testable hypothesis about a procect that can be either refuted or
vindicated. (See Chapter 3.)

MONITORING
An inteal project managemt activity whose purpose is to ensure that the project
achieves its defined objectives within a prescribed time frame and bt9-get. Moni-
toringprovides regular feedback ontheprogress of pmject inplementation, and on
the problems faced during implementation. It consists of operational and adminis-
trative activities that trackresource acquisition and allocation, theproduction or the
delivery of services, and cost records.

NEf PRESENT VALUE PV)
The value today of the stream of net benefits produced by a project when these
benefits have been discounted at the discount rate being used in the eoonomic
analysis. NPV and the Economic Rate of Retun (see above) are the two main
methods used in economic analysis to estimate project worth.

OBJECrIVE TREE LOGIC
At objective tree is a logical framework linking different levels of results or
outcomes according to a causal theory, that a certain set of activities will result in
certain program outcomes that will achieve a strategic objective. This concept is
applied in logical framework analysis and in similar approaches, such as USAID's
PRlSM (see below) used to formulate and evaluate longer-term strategic objectives.

OUTPUTS 
The services or products that a project delivers to a target population and that are
intendrd to produce the expected impacts.

PANEL (panel study)
Selection of a group of individuals, communities or organizations whose behavior
isobserved over time. Panelsareused to monitor and descrbe theprocessofchange
producedby a project or to observe changes occurring as a resultof outside events
such as elections or the evolution of a-newly established urban squatter settlement.
(See Chapters and 9.)

PARADIGM
"A world view, a general perspective, a way of breaking down the complexity of
the real world. As such, paradigms are deeply embedded in the socialization of
adherents and practitioners; paradigms tell thenwhatis important, legitmte and
reasonable. Paradigms are normative, teling the practitioner what to do without
the necessity of lorg existential or epistemological consideration' (Patton 1978).

PARTICIPANT OBSERVATION
Allws the field researcher to become a member of the community or group being
studied. She orhe triesto understand thecommunitybyparticipating inits activities
andbyobsevinghowpeoplebehaveand interactwith eachotherandwithoutside
organizations. The observer tries to become accepted as a neighbor or participant
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rather than an outsider, and tofeel and experience the world from the perspective of
the community. (See Chapter 10.)

PATH ANALYSIS
Method used to evaluate the contribution of different project components and
nonproject factors to observed changes inr the project group. A model is created of
the sequece of events expected to produce the intended project impacts and the
main extemal factors which might intervene. Multiple regression analysis is then
used to estimate "pat coefficients," which show the relative importance of the
different factors and stages in the process. (See Chapter 3, page 93.)

PHENOMEENOLOGY
Analyzes and describes everyday life and its associate state of consciousness. No
assumptions are made about social structure or causali ty. Phenomenology is op-
posed to positivist methods (see b'elow) and to the assumption that individuals are
formed by social forces. Rater, individuals are said to form the social forces.

POSrnlIs1-BEHAVIORIST PARADIGM
DerivedfromtheLogicalPositivistschoolofphilosophy,whichbelieves thatscience
can only deal with observable entities. In sociology, this has led to the search for
observable regularities (social facts") that can be analyzed independently of the
meanings and interpretations that the individuals or groups being observed may
attnrbute to these actions or events.

PRISM: (PROGRAM PERFORMANCE INFORMATION SYSTEM FOR STRATEGIC
MANAGEMENT)
PRISM is a program performance monitoring reporting, and management infor-
mation system introduced by USAID in 1991 forsenior managers bothin Washing-
ton and in the field. Its purpose is to improve AID's ability to clarify objectives,
measure performance, and apply performance information in deciionmaking atall
organizational levels. PRISM calls for the routine collection of data by Missions to
measure their actual progress in achieving strategic objectives and program out-
comes. The app.oach is similar to logical framework analysis but is applied to the
formulation and assessmenttof strategic objectives to be achieved over a time frame
of five to eightyears. (See Chapter2J)

PROGRAM
A series of projects and activities within a particular. sector, all of which seek to-
achieve similar objectives or to provide similar services. For example, a nutrition
programninaparticularcountryorregionrmaycomprise anumber ofseparateprojects
as wel as broadlybased activities fundedi out of the national budget

PROJEC:
A discrete package of investments, policies, and institutional and other actions
designed to achieve a specific development objective (or set of objectives) within a
designatedperiod.
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PROECr CYCL.E The sequence of stages involved in the planning, implementation,
operadonand evaluation of a project (SeeChapter 1, page16; and Chapter4.)

PROJEC COMPLErION REPORT (PCR)
A report normally required by intenational aid agencies at the time that project
implementation is completed (usually within a certain number of months after the
final loan disbursement has been received). The PCR reviews and assesses all
aspects of project implementation and compares intended and actual performance
with regard to physical implementation, costs, and timing. The report includes
lessons learned. Many agencies want it to include a reestimated economic rate of
return. (See Chapter 4.)

QUALITATE METH EODS
Defined as "a particular tradition in social science tat fundamentally depends on
watching people in their own territory and interaction with them in their own
language, on their own terms (Kirk and Miller 1986). Qualitative approaches
emphasize understanding reality as it is construed by the persons being studied. In
many cases, the researcher is expected to become absorbed in the culture in order
to understand the meaingof particular activities orbeliefs within the context of this
culture. Qualitative methodologists are strongly opposed to any effort to isolate a
particular event (or "social facC) and to study it independently of the context in
which it occurs.

Although this is not an essential condition, most qualitative studies rely on
desciptive rather than numerical or statistical analysis. (See Chapter 10.)

QUANITxATIE MEHODS
In most cases, these methods rely on a structured instrument (questionnaire or
observation guide) to collect standarded inf ormation on a careflly selected sample of
individuals, units, or events. The information is then analyzed by statistical proce-
dnures to obtain descriptive data on a group, make statistical comparisons between
groups, or conduct more complex multivariate analysis.

Frequently, researchers who collect and analyze quantitative data operate within
a positivist-behaviorisf paradigm (see above). The purpose is to identify and analyze
observable regularities (social facts") that can be interpreted independently of the
meanings attached to them by the individuals or groups being observed.

QUASI-EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN (QED)
Identifies competing explanations for a program effect and develops research
designs to control for these altematives so that one can assess whether and to what
extent the observed changes can be attributed to the project or intervention being
evaluated.

In mostsocial evaluations, itisnotpossible to achieve the degree of scientificrgor
obtained in laboratory experimnents, and QED provides the dosest approximation
to the true experimental design available in a particular contexL

In most QED, one or more control groups (see above) are selected to approximate
as closely as possible the characteristics of the experimental group and are used to
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assess the condition of the experimental group if the project had not taken place.
(See Chapter 8.)

RAPID ASSESSMENT (or Rapid Appraisal)
Methods firstdeveloped in agriculture and rural development (where theybecame
known as rapid rural appraisal, or RRA) to provide a mpid and cost-effective means
of assessing the conditions of a community or area at the time a project was being
planned. Since then, they have been extended to provide a rapid method of impact
assessment and are now being used widely in other sectors, such as health and
nutrition. (See Chapters 4, 7, and 10.)

SAMPLE
A number of people, households, communities, or other units that have been-
selected in a systematic way and are used to estimate the characteristics of the
population from which the units were drawrL In a well-designed sample sufficient
interviews are conducted to ensure that estimates about the mean or distribution of
valuesaround themeancanbe madewithaspecified degree of accuracy. (See earlier
discussion of confidence intervals anu Chapter 11.)

CLUSTER SAMPLE Cluste of populations such as blocks, neighborhoods, commu-
nities,orothereasilydefinableareas. nterviewsconductedimasmallrumberof carefuly
selected dusters an save considerable time and money. Although duster samples
producestatisticallylesspreciseestimates, thisisusalycompensatedforbythereduced
casts and time.

PtJRPORSIVE SAMPLE. Respondent selected in a nonrandom way, accmrding to char-
acteristics of concemto aparticularstudy. Althoughthis isamuchmoreeconomicalway
to obtain informaion, caution must be exercised in nialdng generalizations because the
sample is not representative of the total population hom which respondents are drawnL

RANDOM SAMPLE. Each unit has an equal chance of being seleded. Generalizations
can therefore be made directly from the sample to the population from which it was
drawn without introducing any bias. With more complex forms of random sampling
(such as stratified random samples), the pmbability of each urit's being selected
is known thus, through weighting it is possible to obtain an urbiased population
estimate.

STRATIFIED SAMPLE Reduces the number of intertiews requred to achieve a re-
quired level of statisticalprecision in the estimation ofpopulationattibutes. Al primary
units (households, individuals, andso on) are dassified intogroupsaccordingto adearly
definable attribute such as age, sex, or household income. Samples of a size sufficent to
ensure a requireddegree of statisticalprecisionare thenselected fromeachstratum.After
the findings foreach stratum have been analyzed separately, weighting procedures are
used to estimate the population parameters.

Stratification can help reduce the total number of interviews required to
ensure a specfied degree of precision when the attnbutes being studied vary
greatly from one stratum to anoher, when there is little variation within each
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stratum, and when some strata represent a relatively small proportion of the
total population.

LOT QUALITY ACCEPTANCE SAMPLLNG (LQAS). A sampling technique that
uses some of the principles of industrial quality control to reduce significantly thesizeof
samplesrequired to monitortheperformanceofhealth centers and otherservice delivery
units.

SAMPLE PRECISON
Refers to the range in which, for a given degree of statistical confidence, the true
value of a population characteristic (such as the mean) is estimated to liet Precision
can be defined as the range divided by the mean. The precision of an estimate can
be increased by increasing the sample size. (See Chapter 11, page 362.)

SECONDARY DATA
Data that already exist in the form of published reports or project files, which can
be used for evaluation purposes. (See Chapters 7 and 10.)

SOCIAL COSTS OF ADJUSMENT
Many developing countries have been forced to introduce broad programs of
economic refom and strctural adjustment to correctdeeply entrenched ecoonoiic
and administrative factors that have irnhbited growth. Many of these programs
produce, at least in the short run, substantial reductions in public sector employ-
ment,cutbacksinpublicservices,andrapid increasesinpricesofessentialproducts.
A major area of recent evaluation research is to asses the social costs of these
progams, particularty on the poor and vulnerable groups- (See Chapter 3, page 99.)

SoCIAL (DEVELOPMENT) PROGRAMS
The broad range of programs designed to improve the quality of life byimproving
thecapacityof citizenstoparticipatefullyinsocial,economic,andpoliticalactivties
at the local and national levels. Programs may focus on improving physical well-
being (eath, nutition); providing access to services (housing& water supply, local
transportation); protecting vulnerable groups from some of the adverse conse-
quences of economic reform and structural adjustment; or providing education,
literacy, and employment and income-generating opportunities (vocational and
eichnical trainin& credit, integrated rural developmnent, and small business devel-

opment). (See Chapter 1, page 8.)

STAKEHOLDERS

Groups that have an interest in the outcome of a project or program and conse-
quently in the orientation, interpretation, and dssenation of the monitoring and
evaluation studies. (See Chapter 4, page 113.)

STRUCTURED LEARNING
Structured Learning is a systematic way to learn from the experience of ongoing
projects or sector programs and policies, and to utilize this knowledge to improve
the way in which future projects, programs and policies am formulated, im-
plemented, and evaluated. (See Chapter 3.)
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SUMMATIvE EVALUAIION (See lmpact Evaluation.)

SUSTAINABILrrY

Refers either to projects or the process of development. Project sustainability is the
capacity of a project to continue to deliver its intended benefits orservices through-
out its intended economic life. Sustaiable deelopment refers to the management of
natural and human resources in a way that maximizes the benefits to present
generationswhilemaintainingthe potential to meet theneeds offuturegenerations.
(See Chapter 6)

SUSTAINABII=Y INDEX Different indicators of sustainability are rated on a 5-point
scale. The sum of these ratings can be used to produce a sustainability score that can be
used to compare different projectsor to assess changes in thesustainabilityof oneproject
at different points in its development cyde. (See Chapter 6.)

SYSTEMS ANALY55

The use of graphical and mathematical techniques to descrbe theprocess of project
implementation and to assess factors affecting project outcomes. It is extensively
used for planning and monitoring health and infrastructure programs, among
others. (See Chapter 3, page 83.)

THREA15 TO VALDIfY
Factors that can affect or distort ie findings of an experiment and thus can threaten
the validity of the interpretations, because quasi-experimental designs (see above)
are not able to satisfy all the requirements of a true desigrL Cook and Campbell
(1979) identified four main groups of threats to validity. (See Chapter S.)

CONSTRUCr VALIDITY. Different causal explanations can be given to statisticaly
significant reladonships between the exposure to a project and observed chages in the
variables that theprojectis intended to affect For example, one researcher may cnclude
that the increased family income of residents in a new housing projectshows that living
in a better neighborhood makes it easier to obtain a better job. Another may conclude
thineased housigexpendihuesmay fore secondary worersto come into the labor
force.

INTERNAL VAUDITY. Statistically signficnt differences between the project and
experimental groups are not due to the effects of the project but to a tird variable that
could not be adequately controlled. For example, it is sometimes argued that increased
income of participants in small business credit prograns is not due to the provision of
creditpersebutto thefact thatprojects tend to attract moremotivated peoplewhowould
prbably have succeeded even without the project It is usually not possible to control
for motivation in the selection of project and control groups.

ECrERNAL VATITDY. The impact of a project is erroneously attributed to the proj-
ect interventions rather than to extemal facts (such as employment conditions,
oter prqects, favorable climatic conditions, etc). Consequently it is wrongly iferred
that the projectwould produce the same outcomes if implemented in anotherlocation or
region.
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STATISTICAL CONCLUSION VALIDMTY. The impact of a project is erroneously at-
tributed to the fact that the statistical tests were wrongly applied or interpreted. For
example, a statistical testwith insufficientpoviermay have been said to identify an effect

TRIANGULAnON
The degree of confidence in the findings of an evaluation can be greatly inaeased
by comparing information and estmates obtained from different methods of data
collection. The systematic use and comparison of independent data collection
methods is known as "triangulation." (See Chapter 7, page 225.)

UNOBTRUSIE MEIHODS (OF DATA COLLECTION)
A major problem in evaluation, or other kinds of social research, is that the act of
collecting data changesthebehaviorand theresponesof thesubjectorcomunuriity.
Evidence of illegal activities is removed, conununity leaders behave more demo-
cratically, childre.Laredressedintheirbestlothes, ornmothersbegintofeedchildren
better kdnds of food. Unobtrusive measures seek to observe the community and
collect data in ways that reduce this "reactivity. Methods include direct observa-
tion, photography, automatic recorders, acting as a member of the comnwnity, or
using community members to help collect the informatiorL (See Chapters 7 and 10.)
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